If you are receiving good value for your Village tax dollars, please
indicate why. Or, if you are not receiving good value for your Village
tax dollars, please indicate why not.

Village of Fox Point
Comprehensive Plan Public Survey
Combined Open-ended Question Results

Comment
Number

If you are receiving good value for your Village tax dollars, please indicate why. Or, if you
are not receiving good value for your Village tax dollars, please indicate why not.

2

1) We strongly appreciate the rubbish pick up service. Fox Point has many elderly residents who rely on this service to maintain independence. For us,
a family starting out, this service streamlines our chaotic mornings.
2) We are very pleased with the police responsiveness (multiple incidents with stray dogs!).
1. efficient and courteous removal of trash, recycling and refuse.
2. continuous effort to plan for and update drainage/water issues, road maintenance, etc.

3

All is well with services the Village of Fox Point provides. We had a dead deer in our yard the Village sanitation folks came right away to dispose of it. At
Christmas time, I gave an Eli's Cheesecake to the guy responsible for removing the dead deer from our yard. We were so grateful.

1

4
5
6

All required services appear to be executed well
All services provided are excellent.
Appreciate rubbish pick up services.

7

Appreciate, in particular: trees!, reliable garage and recycling collection, leaf/branch roadside pick up, skating rink, farmer's market, appreciation for
the village culture - attention to detail in public areas, oversight on properties that are not up to standards, 4th of July parade.

8

Appreciation of collection, tree shrubs and clippings pick up

9

Assuming that this cost includes the Police Department and the Fox Point portion of the North Shore Fire Department, along with garbage collection,
street plowing, and road and infra structure maintenance and repair, we do receive good value for these tax dollars.

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

At house collection of garbage is great. Accessible and friendly village management, esp. Mr. Botcher. Extraordinary police department and chief of
police Freedy.
Because I (85 and 88 yr. olds) don’t ha e to take thing to the road in winter!
Because I feel that the roads are kept up, and landscape too.
Because needs are currently met.
Besides coming up the driveway for garbage collection, what other services are you referring to. The Fox Point police department seems adequate but
I don’t understand the need to have two or three squad cars per traffic stop. North shore Fire department is a shared service. The village crews who
deal with the residents are wonderful.
Best DPW ever. Picks up all yard debris. As to the garbage collectors Steve is the best!!
Clean Village streets and parks; trash and yard waste removal is appreciated; responsive Village staff.
Compared to neighboring communities, village seems well-managed. I have lived here 35 years, and over that time, services have remained the same,
and the quality of life is high. I am happy to have municipal water rather than wells; to have trash/recycling/yard waste picked up weekly from
wherever I put it; to have the roads well-maintained. We haven't had to cut back on anything, and I am confident the village tries very hard to spend
our tax dollars wisely.
Competent employees do good work on a timely basis
Considering that is all we get of the taxes we pay, we get a lot for our money.
Consistency and reliability of services (garbage and yard waste). Well maintained appearance within the village Right Of Ways.
consistent delivery of the services.
Consistent garbage and recycling and yard waste services. Community pool.
Consistent services in generally key areas of residential need/use
Conveniences like brush pick up and garbage near the house. Strong police presence.

25

Decent snow plowing, roads kept in reasonable condition, appreciate the village trees on properties. Good schools that attract residents.

26
27
28
29

Dependable, good service
DPW department is great and village hall employees are always helpful.
DPW employees are reliable, helpful and go out of their way to make existing services apparent.

32

DPW including trash removal and water dept is first rate.
DPW is amazing, garbage pick up is perfect. Snow removal is also top-notch. Public green space is well maintained. The pool is also a huge asset to
the community. Village staff and public employees are friendly and hard-working.
DPW services and maintenance great job
when ever I have had need or concerns they were met promptly
DPW staff does a great job. Streets are plowed well and on time. Garbage and yard waste collection are done very well.

33

Drive up garbage service is great!. Weekly brush and yard pick up is also a great service. Appreciate FP Police checking on house while out of town.

30
31
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54

55

Driveway garbage/recycling pickup without limits is a huge benefit. The village is attractive and well maintained.
Efficient and courteous garbage, recycling and refuse pickup.
Efficient and timely snow removal
Progress in water drainage/sewer improvement.
Efficient trash and recycling
Efficient snow plowing
Efficient trash and recycling pick-up, efficient snow plowing, extremely responsive and friendly Village personnel
Everything is taken care of through the excellent services.
Everything service related in FP is top notch (trash pick up, police dept, etc). In addition, I feel like I have a voice in the community as a tax payer and
am able to be heard if I have any questions/issues.
Excellent communication with village employees when needed.
Excellent garbage, recycling, yard waste services
Maintenance of village trees
Strong police and fire response
Excellent plowing and weekly garbage collection.
Excellent police presence in the Village. The streets, grass, and trees are well maintained. Trash is picked up on a timely basis.
Excellent police service. Garbage and recycling are excellent. Snow removal is good. The village staff (office, arborist, inspector, etc) are all
competent, polite and effective.
Excellent sanitation services and snow removal
Excellent services by the Village DPW and excellent responsiveness from the Village Forestry Department. Advice and assistance from the Village Hall
staff has been somewhat uneven.
excellent services. great staff
Excellent village workers
Excellent, up-to-the-door trash/recycling and mail delivery service. Also received great service from the village when our water pipes froze a few years
ago. Also received great service from the village building inspector, who worked with us for a creative solution and delivered historic blueprints to us
without being asked.
Feel satisfied that we have good rubbish service and recycling.
Few amenities make us unique- DPW workers are efficient with garbage collection , keeping green spaces mowed and trimmed. Snow removal with an
effort to not leave piles in front of driveway.
Pool accessibility.
Police attentive
Arborist has quick response when questions arise.
First responders OUTSTANDING! Very empathetic and caring people. Waste management and Forestry Depts. also first rate.
Fox Point is kept clean and it provides essential services in a positive way.
Fox Point police are visible and available. We especially appreciate their keeping the speeds down on through streets. The trash, recycling, and yard
debris collections are consistent and good. Since our property has a steep slope at the end of the drive and our trash cans tend to fall into the ditch if
we try to leave them out near the street, we put them back behind the house at the front of the garage. All the collectors are great about driving to
the back and making sure the trash can covers are secured when they are finished. The water/sewer bill was raised a few years ago to reflect the
amount of roof/driveway/hardscape on the property in a way that we think is unfair. Although we understand the logic that most water runs into the
ditches and, thus, we have more run-off than others with shorter driveways, etc., the majority of the water from the house, our patio, the driveway,
and even the street itself (at the end of the drive) flows to our back yard, rather than the ditch. When the water/sewer bill was raised, we were told
that that only way to lower the bill would be to put in a water garden in a location which, for us, is one of the driest parts of the yard. Does not make
sense, so we continue to pay extra for storm sewer usage that we are not using.

58

Fox Point Village services are top notch.
Friendly hard working village workers! I stay at home with kids and see the workers all day around the neighborhood and they do a great job. Plus
always wave to me and my kids! :)
garage door trash collection is a nice luxury, streets are well maintained, bad weather response is fast.
Garage side garbage and recycle pickup.
12 months a year yard waste removal.

59

Garbage an recycling are done expediently with friendly personnel. Snow plowing id done on a timely basis. Forestry program is top notch.

56
57

60
61

Fall 2019

Garbage and recycling pick-ups are reliable and generally done with consideration of garage entry - bins are usually not thrown in front of a garage
door. Public rights of way, parks and Indian Creek are generally well-kept. I do like the natural appearance of our intermittent detention pond and
Indian Creek.
Garbage and yard waste collectors do a fantastic job!
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64
65

Garbage collection at the house is a great thing. Anytime I have made an inquiry of the village response has been fast. Hope that continues. There has
been turn over which could be a concern.
Garbage collection is done efficiently & workers are very friendly. Village inspectors (house & tree) respond timely to concerns.
Garbage collection staff and other village staff are customer friendly and responsive.

66

Garbage collection; yard waste pick-up; responsiveness of village employees to questions, requests...
Garbage collectors are very friendly, professional and reliable.
The forestry team has also been easy to work with and responsive.

67

Garbage men come into my garage to pick up my trash. appreciate that we have a village arborist. Police presence is important.

68
69

Garbage pick up; yard waste pick up; responsiveness of village employees in responding to questions, requests...

70

garbage pickup at the house is an exceptional value. The village workers are friendly and it's nice that they connect with village residents.

71
72
73
74
75

garbage pick-up at home--not curb emergency / police help readily available safe community

Garbage pick-up is always on time, staff is friendly and helpful. We appreciate pick up of garden waste on a weekly basis during the growing season.
Snow removal is timely and well done. Information signage on voting places is good. Public parks are very nice. The recent addition of the June
Community Day event is great! I personally don't use the pool now, but our children did when they were growing up and I value that the pool is
available for young families and swimmers.
Garbage pickup is good. The pool, police and village hall availability.
Garbage/brush and recycling pick up is top notch! Plus, we have access to a public pool! Also appreciate the forestry unit. Would love it if our police
could foil / prevent a few car break ins (not sure if that is part of this survey or not.)
Garbage/brush pick up is top notch! ...and we have access to a village pool!
Good and quick police response. Great trash and recycle pick up. Snow removal very timely.

76

Good fire and police presence, well maintained and landscaped public areas, responsive government, Fox point pool, great schools

77
78
79
80
81

Good garbage and yard waste collection. Stormonth School and park.
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Good garbage pick up and good snow removal and emergency tree work when there is storm damage.
Good garbage pick up, yard waste pick up, streets, plowing.
Good garbage service. Courteous and professional police services and Mike Krueger and crew responsive and helpful.
Good infrastructure, responsive local govt
Good job with regular services, like garbage, recycling and yard waste. Village has been very responsive whenever I have called with an issue or
question.
Good plowing of roads in winter, Good garbage and recycling pickup service,
Police dept is responsive, Safe area for children and good schools.
Good police and fire services.trash pickup and plowing.
Good Police presence, wonderful garbage & rubbish collection, nice dog waste stations
Good response to our needs.
Good road plowing and garbage pickup. Good schools
Good schools, ongoing road improvements, and excellent waste, landscape, snow and recycling removal
good trash and yard waste pick up, village is well maintained, trees trimmed, grass cut, trash picked up
Good Trash service, access to free mulch is nice, tree trimming service for village owned trees
Good value - police force, village inspector
Good Village employees
Good waste pickup and lawn debris removal
GREAT GARBABE PICKUP AND SNOW REMOVEL
Great garbage and recyclable service; much better than Whitefish Bay where we recently moved from.
Great garbage pick up, excellent maintenance of common areas , especially Beach Drive boulevard.
Great job with snow cleaning of streets. Doing recycling every week is great. There is a good police presence around town.
Great maintenance, great schools, great parks.
Great pick up garbage and yard waste. Steve is super! Thank
Great refuse and garbage pick-up.
Great rubbish & yard waste removal. The services are top notch.
Great school. Good roads. Clean and quick pickup of rubish.
great schools. great safety.
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107
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great service from staff
Great village employees, police, and, garbage pick up! North Shore fire dept. is excellent and have been there for us in minimal time when needed.
Snow removal is top notch!
Great village workers for trash pickup and snow removal and any other village service.
Guys are great. Makes things simple. Also gives us a face for the services, and consistency when there is an issue

109

Happy with trash/recycling collection, snow clearing
Having recently moved to Fox Point from downtown Milwaukee, I have found Fox Point to be amazingly sweet, dark, and quiet. I love the train, and
whether it blows the horn or not. The garbage collection is excellent, and the people are very friendly.

110

I absolutely love our garbage and yard waste collection services. Don't change a thing. I appreciate being able to obtain mulch at the pool site.

111

I also own a house in Colchester Vermont. The services are night and day different. While fox point taxes are higher than in Vermont, the services are
far superior in Fox Point. The plowing is great, the garbage service is amazing, having a village arborist is very appreciated - especially with emerald
ash borer. I like having yard waste pickup, the pool, and the skating rink. Colchester Vermont has none of the services I mentioned. They all make the
village a more livable place.

112

I always get a good response with questions at the village hall, dpw, etc. Services, like garbage, recycling, police, are very good and responsive.

113
114
115
116

I am Happy with the service.

117
118
119

I am happy with waste removal, yard waste, and recycling. Snow removal in winter also very good.
I am receiving the value of the village, such as school facilities, rubbish cleaning in my property and the area constantly
I am satisfied with the services
I appreciate curbside pick up for leaves, branches, etc. which many villages don't have, and the attention to forestry issues. I feel very safe living in Fox
Point, good schools, clean streets.
I appreciate how clean the village is. I like how the snow is removed asap from our roads (quicker than bayside). I appreciate that our trash and yard
waste is quickly and efficently removed. Also, Steve is an excellent ambassador and the only one in the neighborhood to welcome us when we moved
in (my neighbors are old).
I appreciate how responsive the village is to our needs.

120

I appreciate that garbage and recycling pick up is on time and thorough, being able to get yard waste and leaves picked up curbside and care of village
trees (especially in light of the emerald ash borer destruction). I also see village police patrolling the neighborhood frequently. The pool, parks and
other public spaces are well maintained. Any village staff that I have interacted with have been friendly and professional. I have no complaints.

121

I appreciate the good services of the garbage and recycling teams, as well as the yard waste pick-up team. When I called the village last summer to
request that dead branches from my ash trees be removed because large branches were falling into my yard and vegetable garden each time it rained
and when a stronger than average wind blew, the trees were trimmed back within a week.

122

123

124
125

I appreciate the prompt and courteous service of the DPW.
I appreciate the WEEKLY recycling pick up! Please don't go to every other week pick up.
I appreciate garbage pickup up the driveway even though my driveway is not long. Helps old people, sick people, etc. quite a bit. Makes the streets
look nicer too without cans lined up.
I appreciate the FABULOUS lawn refuse pickup of branches, etc. Glendale makes their residents 'gift wrap' branches into small sections and creates
almost a hill to climb to get rid of branches etc.
The Village does a great job with tree pruning and planting.
Our taxes are high but I can tolerate them because of these services.
I appreciate the weekly trash, recycling,and yard waste PU.

129

I appreciate the yard waste and recycling pickup along with the trash route.
I believe the most valuable use of my tax dollars is the school district. I have two children at Stormonth and believe they are getting s very good
education.
I enjoy the bike paths; good garbage and recycling pick up.
I feel like not only are the Village workers doing a great job with keeping the Village looking good but they are all wonderful ambassadors for the
Village and it is a comfort to have them around day after day with a positive attitude.
I feel that the village gives us better than average service in the garbage pick up however i also know that our infrastructure in our water mains is not
very good

130

I feel that the village takes really good care of the village. I think our meeting ax dollars are worth it, especially compared to surrounding communities.

131
132

I feel that we get better service than some neighboring communities.

126
127
128
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I feel very comfortable with my services. Everything runs very routine/consistent and that is important in a service.
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I have had a tree planted by the village, the garbage guys are great and will take anything, the village is responsive to all the water leaks, and the police
have always been there when you need them.
I have had good experience with garbage collection, police response time & professionalism
i have lived in the village from 1952 to 1972 got married and moved back 1976 and we are still residences
I have written thanks for snow removal, tree care, mail box maintenance, and water flow (drainage) maintenance!! Keep up the vital good work! DO
not put up streetlights, sidewalks... I like to see stars at night. The cross trained Village Workers are polite and smart... much appreciation. Memorial
Days and July 4th events help us meet our neighbors and develop community spirit. WE appreciate the Fox Point Pool, although our four kids are
grown and moved away.
I like the garbage and recycling service. The roads are maintained and things get fixed in a timely manner.
I like the garbage pick up near the garage, instead of roadside

145

I like the police/fire protection level. I like weekly trash/recyclables pick up
I love that we have recycling once a week. In addition, it is nice to have the option for a special pick-up. I love the farmer's market and options that
the village gives families.
I love the access we have to Village police officers; the garbage schedules are predictable and consistently high quality access. The garbage pick up is
consistently reliable. I observe the workers to be friendly and polite~ love their demeanor & respect shown always; that tells us they’re content in their
jobs and treated well. They deserve much kudos for that aspect of their jobs! Truly. We feel the village pool is a true gem for us—while we haven’t
used in years, knowing the option is there is huge! Village hall & police department have always shown professionalism. That’s a rare quality for many
other communities.
I love the garbage and recycling pick-up services and the fact that I don't have to put it out by the street. I appreciate the leaf and yard waste pick-up,
efficiency, and attention to detail (they don't leave debris lying on the lawn or street, etc). The responsiveness to village requests such as the arborist,
are prompt and professional. I love having the police service of home checks while I'm out of town. As a single person, I feel very safe in this
neighborhood.
I love the interaction with the individuals who manage our services. The amenity of having the ability to keep our recycling, rubbish in the drive is
fantastic. They are dependable, there are no large noisy waste management vehicles in front of our home (comparing the smaller atv’s that pick our
bins with traditional Milwaukee ways).
I love the pool, ice rink, tennis courts and garbage pick up( also close approximation to the library and schools).
I love the services that the village offers: pool, ice rink( very upset that we could not use it last year),tennis courts and parks. The library is close by too.
The garbage collection is a plus too and the friendly atmosphere. The farmers market is great too!

146

I love the trash and recycling pick up. The complimentary vacation watch is outstanding and so is the response to issues regarding safety.

147

I particularly like that we can schedule a time for the village to pick up and dispose of larger items.
I pay about $2,000. per Month in RE Tax. That is a lot. All I see is garbage and tree limb pick up and snow plowing. But I know there is a lot more
involved in running the village.
I really appreciate the garbage/recycle is picked up from anywhere in your property. It is so useful for the elderly, people who are sick or injured and
for mother's with young children. It is worth the money and why I love living in this community!!!! It puts my mind at ease because we do pay too
much for property tax. At least I get service, unlike Bayside.

140
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I recognize I can't see if village employees are idle for any part of their shift but my impression is that they work hard, take pride in their work and are
approachable. I'll leave it to managers to ensure the workforce is correctly staffed for the work that has traditionally needed to be done. The rubbish
pick-up is prompt and I prefer it to Waste Managements work on recyclables. I think the DPW and group responsible for the tree planting and yard
waste removal do a good job. The only complaint I have is that as a frequent walker, traffic enforcement just doesn't seem to be able to slow people
to the speed limit. I live on Green Tree and often need to walk on Yates and the speeding is atrocious. Even when the police are out all day on Green
Tree, it slows temporarily and then it gets crazy fast. It is not uncommon to see people going down Yates at 10-15 MPH over the posted speed limit.
I think Fox Point does provide exceptional trash/recycling services and I like having access to the parks, skating rink, and pool.
I think most services are great in the village. Snow plowing is an areas that needs improvement. Roads are regularly plowed but sometimes the snow is
pushed into driveways leaving home owners to move heavy snow during big storms.
I think our DPW staff is excellent. We have a great quality of life here!
I think the best value we receive comes through our DPW.
I think the DPW, fire and police services are all excellent.
I think the village does a great job in providing police, public services. I don't think that residents who are not using the School system should have a
reduced tax bill
I think the Village provides excellent police service and municipal sanitation/recycling services. The Village generally maintains all the Village owned
property. I also appreciate the Vacation home checks as an extra measure of security service.
I think the village services are great. In general we have been pleased with the day to day services and responses to problems or questions when they
have come up.
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I very much appreciate the quick response time from Fox Point/North Shore first responders, garbage and recycling collection, as well as curbside
pickup for branches/garden/lawn debris and leaf collection in the Fall.

160

I would pay practically anything to continue the trash service we have, I love not having to take it to the curb and the whole system is just fantastic.
I’m not sure what else is included in Village services, but I assume everything else is as nice as that as well.

161

I would prefer it if rather than paying fees they were just included in my taxes for things like water and recycling.

162

I'm very pleased with the service provided by the Public Works Department. I'm also very pleased with how well kept and maintained the village
property is - green space, roads plowed in the winter, etc. I also like the fact that we don't have the large garbage trucks and large village-provided bins
for our rubbish. I'm always impressed that Fox Point has clean streets / roadways with no yard waste left for days or weeks, like I see in Bayside and
other communities. I'm also very happy with our law enforcement. Whenever there is an issue, they come right away and are visible at community
events. The best summer activity in the Village is the Fox Point Farmers Market - one of the best markets in southeastern Wisconsin.

163
164
165

In contrast to Bayside, things seem to be done in a more reasoned manner. No dogmatic enforcing of codes. No farflung commercial proposals. Trash
collection, tree maintenance, etc all seem well done.
It is quiet O.K.
It's great having garbage/recycling picked-up by driveway. Also like yard waste pick-up and snow plowing.

166

I've never lived in a neighborhood that has such friendly, supportive service staff. I believe the staff goes above and beyond in this village.

167

Like that yard waste is picked up weekly not monthly like our neighbors in Bayside and left to rot on the sides of the road.
like the personal service, they respond quickly,....also like the weekly routine for collections from households.
the folks that are the ones out and about doing the jobs are terrific !
Love how the pick up my yard waste

168
169
170
171
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173
174
175
176
177

Love Steve! Fox Point foundation great!
Love the garbage/recycling pick up staff and service!!
Love the people who work in the village ,they are friendly and helpful .
Love trash pickup inside garage
No complaints
No complaints. One praise Steve S. And the village workers do a great job!
normal and expected services are provided timely and with care. That is good value for me.
On a weekly basis, we are paying about $30 per week for village services. The most consistent service is garbage pickup.Fox Point police and rescue
squad are responsive to our concerns and needs. The Village does an excellent job of snow removal and maintenance of public spaces, as well tree
planting, removal and maintenance. Our roads are in good condition. The Village responds promptly to emergencies such as water main breaks.

182

One almost never receives so called 'good' value from government services... just concentrate on keeping demographics of Fox Point as they have
been for decades
One Name: Steve Schoeltise! Steve has been working with our family since we move into the village several years ago and as a representative of Fox
Point, he goes above and beyond expectations at every level. Never, would we expect to receive the care that we do in Fox Point in any other area
(especially because of Mr. Schoeltise and his fellow co-workers). The village is very well maintained (although the local parks could use a bit more tlcnew sand, mulch, weeding and a tune up)
One of the things I love is the tree maintenance near the roads. Trees are invaluable but can be expansive to maintain, remove, and replace. Thank you
for doing this.
our DPW workers are amazing and help to make our village special and well taken care of our trees, roads, and village
Our family enjoys the family atmosphere of Fox Point. We spent the summer utilizing the Fox Point pool. Swimming lessons and the family float night.
The parks are fantastic and we have found the area very bike friendly.

183

Our garbage collection, recycling is consistent and valued, snow removal is prompt, streets could use more attention regarding cracks, etc, common
areas are adequate but nothing special, police and 911 services seem to be good, schools continue to have fairly good reputations- not sure what else.

184

Our garbage man, Steve, goes above and beyond his job. The village makes yard waste collection easy. Indian Hill Elementary School is a jewel of a
school and we love how they have created a learning garden and is partnering with Schlitz Audubon. We appreciate that the village offers the
Uprooter tool for buckthorn.
Village-issued recycling bins are ridiculously undersized. There should be a place at Village Hall to collect batteries, textiles, small appliances yearround (like Village of Bayside). It would be also be amazing if we could expand the recycling program to include composting.

185

Our garbage men are the best. We enjoy that The village workers are friendly and neighborly. We enjoy having a local pool and great schools.

186

Our garbage pick up is helpful, police presence is pleasant & adequate.

178
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Our garbage pick up is outstanding as well as tree removal and snow removal!
Our public works sanitation employees, employed by the village, are trustworthy and value doing a great job. Steve is exceptional and I feel that he not
only cares about doing the job right, he also values building the relationship with homeowners. He would notice if something doesn't seem right and
report it, which I value as a homeowner.
Our rubbish and recycling services work extremely well. I also like the way we leave our trashcan and recycling bin in the driveway. There is not enough
room on my lane to ever leave these on the street.
Our tax dollars are high, but we are pleased with the amenities the village provides.
Our village workers are terrific, going out of their way to take care of the community. Everyone who visits here tells me that we live in a beautiful
community and that has a lot to do with our village staff!
Outstanding rubbish and yard waste pickup. Also great recyling service and snow plowing.
Outstanding services
overall good service and the people working for fox point are always very pleasant.
Overall good value. Well cared for community
Overall great experience with garbage collectors, building inspector when completing addition and the village has been exception about removing yard
waste and maintaining trees within the right of way.
Overall, the services are very good and special recognition to the employees who make the village special.
paper/plastic and trash collection are good

199

Peace Officers have saved my life as well as North SHore Fire. Our DPW is terrific! Schools as well. Folks at Village Hall always helpful and thoughtful.

200
201
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204

pick up is usually at a predicable time, the people providing the service and are friendly

205

Pickup of debris, leaves, branches and garbage is nice and convenient.
Pleased with Police Department and garbage pickup (but recycling partner sometimes misses pickups).
Police and Fire are excellent, the streets and public spaces are clean. Potholes get fixed.
Police drive by frequently and trash pick up is great.
Police presence
Excellent garbage and recycling services
Pool

206

Police protection seems solid, services like tree maintenance and rubbish collection is top notch, roads are good, employees nice, etc. Very happy here

207

Polite and friendly village workers. Quick responses to questions and concerns. Pool and ice skating rink. Green spaces maintained. Tree planting.

208
209
210
211
212

Pool, trash service, police, access to pavilion and parks

213
214
215
216
217
218
219

Prompt and friendly response from Village employees in regard to Police services, trash and recycling, arborist services.
Prompt and reliable services are provided.
Quality services.
Quick to fix issues and the garbage people are wonderful.
Really appreciate the timeliness of picking up yard waste. Also appreciate trash/recycling collection and snow removal services. Fire and Police are
super responsive and the best there are.
really excellent garbage and and lawn waste crews.
Really like the garbage and recycle pick up at curb . Love Steve ! He’s a wonderful asset to our community .
Recycling service is good; curbside pick-up for yardwaste is important.
recycling, arbor services, garbage collection are done well and are comprehensive.
recycling/trash pick up, plowing of streets
refuse pick, police presence appreciated, forestry services

220

Regular removal of garbage. Maintenance of roadways. Clearance of unsightly debris and removal of invasive non native plants.

221

Regular waste removal (including branches from tree trimming), taking care of Village owned trees and informing residents of care they should take
for trees on their property, the retention pond, paving of streets, excellent police force, website, surveys to get input from all.

222
223

Fall 2019

Reliable and efficient garbage and recycling, responsive police force.
Reliable rubbish pickup, yard waste and snow removal. Also tree trimming.
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225

Reliable trash, recycling, and yard waste pick-up. Successful ongoing treatment of our large old ash tree (a village tree) against Emerald Ash Borer.
Adequate clearing of streets during snow. Visible police presence.
However, have been unhappy with the incredibly slow timeline of the Calumet Rd. construction. It has not been completed in an efficient manner and
residents have suffered because of it.
Responds to all requests in a very timely manner; excellent service from all departments.

226

Responsive employees and good follow through. The friendliness also goes a long way in projecting a positive community image - well done!

227

Responsiveness to concerns
Responsiveness
Professionalism
Roads are well maintained, trash & yard waste are picked up regularly and the village looks good.

224

228
229
230
231
232
233
234

rubbish collection is done well as is snowplowing.
Rubbish collection is reliable as is snow removal and yard waste pickup. Village streets, common areas and water utility are well maintained.
Appreciate the village parks.
We find the waste water charges accessed to our property(over and above sewer/water) ridiculous, inequitable and beneficial to a few in the village.
Rubbish is picked up on time. Same with recycling. If they miss a day, and you call they come back
Rubbish pick up, street plowing, policing, have been excellent
Rubbish pick-up, leaf pick-up, most Village staff members and street clearing (snow) are very good. Some roads, particularly Bradley in the locks near
Port Washington Road, however, are not in the best shape. Village police do a good job and routinely work so Port Washington Road doesn't turn into
the speedways that some roads in other suburbs. However, most folks I know question the fees associated with water bills.

237

Rubbish services alone surpass other community not only with service, but customer service. Rubbish men are always polite and easy to talk to with
any concern.
Rubbish, recyclables and yard waste pick-up on a 'Weekly' basis is definitely a positive. Timely snow removal from village roadways as well as downed
tree clean-up following high winds is also a positive. The replacement of diseased or damaged village right-of way trees has preserved The City of Trees
atmosphere I've enjoyed for 40+ years.
Rubbish, recycling and brush pick up are phenomenal.

238

Rubbish, recycling, and yard waste services are efficient and reliable. Additional village forestry services are also helpful. Snow removal in winter hasn’t
been a problem. Police patrols and assistance are fast and create confidence in the safety of our community.

235
236
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Fall 2019

Safe village, reliable services and helpful staff
Safe, beautiful, well maintained
Safety and services
School, trash pick up, police
Schools and village services are very good on the whole.
Schools are excellent. Public parks are great and it seems like a safe place to raise our children
Schools are great. Our garbage collection used to be the best I've ever had. We have struggled a bit with the new recycling pick up company but it
seems to have improved in the last few months (after many phone calls). Our family also really enjoys the public pool, tennis courts and ice skating
rink, although it seems like the ice rink is rarely open.
Seems pretty good compared to others.
Service is very good.
Services are great.
Services are responsive and good quality.
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Sewage and water are a given. Yes, it needs to be maintained and up to date, but truly, other than paying for those services, you truly don't see the
hard work put in week to week.
The folks that maintain the roads and tend to the cities landscaping are hands down, extremely hard workers and for proof of their work, you just have
to look around. This village is amongst the most beautiful in the state because of all the hard work they do!!
However, I'd like to take a moment to praise the hardest working people I've ever seen in my life; that is the rubbish/yard waste crew. I grew up in
farm country, I've spent 22 years in the US Army and my father worked construction all his life; but I have never seen such a huge task be done
repetitively, day in day out, no matter the weather with such precision and meaningful grace. These guys are a well oiled machine, and I've never in
my 57 years seen folks 'bust their hump' like they do. They are all amazing professionals that do the same job with the same focus and the same
enthusiasm every day. One man in particular, Steve, has been doing this job for some time, I know he must be a few years from retiring, but he does
his job like he's still new and on probation, never ceasing to amaze everyone in his wake. Truly an outstanding individual!! Please, let these guys and all
your 'road and grounds crew' know what a wonderful job they do, and how proud they make people when they say, 'I'm from Fox Point, WI!'. Thank
you!!
Mike
snow plowing, garbage pickup, police, park and road maintence services are very good
Snow plowing, trash collection and road maintenance are excellent.
Snow removal is timely and effective. Garbage is taken away on schedule and collectors are careful as they work with containers and remove refuse.
Great that leaves and branches are removed weekly. NOTE: During fall, might help that leaves were collected 2 times/week. Police and fire
departments are responsive, helpful, and courteous.
Staff (rubbish collectors, etc.) are friendly and helpful, enhancing the sense of community.
Steve is the best.
Street maintenance, trash pick up, recycling, police presence
Street plowing & garbage collection services are outstanding

258

Street side yard waste pickup weekly versus relatives in Bayside where it sits for weeks until picked up. Keeps a nicer appearance.

259

streets are plowed and village property is maintained and the trash is taken care of...

260

Streets remain repaired. Garbage is picked up regularly, including yard waste. Our sewer system is kept cleared. The village appearance is friendly,
pretty, and tasteful. I moved into this community because it is one of a safe residential area, not an industrial, business community. We pay high
taxes due to lack of industry to support us, but we get good results with our money. I hope we stay this way and do not over grow the community. I
hope we wouldn't turn any area into the big busy town centers that have been developed in Greenfield, Oak Creek, and now starting in Mequon.

261
262
263
264

Strong police presence, garbage and waste disposal, diligent snow removal, peaceful neighborhoods.
such an excellent police dept but much difficulty with recycling company and need for reminders and phone calls for pick up- also would love to see a
return of services for more recycling pick up and donations.
Terrific DPW crew!!

268

The DOW is a great example of excellent value.
The DPW crew do an impeccable job. Beyond their hard work, they are all pleasant, wave to everyone. While I think the FPPD could do more around
the neighborhoods, I do feel safe. It’s
Be nice to see them actually around neighborhoods instead of ALWAYS being on Port!
The DPW does a great job with garbage pick up and caring for the roads.
The DPW staff is excellent from top to bottom. Friendly, helpful and responsive to needs. The office staff and other employees (clerk, inspector etc)
are equally as good. Please keep them happy and employed here.
The DPW workers are the best around. Fox Point has the best trash and recycling in the North Shore.

269

The few interactions with the garbage men and police officers has been great. The quick service and personal touches are worth paying for.

270

The garbage and leaf collection are top notch, please don't change that; the recycle collection had been horrible this year; from what I can tell, the
forestry folks do a nice job, however, with all the ash trees in Fox Point and the expense to remove them, not all residents can afford to do this, so it
would be nice, given the pride Fox Point has in its trees, that help be given to residents with dying ash trees; assessment department could do better--our house is 16% smaller and not as updated as a nearby house, plus smaller lot size and our assessment is almost 10% higher. When the last round of
assessments were done- ours was a drive-by assessment because the company 'ran out of appointment times.' That's not right. Additionally, Fox
Point could have that neighborhood, small village feel- it does in its residential areas to a degree, but how about incorporating the principles of a new
urbanism village?

271

The garbage and recycling services, the police response time, the village office services -- all are excellent. Roads seem to get repaired at the right time.

272

The garbage collection goes above and beyond as do the yard waste crews

265
266
267
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The garbage is picked up on time. Snow is plowed in a timely manner. All village streets and landscaping are well maintained. The roads are in pretty
good condition.
The garbage is picked up timely and never any mess lying around. Same with the yard waste picked up curb side
The garbage men are awesome! They are part of what makes the village what it is.

276

The garbage pickup crew does an exceptional job. Also, the street and greeting signs add character to the village that I appreciate.

277
278

The garbage service is great and the leaf pick up is usually really quick!

279

The job is well done,
The level of our services remains high without raising taxes too much. We feel the village does an excellent job of maximizing our tax dollars. We are
extremely happy with our DPW, Police Dept., village hall staff & service overall. We appreciate the upgrades done to the roads, sewer pipes, water
pipes, care for trees & public areas. Everything is high quality & yet taxes have remain steady, which means to us a very good value for our tax dollars.
Job well done!

280

The most meaningful “service” is the school system. I have two children at Stormonth and they are receiving a very good education.

281
283

The police and the sanitation workers have been very responsive to our needs.
The public greens, signage and village space are well maintained. The only disappointment was what happened with opening the not opening the ice
skating rink last year.
The public works team is fantastic. Rubish, yard waste and recylding teams are all fantastic.

284

The quality of life here is outstanding. Top rated schools, which my grandchildren attend, safety and excellent city services are most important to us.

285
286

The service and expertise of the village employees is 2nd to none.
The service from the Police Dept. and the D.P.W are tremendous. We are so lucky to have such caring and professional people working in these 2
departments of the Village.

287

The services are great my only objection is the size of the recycling bins...we have had the same tiny recycling bin for 17 years while other communities
are on a big recycling program. We have found we have more recycling than general trash. Need a bigger container.

288

the services provided far supersede the services other areas receive

289

The services we need (fire protection, voting facilities, police presence, waste pick-up, good property upkeep etc.) are all present here in this village.
We appreciate the prompt response to any questions or needs we have had and we are very happy to be living in Fox Point.

282

290
291
292
293

The staff is very good - DPW and Police and Office
The teams go above and beyond.
The trash and recycling collection is great and the yard waste pickup is fantastic. Also the village property is well maintained

295

The Village does a good job in nearly all areas.
The village does an excellent job of clearing roads in winter, cleaning up storm messes, collecting garbage & recycling. I feel the police department
does a good job of being visible to deter crimes.
The Village employees are always helpful. I am disabled and the fact that they enter the driveway for trash pickup is very helpful. Whenever I have had
a question or request it has been dealt with right away.

296

The Village has done an excellent job in preserving its environment and character, and I am happy with the quality of services offered.

297
298

The village has nice amenities. Garbage, branch, and grass collection is great.

294

299
300
301
302
303

The village is attractively maintained, garbage collection is well handled, etc.
The village is maintained and I prefer to spread repairs/maintenance over time vs. receiving a large assessment. Even if a large assessment can be paid
over time usually you have to pay interest.
The village is maintained very well.
The village is responsive. Weekly pickup of rubbish and yard waste. Good maintenance of village trees, etc. We love the pool.
The village is well-run all all the public employees are terrific. Keep up the good work!
The Village overall is very well-maintained, and services such as yard waste pick-up is a huge benefit.

304

The Village provides a relatively high level of services, more than some communities. Up-the-driveway trash pick up and yard waste pick up are
especially valuable. I hate the garbage carts used in other communities - they really look trashy, especially in the winter and during wind storms. DPW
does a great job plowing streets in the winter. Property taxes are high here but that's the price we pay to live in a semi-rural community close to the
big city with good schools and easy access to shopping and restaurants.

305

The Village rubbish collection teams - both Village of FP colleagues & the recycle company do a very good job, are courteous colleagues & take
ownership in what they do. I commend all of them.
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The village taxes is the only tax that I feel add value to my and my families life. It pays for the pool, good roads, great schools, nice parks, awesome first
responders, nice staff and amazing garbage team. You're all doing a top notch job!
The Village uses our tax money to prioritize services that make Fox Point a great place to live. Examples of this are down driveway trash pickup, major
road and utility projects every summer, the pool and ice rink, and well-landscaped public areas.
The village workers do a good job of keeping our community safe and clean.
The Village workers go above and beyond to do whatever possible to make our lives better!!
The village workers go well and beyond what their job duties are for helping residents. I've seen them take care of elderly folks, do jobs that weren't
their responsibility to help residents, and they seem clearly happy to have their jobs.
The Village workers who do garbage pick-up, leaf pick-up etc do a great job. They are timely, helpful and positive. The police department is responsive
as needed in the neighborhood.
There are several things I appreciate that are not typical of other suburbs, such as garbage collection near the house, ongoing brush collection in the
summer, leaves in the fall, etc. Winter snow removal is excellent and prompt. The village equipment is kept in good condition; clean and maintained,
and also the village employees are also of good character; friendly, trustworthy, and helpful. Police service is excellent, responsive and alert.
They do a good job with trash, snow plowing, landscaping of public land, etc,
Thorough rubbish removal, helpful people at village hall, police, good schools
Trash / lawn waste service is done well.
Trash and leaf collection is good.
Trash and recycling is perfect the way it is!
Trash and recycling pick up have been great
Village manager has been personally helpful

Trash pick up and response time to water line emergencies have always been superb. Street maintenance re: asphalt has been better than adequate.
Trash pick-up and DPW services are much superior to that of other communities in the surrounding North Shore communities in which we have lived.
The Village also offers a much better quality of life.
Trash pick-up is timely and efficient; snow plowing on our street is also timely and efficient; our police are friendly and helpful
Trash service and recycling is included along with ample brush cleanup which isn't found everywhere
Trash service is weekly and non corporatized. good schools. strong police presence and community outreach.
Trash/recycling works well. Landscaping of public areas is great too. Love the schools my kids go to. Top notch!
Trash/yard waste guys are great. Village workers appear during heavy rains to ensure culverts are clear, and this is much appreciated

328

Up-the-drive garbage and recycling is great. It's a unique service to have. The Village offers some great services such as forestry/tree advice, watchdog
service by the FPPD when out of town, etc..
Value good but we need a continued effort to improve efficiencies and reduce taxes. All businesses have pressure to improve service/value
proposition through efficiencies...the village should be no different.
Very friendly village employees. Steve the garbage man is amazing. Village arborist, good schools, etc.

329

Very happy that we have weekly garbage and recycling pick-up. Very fast service on tree problems!! Would be good if projects didn't
take so long to be completed, eg. Calumet Road. This is upsetting to me.

330

Very pleased with both the services rendered and the staff who provide them.

331

Very pleased with DPW garbage, yard waste and recycling pickups. I hope but don't know if our recycling is really being recycled effectively. It would
be nice to see some explanation on the village website. We are extremely pleased with the services of the village forester and the tree commission.
Maintenance of village trees should be a high priority for maintaining village character. It would be great if the village could make advice available to
residents who need help in deciding which trees and shrubs to plant in private yards.

326
327

332
333
334
335
336
337
338

Fall 2019

Very pleased with the school district and the high value on education.
Very responsive to issues on the street during severe weather. Great team of employees that provide solid service to the residents. Best snow removal
on the north shore by a long shot. Consistent on all fronts.
Village does a good job of providing services - from leaf collection, to waste collection to welcoming people at election sites.
Village DPW does a great job!
Village employees do a good job.
Village government is responsive. The DPW and the police do a good job.
Village handles all wastes well. Streets are plowed in winter well. We are serviced well by police and fire department. School system Is excellent.
Public playgrounds are abundant and well kept.
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Village is pristine with excellent trash collection and police.
Village personel are kind, considerate and do a remarkable job. We feel the work provided is a very good value
Village personnel are responsive and helpful.
Issues are immediately addressed.
Good services provided.
Village pool is an asset. Rubbish collection services are outstanding. Great job with snow removal and leaf pick up in fall. Also like the tree trimming
and plantings on the streets.
Village property (roads, boulevards, storm water facilities, water purification facilities, sewage facilities, public buildings) are well maintained. Village
staff are capable and responsive.
Village property is well maintained and problems are handled quickly.
Village roads, right of ways, green spaces are well maintained. Trash pickup and snow removal is timely. Concerns are addressed relatively quickly (we
all are busy).
Village service, including police, rubbish collection, snow removal, forestry and others are excellent. Response times are very good and work and
service are well delivered.
Village services are accomplished in a professional manner, schedules are always met and the staff are helpful, courteous and often go above and
beyond to satisfy the needs of residents
Village services such as garage pick, mowing, tree care and friendly and responsive service people are important to me.
Village staff are available when needed; good police presence; roads well-maintained; nice amenities and green spaces
Village staff are very responsive. Trash and recycling are picked up well
Village staff responsive to calls and helpful.
Village workers are courteous and professional. They perform their duties well and go the extra mile. There is a distinct difference between their
conduct and the outside contractors who have no connection to the residents.
Villages services such as convenient trash pick up, curb side yard waste pick up, availability of village staff for residents.
We appreciate the brush and recycling pickup as well as garbage.
We appreciate the driveway rubbish pickup and the leaf removal in fall

356

We appreciate the garbage, recycling and lawn waste collection. We value the leaf collection in fall and the snow removal in the winter done in a
timely manner. We greatly appreciate the maintenance of trees in our neighborhood. Our children received an excellent education at Nicolet High
School and we still take advantage of some of the Recreation Dept. classes provided.

357

We are delighted with the village services, especially the police and DPW.

358

We are grateful for the regular and reliable trash and recycling pick up by caring staff members. Also, any sticks or yard waste or water build up due to
ice in ditch are typically taken care of quickly. The Village Police Department also seems very proactive and involved.

360

We are long time residents and have been happy with services over this time. Of course, I would always like to pay less taxes, but Fox Point is a special
place and needs to stay that way.
We are thankful for everything that is taken from our curb...from yard waste, trash, etc. Our services are wonderful. Plus, the crew the village employs
is always great.

361

We do appreciate recycleable pick up as well as trash - the tree we had taken down near the street - attention to ditch drain if need be.

362

We don't have ugly trash carts. We have outstanding Police and DPW Departments that truly care about and care about the village and residents.

363

We have a pleasant, kept up community
We have adequate & timely pickup for garbage etc.
The fall collection of our many leaves is outstanding.
The 911 service is also outstanding.

359

364
365

We have excellent trash and debris removal. We have an excellent police and fire service although drivers still go down Santa Monica much to fast.

366

We have great rubbish collection service. Weekly yard waste,recycling is a huge perk which we love.
We have had few problems

367
368
369
370

Fall 2019

We have the absolute best sanitation crew in the country. They are beyond wonderful to my children and have changed our Thursdays for good! The
kids get so excited to see Steve and Jason and the crew each week and their awesome trucks. They deserve a raise :)
We have the best trash services out of any municipality I've ever been a resident in.
We just moved here and we are in love with Fox Point already. I love the friendly garbage man (Steve) who picks up our trash from just outside our
door. Also love that recycling is every week and also that brush pick up is weekly too. We make regular use of the Indian Creek playground and tennis
courts and love those. The city is very well kept up and an excellent place to live.
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We like the drive up garbage service and weekly recycling. Leaf pick up and other yard waste is always timely and much appreciated.
We like the trash and recycling service, and the yard waste as well, though we wish you took grass clippings. Some pick up days for larger items of
electronics would be helpful. We LLLOOOLOVE the pool and it’s an integral part of our life here.
We love our garbage pickup. In other words, no bins at the curb.
We love that the city employees are friendly and have a great attitude.

375

We love the Garbage pick up services, would hate to have what is in WFB or Bayside. Love the Police Dept and feel we are taken care of very well.

376

We LOVE the guys who take care of our yard rubbish, ice skating rink, and especially our roads. In my opinion, Fox Point has the clearest roads
anywhere in the winter. They do a fantastic job of staying on top of the plowing. We are so grateful for their work. Thank you!!!

377
378

We value the village employees. The trash pickup and recycling program is great. Curbside yard waste pickup and fall leaf vacuum pickup is also great
service. We also have a very good forestry program.
weekly pick up for refuse and recyclables. pick up takes almost anything. leaf and garden waste weekly access to wood chips in spring PLUS the
workers are so nice, friendly, knowledgable and hard workiing. the village should be proud of their employees

379

Weekly recycle pickup very important as surrounding communities do not offer this service.
Garbage and recycle pickup close to house very important service as many surrounding communities only offer curb side pick up.
Weekly yard and tree clippings pick up very important as surrounding communities do not maintain same type of schedule and sitting piles do not
reflect well on properties and community.

380

weekly trash and recycling pickup
support of North Shore Library

381

Weekly yard waste collection is an asset. It allows residents to maintain their yards without brush and waste sitting for long periods of time.

382

Whenever we have had an issue that needs attention, the village has responded in a remarkably timely manner. Thank you!!

383

Whenever we need information or additional services, my wife calls the village and the required action is taken care of promptly.

384

While I feel that our taxes are very high compared to other states and other communities in Wisconsin, I will say that our garbage and lawn waste
pickup as well as our street cleaning and police service are excellent. I do not have any children attending the local schools, but I am willing to accept
the higher taxes to a degree because of this.

385

Wonderful refuse collection (Steve is awesome), always happy with how carefully the crew cleans up yard waste even when there is a large amount.

386
387
388

Wonderful trash removal service. Love the pool. Love the skate rink in the winter! Public services are great!

389

Yard refuse picked up weekly is such an asset! Police are watchful- even leaving notes if we accidentally leave our garage door open overnight!

390
391
392
393
394
395
396
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398
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Wonderful, dependable, professional staff and police force.
Yard pick up keeps the village tidy and encourages homeowners to trim and groom.

Yard waste and garbage pick up is fantastic. Police will leave messages on garage doors left open overnight. Snow plow operators have plowed out the
end of my driveway. I feel I receive a solid return on my tax dollar investment.
Yard Waste and Regular Trash Pick Up is valued.
Yard Waste pick up is very valuable.
Yard waste pick up, trash removal of large items, safety
Yes, I am very happy with the trash and recycling pick-up and I appreciate that it is done every week as opposed to every few weeks as it was in
Whitefish Bay.
You do provide very attentive services. I suppose you could go more generic in regard to recycling, garbage, yard waste... but it is really nicely done
here! Having a tree expert is wonderful. There's no way around road construction expense, these are difficult times. I suppose if you could get any
kind of a decent return in developing the Bradley and Port area, it certainly is ripe for a complete revamping. There are some sizable plots in that area.
A lot , but trash pick up service is great however one truck pick might be cheaper , need more stop signs tooo many road YIELD OR NOTHING more
teens n others driving around
A swimming pool and better community playground would be fantastic
Accommodating with landscape , recycling, and trash issues.
Appreciate garbage pick up in drive way. Police monitor neighborhood well. Believe however tax assessment is high.
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As a father of a young family (with many neighbors with young children), we are attempting to determine if we upgrade our home and stay here or
move to another community. An important decision point for my family is sidewalks. If there were sidewalks here, we would not be questioning
whether to stay. The exorbitant taxes would be easier to swallow if we had amenities including sidewalks. I know street lights will never happen, but
perhaps sidewalks could. I look forward to my hope that once Calumet is resurfaced, the Village has added a sidewalk to that thoroughfare. If not,
that'd be sad. Finally, I have to wonder how much money the village could save and put back into other items if you moved away from door garbage
service. How much could be saved by moving that service to the street? Additionally, moving away from every day refuse collection could also
potentially save the village big bucks. Those two items alone may allow the village to attract residents with safety (i.e. sidewalks).
Basically unlimited garbage pickup, weekly recycle, and efficient snow removal are all important to us and we are satisfied with all. Would love to see
more emphasis on recreational facility usage and park maintenance, as well as a few more walking paths or widened shoulders in strategic areas for
family walks & bike rides.
better police concern for happenings in the village and protection for home owners
Better roads are needed
Composting! We need curbside composting. Shorewood and Milwaukee have it. Our planet needs it!
DPW is second to none. What gets expensive, tax-wise, are the schools, especially for those of us who have never sent a kid to any of them. I
understand that kids are our future and one of the ways to attract great students is with great schools. And I understand education is getting more and
more expensive. At some point, however, there is a limit.
LOVE the street signs...need to keep those in play.
Need more crushed gravel along shoulders throughout Fox Point.
Due to poor management, bad decisions and poor execution has made Fox Point a tax hell. Not only does management makes decisions such us
spending more then a millions dollars to a bridge to nowhere and used only by dog walkers, but also took money needed for streets that are in awful
shape. Management and Village Board should take a lesson from Whitefish Bay in how to handle and build road and street repair. Lake Drive in
Whitefish bay is like going from Fox Point Country Roads to a major highway. You can only blame management for this!. Also we have lived in Fox
Point for more then 40 years and our tax has gone up during this time more then a thousand percent!. Now only our taxes increase every year, but Fox
Point has found a way to add additional tax in the form sewer, public fire, recycling fee and tier 4 single family. Is it any question as to why more and
more people are leaving Fox Point and moving to Mequon or other suburbs. These are only a few of the reasons this Village is a tax hell. The schools
are always asking for more money because of declining enrollment. What a stupid excuse.
Fabulous men who work for Public Works Dept. MUST keep garbage collection at the house. The Police and Fire are so responsive and kind when
needed. Great snow removal. One thing that could be improved is the village website and the phone answering system. Neither of them are user
friendly.
For a village of its size I think there is far too much overhead.
For more than $2000 per year, all we really get is trash removal.

410

For the most part, the jobs of the village seem to be attended to in a timely fashion. However, some effort should be made to give to village residents
contact information for emergencies during non-business hours. New neighbors this winter had a water break in the road in front of their house and
had a hard time finding out who to contact. Perhaps whenever people move in they could be given the information.

411

Garbage and re-cycle is regular and convenient. Major problem right now is the condition of some lateral arterials; namely Bradley.

415

Garbage and yard waste picked up weekly. Snow removal excellent. Friendly responsive staff.
What is the plan to fix deteriorating culvert pipe end walls? Village used to maintain them.
Garbage collection in most places is done more efficiently with trucks that pick up large curbside containers.
In addition to the 24% I pay almost $1000 per year thru quarterly bills that include items that appear to be hidden taxes.
We over do road salting in the winter. Many times when I drive from Whitefish Bay into Fox point the road turns from black to white. It seems like
they manage both garbage & winter snow clearing more efficiently than we do.
Garbage pickup good. Snow plowing timely however wish they would not plow both of my driveways in. Did not used to but pack in the ends which
makes it difficult to plow out. Not really used anything else.
Garbage puck up is excellent and plowing is great

416

Garbage, recycling, community pool, village services such as tree removal. BUT, we do NOT receive good value in terms of tree trimming on Dean
Road. It is unsafe that the trees are allowed to hang into the road way covering not only the power lines but also blocking the views for traffic.

417

Generally yes, but the trees on our property that belong to the village, have not been trimmed or maintained in 7 years. The culverts and waterways
should be repaired where necessary as this is village property, these repairs should not be a residential expense.

412
413
414

418
419
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Good police fire and garbage good streets keep pool and improve. Good schools. Need more drainage
Good value for services from police, firefighters, winter road clearing, rubbish pick-up, although my taxes are extremely high for the privilege of
owning and living in my house.
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If you are receiving good value for your Village tax dollars, please indicate why. Or, if you
are not receiving good value for your Village tax dollars, please indicate why not.
420

Great DPW staff. Would appreciate a “drop off dump”.

421

Hard issue to fairly & adequately address. I am very close to Calumet which has been a very long project. Continued traffic (unauthorized/nonresidential continues to drive all hours kicking up an excessive amt. of dust. These are not Fox Point workers on this project, I believe there should have
been more adequate barriers placed to discourage thew use of this road. (not really related to the question asked but Fox Point could have done more
to secure the 'route'. Currently, traffic is even greater due to school. In addition to Calumet, I've noticed MORE drivers ignoring the village stop signs &
speed limits. Would like to see more active patrolling. Unsure of traffic pattern within the St Eugene school, but curious why more use is not made of
the Western lot during this time.
re good value: workers are always actively on the job. Whether it's garbage collection, street repairs, visits to the office,..I see actively engaged
employees.

422
423
424
425

High taxes high prices for services
Not sure where taxes are going
I absolutely love the trash/recycle pick up at the door. That being said the recycle is not nearly as good as our trash guys.
I am believe more should be invested in sidewalks, cycle paths and street lighting, especially near schools and parks.
I am satisfied with trash and yard waste pick and road snow removal.
Continue road surfacing.
I'd like to see more irradication of Buck thorn on public property...east side of Stormoth todler play area for one.

426

I appreciate the services the village offers and provides. Some more attention could be focused on general road condition, such as pot holes. I think we
should look into installing speed humps to slow traffic on heavily traveled roads in the residential areas, not roads like Port Washington Road.

427

I appreciate the timely and courteous trash and recycling pickup the Village offers. Not having to haul items to the curb is a a much bigger
convenience than I would have thought - particularly in inclement weather. That said, I often wonder if Village issued refuse containers would be
helpful to residents AND improve trash collection efficiency. (I would be happy to pay an upcharge to acquire a city-issued receptacle.) I also
appreciate the curbside landscape waste pickup, which makes keeping up with the yard half the chore it would otherwise be.

428

I appreciate the trash & recycle pick up carts but don’t understand why the garage truck is always parked on the corner of Seneca & Bradley the entire
time while trash collection is running. I was under the impression that having the carts running was to avoid the obstruction, noise, diesel fuel etc. of
the truck running. I do feel those of us that live in this area are at a disadvantage & don’t enjoy nearly the benefit others get by never seeing the truck,
hearing or smelling the truck.

429

I believe that we have Police Protection. I'm happy with the garbage pick up, however I would like to have a place where I could take things that are
not picked up. I don't like leaving things out for people driving down the street to pick up, and often times that happens because things are not picked
up. In the past we were able to do that. I'm happy with Doctor's Park. I'm unhappy about what happened to the Dunwood area. A park, playground,
soccer field, and baseball field were taken away from our children. With all of the discussion today regarding the lack of play with our children, I feel
that we intentionally set out to harm more children by taking this away from them.

430

I believe the village services (trash collection, street plowing/maintenance, etc) are expensive but of excellent quality and therefore good value.
However the amount of money we spend to support our public schools and teacher pensions is exorbitant.

432

I do not feel that the village is fiscally responsible for some of the services that are rendered? Do we really need golf carts picking up our garbage? I
also feel that with this small of a village there are too many people at the top who do very little.
I do not think any of the existing services are bad. In fact, they are very good. I just think the taxes are high especially considering what the villiage
lacks in commerce and walkability.

433

I do think it's good value, but there are things I would be willing to compromise on. For example, I know the 'up the driveway' trash pick-up is a big
deal to some people and the public employees in some cases are like de facto social workers for older residents, but it isn't a value-add service to me.

434

I don't think this is a yes or no question. Overall, I do feel that the police and fire departments are doing a great job. After that there is good value for
the tax dollars. I do have a concern regarding the separate 'water bill' that seems to have a continuing rise in 'assessments' which I believe should be
part of our general tax bill. I recognize that there is always a project to do and limited resources to do it. I personally feel that flow of water after rain
storms needs to be reviewed as my and my neighbors culverts hold water for days after a storm. Nothing grows there and we have mud patches.

435

I feel like the public areas are maintained well, the garbage and recycling is convenient and the buses to the schools are fabulous.

431

436
437
438
439
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I feel recycling could be picked up every other week and yard waste once a month to lower property taxes. Also, I was surprised when I moved here to
learn that Fox Point has no yard for dropping off electronics, etc.
I feel that paying people to drive into driveways to collect the garbage has to be expensive and is not needed. Also, the large trucks sit and idle while
they drive around which is criminal to the environment and also has to be really expensive.
I feel that the elimination of a garbage disposal system (the dump) was a poor decision.
I had heard that culverts at one time were kept 'dug out' Now they are overgrown and water does not flow. Some streets have cement culverts and
flow. WHY aren't these kept clear and enabling good water flow?
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440

I have a big pile of wood chips (formerly ash trees) right across the street and it looks terrible. Apparently there was no money to finish the job?

441

I have mixed feelings, I appreciate all that the Village does, but I do have concerns regarding the size of our property tax bill.
I just think property taxes in general are way too high compared to many other parts of the state and the country. I do highly value safety and
appreciate the Village police protection.
I like the fact that we have weekly pick up and especially like lawn and brush pickup. Our taxes are high however.

442
443
444

I love the friendly, prompt services at all levels. I have no recommendations other than keep up the good work! Ops I forgot one. Please do a better
job trimming the bushes that obstruct road ways. I often times cannot fully see oncoming traffic, which includes not only cars but people on bikes.
Several times kids and adults pass in front of me as I sit at a stop sign that has limited visual access to my left or right.

447

I love the Village, but the taxes associated with a very modest addition are exorbitant.
Overall the village services are excellent, but some of the taxes are over-the-top.
I love the yard waste and garbage pick up. My only wish is access to a dump and taking grass clippings. I also think snow removal should be planned
better. I live in a corner and it seems they always push into my lot in front of the fire hydrant. Seems like it would make more sense to keep as much
snow away from hydrants as possible.
I may not know exactly what is covered by “services”, but the condition of the streets (pavement) is very poor in my neighborhood and many others. I
would also like more thought put into supporting pedestrian and bike traffic.

448

I mostly am. However, my street is always last to be plowed in winter. Other streets are sometimes plowed multiple times before mine is touched.

445
446

449
450
451
452
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454
455
456

I think overall things seem good; however, the maintenance of the village trees in my area is non-existent - no trimming and care for them and they
show it.
I think that the amount of salt used on the roads is so overdone and poor for the environment. It makes it nearly impossible to walk my dog during the
winter. Since we don’t have sidewalks, we should have walkable roads. Also, the amount of trash and recycling that falls out the back of the carts is
irritating.
I think the services provided are great - but our taxes are simply much higher than comparable communities(Ex: Mequon, Cedarburg)
I would prefer leaves to still be picked up weekly. It is my understanding this is changing. I feel this should continue based on the amount of my
property taxes.
I'd rather it go into services like this than spending so much on the school district. The DPW and police do a wonderful job, we should put money back
into those depts
I'm really not sure if we're receiving good value or not, but we are extremely concerned with the high tax rate.
Infrastructure is being updated (new water mains and sewer lining projects are evident). Ash tree removal and replanting is evident Excellent snow
removal and rubbish pick up.
Lannon stone end walls on many residential driveways are in disrepair. What are village plans to repair or replace?
It would be easier to answer this questions if you gave examples of Village services being provided.

457

It would be helpful to know how you define Village services. We appreciate the trash and recycling pickup - without the necessity of hauling
everything to the curb. We also greatly appreciate the landscape waste pickup! Workers in Village vehicles always seem friendly and cheerful, which
makes us feel welcomed. Police seem courteous and responsive as well. Don't know what the cost of Village supplied trash receptacles would be, be I
think I would be willing to pay a one-time upcharge if that were necessary, and I would imagine that uniform trash receptacles would make the pickup
process considerably easier/more efficient.

458

It would be nice to landscape the roadways and roads along the creek. There should be mulch along EVERY tree, not in just one area where a single
resident complains or brings it to the village board attention. Plantings, flowers, and most importantly...MORE TREES! Yes, I know they cost money
But if you want to plan for the future...plant more of them. You ripped out 50-60 year old HARDWOOD trees, and pines (which blend in year round)....
Go to other suburbs and see how they do it...like GLENDALE, BROOKFIELD, or some suburbs to the north of Chicago.

461

Mixed reaction. Trash pickup, tree and landscape maintenance, snow removal are great. Road quality is poor, especially in comparison to neighboring
villages/towns.
My only complaint is the lack of diligence in flooding and maintaining the skating rink.
Need more yard support
And village aid for disabled people to keep yards up to speed

462

No ice rink last year.
Pool is not managed well given the number of days it was closed in the summer due to rain, lightning and other things that had long since ceased.

463

On top of crazy high taxes we're paying for recycle pick-up...which had been included.
Streets are in horrible shape. Especially now that WFB is all repaved.
End of driveway and ditches in front of too many homes are in unsightly condition.

459
460
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464

Our diseased trees might fall on our children! The Village doesn't care. It also doesn't care that this would result in its citizens paying millions in
liability. We shouldn't have to be attorneys, which we both are, to know this OR care about it. I will be notifying the City Attorney this week.

465

Our Neighborhood is changing quickly from a beautiful night setting looking out our windows in the evening to religious establishments parking lots
being lit up brighter than Best Buy or Walmart.
please relook at and address Projects in Fox Point neighborhoods regarding Lighting pole changes to LEDs that were approved to quickly in monthly
Village Mtg's before a team of engineers, lighting professional, Environmental professional access safe, minimal intrusiveness possible for each case.
We are feeling major changes effecting our enjoyment FP evenings atmosphere in our neighborhood that are out of our resident control.
ex: 7 light poles were approved to become 17 LED pole= 11 quad lamps, and 6 double lamps. This needs to quickly be addressed, corrected, and
number of lamps/bulbs in each pole lowered wattage or 1 lamp/bulb per pole.
Also another facility blocks down, both on N Santa Monica Blvd.
Stone Walls drainage ditches: these were done by Village on driveways ends, the Village has cut back by not fixing them when they needed repair,
these should be taken care of.

466

Our property taxes are extremely high because of our lake view. I am not complaining about the amount of taxes we pay, but I am very concerned
about the integrity of the bluff and feel that some of my tax dollars should go toward maintaining the bluff.

467

Our street has not been resurfaced in 23 years we have lived her. Never put gravel in front of our home either. Recycling cost went up. Throw the
green recycle bins down our driveway. Cars parked on both sides of the street which we have seen blocking emergency vehicles from passing through.
Less police presence has been observed by many people in the village and crime incidences have been increasing.

468

Our trash/recycle service is amazing, the pool is an attribute and our police presence is comforting. I am however dissatisfied with the distress of our
roads. I find Bradley road to be dangerous as the potholes pull your car in varying directions. When I see the resurfacing that WFB and Shorewood
have undergone, I feel we could do a lot better in Fox Point. Fox Point is also allowing eye sores like Port of China and an abandoned garage to line our
main corridor on Port Road. I understand the complexity of developing that corner with the power station but couldn't at the very least invest in green
space there to hide that building?

469

Picking up peoples trash at the far end of their drive way is a waste of money. Go with one person trucks and dumpsters like Whitefish Bay.

470

Police accept notice of times away, trash and recycling are regularly picked up with appropriate notice provided for holiday exceptions.
Only reservation is that DRAFT MINUTES of Village Board meetings are unavailable during the times when a resident could approach members of the
Village Board to move reconsideration of an item...

471
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Poor roads
potholes, overgrown bush
Property taxes are higher than I prefer.
Road surface condition is poor fo Fox Point
Roads and bridges well maintained. Quality of village rubbish staff and service is excellent. Policing quality of staff and service is outstanding.
I do not think the village should spend money on a anew pool location. Bad idea. Either fix up the current location or drop the pool entirely. Village
support through memberships has been trending downward for a long time and will not reverse making new investment a bad idea.
Roads are in poor shape, storm water ditches and drains are not maintained, village owned land is mowed infrequently, invasive weeds are allowed to
grow on village owned land.
Roads need to be better maintained. Water main breakage in winter should be addressed in a more proactive way.
Roof tax too high
Rubbish removal, winter storm clean-up, summer park maintenance, friendly staff . . . all good. I would think these remain priorities. Sadly, more and
more resources will have to be spent on police protection; we have become a target.
Services are overpriced compared with other similar services in different communities.
Services are very good; the cost significantly impacts the value
Several roads near us (e.g. Santa Monica and Yates, especially south of Greentree) are in much need of repair.

483

Sewer/Drainage is awful. Have spoken to the village a few times and it’s always on us to correct, however, now they are willing to (because the decline
of drainage it the result of approved village landscaping plans of neighbor). The drainage on green tree and Yates is bad.
Police presence is great in Fox Point. However the speeding is horrendous on Yates. No one stops at the stop sign on green tree and Yates. I constantly
see people roll through the stop sign. Children live on that corner and it’s scary as a parent the speed and lack of stopping on Yates.

484

shiftless and self aggrandizing village board
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Since moving in 45 yrs ago, taxes have risen and services have been reminded. We have lost the Village Dump, we have lost the maintenance of the l
annon stone ditch walls.and in many cases residents have been allowed to do away with same. We have to pay higher fees for garbage removal, Items
once taken are no longer taken. Tree and ditch work are harder to get accomplished.
Spend less on schools and more on infrastructure and residents in general. Garbage collection, tree/leaf collection, etc. is fabulous. Thank you! Stay on
the recycling people. They don’t care if they rip up your property when driving. They toss recycling bins all over and drive on the lawns, leaving ruts
and worse if it’s rained.
Such friendly & helpful employees. I’d like to see improved road surfaces.
Taxes and subsequent support for village services is based upon property valuation. I do not utilize or receive the same value as an average assessed
village home with school age children.
Taxes are just so expensive here! They keep being raised and it is hard for young middle class families.
Taxes are significantly higher for the same value in other similar villages.
Taxes are too high
Taxes are too high - I understand that part of this is Milwaukee County is much of this but total taxes are too high.
Taxes are too high for what we receive in return
Taxes are too high, and the separate fees buried in the water bill such as 'tier 1', recycling, etc.
Taxes are very high & we understand there is a price for living in our community. Still, hard to quantify whether or not we are rcvg 'good value' for tax
dollars. Just not too sure about that.
Taxes are way too high...too too much for schools and I have no children so I benefit zero from the constant tax increases for schools. Compared to
the nation, Wisconsin is HORRIBLE with its taxation level. And Milwaukee County is horrible too. And taxes go up every year with little to no
improvements as a result of these increases.
Taxes seem a bit high in proportion to services
The garbage and recycling service is excellent. The village maintains the grassy areas of the circles and boulvards and does a great job of plowing
snow. In many places they could eliminate the white posts. Also they should stop putting gravel along the edges of roads where homeowners are
trying to grow grass.
The garbage collection is very nice. However I think tax dollars should also go towards improving things, such as Indian Creek's baseball field is
terrible.
The guys that pick up my garbage and repair the streets, and water mains and excellent!
Village manager Scott B. Gets paid ALOT of our money. He needs to know what is happening in our village. Not sure what the heck he does.
The police could do more to enforce the horrible speeders we have in our Village! What’s it gonna take...a child being killed?

501
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The northern part of Fox Point appears to get more Village attention. Area of Fox Point south of Green Tree Rd appear not to get the same amount of
attention
the only negative is the lack of street and culvert updateing ie water run off not being large enought
The road repair is proceeding.
The roads are terrible in some areas! Some better development along port Washington road. River point needs updating.
The schools are top notch. We also enjoy many of the amenities of Fox Point, like the pool. The garbage pick-up is top notch, the fact that it is picked
up near our garage is wonderful. I also feel like the police response is outstanding, better than I could expect. We have had the police notify us that
we left our garage door open. Wow!

505

One area that is disappointing is the public park area. It is not well kept (weedy and not great equipment). During the day when school is in session
and you cannot play at the school playground there isn't another decent park option for children.
We were very disappointed that the Dunwood School was developed into apartments. In 15-20 years those will look outdated and rundown and not
enhance the community. It was a missed opportunity to further extend traditional, single-family residential opportunities in the village.

506
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If you are receiving good value for your Village tax dollars, please indicate why. Or, if you
are not receiving good value for your Village tax dollars, please indicate why not.
The staff in the Village Hall are very good. Our taxes are error free. Our billing for water is timely. Our maintenance crews are timely, courteous,
professional, and hard working. The workers who collect refuse are almost social workers in their ongoing assessment of how people are doing. Our
police and fire department services are also hard working and compassionate in their care for elderly and infirm residents.

507

508

Where we are exposed to risk are the following areas: People of color continue to be singled out as non-residents worthy of suspicion in traffic stops;
our housing stock is not uniformly adequately maintained (long term rentals, snow birds, and some elderly people aging in place are deferring needed
maintenance which affects property values); our school census is low and reflects fewer young families in the area; public relations will suffer because
of our lack of affordable housing (the Mandel deal could have been an interesting housing mix with some careful planning and public relations); the
welfare of our seniors is limited because of the lack of even the most rudimentary social services (these could be shared services with other
Northshore villages and towns); we lack public transportation options which gives unsafe senior drivers on the road instead of onto a bus.

509

the streets suck. too many police w/ too much equipment. no money for open spaces.
The suspension of the refuse collection center places an undue burden on residents wishing to dispose of items falling outside the strict definition of
recyclables

510

The trees in the ditches, or near the ditches that the village plant or own, are not cared for properly and end up just being torn down. Proper tree
maintenance is important to me, not just this year. Road maintenance is also important to me, some roads appear ignored.

511
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The value is constantly declining. The pool problem is just one more example of shoddy management. Wait until it's a big problem, then address it.
there is no foresight.
The village cares and maintains: streets, trees, checks water mains under streets, Is fastidious in collecting garbage, etc.
What I would like to see is better attention to speed limits on village streets (especially around stormonth at parent pick up). Cars speed along
Crossway through to Yates and Greentree.
The Village offices should be more accessible. The hours should be changed for working people. Also, office hours should be available on Saturdays
since the office closes at noon on Friday and maybe once a week on Wednesday be extended to 7 pm.
The village stays on top of keeping the Village clean and attractive and services working properly. We do not have to think about the work that
happens behind the scenes from water to garbage it all works and works very well. The village employees are knowledgable and helpful. The only
compliant is our roads they are dreadful but roads are awful everywhere in WI!
The village streets, green space, parks, are always taken care of. The residents yard waste is always picked up. One thing I personally could do without
is driveway trash pick up. I think it could save time and dollars if residents brought their trash to the street.
There are no street lights or sidewalks in my neighborhood, and no place for visitors to park on the street.
They don't fill the ice rink when weather is questionable to 'save money'. With our tax base that ice rink could be open year round with a retractable
dome. They stop picking up ash trees curbside in the midst of the Emerald Ash Borer because the 'cost would be too much' for the Village to bare. I
know that one of the Village Manager's obsession's is achieving an 'A' credit rating but we are being cheated of services. Meanwhile he goes back to
his mansion in Mequon with a reasonable mill rate.
This is difficult to answer because you did not clarify what constitutes 'village services.'
This is hard to answer through a yes/no question. Garbage/waste pick up, maintenance of streets during the winter are great. I can’t make a comment
on how 25% of tax dollars are spent through a yes/no. If the services for that allocation of money were outlines residents could make or provide a
better judgement
Trash pick up and snow plowing are done well, parks are clean and well kept, but it our taxes are very high and it seems like there is more that could
be done with our money.
Trash pick up and snow removal efforts are good
Trash, recycling, and garden waste pick up is a positive. Ever increasing water, sewer and other fees is a negative.
Trash, recycling, and yard waste pickup will take nearly anything in any quantity. Village services help maintain the quality of life and Village identity.
The pool is still too expensive to operate even for village members.
Very high taxes but no free services.
Very responsive garbage pick up, very friendly staff at village hall. Information on web site helpful

525

However, the roads in our area really need desperate repair and the repairs have been delayed for a few years due to other priorities. We probably
pay some of the highest taxes in the whole village! It is dangerous in some spots to walk due to the uneven nature of the road (gaps in the blacktop)

526

Village Mike sucks

527

Village services are completed in an appropriate amount of time and problems are addressed quickly.foliage needs to be cut bac

528

Village services are good, but I will soon leave Milwaukee County as taxes in Fox Point are completely out of control. Compare Denver for example. A
comparable house to my Fox Point house would be taxed less than $4000 per year. A $34,000 tax bill here is outrageous.
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529
530

water, sewer and public services are saticfactory. Consider modifying garbage collection to reduce labor.
We always know when it's trash day, for after, trash is always strewn along the street. A little more care and slower trash vehicle drivers would make
our Village look nicer without trash blowing around. Otherwise services are great.

531

We deserve a dog park and more access to the lake, streetlights at major intersections, and fewer police stops of people of color.

532
533

We feel taxes are high. We also feel that the schools have declined some since we moved here 11 years ago.
We get high quality garbage and recycling pick-up plus snow removal in winter, however, without sidewalks and street lights, it's not clear to me as a
new-er resident of Fox Point what else our tax goes to... Seems high for great garbage pick up.

534

We have a good police department and DPW. I do think there is some waste with the mowing of village grass even in hot and dry times of the year.

535

We have a great police force, village staff, and ammenities including the Fox Point Pool. I appreciate the care taken to maintain the Indian Creek
Parkway and look forward to the woods being restored. I would recommend that we grow the native plants closer to the road. I would also like to see
more assistance with buckthorn removal along public roadways/easements and ash removal for private residents.

536
537
538

539

We pay a lot in property taxes and the services are no better than communities with lower taxes.
We would be interested in learning more about the costs affiliated for the services specific to Fox Point. The services we receive are great, but are
there ways to reduce costs? (For example, would mailboxes along the road help reduce mail delivery costs? Or would trash pick up on the curb (vs. on
driveway) reduce trash pick up costs? If yes, we would be interested in both of these.)
WE WOULD LIKE TO SEE MORE LIGHTS ON THE STREET LIKE WHITE FISH BAY,
weekly garbage and recycleables is important and appreciated.
yard waste and leaf pickup is a plus
road and curb maintenance appreciated---good snow removal included
police/fire/general security gets a ++++
ability to dispose of unused medications a plus
a strong sense of community through village projects-holiday parades ,farmers market,vllage pool,
great school system
having lived in this community for aprox. 55 years, my only complaint is that we no longer have the village dump!

540

Well since it’s such a problem selling real estate. Perhaps our taxes are out of wack for not enough community value

541

What services are we talking about here? If 24% of my tax dollars go to the Village we can’t be talking about water, sewer, and trash seeing we pay for
these services quarterly. It would be beneficial to Fox Point residents to know what services are available to those that live in Fox Point. It seems like
everything available we have to pay for already. If we have extra trash it costs more to pick up. Are there any services that actually do not cost the
residents any money. If my taxes keep increasing we as residents want to know where these funds are going and that they are going towards projects
that are needed for the community of Fox Point, its Village, and the residents.

542

Would like to see better road conditions. Guys who pick up branches/yard stuff are great. Garbage and recycling pick up has been reliable.

543

You took away the dump. The yard waste employee's stop taking my stuff so I have to dump my yard waste on my property and try to make it blend
in. You snowplow the end of my driveway making it impossible to get out when necessary without digging. I'm not young anymore. The recyclable
waste container's are way to small.
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Please suggest ways in which community character in the Village can be enhanced.

1

2

1) Santa Monica Blvd. needs wrong-way signs. We have seen many cars drive on the wrong side due to unclear signage or lack of signage. We need
these signs to preserve Fox Point’s character of being a safe community.
2) I grew up in Fox Point (born and raised on Mohawk Rd.) and am now growing my own family on Santa Monica Blvd. Over the years, I have seen
many houses with elderly residents transition to younger families due to the passage of time. I would love to connect with other young people and
create a sense of community. I suggest block parties and other community events so families and parents can meet.
1. There should at least be one tavern in Fox Point.
2. There should be severa independent restaurants in Fox Point. I believe there are zero as it stands.
3. A sidewalk would serve Santa Monica Blvd. and some of the other large roads (Good Hope, Green Tree, Dean, Bradley) very well. They are highly
driven with high foot and pedal traffic.
4. There is an inordinate amount of litter in the village.
1. Build the new pool and make more use of Longacre as a “village center”/ gathering place. Open the pavilion to Nicolet Rec programs, “coffee house”
style concerts, keep the restrooms open during certain hours, etc.
2. Set up more designated safe walking areas as mentioned in #3.

3

3. Continue the sidewalk all along Port Washington for school children and bus riders in preparation for potential future development in all the vacant
properties.
4. Encourage smart, useful, community-building development in the few remaining available spaces we have and/or redevelop current strip malls to
allow indoor walking/browsing. Non-chain restaurants with ample parking and seating, a wine and/or coffee bar, a bowling alley, a new
specialty/organic market, something that will allow residents to gather and spend their money and time in Fox Point. We want to keep our business
here! Enough offices, apartments, gas stations, banks, etc.

4

5. There is something to be said for the “history” and charter of the development of the village, but we can’t stick our heads in the sand and keep
saying it is still “semi-rural”. Maybe a few pockets East of Lake could be considered so, but otherwise, we are a full-on suburb of a major metropolitan
1. Community projects - adopt a tree - plant flowers along village right a ways
2. Continue community family events - meet and greets with village personnel

5

1. Would like community property and Village building exterior better maintained ( trees properly pruned, mulching etc.)
2. Better maintenance of road signage, tree trimming along Lake Drive and repainting reflective posts at street corners for better night viewing.

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

18

A central, indoor gathering space for meetings or activities and resident rental would be nice. Longacre Pavilion is quaint, but not appropriate for all
types of activities.
A centrally locates pool/ice rink and community space with coffee and ice cream for the whole community to enjoy.
A few homeowners have not kept up the outside appearance of their home and or yards. This brings the value of the neighborhood down. It would
be nice to have the overgrown yards maintained.
A few more community spaces for music and vendors to have a place to come together
A little more emphasis on public safety.
A return to some sort of “village dump” would greatly help in the disposal of unwanted items and I would be OK with a usage charge on a usage basis.
A small dog park; add pickleball court stripes to tennis courts near the village hall; add walking paths along Bradley and Dean (similar to the one
currently being added to Calumet)
A small, village-like retail/community center area that is walking accessible would be a big improvement.
A Village directory of residents with addresses & phone #s.
Add affordable housing and more convenient public transportation.
Add walking lanes to the roads or create paths.
Adding quaint commercial spaces and businesses and sidewalks.
Additional suggestions to enhance character and aesthetics include the following:
road improvements. Many streets are rough and in need of repair.
Pedestrian walkways in key areas. Continue to focus on adding pedestrian walkways along main thoroughfares as well as around school areas (i.e.
around Stormonth school / park).
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19

Although I love the fox road signs, I find them very ineffective as they are hard to see at night and other signage is difficult. On main roads, such as
Lake Drive, this then results in duplicate signage being needed. I would prefer road signs that are easily visible but that somehow incorporate the fox
design - something similar to Whitefish Bay where they are normal road signs but have the town logo on their signs so you know that you are in WFB.
Important to keep trees healthy as I think the maturity of trees and level of greenery in the Village is also key to community character.

20

An area with restaurants, coffee shop etc type places that has more character and a Main Street feel than the larger shopping plazas.

21
22

Architectural review - exterior homes renovated using offensive materials.

23

Attract young families to provide sustainability. Provide services to young families to keep us here.
Being a ',bedroom community' is not 'character. We need some restaurants, bars, and things to do to attract and keep younger people and neighbors
who drive through (or leave) Fox Point for WFB, Shorewood, Mequon, or even Bayside and Glendale.

24

Better community gathering location. We don't use the pool and find longacre park could be better developed for community activities.

25

Better cultivation and enhancement of public spaces, parks, gathering areas, etc.

26

Better exterior maintenance around public buildings (landscaping, tree pruning, removal of dead diseased trees, shrubs/tree replacement).
Better tree/ shrub maintenance and better definition of shoulder all along Lake Drive and Santa Monica for safety and improved appearance; mulching
done in a timely manner and done correctly on these same roads.

27
28
29
30
31
32
33

Better maintenance of public landscape. Trees trimmed along walkways.
Better pedestrian facilities and enforcement of speed limits (yes even against residents of the Village on internal streets and not just people passing
through in Lake Drive or Port Washington), enforcement of “vision triangle” practices to ensure people out for walks or bike rides can see and be seen
at intersections all to enhance the family friendly nature of the Village
Better road surface. enforcement of street parking violations.
Better use of Doctors Park and use of the skating rink. Disappointed it never opened in 2018/19
Better village inspectors
Better-maintained or re-surfaced roads where necessary.

38

Building our own high school.
Business Development....more trendy shops, restaurants and places to gather....smaller scale version of Silver Spring or Oakland Ave. The Village Point
shops are blah and could be so much more to truly build community.
By trimming trees, shrubs,grassy areas that act as a blind spot at yields and stop signs. Safety first over residents getting upset in cutting their
screening.
Cars should not be parked on the streets over night.
Change Santa Monica into 2-way motor traffic on one side and 2-way pedestrian traffic on the other side. Install entry barriers on the pedestrian side
and paint bike lanes.
Clean up Dean Rd 'swamp'. Give it back to MMSD!!!!!

39

Clean up or develop ugly buildings on the Port Road. Can something be done about yards that are over grown with weeds? For example, the house
on the corner of Dean road and the railroad (south side of Dean, east of railroad tracks). Also, it would be nice to have more shops & restaurants.

34
35
36
37

40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47

Fall 2019

Cleaning up (landscaping maintenance) of and ensuring signs, markers, etc are all clean and painted.
Clearly identify the role of local government and clearly focus all effort on the measures supporting that goal. The village is not a church, a charity nor
a welfare agency. Be (continue to be) a leader in education (as reflected in local standardized test scores). Be (continue to be) a leader in public
safety. Be (continue to be) a leader in financial and fiscal responsibility.
Community events - celebrations and educational.
Community events.
Community events; ice cream social etc.
Community gathering spaces. Coffee shops and restaurants where residents could meet are a dire need. Perhaps a pavilion for music, with assistance
from the Foundation.
Community involvement with planting flowers around public right a ways or adopting a tree program
Community planning overall
Community square
Cute shopping district in one location on port road. Make port Washington like a modern village Main Street.
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48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66

Community Square possibly long acre like a square in paris with wine spritzer, beer and boiled peanut small carts with community square that allows
dogs. A summer gathering square.. Community groups for singles, singles with children, meet your neighbors. Fox Point street party on the entire
lingacre circle for all residents. More community events. Visit homes, homes tour. Offer ways to get to know neighbors, neighborhood.
Complete the Calumet Road project. If people actually worked on this on a daily basis it would have been finished in late July.
consider expansion of retail/service/restaurant to build tax base
Consistent welcoming of guests entering the village
Continuation/expansion of the farmers market, occasional community gathering activities.
Continue farmers market, Fourth of July festivities and summer serenade
Continue high quality education, maintain a rural appearance with no sidewalks, curb and gutter and minimal street lighting.
Continue making asphalt paths like we have on Lake and Green Tree - have on streets such as Calumet, Dean, Santa Monica...and more! This will
make us a more family friendly community where kids (and parents) can more freely ride or walk.
Continue street and infrastructure repairs and upgrades, so that the Village remains a great place to live.
continue to focus on demographic policies that preserve the current citizen resident demographic make up
Continue to offer community gathering opportunities such as the pool, ice rink, Village open house. Partner with the FP Foundation on their summer
serenades.
Continue with signage, plantings etc
Continue with the same services, keep the pool.
Continued routine and ongoing maintenance of village property and green space.
Continuing beautiful gardening, clear signage and street signs.
create a better sense of community. have more gathering places. a coffee shop, more restaurants, places to walk to, a place to go with family during
the day and friends at night
Create a more friendly strip mall area by Rosatis... add a coffee shop, bagel or sandwich shop, maybe a wine bar? Fun to walk to a destination within
the village.
Current methods and above suggestions are great.
Cuter “downtown” area (shops near the pool).

67

Development of a village lead composting program, where residents can leave their compostable materials for village collection and processing.

68
69
70

Do all you can to make our village even more bike friendly. Enhance the farmers market with more entertainment.

71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79

Do more community things-walks, picnics, ect.
Do not know.
Do NOT let the library be moved to farther away and absolutely no buildings taller than 3-4 stories. We don’t need fancy, high end accommodation
but a nice restaurant/bar would be welcome.
DO NOT screw up Port Washington Road. There are numerous vacant properties along that stretch. Be VERY careful about what you approve to go in
those properties. Glendale does NOT care about their eastern border and are letting ****holes develop along our border. I suggest an association with
Glendale be formed to better manage their shared border and how it affects the neighboring community.
Don’t lose the pool. Make some small places where we might actually get a coffee or have a decent meal. It would be nice to be able to walk to a
decent restaurant or coffee place. We don’t need a whole lot of this, but something!
Don't approve large homes which do not blend in the village.
don't be afraid of change and thoughtful development
DRAINAGE
Elimination of loud motorcycles on village roads. Elimination of refuse on roadways.
encourage a business to occupy port china´s location. blight.
encourage and publicize events - farmers market, DPW day, Longacre events, baseball games, etc.

80

Encourage block parties to strengthen neighborhood connections. Isn't there a national block party weekend? There are a lot of elderly here as well.
The LX Club lost it's Fox Point meeting room - is there a community meeting space somewhere? Perhaps at the new pool development.

81

Enforce no train horn hours. Foster village volunteer clubs to sustain desirable plant growth and eliminate noxious and invasive species.

82
83

Fall 2019

Enforce noise abatement laws. Enforce speed limits using the old 7mph over rule.... it worked. Lower the speed limit on Lake Drive and other major
streets. Get tough!!!!!
Enforcement of yard maintenance
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84

85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96

Enhance public art; do more to become more intentionally inclusive, and advertise and promote public spaces and the community as a whole. I've only
lived here for a few years, but it seems like a very insular community with a ton of great assets, but a population that largely keeps to itself. We
recently had a block party and met neighbors for the first time who had been here for 20 years and originally immigrated from other countries. They
have incredible life stories and I imagine that every block in the village has something similar. We also have great assets with Doctor's Park, the pool,
and the Stormonth park/tennis courts plus a great quality of life. I'd love to see the village apply for some recognition as a 'great place to live', or just
undertake a marketing campaign with signage, etc. to build that community pride and community feel. I also think that we could invest in public art
and advertise the public events a bit better. Finally, I think the Village offers a great alternative in the North Shore that families just don't know about
unless they are looking. We could do more to be intentionally inclusive and celebrate the great opportunities for people and families.
Enhanced entryways into the village.
Ensure everyone cuts their grass from sidewalk to street (lake drive). Have some neighbors who do not attend to this at all
Expanded dining outlets and available dining hours, especially Sunday and Monday
Expansion of the farmers market. It is a great summer event where the community comes together.
Faster road repair. Barnett lane is terrible.
Fewer barriers to keeping backyard chickens.
Fill in the pool, turn it into a simple dog park with high restrictions and on site manager. And for Village residents only! Gold Mine!
More police to enforce the speed limit. Our police can’t manage it now!
Find a way to improve the ditch between Dean and Spooner. It's a eye sore and effecting allergies, weeds seed blowing into yards and burdock that
gets into dog's fur and dangerous for children playing near area, that they may slip and fall. Please go back to mowing area. If causing erosion maybe
make cement higher to accommodate.
Fire all management and Village trustees and hire a good company outside of Milwaukee to recruit competent people!.
Fire Village Mike
fishing pier on Beach drive

97

fix deteriorating endcaps
Fix our roads.
Fix culverts at ends of driveways.

98

fix the roads and get some stop signs at main intersections on Lake Drive...it's a dangerous raceway for pedestrians, cyclists, and especially children.

99

For whatever reason, Fox Point is a hard sell, unlike our neighbors to the south. There is no sense of community, few decent restaurants and I think
people who are considering North Shore communities want that.

100

Fox Point has very little floral (annual and perennial) landscaping than surrounding villages including Bayside, Whitefish Bay and Shorewood. It would
be nice to see this type of landscaping on Santa Monica, the small park on Lake Dr. and Bradley, Lake Dr. and Green Tree, etc.
Fox Point-Bayside Schools, Northshore Public Health, Northshore Library, the Farmers' Market; the Fox Point Foundation; the Fox Point Garden Club,
the Village website, and others could partner on projects and initiatives that foster communication, community, and awareness.

101

102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109

Fall 2019

Fire, Police, faith communities, and groups listed above could also review what San Francisco and others have done for over a decade in terms of
disaster preparedness. These actions are intended to support resilience in the face of an earthquake, but along the way they make better
communities. See: http://www.empowersf.org/
Fox Point's future depends on being able to attract young families. That will keep home values high and support the level of services Fox Point in
known for: limit commercial development to Port Washington Road and the Santa Monica/Green Tree area and keep the rest of the Village
residential; look for ways for the Village to partner with local schools.
Get houses with sloppy or run down yards to clean them up.
get rid of current board
Get rid of dilapidated business properties such as on corner of Bradley and Pt Washington Rd. Both properties, have been for sale for over a year and
have looked run down for the last 4 years.
get rid of the entire board starting w/ d frazier.
get rid of village president
get the flooding stopped near the corner of Crossway and Mall road
get the infrastruce up to date sewers, roads etc
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110
111
112
113
114
115

Give limited term tax credits (or graduate in the increase due to improved property values) to people who make improvements to the their homes and
take care of their trees. Eliminate nuisance trees (cottonwoods) with no grandfathering and grant a tax credit so folks can remove them (perhaps
contract with a tree company for group rates). Old growth trees that are not maintained and nuisance trees look terrible and give the wrong
impression.
Give tickets to cars parked on the streets all night 508 E Spooner Rd
Good road maintainence.
happy with character
Has anyone thought of having types of social gatherings - say at the Village Hall? One for seniors, one for middle agers, etc. This would be a great way
for others to meet the people in the village. A summer picnic - a winter sleigh ride.
Have better enforcement of codes pertaining to upkeep...examples on Boyd Way.
Deterioration of exteriors and yard maintenance.
Having ornamental street lighting would be great to either frame village entrances or enhance the usability/appearance of public spaces.

116

117
118
119
120
121

Important that the village pushes for more than what is proposed by the DOT/county in future road projects. They won't want to propose contextsensitive designs, but I think those nice touches are worth their money even if the village has to pay for those add-ons.
Help villagers in need
Keep our pool where it is make it bigger
Low entrance fees and taxes
Offer services for elderly and handicapped at reduced rates to keep up yards
I am waiting to see how 'The Chiswick at Dunwood' turns out. However, the large construction near Port Washington Road appears likely it will
significantly diminish the Village's community character. It generally appears 'the Village' does not care as much as what happens on the western edge
of Fox Point regarding 'community character'.
I appreciate having some diversity in the community and making connections with my neighbors. Any efforts to increase diversity and community
connections would be welcome.
I appreciate things that being community together, like the pool, farmers market, and concerts at stormonth. More things that being neighbors out
into the community are positive.
I do like the garbage service where they come into our garage. Keeps a neater appearance in Fox Point neighborhoods. I love the black oval signs with
the gold fox welcoming people to Fox Point. Adds a classy touch to our suburb. Reminds me of Lake Forest, Illinois where they have similar classy
signs!

122

I do not want the village to spend money enhancing our character. I have a stronger allegiance for the southeastern Wisconsin rather than fox point.

123

I don't sense a tremendous amount of community character. It's a quiet village where everyone goes about there own business. I think having some
community events (acknowledging the 4th of July parade) would be great.

124

I don't think the character of this village is lacking. The fact is that there aren't a lot of homes for sale here. When there is one for sale, it is sold quite
quickly. Both of these factors indicate this is a stable and desirable community. I think this village has a very positive character to it.

125

I feel that the fox logo is unique and could be tastefully incorporated into more signage and landmarks within the village.

126

I feel that what it is being currently done with respect to signage and landscape improvements is done well. I am completely unhappy that our Board
of Trustees allowed the rezoning of the Dunwood school acreage which resulted in apartment buildings, the Chiswick, being built in an established
neighborhood. I am fearful of decisions that put 'big business' above the welfare of our residents is becoming a value of those making decisions in the
village. The homeowners, whose homes face that apartment complex, have had the value of their homes decrease. This is completely unacceptable
and goes against the proclaimed Village of Fox Point goal, as stated on our web site, that states that 'The Village is committed to protecting and
enhancing residential quality of life, and to maintaining its tradition of high quality municipal services and amenities in order to preserve a community
that is tranquil, secure, and attractive and desirable.' I truly hope that in the future, residents' well being and financial stability is put above a business
that wants to locate to our village. Single family homes, even resident owned condos, or even the pool, would have been better options. I do
understand that along Port Washington Rd. there is going to be commercial business, but the Chiswick is in a residential neighborhood.

127

i have no complaints so i have no suggestions!

128

I have no suggestions at this time. It seems to me that different parts of the village have their own characters, which suits those who live there.

129

I have two suggestions. One is some of the Village streets are in poor shape, needing to be replaced. The other suggestion is to see what can be done
to enhance the Green Tree foot path, perhaps even storing path to the lake or at least the view at the overlook.
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130

I know many of the road signs in the village were intended to improve navigation for visitors and safety for everyone. But excessive signage has
become a visual blight along some streets. In addition to the cluttered appearance during the day, their high reflectivity at night makes it impossible to
use high beams to see further down the road. At some point, there will need to be a signal to the Regent Road crossing of Brown Deer Road. That's not
really community 'character' but it's on my mind as a safety issue every time I use that intersection.
In terms of community character, the village needs more coffee shops, restaurants and social gathering spots within walking distance or an easy drive.
The scarcity is coffee shops and restaurants in our area continues to surprise us.
The North Shore Library could be a tremendous asset to the community if it had adequate facilities. This probably means a free-standing building
designed as a community center with classrooms, maker space, computers, auditorium/performance space and a small coffee shop. Such a project
would have broader community appeal and benefit than the pool. I'm not against the pool, but a well-funded library with adequate facilities and
programs would do more to enhance the community.

131

I know this will be highly controversial, but it would be nice to have non-obtrusive pathways to walk safely from one end of Fox Point to another. North
to south is great with the Lake Drive path, but it would be nice to have safer passage on one side the more utilized streets such as Bradley or Calumet. I
think it would encourage more people to get out, bring neighbors together and facilitate a healthier lifestyle. Again, I know this is a highly
controversial topic, and I would probably not be so pleased if someone said they were going to run a sidewalk in front of my house, but maybe on the
wider streets it would be more welcome? We are out and about with the kids and walk often, but some drivers are not very courteous and the thought
of a safer path is appealing.

132

I like the Farmers Market in the summer. Perhaps more venues like that at Indian Creek Pkwy would develop a great sense of community; music, art
festivals, etc. I know Doctors Park is a county park but maybe there could be a partnership with the county on enhancing its use. The beach and
structure, if it hasn't fallen down should be removed, could be used for sand castle competitions or snow sculptures in the winter.

133

I like to see more done to enhance the natural beauty of the village. Plant more trees, flowers and shrubs as well as improve the old walking path at
the far east end of Green Tree Road, near the bluff that over looks the lake. I would be very cautious that we don't try to bring in too much commercial
real estate and businesses that are not a fit for this unique one-of-a kind residential area of the north shore. There's nothing else like Fox Point in the
state of Wisconsin. Let's keep this a safe, residential community.

134
135
136
137
138
139

I love everything being done already!
I love Fox Point and have no complaints.
I love living here. I am satisfied with the job being done.
I love the white wooden posts. Their charm was what actually initially peaked our interest in looking for a home Fox Point. The Fox signs are also
charming and unique. Please don’t replace them with cheap plastic. I am seeing more activity in the park and pavilion. Which make me happy. I wish
the town square shops had a sit down cafe or restaurant. Whenever people ask me where to eat in Fox Point, I’m embarrassed to not be able to
recommend any place. The shops on Santa Monica have so much potential. It’s a shame it’s not more social and entertainment focused.
I love to see a little downtown area with a coffee shop for gathering.

142

I missed the deadline to complete the pool survey but I support any plans to maintain or upgrade the Fox Point Pool.
I think enforcing speed limits and making more walkable areas help. Buildings that are run down on port should be taken down if they can not sell
them/ blight.
I think adding sidewalks/bike lanes along Port Washington Rd would enhance the community by encouraging more people to walk to shops, bus stops,
etc
I think it is great so far, only have lived here a month so I don't have any suggestions yet, but we love that the street signs have little foxes on them! So
cute!

143

I think more village sponsored activities would be nice. Ice cream socials, music in the park, a winter festival on the ice skating rink, etc.

144

I think part of the charm of Fox Points character is clean, friendly tree lined streets with community activities. Having activities is something we need
to keep such as pool, ice skating, parades. Readable street signs that have character are an asset since we do not have street lights.

140
141

145
146
147
148
149

Fall 2019

I think that the character of the Village is so much reflected in its employees as well as the extra special touches that are around town such as the
signage, flowers, little library along the bike path, dog waste disposal areas, and the bridge etc.
I think the character could be enhanced through the increased promotion of community events. I find that some of the events in the village are not
promoted or if they are it is only through one or two platforms. I have found the community calendar on the village site to be incomplete and/or
lacking information about events.
I think the character is good the way it is. No need to change something that has been working for as long as Fox Point has been doing most things
right.
I think the village does a great job of this already!!
I think there could be more of an effort to make the ammenities and quality of life here more well known to potential home buyers in the greater
Milwaukee area that are looking for a community to start a family and settle down.
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150
151
152
153
154
155

156

157

I think there could be tighter control of those properties, both residential and commercial, that are not being well-maintained and in-keeping with the
rest of the Fox Properties. E.g. service station on port & Bradley road, properties that are overgrown, trees/shrubs at mouth of gray log & lake that
need to be trimmed to make exit off gray log onto lake drive safer for drivers and bikers.
I think they are doing a great job
I was surprised to hear the community center was torn down to build apartments.
I wish Fox Point had a pedestrian-friendly 'downtown' area with shops, restaurants, etc.
I wish the gas station and old Chinese restaurant on Port Washington Road and Bradley Road would be torn down and if nothing else goes replaces it,
have green space or a community garden.
I would also like to see a SHARED community pool (time for kids, tots plus an adult only swim hour/day).
I would ask to install the same types of 'Your speed is' devices as WFB has on Lake going down the hill before Klode park. I have seen communities
where they have those with a green happy face when people are under the limit and a red sad face when over it and I wonder if those would make a
difference here. After moving here in 2017 from WFB, I dread the end of daylight savings time as drivers simply don't give pedestrians any room or
consideration. You can wear lights and they'll give you room only if another car isn't approaching. If it is, they often will not slow and force you onto
the lawn or snow bank, depending on the weather. I know I should have stayed in Bay and knew Fox Point had few sidewalks but I underestimated
the impact on those who care to walk. Any signage that advocates pedestrian rights would be welcome.

161

I would like to see a few more village-wide events.
I would like to see Fox Point invest in businesses in the area and promote new residential commercial developments. This would increase our tax base
as well as bring in new younger residents into a great neighborhood.
I would like to see the wooded area by the indian hills park replanted.
I would love if the Village prioritized revitalizing the shops on Santa Monica & Greentree Roads. It would be nice to have a coffee shop or restaurant
that you could gather out with friends.
I would love to see a simple cafe or bar be allowed to go into the fox point shops on Santa Monica. A gathering space for the community would be
lovely. Someone once said this was not allowed. I would love to see that changed.

162

I would love to see the footpaths opened again. Those sorts of small, unexpected experiences reveal how thorough the charms of the village are.

163

I would really like the Fox Point street signs to stay as they are. These are iconic and a symbol of Fox Point that should be preserved. Continue
improvements/enhancements on Village Hall and the skating center as a complex for community gatherings.

158
159
160

164
165
166
167
168
169

I would recommend to have street lights on the main streets
I’ll think about this.
I’m concerned about the Calumet Rd construction and that street becoming too fast
I’m not sure what you mean by “character”. I think safety, focus on keeping drugs out of our community and maintaining solid schools are the
foundation for solid character.
I'd like to see a larger and better organized Village of Fox Point Parade on the Fourth of July.
If the school zones were safer, kids could walk to school and that will greatly enhance the community character of Fox point.

170

If we can keep the quiet nature, especially on the road. Traffic and speeding has increased a lot on areas like Green Tree road, etc.

171

I'm good with the current character
I'm not sure I would change anything. I love the current character of Fox Point. Just wish people would walk on the correct side of the street so it was
safer.
I'm not sure it needs to be enhanced. We like the look and feel of our community.

172
173
174

177

Improve the businesses along port rd,
Improve the swimming pool and try to have the ice rink open when it can. There was a period of time last winter when it could have been used but no
one flooded it.
Improve the village pool. Speed cameras on St:Monica. Traffic lights or stop signs by Brown Dear/Regent and Dean/Lake. Preferred vendors list for
home improvement contractors who appropriately comply with village codes.
Improve trash collection and roads.

178

improved commercial areas (not bigger - just better stuff in the places where there is commercial offerings - restaurants, bars, shops, etc.

179
180

Improved road surfaces.

181

Include river hills and Bayside in planning a new pool. My kids want to swim with all their friends not just the kids that live in Fox Point.

175
176

Fall 2019

Improvements to Indian Creek Woods.
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183

Increase opportunities for unique but desirable local businesses/shops and restaurants (not chains) to replace underused commercially zoned spaces
and serve as gathering spaces for the local community - without more strip malls.
Increase small businesses to provide revenue and character like Cedarburg

184

Increase taking care of Indian Creek area. This fall has been beautiful but spring and early summer need help. Continue to keep control of cattail

185

Indian Creek's baseball field is terrible. The back stop is deteriorated, side line bench is insufficient (size, quality), no place for parents to sit while
watching their kids and most importantly the quality of the field is inadequate compared to other village. For instance, once it rains the dirt turns hard
and rocky which is hard on kids sliding and when wet is very muddy (unsafe to play on). Also, I also believe FP can benefit from more restaurants or
coffee cafes for families to go to and socialize. Eating out requires drive to other communities (with the exception of more fast food style (noodles).

182

186
187
188
189
190
191
192
193

It is difficult to find activities that appeal to both families with young children and to older adults. Trick or treating on Whitney Road seems to have
become a community event all on its own. I don't know, game nights, free food?
It is very well maintained as is, but if we were to enhance anything- we could tune-up the parks for the kids.
It might be nice to do a community day for putting things on the curb and letting people go around to rummage.
It would be great if we could get non chain restaurants into the area. That is easier said then done. Make sure the pool stays in Fox Point. The
community could use more community events.
It would be great to have a neighborhood coffee shop.
It would be great to see an aggressive campaign to get some of the areas along Port Washington, such as the northeast corner on Bradley, cleaned out
and put to another use.
It would be nice if the Village could sponsor more events where neighbors have the opportunity to gather together.
It would be nice to have a gathering place (like Silver Spring in Whitefish Bay - but it’s questionable whether something like that is viable in this small
community.

194

It would be nice to have more of a July 4th gathering -- we go to Cedarburg or WFB because there's so little in Fox Point. I don't think people want
much more -- the Farmers Market gets us out in the summer; if you have children in school, that's the focus. Without a central business district or a
large local park like Klode, it's hard to do more, especially with schools and library shared with others.

195

It would be nice to have more useful, 'daily' businesses in the Fox Point village shops, like a coffee shop or small specialty market.

196

Just moved here

197

Keep FP distinctive and charming by not succumbing to the pressures of gentrification, multifamily overbuilding, cheap and thoughtless village
architecture. Upgrade pool with a splash pad for young families. Embrace history and charm of village in all aspects of village services. Continue
maintenance of unique fox street signs. promote awareness of vast array of unique mid century homes throughout the village.

198
199
200
201
202
203

keep going in the same way to what we are receiving

204

Keep roads in decent condition and try to perform road /utility work in a way where tit doesn’t tak an entire season to complete it.

205
206

Keep the community small and focused on residential housing. No more big developments.

207
208
209
210
211
212
213
214

Fall 2019

Keep on the beautiful planting of trees on village right aways.
Keep on track with what is happening with updated infrastructure so new residents will want to be here
Keep our school system strong
Keep planting trees
Keep planting trees.

Keep the pool!
Keep the roads in better condition. I think the village waits too long to repair roads and then once repaired the places are labeled with 'bump' signs.
Why....is it poor workmanship to not get it right the first time?
Keep the semi-rural aspects, no street lights or sidewalks and lots of green space
Keep the streets in good repair. Keep the waterways flowing and the grass edges maintained. Limited development relieves the tax pressure on home
owners. Places such as the Corner of Bradley and Port Wash. ... with the derelict Port China Restaurant and Tom's Gas Station... could be better
utilized.
keep the traditional fox signage....don't widen the streets
Keep the Village as it is - no big changes.
Keep the village quiet and semi rural. Updates for safety are great but, let's not loose the past.
Keep village residents at the center of your services.
Keeping it mainly residential (don't entertain a large commercial district with a 15 or 30 story tower like Bayside). Overall the character is great with
the tree lined streets, no sidewalks, etc.
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215

Keeping our village employees providing services is very important. Public comment time is important and should always be available at Board
meetings and other committee meetings. An enhanced and user friendly website with easily accessible village notices is vital to residents. Continue to
employ people who like their work and like this village.

216

Keeping the family friendly activities. Add more outside activities like music in the park. Skate party nights. Pool parties for the kids.

217
218
219

Keeping the fox street sings is important.

220
221
222
223
224
225
226

227

Keeping the quaint village atmosphere.
Kids playgrounds could use some mulch for safety
Knowing what Zone we live in is confusing and we'd like to add improvements to our home on N Santa Monica. The process seems daunting. Perhaps
a step by step process recap of a project that went through zoning, approval, etc would be helpful for homeowners like me who aren't sure where to
start.
Lake Drive is critical to this. Maintaining and enhancing the walkways on Lake Drive is important. Finding ways to add bike lanes on Lake Drive would
be a major improvement.
Larger street signs.Larger= More legible/visible. Have household owners clear signs of tree branches, bushes.
Better lighting at all pedestrian cross roads and intersections.
Better street map for use in navigating village.
Let's be open to the growth we've seen in other communities like Shorewood. Boutique restaurants, bars and shopping all elevate the neighborhood
feel of our community and encourage a stronger sense of community. I would love to see more green space, small parks and definitely development
along the Port corridor.
Let's get street lights!!
Let's start a brewery
lighting the walking path lake drive. street lights on major thourgh fares like green tree / lake drive , calumet & lake drive, bradley & lake, dean & lake
- port washington is en eye sore... more character development, is needed, city lighting,
plantings of city cared for plantings, etc..
Loss of Night sky due to Temples, Churches, etc adding new (Village approved) overabundance of strong LED lighting with total disregard of the effects
the neighbors, neighborhood look out upon; interferes with peaceful views as residents had prior to LED changes. Ordinance outdated as it does not
explore new, different problems given off by LED specifically. LED does not cast border as candescent and incandescent bulbs/Lumens meter reading.
LED's are blinding and intensely bright. Current Ordinance metering only applicable to incandescent lighting.

228
229

Love the street signs. Only thing would be a down town area. But the character is good and should be maintained

230

Maintain and increase focus on urban forestry. e.g. increase tree plantings and encourage residents to maintain and increase residential plantings.

231

Maintain as much as possible those aspects that preserve our character, the Fox signs and distinct building as a residential, family oriented destination.

232

Maintain building codes
Maintain consistency in residential care. Some homes are rented to tenants that cause noise violations and don’t maintain their yard or appearance of
their home
Maintain grounds keeping and plantings of flowers . Enforce for some Homes a standard of upkeep in lawn .

233
234

235

236
237
238
239

Lower taxes

Maintain or adding zoning requirements that prevent multi-level structures being built in areas predominantly occupied by single family homes,
prevent businesses coming into the community that substantially increase traffic and congestion, require any new structures being built to be
approved by neighbors who have to live next to them, do not allow older & historic structures from being torn down and replaced by new structures
(like Chris Abele did in Shorewood), and mandate the current amount of village green space in the village will be maintained and not sold off like the
school district did for Dunwood school for a budget shortfall.
Maintain or enhance excellecnce in schools.
Maintain the low profile, but architecturally significant black fox street signs! Bigger and brighter is not always better. Simple adherence to traditional
architectural guidelines (i.e., red brick, historically appropriate design) goes a long way. Village board should continue to stress quality home
construction/renovation, appropriate to the neighborhood, especially on major thoroughfares. I might also suggest granting a liquor license to one,
high quality bar/restaurant. I would call it the Fox Den!
Maintain the pool ( no need to build a new one) and skate rink. Continue to maintain signage - and doctors park.
Maintain the residential nature.

240

Maintain what we have and control spending to reduce reliance on taxes. No additional steps are needed. What we have is great just maintain it.

241

Maintaining green space or adding more. The new pool will be the biggest enhancment.
Maintenance of roads and landscaping, just keep them in good shape. I would say don't add anything new just keep everything up to date and clean
looking.

242

Fall 2019
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245

Maintenance of skating rink/warming house and Fox Point Pool, don't take those away. Would be great if some of these services were open longer, for
a longer season. Like the warming house even if the ice rink is not operable or open. The warming house would be a social setting for the community
to get together. Concessions enhancement at both of these would be fabulous.
Maintenance of the white posts, street signs, and village trees.
Clean-up of the Fox Point pool park area is never well maintained and full of weeds.
make sure to flood the ice rink in the winter

246

Make the owners of decaying business properties maintain their buildings. Attempt to get some decent restaurants in the village.

243
244

247
248
249
250
251
252
253
254
255
256
257
258
259
260
261
262
263
264
265
266
267
268
269
270
271
272
273
274
275
276
277
278
279
280

Fall 2019

Make the skating rink a priority. I grew up in Fox Point and skated there daily, year in and year out. I realize weather is sometimes an issue but there
have been many times in recent years when the rink could have been open and was not. Also, do not sacrifice the size of the rink for a new swimming
pool location. Keep the pool where it is.
Make the Village Manager and Village Engineer live in the Village of Fox Point. It would definitely make them more accommodating to the requests of
citizens. The ego on those two needs to be knocked down several notches.
Maybe a community festival to expand upon the Village open house.
Maybe a few maps in public spaces highlighting walking and biking trails, beaches, parks etc.
Maybe a tv ad, like Greendale has run in the past , about how great it is living here.
Maybe more community events, such as ice cream socials, music nights, or a winter festival near the ice rink.
Maybe some internal street lighting
Maybe updated signage and more flowers in common areas if possible
More activities that bring neighbors together
More attention to detail of the boulevards and public spaces with regards to the trees and bushes and dandelion infestation.
more central dining, shopping, socializing location to encourage village pride/strength
More cohesive character (similar to Whitefish Bay neighborhood feel -- many people don't know neighbors). Fox Point Farmer's Market is terrific.
Sponsorship of e.g., block parties, community events.
More community events or more information on what already exists. There needs to be more of a sense of community, imo
More community events will help. The crown jewel of community character is the Fox Point Farmer's market. We go to shop sometimes but ALWAYS
go to see our friends and neighbors in Fox Point.
More community events. Community classes, mommy and baby groups, etc
more community organizations and/or gather spots would be beneficial. a local bar or bar/restaurant that can serve as an informal local gathering
place would be nice
More community spaces/activities.Bringing in restaurants to the village, especially family friendly ones.
More constraints on herbicides & pesticides.
More diverse community
More encouragement and opportunity for public art might be a thought. I realize how problematic this can be, but I have lived/worked in other
communities where it proved to be an extremely worthwhile enhancement.
More events at a central place, like concerts. Bring back the ice skating. Create things that bring residents together.
more family programs
more median trees on Santa Monica, more aggressive dead tree removal, more frequent repair of lannon stone around town, expansion of the nice
things the garden club supports---a very nice display at green tree & santa monica. Maybe more flowers around city properties. Make it really special
to visitors in high traffic areas.
More regular community events.
More restaurants and food options, more retail stores. The Village needs a development plan to attract restaurants and other providers that will draw
people to Fox Point instead of Shorewood or Whitefish Bay.
More retail and restaurants
More safety for pedestrians and bicyclists.
More scrutiny when reviewing plans for new construction - especially for older home tear-downs.
More secret paths and pedestrian friendly walkways, not necessarily sidewalks.
More sidewalks
More sidewalks and more use of the pool/warming house/ice rink. Meaning longer seasons and warming house should be open no matter if the ice
rink is open. Concessions in both the pool and the warming house would be great.
More sidewalks and walking paths; cross walk lights; gates for the train so no more horn;
More sidewalks/paths/updating the parks
More support for the garden club for additional plantings in the community.
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281
282
283
284
285
286
287
288
289
290
291
292
293

More trees! Half have been cut down along PORT WASHINGTON ROAD now. That long expanse between the housing and the roads should be lined
with trees. And perhaps even more so...is the village should start re-doing many of the endwalls to driveways that have been neglected for years.
More village activities and potentially coffee house businesses located in the village.
More Village garden spaces
More 'village geared' events
More walkable roadways- especially high traffic areas (Bradley, Dean, Calumet). Various points on the sidewalk on Lake drive need to have small
additions leading to Lake drive so walkers don't have to cross the berm to get to the East side of the road. Specifically at Bridge or Daisy Lane. We
often like to walk to the Ravine Bridge and it's nearly impossible to get from the walking path on Lake Drive to the other side of the road in snowy or
rainy weather because no one wants to tromp through snow or mud just to get to the street!!
More walking/biking paths
Move pool to Longacre and make it into a community center.
N/a
N/a
Needs more for young families. Restaurant options, activities such as upgraded pool.
New pool, and keep the ice skating rink. Santa Monica Boulevard needs some beautification, and Lake Drive needs resurfacing.
New urbanism.

295

no idea
No more cell towers, and cover the existing one with bark and branches to look like a tree. We have seen this done in Door County and from a short
distance away the tower is hard to distinguish from a real tree.
No more development such as the over crowded Dunwood apartment site

296

No parking of small truck -type vehicles in driveways; get back to the 'rule' where no cars can be stored on driveway; no covered cars stored on
driveways; any long term storage of vehicles/boats/RVs should be in the garage not on the driveway or on non-driveway surfaces

294

297
298
299
300
301

No specific suggestions.
None
None
None.

303

Not sure Not sure if this falls under the category of character, but in my opinion Fox point could do a better job in making the village more walkable/rideable.
The lake drive path is there, but bike/walking lanes on lake would enhance. Cross notices like bayside has on brown deer would help. Leveraging the
large investment in the bridge lane project by creating a walking path connecting the bridge to the lake to doctors park would be unique in terms of
character.
Not sure right now

304

Nothing specific comes to mind, but I will return to this survey if/when I am inspired. I AM looking forward to results of the community pool survey.

305
306

Nothing to add.

302

307
308
309
310
311

Fall 2019

Nothing wrong with what we have !
One is keeping the character of my neighborhood (I am at 7409 N. Longacre). A pool here would increase traffic (we have speeders enough with kids
playing outside), change the sonic environment; in short, lower the desirability of living here.
Open the the skating rink this winter, stop putting up those idiotic signs that put all responsibility on pedestrians for safety (put up signs for drivers, if
you must put up signs), encourage pedestrian traffic and cycling for starters perhaps by adding another east west dedicated ped. path like the one on
Green Tree, maybe a library that could be reached safely on foot or by bike, encourage business development that enhances our community, rather
than things like nursing homes that take up space and give nothing back, and while we're at it businesses should be reachable by bike or foot as well.
Opportunities for gathering places like coffee shops and restaurants should be encouraged.
Our character is envied by other suburbs.
Our family would love to see a composting program put in place. We are a tree city and a bird city; taking better care of our environment through a
village-wide composting program would fit in nicely with these missions. Additionally, a composting program would take the work and mess of
composting off the villagers' hands, and keep rodents from becoming a nuisance.
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312

313

Our library needs to be enhance and better supported. This is vey important to us. The library was neglected for 20 years & not taken seriously. Now
that we have a new librarian, things are improving, however, it will take a considerable investment to bring it up to today’s standards for a quality
public library. Our library has been an embarrassment for many many years with residents patronizing the Whitefish, Shorewood, Brown Deer,
Mequon and other better libraries. This should not be. We can/must do better. Property values depend on quality infrastructure like schools, libraries
& other village services. We are doing well in the areas of schools and village services, and now the library must be a part of the equation, too. It is
LONG overdue.
Outsource the pool and ice rink to a management company or improve our self-operation leadership and staff.

314

Promote more retail in Fox Point.
Overgrown foliage and weeds need to be taken care of as a matter of course. New residents need to be made aware if parkways are their
responsibilities.

315

Owners of homes in disrepair should be made to bring their home up to village standards. A home in the 7400 block of Mohawk Rd.
has been a dilapidated mess for years and years. They are finally fixing the roof, but the house is a blight on the neighborhood.

316
317
318
319
320
321
322
323
324
325

326

327
328
329
330

Fall 2019

Paint bike/pedestrian lanes along Santa Monica Blvd - improve saftey for bikers, pedestrians, and driver trying to navigate through pedestrians and
bikers.
Pathways on Santa Monica and other East West corridors for better pedestrian connectivity.
Perhaps a family oriented October Fest could be held.
Pay your employees more money; they all deserve it!!
Perhaps ambient lighting in streets at night which aids in a More pedestrian friendly neighborhood. Calumet is a great start for introducing pedestrian
zones within the street. Community center, bike paths, coffee shops or patisserie is parks or community central zones. Take lessons from cities in
Europe.
Perhaps encouraging restaurants would be a start. I always hear there’s not much interest in creating or encouraging places of business in fox point ...
look what whitefish bay has done.
Plant more trees and let them grow old. I love the large trees and when they create a canopy over the roads. I hate to see large and old trees cut
down, but understand you have reasons.
Planting more trees along the area from Santa Monica to Green Tree Rd. Also, please put trees on the west side of the bank.
We've lived in this area for over 40 years and I've seen so many nice trees planted and then taken down. There was a beautiful one on the SE corner
near the planter and that was just removed too.
Please address what appears to be the beginnings of a used car lot & vacant buildings on Bradley & Port Washington Road. The defunct Chinese
restaurant is NOT being properly maintained! I can not believe the nearly 8 years I have lived in the Village something hasn’t been done. Again
another disappointment as a resident residing on Bradley to have to see this sore sight regularly.
Please continue what is being done
Please do not destroy the ice skating rink and Longacre Park. Let’s plant new trees where ash trees were removed to build back the tree city of Fox
Point. Additionally new play structures in the schools and parks would be nice.
Please have the cops instruct people where to walk and bicycle. IE: Walk AGAINST traffic and bike WITH it. And ticket those without adequate LIGHTS
at night!!!!! I’ve often seen the police drive right past those not following rules of the road. I was raised (driver’s ed days long ago) that if one has a
driver’s license and disobeys a road rule while on a bike, he can get a moving violation ticket, pay a fine, and lose points off the driver’s license. Enforce
that for blatant offenders. The onus is on car drivers not to hit anyone. It’s one thing to allow bikers to run stop signs when no cars are present. It’s
quite another to do so all the time expecting cars to slam on their brakes when bikers ignore their stop signs - knowing some roads have no cross stop and shouldn’t - to keep traffic and emergency vehicles moving (Santa Monica and Lake Dr are particular problems). There is a perfectly lovely bike path
on Lake Dr. Bikers should use it. Instead, they bike 3-4 across and block traffic. Unlike bikes, there is only one place for cars, and that is on the road.
Bikers need to move over and go single file on busy streets or be ticketed. Lake is for moving traffic along. It’s 35 mph. Again, car/truck/bus/etc drivers
should always have the right to use the road. I’m not advocating sidewalks. The village is lovely without them, and there is plenty of room for all walkers, skaters, dogs, scooters, cycles, bikes, and autos. The vehicle drivers should not be the only ones who have to follow the rules. If everyone
does, it would be lovely!
Please keep the white posts along the streets freshly painted. Please keep the street sign posts freshly painted, but PAINT THEM ALL BLACK, not
brown. Brown looks like the 1960’s.
Please make connecting the sidewalks on Brown Deer Rd a priority. Adding bicycle lanes would be nice as well. Added safety is needed at school
crossings.
Points of entry could be more delineated.
Pool, recycle
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331

Port Washington Rd development is out of character with Fox Point. It is hard, when Glendale is continuously trying to widen the road and turn it into
another Bluemound Rd in Brookfield. However, it seems like Fox Point could work with Glendale's commercialism and, since Port Washington Rd is
becoming less and less desirable for residential living, it might be nice to encourage small business growth to offset the large stores being brought in
by Glendale. With the smaller stores, sidewalks and bicycle paths could be installed for easier access by those without cars.

332

Port Washington road is embarrassing. There is no evidence of urban planning or effort to implement and sustain commercial businesses. Properties
look dilapidated, inconsistent in design and sit for sale for years. In this regard I expected more from Fox Point when moving here. Aggressively
pursuing restaurants and shops into these properties would spark local economy and drive tax revenue. Have watched Fox Point fall behind
neighboring communities and home prices will eventually be affected, ultimately lowering tax revenues.

333
334
335
336

337

338
339
340
341
342
343
344
345
346
347
348
349
350
351
352
353
354
355
356
357

Preserving trees instead of cutting many down.
Promoting pedestrian and bike use would help with this! The Fox Point foundation has nice events that could be supported by the village. Farmers
market, ice skating rink, and pool are all important community builders.
PROTECTED BIKE LANES AND/OR PEDESTRIAN WALKWAYS
Put the pool at Longacre and make that the village center
Raise the priority of zoning, planning, marketing, and developing the unused or under-used commercial properties in the village. This does NOT include
increasing any commercial zones, but rather revitalizing those that are vacant in the current zoning, such as the Fox Point shops (in fairly good shape
but could use a little zip) and the properties on Bradley near Port Rd. Also, the village should reach out to the City of Glendale and take a more active
role in redevelopment of properties along Port Washington Rd that are not directly in Fox Point but have a great impact. The old Appleby's station is in
a prime location... Coffee Shop??
Recycle more such as electronics, styrofoam
Relocate farmer's market to a park - bring in more food trucks; Increased gatherings; Street fairs/block parties (even if organized by neighbors);
Revamp newsletter -- include ways for people to get involved in Fox Point and Milwaukee overall + highlight good work/volunteer efforts of residents;
Explore ways to reduce I-43 traffic noise (i.e., sound barrier)
Remodeling of Village Pool
Repair roads and tend to village owned land frequently.
Replace the pool at its current site or stop offering a village pool. Do not disrupt the quiet character of the Lombardy/Longacre homes with a pool in
Longacre Park.
Replace what was taken away at Dunwood.
Resolve the issue of the decrepit gas station and restaurant at Port Washington road and Bradley.
Retaining the street signage, the white posts, perhaps better welcome signs at major entrance points. better maintenance of Walking paths, keeping
bikes off the walking path for anyone over 10
Return the village dump.
Roads and pot holes be filled
Roads could be improved. Walking and bike riding on damaged roads is hazardous. More police presence to discourage speeders and drivers who
ignore yield and stop signs.
Safer ways for people to walk and bike around the village.
Safer ways to cross busy streets. Crosswalks on Lake Drive! Would love if it was easier for my kids to walk/bike to school from the east side of Lake
Drive.
Santa Monica blvd, should be the showcase of the village yet when driving or walking in the spring or summer the dandelion & weeds all along the
boulevard stick out like a sore thumb this stretch of road should be maintained, and manicured much nicer, along with the park, creek and holding
ponds..
see above -good services keep people in the community
See point #3 above.
Side walks.
Sidewalks
Sidewalks and street lights would make the village safer.
Sidewalks on main streets like Calumet - it's dangerous to walk with children/pets on that road.

358

Sidewalks or walking/bike lanes would be appreciated in heavy traffic areas. Day and especially night walking can be very dangerous.

359

Sidewalks would be nice

360

Sidewalks!! More community type events, particularly geared towards kids to bring more energy and vibrancy to the neighborhood.

361

Sidewalks, mixed use development, more walkable stores, restaurants.

Fall 2019
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362
363
364
365
366

Signage entering the Village at Brown Deer and Port Washington Rd could definitely use an upgrade.
Signage, such as Bayside has, at the main borders of the village.
Slowing people down in residential areas, especially at uncontrolled intersection.
Small business/local restaurants/coffee shop space should be carved out to create a hub for village goers.

367

some streets do need some pavement work.
Something should be done by the village to make it attractive for a buyer to purchase the long standing empty buildings at the corner of Bradley and
Port Washington Roads. These properties are a true eyesore.

368

specifically 'talk up' our village attributes in the local paper -NOW, etc. talk to a marketing company re ways to let out siders know we exist

369

Spend our tax dollars on practical and useful services rather than sprucing up the neighborhood

370

spending and developing more is, of itself, not a way to enhance the community. keepimg things natural and simple do more to increase the
community's appeal. the lovely natural landscape, the lack of street lights, the 'country feel' - all add to the softer pace and feel of Fox Point.

371
372
373
374
375
376
377
378
379
380
381
382
383
384
385
386

Stay away from apartments, condos and commercial development. Strictly enforce single family residential zoning. Don't believe developers BS about
increasing the tax base. Beware of the huge costs into;ved in educating all the school age kids that can move in dense apartment and condo
developments. Commercial development is really a character changer.
Stop obsessing about more retail! Fox Point is not supporting what we already have: RiverPoint and the strip mall on Santa Monica ALWAYS have
vacancies. Fox Point is not a 'destination' in a developer's sense of the word.
More green space doesn't increase the tax base, but enhances the quality of life.
Why isn't there a limit on the size of new or remodeled homes in relation to the size of the lot?
STREET LIGHTS
Street lights and sidewalks would enhance the livability oh the village.
Street lights or side walks on busier walking roads (regent, Santa Monica ,...)
Street lights, sidewalks where there can be, more speed limit signs and enforcements of those limits. More strategic dog waste stations that are not
only located on Lake Drive. Road repair where there are major pot holes throughout the area.
Streetlights and sidewalks are both critical needs; safety should be the priority more than 'community character'.
Strict enforcement of speed limits must become a priority. Otherwise, someone is going to be hurt.
Take care of dandelions on boulevards and public lawns??
The abandoned gas station and Chinese restaurant on Port/Bradley are such an eyesore and missed opportunity for retail or a restaurant or cafe with a
huge audience of nearby neighbors. I would love if this space was a priority for redevelopment
The black brass fox street signs are so charming.
The library needs to be supported better and updated! We need a quality library which reflects our character. It has been neglected and desperately
needs to be on par with our other services.
The new recycle guys are not good. the garbage men their services and friendliness set fox point apart
The only thing lacking is a prominent 'downtown' area. There are not many food options for eating out in the area. Fox Point Shops may need a reboot
and more options than just Rosatis.
The Open House in June is a great enhancement along with the Farmers Market.
The plantings on Santa Monica are beautiful and are a good example of what can be done.

387

The pool is great for families with younger kids. It would be nice to have a coffee shop or other type of neighborhood area that attracts all ages.

388
389
390

The pool was wonderful while our kids were growing up. We hope a new pool facility is approved for the future.

391
392

Fall 2019

The strip mall on Santa Monica. Turn into something so much better. A cute downtown. Coffee shop. Restaurant.
The village is rife with character, and it is all fairly agreeable to me. I love it here.
The village manager and other employees of the village have no pressence at village events. Tghis shows a lack of interest in the ciommunity. It should
be part of the job of village manager. If it's nolt obvious village employees are not present at 4th of July or Summer Serenades to meet and greet
resident's of Fox Point.
The Village of Fox Point should provide each house with 2 trash and 1 recycling bins much like Bayside and the city of Milwaukee.
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393

The Village should enforce its own regulations!!!!! The house near 7400 N. Mohawk has been an eyesore for 20 years. People wrote letters. People
called and complained. The Village issued some tickets and did NOTHING. The place has or has had a rotting roof, no gutter on the front, a dead tree,
a mailbox post with no mailbox on it, a lamp post with wires hanging out, a white plastic PVC pipe as a handrail, peeling paint decades old. The Village
failed its residents with years a no action, all the while collecting taxes from the surrounding residents who kept their yards up. Not until the house
wound up vacant did a relative of the homeowners wind up taking action and are now improving the place. But the Village could not have been
weaker in the years of utter inaction. It shows the rest of us just how much we can get away with if we wanted to quit maintaining our property. To
my knowledge the Village's position was that it would have to sue the owners to fix the place up - why didn't you? We have had to live near this slum
house for years while it dragged out own property values down. The Village told me it would have to wait until the owners 'moved'. Obviously, that
meant that the Village would wait until they died, which indeed took a few more years for one to die and the other to move in with relatives, leaving
the place abandoned. The Village gets an 'F' grade for choosing not to do more. If you are looking for ways to make the Village look nice, start with
homes that look like they belong in the inner city instead of pretty street signs as the most bang for buck.

394

The Village should lead in finding ways to enhance clean energy practices! Let’s take the lead on using clean options and ways to support them like
charge stations for electric vehicles and wind and solar energy should be given some kind local incentives. Find ways to make these technologies easily
available to homeowners and perhaps a resource guide of clean energy options and a list of reputable vendors. We should find ways be more
progressive in clean energy use. We need better pedestrians crossings at key spots in particular on Lake drive crossing areas should be installed so
people can safely cross the the drive. More and more people walk or bike or scooter to work and play lets make it safer for them. Lets add more pet
waste containers they are terrific additions for keeping pet waste off the community’s sidewalks and streets.

395
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The Village should uphold it's regulations. The Village no longer seems interested in doing so, and, in my opinion, the character and curb appeal of the
village has declined considerably.
The Village website might include information about non-governmental volunteer opportunities to get to know your neighbor such as those reported
in Doug Frazer's Sept article in Fox Point of View. Getting to know your neighbors and other Village residents is important to developing community - a
sense of identity with the Village.
There are a considerable amount of knock-downs and new builds happening around us (our 3-block street has seen 4 in about 2.5 years)--I feel that
this should be limited, because they change the character of the neighborhood. Charming older houses seem less charming when seated next to
enormous new build homes.
There are no real gathering places other than Doctor's Park during the Sprecher Beer Garden weeks. Strip mall feel around Brown Deer and Port takes
away from village charm. Commercial properties all along Port Washington also take away from village charm. I would like to hear about the vision for
these commercial zoned properties as other communities such as Wauwatosa, Shorewood, and Delafield enhance the charm with good planning and
right mix of businesses. Specific concern with eye sore businesses at Port and Calumet and Bradley and Port. Another area that has potential but
offers little is strip mall at Santa Monica and Green Tree.
Thoughtful plan for the stormonth/longacre public space! Attention to the quality of roads. Build the quality of the 4th of July parade - it is quaint
now, but can this be sustained with new residents that may not find it of value and embrace WFBay instead.
Train horn RULES!!!
Tree replanting once the diseased trees have been cut down.
Trimming foliage around intersections. Some you have to walk or drive out into the street to far to see if anyone is coming.
Update pool
Renovate village hall and add a community meeting space
Update some of the vacant or deteriorating buildings on Port Rd, Bradley Rd, and update our shopping centers/strip malls and make them draw more
shoppers by approaching the landlords to update their buildings and stop increasing rents that run their tenants out and close our businesses. Work
with business owners to put together initiatives in the village to upgrade/enhance exteriors and interiors to attract more businesses. Approach the
vacant building owners/closed businesses and offer short term incentive to sell their vacant properties and if not done start assessing them until the
improve the properties. Thinking of all the vacant space in the malls, the properties on Port and Bradley, on Port and Calumet. Start offering tax
incentives for businesses to do business in Fox Point. Once it looks alive and thriving once again, think it will change the character, and then can focus
on adding flowers and signs and appearances. Get rid of the eye sores first.
Village Board and Admin need to provide continued assurance that they are interested in maintaining the character that sets Fox Point apart from
other communities. A progressive bike/ped and walk to school plan, as well as steady implementation of the action items in such a plan, would help
build community character.
Village encouragement of more dining establishments.
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411

Village leadership and residents need to be open to fresh ideas on how we can maintain the qualities that drew many of us here but also strategically
create infill which will add to our population and tax base. I think the village needs to be smart and strategic in keeping high quality schools which will
make its housing attractive to young families. But, if we look at Oak Creek and Wauwatosa as examples, these communities are finding ways to add
new housing stock - often smaller, for residents who age out of their homes but wish to remain in those communities - while at the same time offering
fresh businesses that cater to locals and have the products and services which residents will support..Chiswick is a good example of this strategic
thinking in incorporating more high end apartments while at the same time addressing a growing need for senior care. On the other hand, could we
look at ways to make River Point a more attractive, more pedestrian-friendly, less car-oriented place? Parking could be better entwined with
greenspace and trees to encourage people to linger with their coffee. More places to sit outside with food from Peking Chef of other food places?
Occasional music from local musicians which could also better promote the businesses there? In a car, one tends to not see what products and
services are available. Fox Point is behind other communities in this kind of urban renewal thinking.
We believe it is imperative that the Village Board members stop making decisions THEY believe are in our best interests. We have little, if any,
evidence that board members take any initiative to listen to constituents. It does seem to us that once in office, there is collective amnesia as to what
got each in office in the 1st place. That’s a huge bone of contention with my husband & I.
We enjoy the farmers market, but have been disappointed with the disappearance of quality dining options. Anything the village can do to attract
restaurant options of old would be welcome. We appreciate the fore-site the village had in redeveloping the Dunwood and encourage similar efforts
be influenced with some of the failing/unused strip malls/commercial buildings falling vacant in the village. Wood like to see stricter enforcement of
property maintenance bi-laws,
We have an opportunity to improve the Port Washington Road business corridor. The abandoned Chinese Restaurant (great location for a Collectivo)
and service station (please tear it down!) are a HUGE eyesore. It would be nice if we could attract more restaurants to the area. I miss Northshore
Bistro. I love our little pool and I understand that we need to bring it to code and has surpassed it's useful life, but in my opinion it is one of the best
looking municiple buildings in the community. Much better looking than Village Hall. I would hate for the new building to be a vinyl clad or cinder block
building.
I would also like to see more cooperation between our school districts and the Village - we have two public districts in our village and involving the
school community in a comprehensive plan would be helpful for a bike/pedestrian plan. I am noticing more young families during my daily walks and
they are walking and riding bikes.
We lack any kind of a central business district. There is not one area that is a destination . Add a restaurant or two . With all the money in the north
shore there are surprisingly few places to go out to dinner.

412

the speed of cars going in and out of Doctor's Park should be monitored more closely and more frequently.
We like it the way it is. No sidewalks and a country type living feel.

413

We live on Lake Drive. I would love for the police to actually take seriously the concept of speed control. Maybe some solar speed signs. I like the
concept of Calumet having a portion dedicated to pedestrian traffic. That is a balancing act. Areas of pedestrians and yet keeping a semi-rural vibe.

414
415
416
417
418
419
420
421
422

We need a 'downtown' area.
We need a shopping area that is not a strip mall and the lack of a downtown or any nice restaurants does not reflect well in Fox Point in comparison to
Whitefish Bay or Shorewood.
We need an eyesore ordinance. Some people have collapsed tennis courts on their property that they never clean up or change. Some people leave
tree branches on their property, and although this is against code, no one from the village seems to care. There is some suburban blight right across
the street from my house and about 1/2 a mile in each direction.
We need more communal gathering places.
We need more restaurants. There is a serious deficiency in options available. Abandoned and dilapidated properties need to be dealt with. Properties
along Port Washington Rd. are an eyesore and present a poor image of the village.
We need more services....coffee shops, etc.
We need more/better commercial options - would be nice to have a more appealing commercial area(s).
We need to enhance to businesses in the area. Shorewood has done an amazing transformation with Oakland, combining retail and living space. Fox
Point could certainly benefit from this type of development.
We need to find ways to make FP a destination for families with children not school related. Upgrading the pool, making the streets safe for biking and
walking by kids are key.

423

We need to have some place to eat and commune!! Think of the new spur 16 in Mequon, the cafe centraal in Mequon. They each have congregation
areas... with a purpose (to eat!). There is nothing like that in Fox Point. No old village strip like Whitefish bay, etc. I love the parks and ice rink and pool,
and they serve that purpose a bit, but really only for people with kids (which there aren't a lot of in Fox point .... although it is changing).

424

We need to move faster in road repair. Good roads enhance the overall quality of the Village for all residents.
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We need to prevent houses falling into neglect or tax default like the two houses on 7600 block of Seneca. Are these rental properties or low income
housing? Neighbors are not being respected.
We would like to see bike lanes or something to help with feeling safer while biking and walking with children.
We would like to see the pool continue to be available. Maybe some 'meet your neighbors' events would enhance social life in
Fox Point. The Community magazine is interesting and possibly an event once or twice a year could be fun to build on the idea of community families
which is the main feature of the magazine.
We would love SIDEWALKS, so we could safely walk to neighboring homes, schools, Indian Creek Park and Riverpoint Village Shopping Center. I have
young children and it is DANGEROUS for them to walk in the streets (especially on Regent Rd). The cars drive fast, and young children move
unpredictably. A lack of sidewalks is probably the number one reason why we would move out of Fox Point. Sidewalks would make the community
more 'walkable'. They would improve the safety and sense of community in Fox Point.
Street lights would also improve safety for pedestrians and would improve the sense of community. Fox Point is so dark without street lights. You
can't safely walk anywhere after dark.

429
430
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432
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434
435
436

We would love to see a couple more quaint businesses in Fox Point e.g., bakery, coffee shop, bistro, that folks could walk to and would serve as
gathering spaces.
We would love to see the Village entice restaurants. We're jealous of development in Mequon.
Website should sell the emotional appeal of living in Fox Point
Village Manager and some staff should represent the village at events in village
What do you mean by community character? Is that organizing stuff where everybody gets together? Are the same things going to be interesting to
people with young children and to the elderly? The only thing I can think of is bingo. But then you have to fight with Potawatomi. Free food also
usually works.
What has been done for the properties on Pt. Road (gas station, restaurant, AB data) with regard to making them desirable for purchase/development.
While these properties may be privately owned, they are a bad reflection on our village. Has the village looked into acquiring them for development?
Or can more pressure be placed on the owners to make the properties more visually appealing? Have any interested parties been given village
incentive to acquire? Basically, what (if any) is there a plan? Is anyone marketing this area?
Can more be done to 'dress up' the mall on Santa Monica which is very sterile looking? You cannot MAKE business owners invest in their exteriors, but
perhaps strong advocates with suggestions to improve the visual appearance might help.
When property is available for sale, commit to dedicating the property for single-family residences. Build an outstanding pool that will serve the
village and attract other patrons from outside the village.
Strive to expand diversity in village demographics, more diversity will enhance our village.
Where to start? Smaller class sizes. Some teachers at Stormonth were okay, some tenured were atrocious. Quicker construction turn around
WITHOUT workers smoking while they're working. Absurd. Slow and lazy as lazy can be. And worst of all, retail is fleeing! There is nothing here. It's
awful. Get it together, Fox Point. Get. It. Together.
White post could be more durable.
Require homes that do not keep up their yards to do so
Trim back trees that are growing into street signs, and paths

437

Wish our roads were better ie. Regent and Bradley Roads as well as Port Washington Rds need to be resurfaced as Whitefish Bay is currently doing.

438

Wish the police would better enforce winter parking rules (parking, storing vehicles on property longer than 30 days. Enforcing state(?) laws regarding
correct side of the road on which to wall/run/ride bikes.

439

with the changing demographics Fox Point could increase it's opportunities for it's aging population to benefit. Including a hot tub in the new pool
plans and water arobics would create greater interest among the older residents in spending time outside at the pool during the summer months.
Tennis lessons at local existing parks and other kinds of outdoor activities (including Doctor's Park) which bring fox point adults together would be
beneficial to the community. Evening skates with community pot luck meals at the warming house during the winter and of course a more up to date
local library with facilities for gathering and socializing. Supporting ways for people who live alone to meet and develop relationships with their
neighbors is the best way to build a functional and supportive living environment. For those of us who have committed to spending time at the pool
are building much appreciatted friendships and support systems for both young and older residents. This should be built on... Keeping the village
looking a particular way is important, but equally important is the interactive experience of connections with other residents.

440

With the elimination of Dunwood School we lost services. I believe that we should make available a quasi Village community service center that can
provide an indoor health spa and swimming facility, much like a private club that could also be attached to an improved outdoor pool etc.
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With the new Cheswick, it's going to be important to try to drive most of the traffic toward Port Washington Road. We will lose village character if
Calumet becomes a bi-way and Lake Drive a roadway of continuous car traffic. I'm not sure how to do this.
I'd love to see the original walking paths re-instated. There were supposed to be cut-throughs from Seneca to Fairchild, from Green Tree down to
Beach Drive, and I am sure there are others. These 'secret sidewalks/passages' for locals are wonderful. Especially would love to see the Green Tree to
Beach Drive one fixed.
Work on improving water flow in the sewer type ditches in front of people's homes. Not everyone has a clear pathway. Some have grass overgrown in
ditches or dirt and debris causing back ups and potential flooding.
Work to add sidewalks on major east/west streets to access Lake Drive path and Santa Monica for walkers, children on bikes
Continue to emphasize Fox Point specific signage (ie fox point street signs)
Work w/ and or more integrated support to Fox Point Foundation.
Would be great to have restaurants, pubs, etc. where residents could gather.
Would be nice to have a community center or gathering area that residents could go to for fun, educational, artistic entertainment. For example - the
farmer's market brings together the residents in summer - something like that on a more permanent way.
Would like to see more neighborhood development in local shops that we can walk to (i.e. area by wheel and sprocket). Cafes and specialty shops
would help build community and character.
Would like to see more of a “community”. Block parties? Another “non chain” restaurant or cozy/cute/happening place to grab a drink with
friends,etc.

449

You do a good job with parades and festivities and farmers market, etc. The Audubon center is terrific. A huge number of people that do not live close
by use Doctors Park, does the county do a good job keeping it up? (Funding) If we have to increase taxes to keep going, we might have to reinforce
boundaries so the delineation between Glendale and fox point appears even more protected. People seem to gravitate toward fear as a default. But
at same time it would be equally important to really highlight and make known how diverse our community is; how so many of the educated and
successful people here are from all over the world. And how the village is able to operate responsibly due to all the folks that care about where they
live and where they raise their children.

450

You’d have to pay me to come up with some good ideas
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Comment
Number

Please recommend any additional housing types in Fox Point which you would like to see.

1

1) Santa Monica Blvd. needs wrong-way signs. We have seen many cars drive on the wrong side due to unclear signage or lack of signage. We need
these signs to preserve Fox Point’s character of being a safe community.
2) I grew up in Fox Point (born and raised on Mohawk Rd.) and am now growing my own family on Santa Monica Blvd. Over the years, I have seen
many houses with elderly residents transition to younger families due to the passage of time. I would love to connect with other young people and
create a sense of community. I suggest block parties and other community events so families and parents can meet.

2

1. There should at least be one tavern in Fox Point.
2. There should be severa independent restaurants in Fox Point. I believe there are zero as it stands.
3. A sidewalk would serve Santa Monica Blvd. and some of the other large roads (Good Hope, Green Tree, Dean, Bradley) very well. They are highly
driven with high foot and pedal traffic.
4. There is an inordinate amount of litter in the village.

3

a variety to include old to young

4

AARP and others have recommended housing options for seniors that include ancillary housing units either detached or semi-detached from an
existing house. These 'mother-in-law' units can initially provide space for a recent college grad, but later as needs arise, they can house a care giver.
There are also situations in which parents live in a 'main house' and a young couple lives in the ancillary space. As needs change, the residents trade
places. Lots that are deep enough or wide enough could be considered for these options. Basement bump-outs could also be considered for these
types of units if they can safely provide for egress.
Big sections of Port Washington Road could be considered for rentals and condos that range from 500 to 1000 sq ft. Again, AARP studies show that
these arrangements can work for seniors if transportation can readily get them where they need to go.
Since the 1970s social scientists have studied NORCs (Naturally Occurring Retirement Communities). Some cul de sacs in Fox Point would be ideal to
support these venture (there are three north on Santa Monica, also Holly Ct and other areas near Indian Creek). These could be good options for cohousing, shared maintenance arrangements, and even hired help for transportation.

5
6
7
8
9
10

Additional house types do not fit within the village character.
Affordable housing for low income residents.
Affordable housing for lower income families.
AFFORDABLE housing for seniors and fixed income residents. A good portion of our residents are not well to do, but would love to keep residing in the
village.
Affordable senior housing.
Aging in place is not an issue of housing stock but instead due to Fox Point's remoteness from services and amenities. Medical facilities, bookstores,
coffee shops, grocery shopping are not within walking distance for most residents. Public transportation is limited. We love living in Fox Point as recent
retirees who enjoy the country-ish environment with municipal services, but at some point we will want bookstores, libraries, coffee shops and
groceries within walking distance.

11

All good

12

Allow reasonably priced, entry level homes to be built to help various income levels live here. Affordable apartments would be welcome, too.

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

Anything with mixed use component to add commercial development to the village
Apartment
Apartments and condo's that are above the outdated '3 story' code. You could build some nice 5-6 story homes alongside the freeway to buffer the
noise
Apartments and condos that could potentially draw younger, working professionals.
As mentioned previously, I would like to see more play areas for children. I feel that Fox Point is a community composed of families, but if we take
away everything that is important to families, it is not as desirable as a place to live.
attract multi-family low income housing.
Be realistic....there is no room to expand. Where would you put apartments, condos or row houses?
Can't think of any at the moment.

22

Caretaker space to be built
Condominiums, but only if upscale and consistent with current neighborhood property values.
Chiswick is well done and additive.

23

condominiums, town homes, senior apartments.
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25
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27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42

Condos
Condos
condos for senior.
condos geared towards senior living
that brings to mind having a CONSISTENT architectural guidelines to avoid structures like Tony Zielinski’s
Bay View house
Condos only along Port Washington Road
condos or upscale apartments
Condos towards the I43.
Condos, but not so many that the schools are too crowded
condos, duplexes
Depending on the location, not in established neighborhoods, row houses or condos, owned by residents, might be a good option. No more apartment
complexes!
Don't Chang a thing,single family homes are best
Don't know enough about the division of housing to comment.
Duplexes
Enhance Santa Monica business row
Expanded single-family residential housing.
Fewer massive complexes
Fox Point already has apartment and single family home options. If there is a market for other options and they can be built profitably while adhering
to the Fox Point zoning code, then fine.
Fox Point has these different housing types now. If there is sufficient demand for additional housing of one kind or another, someone will propose
building it. As long the construction is according to the village zoning code, is not overly dense and preserves reasonable green space, it should be
allowed.

46

Fox Point is a small residential community. Single family housing should be the norm here.
Fox point is not really a 'walkable village' - so it would be nice to have more senior services offered ie now that Fitzgeralds is closed no meds delivery or
assistive devices supplier
Fox Point is too small of a Village to add more apartments, condos, row houses or townhouses. We should retain our single family detached home
predominance. If residents age out of their homes, there are ample options in the surrounding area and the change over to younger families is what
revitalizes a community.
Fox Point lacks affordable housing to allow someone to 'downsize' and save money. I've looked at my options and rental properties are very expensive
here and condos are burdened with taxes and association fees.
Fox Point, lack of sidewalks, lack walk-to grocery stores, has significantly reduced public transportation options, etc. The elderly (as I am about to
become) should really reflect hard when examining age-in-place considerations within the Village.

47

Glad that there is some housing for seniors, but probably more needs to be constructed, including higher density multifamily housing.

48

good as it is today.

43
44
45

49

50
51
52
53
54

Having a healthy mix of single housing and condos apartments and high rises makes for a healthy diverse community. Bayside missed the boat on the
30 story building. It would have sat on one of the ugliest corners in the area and faced the freeway and brought life to the area and to those aging out
of their homes could stay in the area and continue to support their community’s. Progress requires change. Contact the developer have them find a
spot in Fox Point to create a new small High rise neighborhood and bring in more revenue to the Village. Diversity more small business should be
encouraged not discouraged. Shorewood has grown tremendously because they were progressive. Not always for the best from an architectural point
of view but they now have a vibrant community more tax revenue and diversity. Learn from their success and mistakes.
High end condos
High end condos not rentals so owners are invested in the community
High quality and maintained condos and townhouses would bring some diversity to the community population. If seniors are a target demographic,
we will need walkable, needed destinations like grocery stores, restaurants, etc.
Higher density housing such as upscale apartments, townhouses.

55

Higher density near major streets, 2-3 story apartments.
Higher end apartments and condos to attract young professionals. It would be nice to have some good restaurants that also attract young people. We
frequently leave Fox Point to go to restaurants like Cafe Hollander and BelAir Cantina.

56

Housing for older residents would be nice.
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57
58

Housing is tricky. If we look to places like Shorewood and WFB, those communities seem to have nailed it for homes and living accommodations. For a
rural feel, we enjoy the ranch homes and big yards, but if we are going to try to entertain families with restaurants and shopping, we may need to offer
condos, etc. -Not sure.
How silly. It's not my job to take of Boomers when I'm already paying for their Medicare, Social Security, pensions, etc., especially since they couldn't
give a second to care about the subsequent generations. Bring in more commercial!

59

I already see a trend toward apartment style housing that will ultimately lead to a cratering in home values. This isn't Whitefish Bay or Shorewood.
Don't try to emulate them. Keep this village single family home dominant..AND force upkeep of properties by use of sensible community rules.

60

I am not adequately informed about age-in-place options. We moved from Illinois as retirees for many reasons, but the abundant stock of single story
homes with generous yards made Fox Point our number one house-hunting community from the beginning.

61
62
63

I am not in favor of condo development

64

I believe the housing types are adequate, however, homeowners should be held responsible for maintaining their property. There are too many
homes which are not well maintained and it has a negative impact on those around them. Standards need to be established and enforced.

65

66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
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I am not in favor of row houses or inexpensive living spaces. Condos and townhouses are fine but should be of high quality
I am open to different housing types as long as we maintain or increase property values and enhance the community

I believe there are an adequate number of housing choices currently, especially with the development going on at the Dunwood site.
I can understand residential for an aging population in the form of assisted living, etc. I do not think the village residents would support more
apartments, etc.
I do see homes across the village that are deteriorating. Part of the reason is laziness. Part of the reason is the taxes that are assessed make it difficult
for middle income families to live here.
I do not want any changes in housing styles; such as, apartments or condos. It is for other communities such as down town.
I don't believe there is any vacant land to do this but luxury condos - duplex houses - are very much needed in the North Shore. So many people
would l ike to stay in a home and need a first floor bedroom but do not want to have to take care of a yard.
I don't know the data on these demographics so I am not educated enough on this matter to respond.
I don't really know much about the age in place residential buildings to say if there are enough of them or if they are good.
I don't see a ton of dilapidated houses in Fox Point, so it would be good if a few yards were cleaned up, but I don't have a huge issue with it either way.
Would like to see more housing types so different household incomes can live here.
I don't think that Fox Point has the infrastructure to support people aging in place, therefore, there is no need for different types of housing. To
accommodate aging in place, people need sidewalks,street lights, buses or other mass transit, grocery stores dotted throughout the village that they
can walk to, etc. Fox point has none of this. Sometimes you have to move elsewhere when your needs change.
I don't think we should build new homes, but I think small, single family homes would add to the character as opposed to more large homes. Also, I do
like the idea of senior living for our seniors; they deserve a nice place to live, too.
I feel there is no need to change the mix of housing as it is now
I like the building of the Dunwood Apartments. It is a great way for all types of residents to stay in the village. I really wish that Fox Point would do
complete inspections of exteriors of homes. I take great pride in mine and expect others to as well.
I like the idea or age-in-place housing choices... we have several elderly neighbors who might benefit from this.
I like to see single family detached houses and townhouses
I prefer more properties with proper homes, it makes it feel like a village. Adding more apartments and other types of 'house types' decreases the
family feel, which makes this feel less like a village.
I realize the people move to Fox Point because they appreciate the larger lots and single family homes so I wouldn't go as far as suggesting any high
rise housing. However, I also realize that to keep housing affordable, encourage more diversity (in age, race & ethnicity) and to accommodate a larger
population, multifamily residences, homes or townhouses on smaller lots, and a mix of residential and commercial properties are recommended. I am
not a NIMBY ('not in my back yard' person.)
I see no reason to change this From how it is now
I see value in allowing for condominium developments to give an aging demographic more choices in staying within Fox Point as they age and need to
move out of a single family home. The addition of The Chiswick at Dunwood is well received, however we don't need more apartments. I think The
Chiswick will meet any demands of apartment seekers in the Village.
I think adding some condos/senior living would be ok, but I feel Fox Point has more than enough apartments
I think Chiswick was a great idea to support the aging population that would like to stay in Fox Point allowing for younger families to grow into the Fox
Point community and properties to be better maintained and updated.
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84
85

I think it's fine this way. I think the new Dunwood development provides enough new apartment and senior living areas. I wouldn't want to see more
apartments and condos. To me, having people more vested in ownership and permanent living here provides a more stable community.
I think that extra large mansions that have become dilapidated should be redistributed for beautiful condos or town homes in the original historical
building if it can be saved or in condo buildings that match village character.

86

I think the current mix of apartments, condos at Chiswick, and traditional housing is good. I would not like to see more apartments or condos added.

87

I think the east side of Santa Monica where there is unused municipal yards and maybe the swim pool should be redeveloped to higher end condos or
apartments. The village tax base needs to be increased and this will also address empty nesters who want to stay in the village

88
89
90

I think the existing housing is great. Honestly, lots of the newer developments in Glendale and elsewhere are not attractive.

91
92
93
94
95
96
97

I think the village is fine the way it is.
I think we have a nice mix as it is. Isn't there a shortage of moderate priced houses?
I think we need to keep the feeling of the village. I am not sure about adequate housing to age in the village. Do not have the knowledge
I think you need to very careful about adding non-single family homes to the village.
Condos might be okay.
I would be open to condos, townhomes for additional age in properties. NOT rentals.
I would imagine more housing for retired people is needed
I would like Fox Point to pursue residential/commercial housing developments similar to those of Mequon's Public Market.
I would like to see detached ranch condos suitable for aging in place which offer privacy similar to that which residents now enjoy in their homes.
Unfortunately, with the dearth of open land available in the village, I don't know how they could be developed. Apartments or attached condos do not
offer the privacy and quiet of a single family home, but that seems to be all that is available to older people who no longer want to or are capable of
caring for their homes.

98

I would like to see more condos. This would serve the population better to age in place than more rentals.
I would not encourage any changes to the mix of housing we currently have - this is what keeps the village unique. We do not need to start building
apartments, assisted living centers or condos in this area.

99

I would really like Fox Point to stay a predominately single family home community and avoid building too many apartment, condo complexes.

100

101
102
103
104
105
106
107

108

109
110

Fall 2019

I wouldn’t like to see any additional housing types but more community services to allow those to age in place at their own homes, through volunteer
groups to help those who need help maintaining their homes have access to free or affordable help in upkeep of their residents. Anyone with limited
to no/ low income or who have physical challenges due to age, illness, or disability, should have free or low cost services available through the village
to aid in home maintenance so they can maintain their properties and remain in their homes and age in place! Through volunteer and reduced price
workers. Maybe Nicolet high schoolers or contractors or local residents willing to work for reduced rates. Please call me if you need help implementing
or to discuss possibilities. Tamara Otto 262-408-8484
I’m impressed with the condos being built on the Dunham school lot.
I’m not educated enough in this area beyond the need for senior housing given the aging of our community.
I'd like to see townhouse options, yet I want the quality of residents remain the same.
If anything, it would be nice to host an 'Active' Senior Community in the area (similar to The Villages in Florida). Fun for the 65+ and not a place to go
and die like every other Senior Community in the State.
If developments are added, I think they should be priced higher end - in alignment with our housing prices. In favor of condominiums than apartments
If it is decided that apartments or senior housing is required, i would suggest razing existing structures instead of utilizing village green space and
fields.
I'm not strongly in favor of or against senior housing. I could accept apartments, condos, assisted living - all depending on the location within Fox Point
and the quality of what is being erected and the impact on values of existing single family residences.
In many cities and villages, residents who have paid into the village or cities taxes for over 20 years get discounts on taxes and some no taxes. I am
one who has been here for over 40 years and now looking at retirement and afraid that the villages taxes will kick me out of my home. Please address
this problem. I see too many people crying that they can't survive this way and will need to leave their home. I think that that should be addressed.
People should be able to stay in their homes till they need further assistance.
Increase in development of tax generating properties.
Interested to see how the Mandel development turns out - I’m not opposed to senior options provided they’re consistent with the nature and style of
the community (e.g. not 15-30 stories).
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111
112
113

It is well known in the greater Milwaukee area that building and renovating in Fox Point is extremely difficult. This discourages people and businesses
from moving here and investing in property. I can tell you from experience that the Village Engineer makes it even harder on people he may not see
eye to eye with. On our project we were lied to, delayed for no reason and held to a different standard than other citizens doing similar projects in the
village.
It would be great to see the types of mixed use apartment/condo buildings that have popped up in Shorewood and WFB.
It would be nice to have more choices as we age -- but where are you going to put the new development in such a built-up community? As I give
volunteer rides to the elder members of the community still in homes, I sense that the burden of moving and selling is holding them back more than a
lack of other choices in Fox Point.

114

It's a shame the the new housing being built on the site of the school is so expensive. I didn't think the high rise apartments in that location on Port
Washington Rd. was a bad idea. We could possibly use a small assicted living place in the area but we have the big ones in Glendale.

115

I've seen in my life well off neighborhoods that (code) allow housing types that are simply an eye sore or a radical departure from the general home
styles. A prime example is alderman Zalinski's home in Bay View. The person who authorized that structure should be fired immediately!

116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128

Keep as a single home, residential Village.

129
130
131

Keep the village of Fox Point the great and safe community it already is
Leave as is!
Less apartments and condos.
Less apartments focused on aging population. Need to create appeal for younger people to relocate here as well.
Less huge homes that do not blend in. 6720 N. Lake Dr and the new one on N. Beach dr- terrible
low end apartments
Low income.
maybe mixed use residential/retail/business.
Maybe some new condos.
mixed housing types are not all bad. How can we convince people of this?
Mixed- use condo/commercial would be the only possible other option.
More affordable aging apartment choices, one floor options.
More affordable condos, apartments, townhouses where older people can downsize but maintain being in a residential of all ages. So, done with
balance, a variety of these living dwellings could create a more inviting community for all.
more cheap apartments

132

More condos
More high quality, multi-family housing developments along Port Washington Road like Chiswick would allow more aging residents to stay in Fox Point
and (as those residents sell their homes) open up more housing options for young families.

133

More mixed income multi family housing for young professionals, new families and older adults.

134

More options for seniors that do not have such high tax amounts. I have been at meetings where widows were crying that they were going to lose
their homes because the taxes have gone so high. Seems like Fox Point would prefer younger families with children.

135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149

Fall 2019

More single family homes
Multi-use (apartments, stores and restaurants)
N/a
N/A
n/a
N/a
N/a
n/a. it is good as is
NA
Na
NA
New construction West of Lake Drive.
No additional housing please.
No additional housing types help with home maintenance for those who have no or limited incones
NO Appointment, row house or extra town houses!!!
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150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188

No change
No changes to the current housing types.
No changes.
No comment.
No high rises! Leave it as single family residences with a few a assisted living accommodations.
no large scale developments
No low income housing
NO low income housing additions!
No more all white houses with a white roof. Don't allow that house on lake drive to keep tennis court in disarray and tipped over for several years

No more apartments and condos. Instead townhomes
No more apartments and memory care centers!! There are far too many in Glendale, Fox Point and Bayside from Good Hope just past Brown Deer
Road.
No more apartments or condos
no more apartments!
No more apartments!
No more multi unit. This changes the landscape and character of our village.
No other housing. We have the new apartments. You need to keep the property values up for everyone and our schools good.
No recommendations
No specific recommendations
no suggestions.
No thank you. Please let's not bring more problems into our village. We moved here in 1989 because Fox Point was a quiet, nice place to live. It's
changing. Much more crime.
No. I like Fox Point the way it is, which is why I moved here.
None
none
None
none
None
None
None
None
none
none
None
none
None
none
None
None
None

190

None
None - but please start enforcing village rules. Homeowners & Property owners should be made to abide by the rules. I cannot believe the number of
homes that are either vacant or not cared for.
None - Fox Point has minimal vacant land so any additional housing types would require repurposing existing. Fox Point should remain as close to
100% single family, owner occupied as possible.

191

None - please preserve the character of our Village as is. Additional types of housing are already easily accessible within neighboring communities.

192

None I can think of right now

189

Fall 2019
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193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200
201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210
211
212
213
214
215
216
217
218
219
220
221
222
223
224
225
226
227
228
229
230
231
232
233
234

None other than maybe condos. We have enough houses being rented around us that I really don't want apartment complexes.
None that I can think of.
None, I think the mix is well done, especially with the construction of the Chiswick at Dunwood.
None, the beauty of Fox Point comes from its family friendly homes of all shapes and sizes vs other towns that are full of apartments. People pick Fox
Point for its residential feel.
None.
None.
None.
None.
NONE. Stop Growth and just preserve as is...with continued emphasis on preserving current demographic make up of village
None. Just better upkeep of deteriorating houses.
None. The village character is centered around single family detached homes. It would be a major drawback to see the village move away from that
feel.
None. Any additional multi-housing units will impact the residential feel. Fox Point is only about 12 blocks wide, east to west. To keep traffic at a
'residential pace and volume' we should only have single family homes.
None. Do not allow high rises.
None. Maintain emphasis on single family homes. The character of Fox Point will deteriorate if there is further development of multiple family
dwellings
None. Prefer the single family residences.
None. Stick with single family residential or risk ruining the place.
None. There are plenty of ranches for people to age-in-place
None-no more development
not necessarily
Not sure - data on housing types would have been helpful in answering this question.
Not sure at the moment
not sure. depending on where it is, I think condo option for those coming out of their larger Fox Point homes would be great.
nothing comes to mind
Perhaps a few more two-family homes should be added to the mix but not as one development, just sprinkled in with 1-family properties. I think
some of our older apartments, such as the Porticos, could be improved.
Perhaps a few townhouses could be built.
Perhaps revising minimum lot sizes to allow for smaller/more affordable homes
Please do not add more appreatments and transient housing.
PLEASE keep this Village a single family residential community. It's fine to have some multi-family homes/apartments, but what we have is enough.
Possibly senior care options. Assisted living/nursing care facility
preserve green spaces and do not automatically convert tear down structures into acts./condos/nursing homes
Retirement. There is the new place but not sure what is going in there
Seems like a nice mix of housing, plenty of affordable housing in this community.
Senior Condos that can be purchased.
Senior focused affordable housing.
Senior housing independent and assisted would be important as the population ages.
Senior housing opportunities are lacking.
Senior housing options
senior living complex, with services for the aging.
Senior living would be an asset
Should additional senior living options be deemed necessary, do not gobble up FP green space to do so. Repurpose aged multifamily and office space
along Port Washington if possible.
Should be primarily single residential stand alone units.

235

Side by side ranch homes.
single family detached housing that provides condo type amenities (lawn maintenance/snow removal), apartments/town homes with above average
amenities. Projects similar to new developments in Mequon, Cedarburg and Grafton.

236

Single family homes
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237

Single family homes are integral to our sense of community

238

Single family homes is the charm of our village. Stop trying to build multiplex housing and multi level housing. Destroys the character.

239

Single family homes only

240

Single family homes. Apartments are for downtown Milwaukee. The suburbs are for homes. We have plenty of condo options along Port Road. Leave
Fox Point truly residential - homes only. Condos invite AirBnB - disaster to have so many transients. Don’t “fix” what ain’t broke!

241
242
243

single family only

244
245

Single family residences.
Some assisted living facilities
Some duplexes to allow for more affordable housing, as well as duplexes/small attached apartments for elderly parents to live next to grown children.
Something has got to be done to prepare fox point for the end of the baby boomers. Fox Point is going to face a big challenge in the next 15-20 years
as the baby boomers retire and pass away.

246
247

Stick with single family houses to the extent possible. Less traffic, less population, more value.

248

Taxes once again are not inviting.... rather go to mequon. A nice condo community would be a start. NO MORE NURSING HOMES. THAT NEW
MANDEL COMPLEX IS VERY UNATTRACTIVE. CERTAINLY DIDNT ENHANCE FOX POINT ....Residents should have had a vote on it

249

The 3rd option above does not allow for a clear answer since age-in-place and increased needs are not identical... Is the question realistic given the
built nature of the Village. Cheswick is a new option in the Village quite different from age-in-place in ones home.
The addition of The Chiswick at Dunwood is wonderful and will offer plenty of quality housing to those seeking apartment living in our Village. I
disagree with adding more apartments to Fox Point but could see a value for luxury condominiums.
The Chiswick is a great addition to the village. Additional developments like that would be good, although I'm not sure there is enough space.
Riverpoint needs to be overhauled. If that were ever to happen, adding housing there could be an option. Perhaps a smaller version of the Bayside
project.

250
251
252
253
254
255
256
257
258
259
260
261
262

tasteful condos

The considerations for more townhouses and apartments are increasing the population without adequate resources. Increased traffic congestion, ect.
The current mix is very comprehensive. We have at least four very large apartment/condo complexes within our Village. I think that's plenty. I don't
know where else we would develop housing unless exisiting homes were demolished. I would be very opposed to building apartments/condos on any
of our existing green spaces - including the current pool location.
The Dunwood property is gorgeous but quite expensive for those with limited budged.
The housing stock in Fox Point is old and in the last 5 years we have seen rehabbing which I think is needed. Many residents have lived in these houses
20-40 years and they are do for a make over. We have a lot of ranch houses which boomers are looking for, ranch condos would be great but not sure
we have an area for them. This is something we have a shortage of, 1st floor ranch condos in all communities.
The majority of Fox Point is single family homes. If we allow all sorts of other types of housing, it will change the character of the village and will cause
property values to go down.
The only thing missing is an assisted living facility.
The project at the dunwood school site looks like a great addition to our tax base and like a great place to live. This type of somewhat upscale housing
projects fit well within our village.
The village needs to be careful of the mix of housing. However a senior living community would not be bad. We need to make sure that our village has
residents that own property and take pride in what they have.
The village should not have more apartments.
There are already plenty of housing types including apartments, condos, single family, and senior facilities.
There are really no Condominium options here. The new rental construction is fine if one cares to pay a premium and rent but I'd like to see condo's
here. I know that's controversial but that's my preference.

263

There is a low barrier to entry in Fox Point, which makes it attractive for young families. I would like to see more homes outside of traditional ranches
that can accommodate larger families as they age. I feel families have to move to other communities as they grow.

264
265
266

There's practically nothing but houses here. That's fine! Why are we talking about houses? Houses aren't the problem.

Fall 2019

This is a difficult supposition as we are land-locked... no where to build new housing.
Title 1 housing
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267
268
269
270
271
272

Town houses
Townhomes, condos, apartments.
Townhouse and low density condos
townhouses
Townhouses with at least 3 bedrooms. Preferably one story with outdoor space for patio
Townhouses, row houses, and more apartments would be great to add diversity to the built environment and to add population (and increase the tax
base).
Two comments:

273

1) I think that deteriorating old homes can look interesting. The lack of maintenance adds to the charm of Fox Point. Increasing any maintenance
regulations I believe would be a negative impact on our character.
2) I would not advocate any change to the housing mix unless there was also a change to the commercial mix. In fact, I would put a greater priority on
commercial zoning and re-development into mixed use developments. If there are apartments and condos there should also be new stores and
restaurants so that people can walk rather than take cars. If there was any change to Fox Point I'd like it to increase the community feel. Apartments
by themselves do not do that. It requires mixed use planning and development.

274
275

up-scale senior housing
We already live surrounded by house renters who do not maintain property like home owners do.

276

We are a nearly fully built out residential community. There are very few locations where higher density residential would be appropriate.

277

We don’t have the housing choices to transition empty nesters to condo / apt so that families with kids can move in. We need to make that happen.

278
279
280
281
282
283
284
285
286
287
288
289
290
291
292

Fall 2019

We don't need more condos and apartment buildings; especially highrises
We have a nice mix presently.
We have an aging demographic. Many would like to age out here but there are few options so, yes, providing multi-family, down-sizing options is
important.
We need to maintain our green space and not sacrifice it to developers. The Dunwood green space is gone forever. Alternative housing is not that far
away. We don’t need condos, apartment buildings, etc. Does any new developments lower taxes for existing residents? No it doesn’t. And it doesn’t
add value to the neighborhood.
We want families to continue to move here, so making some more of this possible would be good, but larger apartment building might be hard to
situate well.
We would be in support of some additional types of housing if they were single person/family ownership based. We do not want rental properties to
increase in the community. We do think the addition of the Chiswick has been beneficial for residents to 'age-in-place' but we do not want additional
units built
Whatever the market demands, provided all pay their fair share in property taxes
Where will any housing go????
While I agree that additional housing types are likely needed if you want residents to be able to age in place, I would prefer it not to be in the form of a
lot of apartments. Condos, row houses, townhouses - where there is the commitment and longer term investment in the community - but more
options for those looking to downsize, would be preferred.
With the addition of Chiswick, we have enough apartments now. Our housing inventory is good as it is, we don't have any empty areas to build.
Would like to have condo townhouses available in area
would like to see some better reviews of architecture plans and execution of housing builds.
Would love a development like the Mequon Public Market area.
Would not like to see any more large apartment or condo complexes - I think we already have a sufficient amount. Duplexes are ok and consistent
with the character.
Would not object to group housing if there is a need.
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Comment
Number

Are there any other housing related issues in the Village that you feel should be addressed?

1

a designated community center for residents of all ages

2

A lot of residential yards have a lot of dead trees, a lot of which I assume is related to ash. Not only does this present a safety hazard, but it also
creates a bit of an eyesore. However, costs of removing a lot of trees privately can be extensive so I suspect that is why a lot of residences don't
remove them. It would be nice to have some sort of Village program to help with having such trees taken down/replaced to help keep the yards
looking nice, while also supporting continued greenery in the Village and safety of all residences.

3
4
5

A sidewalk around Stormonth would allow kids to walk and avoid the traffic at drop off and pick up.
Again, there should be an eyesore ordinance. Some properties are not maintained AT ALL. Why can't the village engineer or whoever is in charge drive
around and note the blight?
Allow full fencing for child and dog safety

6

Although I believe there is an ordinance in place regarding excess cars parked in driveways (i.e. non-operating cars and cars in excess of drivers in the
household) little appears to be done to address apparent violations. Additionally some houses have rather noisy appliances (e.g. generators and
powered roof vents) that create excess noise pollution. It would be great if the City were to address these to issues more aggressively.

7

Appearance of multiple unrelated individuals residing in apparent rental home next door. Better rules as to how rental properties are managed.

8

As stated above, I believe the opportunity for Fox Point is to increase mixed use development. Building more housing types without any commercial
changes will just lead to everyone having to drive to Mequon, Whitefish Bay, and Shorewood in order to do anything functional. In fact, I spend
probably 50% of my time outside of Fox Point in downtown Milwaukee, the East side, Walker's point, etc. Those are all mixed use areas that are more
attractive to all ages, younger and older. Fox Point has a great family history and we could have a great future with more mixed use development.

9
10
11
12
13
14
15

As stated previously--the knock-down/new-build homes change the character of the neighborhood. I feel they should be limited.
As the village housing continues to age, village need to consider what replaces it. Revisit village code allowing manufactured and modular built
properties. No all of this type of housing has the same look and quality as other village housing.
Ash tree situation might need to be addressed by Village even with respect to private properties.
More proactive attention to lawns, houses that need attention
At times vacant properties are allowed to sit unattended. Then becoming an eyesore. Short periods of time are fine, but these properties should not
be allowed to go on unattended for months to years before anything is done
Be sure that the new apartment complexes are well maintained.
Be aware of empty houses.
Besides the fact that I would prefer less apartment and other 'house types' added to our village, I cannot think of anything.
Better addressing deteriorating homes that are on our street

16

Better oversight of blighted rental properties. Owners of the those properties need to be aware of what is going on in their rentals!!!!

17

Bluff stability is a big concern. Some streets remain in significant disrepair.
Building a gigantic housing and mental health facitity across the street from my house has been and continues to be ridiculous.
More and more residents continue to move away and houses are sitting vacant
Burning leaves and burning brush in back yards should be monitored. Our neighbor has built a wall of split logs that looks like a fence. It is unsightly.
People should not be allowed to store garbage cans on their front porch.
Clutter debris around some homes is quite awful. Propose a free dump your stuff day at village hall.???
contemplate promoting a renovation program (ad campaign?) highlighting the distinctive mid-century homes in fox pt which are primed for
renovation; attract/promote quality renovation and home ownership. Could highlight quality renovation projects around fp; showing the untapped
value of FP real estate.
continue to monitor for suspicious activities and houses not maintained.

18
19
20
21
22
23

Continued maintenance of systems in place to move water away for homes and into drainage pipes.

24

Definitely feel the village should be more involved in making sure homes with deteriorating properties are held to the Fox Point code.

25
26
27

Degree to which you allow rental properties. They are not as well maintained or improved.

28

Fall 2019

Deteriorating properties should be subject to inspection and owners be required to repair them.
Develop the intersection of Bradley and Port Washington Road.
Dilapidated and vacant homes such as the one located at 503 Bradley, do not reflect the elevated character of Fox Point and should not be allowed to
remain in this condition.
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29

Do not want to see any more apartment complexes like the one that took over the Dunwood property. 'Would love to see the property tax revenue it
generates and where that money has been earmarked.

30

Do we need a program to help some people maintain their property? This brings up questions like who would qualify. By age, income, etc.
What are the consequences for not maintaining a property? One property on Seneca had grass over a foot tall and vehicles regularly park off the
driveway.

31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38

39

40
41
42
43
44
45

Drainage is an emerging issue on our property and that of neighbors. I assume this will only get worse with the increase in diseased Ash tree removal.
There has been much discussion about the cost of private remediation (including installation of French drains) the cost of which has been reported to
us as being prohibitive - especially for those of us who have already taken on significant cost for tree removal. Not sure if this is a wide-spread issue but it sure has 'hit home' for us.
easy access to shopping areas & restaurants
Enforce more on elimination of evasive species
Everything should be addressed or thought about.
Extreme isolation of many seniors;
For those aging-in-place, some assistance with ways to ramp sidewalks and entryways.
For those whose houses/properties that are deteriorating, if it’s due to old age, limited income, illness, the village needs a plan to help such residents
find the help/care needed. Blanket policies with no compassion will make matters worse.
Fox Point should remain a primarily single family home community
Go back to my previous complaint about the Village's utter abandonment of the Mohawk Rd residents as they complained for years about the unkept
house we live near. We are angry that our complaints fell on deaf ears and you refused to enforce your own regulations. Issuing tickets and doing
nothing else was not enough. Neighbors say it should be demolished. Not sure if its that bad, but it was pretty bad.
Another example - my neighbor let the grass grow over 20 inches tall and when I complained to the Village they mailed a certified letter saying the
grass must be mowed. The homeowner did nothing and when I asked what the Village was going to do a month later, they said she had sent the letter
back return to sender and that they would probably send another letter. That's the kind of do-nothing attitude that residents cannot rely on.
Group homes shouldn't be allowed.
Group homes that enter need to be overseen with much more diligence and urgency. Surrounding residence need notification of their entrance into a
space and should not be responsible for demanding that the property is well maintained
Hate to see big, ugly pipes/tubes going from someone's house to the street or middle of their yard for sump pump water
Having standards for keeping the Village in good order should be the responsibility of all of our homeowners. Nothing cumbersome but ensuring lawns
are kept up and houses are kept in a decent appearance and clean.
homeowners should not be allowed to park mutiple trucks or equipment on property
Homes that seem 'abandoned' and uncared-for.

46

Houses that are in disrepair and overgrown should be fined. 8100 block of north poplar drive, west side of the road is a prime example.

47
48

Housing upkeep. There are several single family homes that are slowly going into disrepair.
I agree that there are homes that are not maintained including landscaping.

49

I am completely disappointed and unhappy that our Board of Trustees allowed the rezoning of the Dunwood school acreage which resulted in
apartment buildings, the Chiswick, being built in an established neighborhood. I am fearful of decisions that put 'big business' above the welfare of
our residents is becoming a value of those making decisions in the village. The homeowners, whose homes face that apartment complex, have had
the value of their homes decrease. This is completely unacceptable and goes against the proclaimed Village of Fox Point goal, as stated on our web
site, that states that 'The Village is committed to protecting and enhancing residential quality of life, and to maintaining its tradition of high quality
municipal services and amenities in order to preserve a community that is tranquil, secure, and attractive and desirable.' I truly hope that in the
future, residents' well being and financial stability is put above a business that wants to locate to our village. Single family homes, even resident
owned condos, or a new pool, would have been better options. I do understand that along Port Washington Rd. there is going to be commercial
business, but the Chiswick is in a residential neighborhood.

50

I am concerned that the village is allowing unattractive homes to be built/rehabbed and will have a negative impact on housing values. A new home
was just built on Barnett lane and is a monstrosity! The plans for this house should never have been approved. Oversized for the lot and very
unattractive. Also, don’t you need to inform next door neighbors iif an addition to a home will take place?

51

I am not aware of the Village having any standards per se.
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52
53
54

I am noticing less restrictions on the newer homes going up and additions made to properties Recently, several homes in our area are now putting air
conditioners in front of their home for the entire neighborhood to see. One lakeside property in our area has 4 air conditioners out front of their
garage. Also, younger couples moving in are putting large playground type equipment in their front yards when they have a great deal of property in
their back yard.
i am somewhat opposed to low density multify housing rather more destiny so the tax base will be increased
I definitely hope we wouldn't start allowing any high-rise structures in the Village as was considered in Bayside. This would definitely change the
overall skyline and appearance. And also this would require additional expenses to provide fire-fighting capabilities to be able to handle any possible
fires in upper floors.

55

I disagree with the village building a new outdoor pool for a small, but vocal group of residents. 5 million + interest costs + operating costs for a facility
that only operates 3 months / year does not make sense and does not benefit the community as a whole.

56

I do think there are properties that are deteriorating and nothing is being done to require the homeowner to do anything about it. On my street alone,
there are four such properties. This again causes property values to go down that are near these deteriorating properties.

57
58
59
60

I don’t want to see more apartments. The apartments at Dunwood are a huge disappointment
I feel residents need to prune trees or shrubbery that obscures the vision at intersections.
I feel strongly that no regulations/rules should be passed that would result in a requirement that lawn chemicals be used. That is, if the Village ends up
passing regulations regarding the maintenance of properties, having weeds in one's lawn should not be considered a violation of whatever
rule/regulation may be passed.
I foresee people moving out of the community as they age because of high property taxes

61

I have a personal issue with the new construction in the village. I have to question how some projects were ever approved. The white house on the
corner of Lake and Dean should have never been built. The land does not support a house that big. It looks really odd. Same with the big blue house
on Whitney. Does not blend in at all. I'd like the village to consider how the character of the village is changing before approving these projects.

62

I have been aware of some houses, even east of Lake Drive, that have been left empty for a long time. Some of these are very nice houses; this is one
area where I do worry about deterioration possibly leading to tear-downs (as someone is trying to do in Whitefish Bay). Fortunately, the one near us
on the lake was saved.

63

I just addressed them on the prior page -- ugly buildings and terribly overgrown lawns, broken down fences, should be addressed.

64

I know the available space is limited for additional development, but I think it was a missed opportunity with the Chiswick. I know the village had little
control over that, but if the Comprehensive Plan included a commitment to a diverse and inclusive community, INCLUDING socioeconomic diversity, it
might be a better opportunity to intentionally develop the few spaces we have and include a mix of housing options for a wider variety of people.
As a parent of small children, I would love for Fox Point to be an affordable destination for lower income families who want the great public schools
and quality of life, but can't afford the current housing stock.

65

I like the fact that Fox Point has houses at varying price points which adds at least a bit of economic diversity to the schools and community.

66

I like to see yards well maintained, grass cut when needed, more flowers and trees. Anything the village can do to enhance the appearance of all
neighborhoods would be appreciated. Your tree replacement program is a good example of what works well.

67

I often wonder about what makes up the contents of the railroad cars. Obviously the cars carrying coal are distinguishable, but beyond that, I worry
about nuclear waste in those tanker cars or ...? The railroad tracks are directly (w/i feet) behind our property line. The railroad comes through once a
year to clear brush from the tracks; however, NEVER cleans up what is thrashed about. And I do need to emphasize that what is cut down is sharp,
thrown all over, left entangled with other vegetation, etc. (This indirectly is a housing related issue, I believe.). Some sort of passing of communication
from the railroad & village to the residents who live along the railroad tracks could be a huge benefit.

68
69
70
71
72

Fall 2019

I question the ability of a government committee to determine what is an acceptable standard of property appearance or maintenance given the fact
that such terms such terms are not easily defined and unique to the property owner.
I think Property value would increase if the railroad was held to the requirement not to sound the train horn before 6:00 a.m. Further, I think moving
the moratorium on the train horn to 7:00 would be great as the train often traverses the village just after 6:00 on many mornings. I know I wouldn't
move close to the tracks simply because they often come through at around 6:10
I think that the housing committee and permitting is doing a good job.
I think the village is doing a fantastic job, but I would like to see speed cameras put up in school zones and red light cameras.
I want to see greater adherence to standards around maintaining homes - from keeping lawns mowed, to the color of paint for homes. Especially
when it comes to properties that are being renovated/flipped/sold in our area. I've noticed they seem to be 'getting away with' not mowing their
lawns/maintaining the outside of the property while doing improvements inside or having the home up for sale. This also goes for overgrowth in
shrubs, bushes, trees around the house. There are definitely several 'hoarding' homes that need to be put on notice about maintaining their property
or moving into something they can maintain.
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73

I would like to open the idea of having a nice bread and breakfast or allow Airbnb only renting rooms when owners are at home. This will allow to
bring some income to residents, place to stay for family events or events in the village. I totally agree that plain Airbnb should not be allowed

74

I would like to see the Village Board work closely with its counterparts in Bayside to ensure that the rezoning proposal to increase building heights to 515 stories does NOT ever get approved. I would also like to see the Board make efforts to educate their colleagues in Bayside about the negative
downstream effect on shared services, traffic, and property values it would have on other North Shore communities if they were to approve highdensity housing/hospitality facilities at the parcel where Port Washington and Brown Deer Rd. intersect. I strongly opposed those development plans
and was encouraged to see so many of my neighbors in Fox Point join with folks in Bayside to oppose them. I hope our Village Board will do the same
should the rezoning/high-density housing development plans get revived.

75
76

I would recommend NOT bringing in apartments and condos. I like that this village is made up of mostly single family homes.

78

Identify and work with homeowners who don't keep up homes or lawns--or both. There are many.
If different types of housing are introduced in Fox Point, the village will lose its charm and people will still have to move out when they age because
they can no longer function without the supporting infrastructure.
I'm good.

79

Inspections on do-it-yourself projects are needed. My former neighbor was a wannabe handy man that current residents are paying to correct.

77

80
81
82
83
84
85

Is there a way to encourage investment and historically appropriate renovation of the villages many mid-century ramblers? Done correctly, they are
such cool homes! Done poorly, they can destroy neighborhood appeal.
It is very hard to age in place when property taxes are getting higher than the neighboring communities.
it would be nice if the village helped maintain the culverts
I've lived in three different houses in fox point,and loved them all,SO NO.
Just above.
Keep putting these things to a vote, or through surveys like this. The pool is a good example. Don't let some single minded politician/group ram
through the notion we need a park style swimming pool that in the long run will cost MUCH more in maintainance and repair than anything the
current site represents. That will be a long term disaster.

86

Landlords and rental property - typically look neglected (lawn, especially); does the village have a pulse on vacation-type rentals (VRBO, AirBNB)

87

Lawn ornaments should be controlled somewhat to make sure that overall neighborhood look and feel is not impacted by one or two houses.

88
89

Lead pipes - and affect on water; Brightness of lights by neighbors/avoid flood lights shining into home; Increase water pressure

90

Look into ways to promote new construction of smaller homes that are both better scaled to the village and better priced to younger families.

91

Loud neighbors with many teens going in & out at all hours.
Maintaining properties, keeping Fox Point residential, not allowing ordinance changes of home businesses regarding working on cars, trucks,
machinery on private home properties
Make sure that owners renting their houses are keeping them up. Actually have the village inspector be responsive.
Many Properties are in need of citations; lawn care, nonrunning autos that are eye sores, trailers not being relocated for the winter, street aprons not
kept up, mail boxes not kept decent, yuck!
Many properties have dead trees which need to come down before they fall on utility wires and take out residents' electricity. This is becoming more
of a problem with the ash and elm trees dying. If the village can encourage people to remove those trees it might help everyone. Plus, there are
many bushes on corners which block the view of drivers.

92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106

Fall 2019

Limit on how long a permit can be open. The on going noise is terrible to be by. 6720 N. Lake Dr

Mentioned on the previous page. Landlords need to be held responsible for their renters and maintain their properties including single family homes
More environmentally friendly construction should be encouraged.
more heavy commercial near single family dwellings
More oversight on rental properties, please.
n/a
n/a
N/A
N/a
NA
NA
No
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107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145

No
no
No
No
no
no
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
no
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
no
NO
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No comment.
No high rises
Careful adherence to code re: flip houses.
No more apartment buildings
No more apartments or low income housing
no skyscrapers
no

146

No! What we need more of here are places for families to go and ways to get there safely without assuming everyone is using a car.

147
148
149
150
151
152
153

No.

Fall 2019

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
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154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181
182
183
184
185
186
187

No.
No.
No.
No. Leave people alone.
none
none
None
none
None
none
none
none
none
none
None come to mind.
Nope
not at the moment.
Not aware of any.
Not aware of anything.
Not re- districting huge properties and redeveloping giant condo townhome communities that don’t improved the charm and character of fox point.
Village planning should maintain historical standards and charm.
Not really
Not really
Not sure
Not sure
Not sure of the rules associated with this.
Not sure....
not that I can think of
Not that I'm aware of.
Not to be out line i would prefer not to see any low income housing
Not to get commercialize and keep the Fox Point charm
Offer incentives for homeowners to improve their homes and landscaping
Offer reduced pricing to aged or handicapped homeowners struggling to keep homes repaired
Overall ess apartments/turnover = less crime
People in the village take extremely good care of their houses and landscaping, which is what I think makes Fox Point stand out. But there are a few
houses that are complete eyesores, and I would like the village to do more about it. We should have high standards to keep our village looking good. In
my experience in another town, it can be a slippery slope when you start letting things slide such as unkept lawns, ugly colors, bad roofs, etc.

191

Per recent assessments, not quite sure how land values decreased. It’s not like there is an abundant amount of vacant land in the village. I would bet
that most residents would like to see the value of the property go up, not down. My suggestion is that you raise the property values and decrease the
mill rate.
Perhaps a senior housing complex with a continuum of care.
Perhaps target some of the elderly homeowners with additional assistance offered through the village? Services to help keep them in their homes or
help them connect with services that can help them stay in their homes?
Please don’t build more apartments on existing village property (don’t sell it to developers).

192

Please outlaw distracting lawn ornaments such as the large panther and other creatures on the lawn of a house on the east side of north Lake Drive;
not only is that carnival-like display in poor taste but it is a safety issue for drivers who are easily distracted.

188
189
190

193
194
195
196

Fall 2019

Poorly maintained homes and lawns.
Poorly managed properties seem to be becoming the norm
Properties that are significantly neglected should be notified, warned, fined, etc....
Property tax freeze or limit for seniors
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197

Property taxes, but I don't know how to change that. It's too bad to loose families to Ozaukee County where the taxes are so much lower.

198
199
200
201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208

Rainy weather drainage needs to be addressed

209
210
211
212
213
214
215
216
217

Regulations on how many cars are in a driveway and road.
Reiteration of having people maintain their yards as mentioned previously
Rentals that aren’t maintained or are left empty for months
Residents should keep any trees or shrubbery that block any view of traffic at intersections pruned and clear for safe driving.
Residents should take responsibility for buckthorn and decliniing ash trees on theirf properties.
Run down houses detract from our image
See above
See above, please.
Should remain single family residential area Smaller houses being razed to build large homes. The variation of house types and sizes is being altered
some of the tear down/new houses seem a bit out of scale verses existing housing stock. I know things change, and some are just beautiful, but they
stick out
Some properties are not kept up and look asbandon.
Over grown trees so it is hard for the buses and cars to see.
Some residential single family housing owners do not maintain their properties properly. A more proactive approach by the Village would be helpful in
managing these situations.
Some zoning to avoid the McMansion explosion that is happening in Whitefish Bay.
Something must be done to assure The Village west of Lake Drive does not deteriorate further than it has.
Standing water with no drainage on my property.
Can we check the water mains for led and from main to household for water quality, rust, led, etc.
Stop crowding people into Fox Point!
Stronger enforcement of prohibition of street parking on side streets.
Strongly oppose more apartment building, existing apartment stock could be refreshed.

218

Supply residents a list of groups offering assistance to maintain their home and property before poor conditions become an issue. Be pro-active.

219

Taxes are expensive, but we live in an excellent community.

220

The age-in-place suggestion is a buzz word created by developers to help sell memory or other types of housing. What’s been done with Azure is a
done deal, but the village should not succumb to additional pressures in the future to zone vacant lands for such multi family or the like developments.

221
223

The alzheimer's center and senior housing at the old Stormouth isite s an eyesore and embarrassment to Fox Point.
The building permits need to be monitored as to the length of time it is taking houses to be built or remodeled. I see some are taking years and the
construction trucks are everywhere!
The captivity of the Village Board to Mandel Corp and sneaky passage of that abomination Dunwoid development

224

The Chiswick development, while welcomed, is not a very attractive complex in comparison to similar buildings in Thiensville and the greater
Milwaukee area. It would be nice if the village would be more particular about the designs and materials used for these large developments.

222

225
226
227
228
229
230
231

Fall 2019

The requirements and authority of the Village Building Board are excessive and should be moderated.
The tax implications and fees for upgrading and making modest additions to homes in the Village are not reasonable. If we want people to fix up their
homes more, then we should somewhat reduce fees and taxes for this sort of thing.
The vacant home on the south side of Bradley just before Santa Monica with the overgrowth that has all but nearly consumed the house & garage please for the love of God do something about this house already! I cannot believe the village is tolerating this house to sit there & decline. The porch
is a safety hazard!
The Village does need a wider variety of housing including for retired, handicapped and some lower income.
The village of Fox Point has very well grounded rules in place regarding home exterior improvement / changes. There is no need to for any additional
rules.
The village should ensure that it’s ordinances can strongly regulate if not preclude short term rentals which have become the bane of many
communities. However, I am unaware of any problems so far in Fox Point. At the very least all residential rentals regardless of duration should
prohibit the rental of any type of housing to more than three unrelated individuals.
The village should not entertain low-income housing.
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235

There are a number of properties that look like tear-downs, but I kind of like it - appreciate it actually - that the village doesn't go crazy about harassing
people until the neighbors start to mention that the site bothers them. Sometimes it's hard to keep up with things,and that understanding is a nice
touch. Seems just as valid to go after folks that abuse the rules. And, of course, no one can really sell their home if they are not up to code, so it tends
to even out at some point.
There are a number of 'sloppy' mailboxes in Fox Point. I moved here many years ago & never got used to them, also the slow maintenance of our
roads is ?
There are many homes in various states of disrepair and lot upkeep and should be addressed before they get in that state.
There are many that do not maintain their properties and though I don't want to make people feel like they are being policed, some properties are in
need of up keep.

236

There are several houses on our streets with issues that need addressing. Could the village reach out positively to those folks to help?

237

There are so many diverse types of houses that it is really important that keeping up the exteriors and the yard is important for overall village pride.

238

There are some rental arrangements in my immediate neighborhood that are questionable. It seems to be driving residents away

239

There are too many residential properties that do not take care of their yards or exterior maintenance. There needs to be fines or notices given to the
owners and deadlines to make improvements or the Village will hire someone to do the work and the owner will be charged for the expense.

232
233
234

246

There have been too many huge apartment buildings (complexes) built in Fox Point, Bayside and Whitefish Bay recently. Enough!!!!! Especially for
Fox Point where we don't have many businesses paying taxes to support additional residents. The new apartments on Port Road north of Calumet are
horrible!!!
There is a property on our street that been an eyesore for a decade (deteriorating outside), and the village response to this matter seemed to take a
long time and lacked conviction to the point where the owners didn't feel any need to address it.
There is already a wide variety of housing options in Fox Point. We do not need any additional apartment complexes and assisted living complexes in
the Village. This is a family oriented community and our effort should be in continuing to attract young families with children with a variety of
selection of individual single family homes.
There is an abandoned house on our street that needs to be addressed, Navajo Road between Mall and Calumet.
There is very little development in the neighborhood compared to some of the other areas in the Milwaukee area. There are very few walkable
restaurants/shops. The River Point area is barren with few businesses capable of staying in business. The village should explore converting this area
into a mixed development.
There seems to be a lot of attention on mowing your lawn but not enough on invasive species clean up. Residents should have to remove buckthorn
and other items as it spreads quickly and into neighbors yards
There should be more done to ensure all residents are in compliance with drainage issues.

247

There's some houses in really bad shape. They drag down the look and value of neighboring properties. These should be addressed more aggressively.

248

Those cheap prefab houses like the one on boyd way south of calumet (burgundy exteriors) should not be allowed
Those houses that are clearly in disregard should receive notice. There should be criteria though or a process where the homeowner and the village
meet to discuss options to fix or repair items.
Too many monstrously large new builds and 'flipped' houses

240
241
242
243
244
245

249
250
251
252
253
254
255
256
257
258
259
260
261

Fall 2019

Too many unmaintained and rundown homes. Tarps on roofs, etc
Unkempt properties should be encouraged to maintain
unkept homes/yards
upkeep of residential properties, lawn maintenance, etc. should be more strictly enforced.
Upkeep of some yards and homes are poor
Very strongly agree that the village should make sure every home is up to code all the time.
Water bill should be returned to be part of tax bill!
We are concerned with single family homes that are being torn down and replaced by new construction that is double the price of the original home.
Potentially pricing new buyers out of certain streets that were once affordable.
We built a new house here a few years ago. It was a struggle with all the rules and hoops to jump through. (Our builder said he never saw anything like
it) Certainly not the welcoming 'thank you for improving our village by building a new house in the neighborhood and replacing a really old crummy
house.' You should do more to welcome and encourage and ease new development/improvements.
We do not agree with the new apartments going in, or any new. We feel it effects the charm we currently have.
We have very limited options for restaurants in the Village. The culture created by our permitting people is partially to blame. I know of several
people looking to build a restaurant / bar in the North Shore who have said they are not considering Fox Point for that reason. Meanwhile an
abandoned gas station and Chinese restaurant sit vacant on Port Washington Road.
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262
263

We live near a home that is sitting empty. It was recently sold and it may be a flipper. I wish I knew of some regulations on homes that are bought,
with plans to flip but just sit empty and untended.
We moved to Fox Point from downtown 30 years ago because we like the semi rural feel. We are not overly opposed to different types of housing but
we appreciate the spacious yards and the ability to garden. We feel that is a unique feature of Fox Point and would not want to see congestion
increase.

264

We moved to Fox Point nearly five years ago and we have been surprised by how much deteriorating housing stock we see. We did not expect this. It
is clear that some people cannot maintain their properties. We also suspect that more housing is being rented which may also be contributing to a
decline in some properties and a decrease in property values in the neighboring area. Whatever the circumstances, it would be good to get a baseline
report on properties that result in regular complaints and determine if the village has the ability to use existing regulations and ordinances to respond
appropriately - or whether new regulations are needed to assist.

265

We need more local businesses to keep and attract residents. Coffee shops and restaurants where residents can meet. Some business buildings have
stood empty for 20 years and some are deteriorating and need to be torn down, for they are not an attractive look for our community. We no longer
have grocery stores within walking distance in the Village like we did 20 years ago. Communities around us are making lovely changes while Fox Point
stagnates. Updates need to be made to keep Fox Point a place where we want to live.

266

We should not allow multi-family, commercial or institutional properties East of Lake Drive. This is our most valuable real estate and should remain
single family residential. We should also encourage entry level housing development throughout the Village to attract young families.

267
268
269
270
271
272
273
274

Fall 2019

We'd like to expand out 1 car attached to a 2 car attached, which would like mean building a little further down the driveway. By reading the code, I'm
so confused as to what can be done and what can't. Since we have lived here, we took a home with no curbside appeal and completely re-seeded the
lawn, removed dangerous and dead trees. However, neighbors on each side of mine have very unsightly features that detract from the aesthetics of
our home and neighborhood. One neighbor has a sense on the south side of our home that's made of molded pressure treated wood from the 50's.
Shouldn't this be a violation or code?
Where are all these people coming from that are going to live in those expensive apartments on PW ?
With the advent of Best Buy, crime has elevated, just as residents predicted. The board ignored them, called them racists, and went ahead. Now there
are lots of robberies of those itty bitty banks all around the Best Buy, as well as retail theft of Best Buy electronics, etc. the proximity to the freeway
makes it easy for felons to escape. That takes a lot of police forces to chase the offenders down and hopefully catch them. Consider this when deciding
to expand the retail. Restaurants are one thing. Retail stores are quite another.
yard maintenance
Yeah....way too many poorly designed mid century structures......including the Village Hall.
some stronger historic home preservation codes to avoid a Chris Abele repeat.
Yes, here and there I see neglected properties that I wish the Village would tackle.
Yes, the building of condos on green space that could have been preserved as a park.
Yes, there are some really downtrodden properties. Two are on Seneca Road (around 7600)--east side of street. The porch on one has a dumpy
wooden railing, and the one next door is a mess, both the yard and house. Both need upkeep. These houses take down the neighborhood.
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Comment
Number

Please recommend any improvements you would like to see in Fox Point with respect to
recreational facilities.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

8 Lane 25m swimming pool.
9 lane 25m swimming pool.
A central location would add to the community feeling, but where can you put it? Given that adult ed type offerings are concentrated at Nicolet, that's
not a need the village itself needs to address. The North Shore Library needs space, but that's involves more than Fox Point.
A centralized location/gathering area for recreational services is a good idea.
A consolidated facility will address the need to create the character referenced earlier.
The Fox Point Farmer's Market has created a gathering space.
A decision needs to be made on the pool, but I am STRONGLY in favor of linking a pool decision to the Comprehensive Plan. If we are to commit to
recreational amenities and build a 'Community Heart' (which I LOVE), it is a no-brainer where the new pool should go. Plus then the site of the current
pool becomes develop-able land. I think these decisions go hand-in-hand, and with respect to recreational facilities I think it makes a ton of sense to
concentrate them all together. This would build community feel, in my opinion.
A facility that can be used year round for families would be great. For example Maple Grove MN has an indoor playground and party room that can be
used during winter. The rec dept could also do some classes here.
A fenced in dog park. I’m happy to see more receptacles to toss doggy poop - thanks! :)
A high quality indoor pavilion that could be rented inexpensively for parties etc such as River Barn Park would be great
A new pool. It is long overdue!
A new village pool. Open bathrooms at all the parks - including the baseball field at Stormonth. Kids have soccer practice there and there are baseball
games - bathrooms are needed!
A permanent restroom structure is greatly needed at Indian Creek Park. Thiensville Village Park has a lovely one with beautiful natural landscaping.
An updated playground similar to their's would be nice as well.
A place residents can rent for gatherings.
A public playground would be nice along with picnic areas.
Adding a dog park would be nice!
An improved community center, possibly. A community health spa much like a European spa for our citizens and maybe adjoining northshore
communities with inside/outside pools. Why not? Cutting edge and could break even.
An update to the pool would be nice. It is always disappointing when the ice rink isn’t open
Anything and everything would be great. Keep or improve the pool. Improve the Pavilion and flood the park for an ice rink EVERY year. Full-time food
and beer vendors at the new Doctors Park facility would be great rather than just hosting the Traveling Beer Garden once per summer. Improve the
quality of the rocky beach at Doctors Park.
As a new resident, we never truly received information in regards to the community pool. We are connected somewhat to the Town Club and know
that is an extra expense. As a 'village amenity' they should at the very least advertise membership and costs to new residents and families, affluent or
not. Very little knowledge of what Fox Point has to offer for recreation as a new resident. More promotion.

22

As mentioned above - I look forward to seeing community consensus on new and/or improved pool facilities.
As mentioned previously, it would be nice for more outside recreational areas, ie soccer fields, parks, playgrounds, instead of having to go to
Stormonth or Bayside Schools.
As seasoned citizens we do not avail ourselves of any of the facilities and therefore are not able to comment.

23

As we moved into the community as empty nesters 2 years ago, we have not taken advantage of any of the recreational facilities available in Fox Point.
However, they are an important piece of any community and should be maintained and expanded to continue to attract young families to Fox Point.

21

24
25
26
27
28
29

Baseball Field, swimming pool
Basic updates, maintenance is needed.
Basketball courts
Expanded pavillion
Better communication of current Village facility usage and opportunities.
better identification of bike ways and routes to get to the bicycle trails in Milwaukee and Ozaukee County
Bigger playground near Stormonth

30

Bring the skating and swimming facilities together at Longacre and include an area for community to gather outside for coffee and ice cream.

Fall 2019
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32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
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Build the pool facility at Longacre and free up the exiting location for necessary commercial or multi family development to increase property tax base
and amenities in Village
centralized location of facilities would be great / outdoor gathering space for social functions
Close and demolish the pool. In this day and age, it is a white elephant. It costs too much if the taxpayers have to subsidize it. Expand the
Pavillion, the skating rink and provide public bathrooms on daytime and weekend hours seasonally. That property could generate a lot of taxes if it
was housing, or offices
Coffee shop in the small Santa Monica strip mall! Especially if pool stays there it will bring so much business to both spots as well as other business in
the strip.
commercial development on reasonable scale
Connect playgrounds with eateries (restaurants) - give something for the parents and kids to do together at the same location.
Consider installing a cooling system for the ice rink (potentially needing an asphalt/concrete foundation?). We love the ice rink but it seems with the
warmer winters it’s not likely to be able to maintain unless redone.
Continue to keep the pool open. And the skating rink.
Continue to maintain the ice rink and warming house and tennis courts. The pool definitely needs upgrading and it should be on Santa Monica still.
Easy access!! Less traffic near stormonth school.
Continued routine maintenance of facilities with updates that are fiscally prudent. Expanded utilization of community fund raising to support projects
such as pool renovation vs utilization of tax levy
Create paths for this to be a destination for people to come and hike the area. Draw more lively businesses to the nice strip mall on Santa Monica so its
a place to go and gather.
Cultural and recreational facilities are not the same thing. Recreational facilities (with adequate parking) should probably be centralized in order to
improve the energy level as a gathering spot. If a large enough area is available, it certainly wouldn't hurt to locate a library/community center near
the recreation fields.
discontinue maintenance of the ice rink are Too much valuable time (with exception of last year) had been spent trying to make the ice rink clear &
available. In some past years, water was filled into the rink numerous times. I also believe it is too much of a liability for anyone desiring to skate or
play and obtain injuries.
Distributed local neighborhood based.
do not charge community schools (Nicolet) for use of Longacre Pavillion
Do not forget that the North Shore Library has s very nice meeting room available to FP resident's.
DO NOT MOVE THE SWIMMING POOL!!!!!!!! Fix it at existing location (cost is not that important).
Do not relocate the pool. The popularity of the pool has been trending down for a long time. Not because it is a bad facility but because residents are
not interested at a level that will support the expense. A new pool will not change that. Either fix up the current pool location or drop the pool entirely.
Do not relocate or build a new pool in anther location.
dog park
Don’t rely on Fox POint for recreation
DRAINAGE
eliminate all
eliminate the village pool.
Eliminating residential flooding should be a top priority for the village of Fox Point. Focus on improving the quality stormwater drainage to decrease
the likelihood of homes flooding before adding new cultural and recreational facilities.
Encourage more community events.
Enforce traffic laws that protect pedestrians. Provide adequate cross walk signage and markings when it makes sense. Provide a posted crosswalk at
Green Tree and Lake and at Dean and Lake.
enhanced facilities that will attract young families with school age children.....perhaps that should include a new pool
Enjoy the ice rink .. would like to see if maintained longer inseason when weather permits
Establish a golfing facility
everything is adequate
Fill in pool. Turn it into a park.
Fill the ice rink earlier and more often. Build a new pool and keep it open longer. Keep the tennis courts in good shape. All of these things make Fox
Point special but Village Management is more concerned with saving money.
Find ways to have parks and facilities accessible longer. Specifically, later hours at parks.
Fine as is.
Fix the pool, make a better playground by the pool
For people like me on a income income, please hold down expenses of all kinds.
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Fox Point is a unique asset and needs to be a high priority
The Farmers Market should be supported by the Village - a great community asset
Improvement/increased access to the skating rink would be ideal for winter outdoor activity
Fox Point pool is a wonderful asset to our community and should be fixed or enhanced.
get rid of all
Get rid of the pool entirely.
Get the pool project going.
Given the past couple of years winter weather, the ice rink has been a hassle for trying to maintain. As a professional in community programming and
recreation, I am not sure that the ice rink is a high priority, especially since word on the street is that WFB is getting a more permanent winter rink that
will be less dependant on the weather. The pool is a high value as are the public green spaces and pavilion. I do feel that having a shared recreation
department with Nicolet is less personal to our community and folks may be more inclined to participate in community programming (at all age levels)
if there were a facility that could provide programming.
I would be happy to chat further on this topic as it relates pool management, community programming and school-age child care in our community, if
interested. (contact information removed)

73
74
75

Grouping amenities is a fantastic idea. Would also be great if there was a designated walking path along Santa Monica and other streets to keep folks
and dogs safe, as well as poop stations since it seems oddly difficult for some folks to take their poop bags home trash cans.
Handicapped accessible clubhouse

79

Have not lived in Fox Point very long and have not used recreational facilities.
Housing relating & commercial
Property improvements are far more important in my opinion.
I absolutely think a park with activities or place to have gatherings is needed for children. The pool is a big asset, we need to make sure there are
things for children to do while families gather and have a sense of community.
I agree with the idea of placing to pool centrally at the Longarcre area.
I am indifferent here simply because we have never used these facilities. Other than the pool, I was not even aware that we have baseball fields or
tennis courts (other than private facilities).

80

I am so worried that the remaking of the pool will make it worse. We love having a diving area and a well in which kids can swim and play. You lose
some of that with tons of water features, and I would feel betrayed if the pool became just a set of fountains for kids.

81

I am strongly opposed to moving the pool to the Stormonth area. That will decrease the value of the surrounding homes in that area due to
noise/traffic in season and views of the pool off season

82

I could go either way regarding existing recreational facilities vs. creating new location for all to be in one place. Depends on costs.

76
77
78

83
84
85
86
87
88

I do like the pool--missed that survey--and hope it can be preserved. The experience of an outdoor community pool is very different than going to the
'Y'
I do not think maintaining the pool is important, there are many competing private facilities available. The skate house and rink are unique and should
be preserved, also the playgrounds and fields. Fox Point should be out of the pool business.
I do not use anything other than the Indian Creek Park and the place where we meet up to vote. The village hall and police station seem adequate,
please do not 'improve' by adding to or replacing the buildings.
I do think enhanced social spaces whether they are concentrated together or updated and maintained in place would be great. Longer opportunities to
use these facilities especially the ice rink and the pool would be nice.
I don’t think we need a community heart. I appreciate that facilities are dispersed around the village
I dont believe that grouping amenities would help this village - people seem to enjoy living near certain areas and not all.

89

I don't know, the current lay out seems fine but the idea of grouping things could be a really good way to go. Not sure what to do about the ice rink,
it's so nice but we may never be able to use it! Should we build a small indoor year-round rink AND a pool area at longacre?

90

I don't like the idea of having everything in one location. It creates a burden for a single neighborhood with parking and traffic. On the other hand, it
establishes a hub, but still I like the idea of providing ammenities throughout the village for everyone to access.

91

I feel strongly about the pool, the rink and other facilities that attract young families

92

I feel we need to address our seniors and provide more programs for them. We have numerous programs for children, but not seniors.
Also, like Bayside, a community picnic would be a way to get people to socialize and meet each other. I don't think the 4th of July event and music
events are enough. Many people don't attend.

93

I have completed the pool survey. Nothing else comes to mind at the moment
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i have no suggestions.
I hope that the pool problems will be taken care of. When my kids were little they went to the pool every day and had a blast.
I know this is in the works, but the pool is needing improvement
I like all the facilities and they should be maintained at optimal levels but I don't feel we need new or more until we maximize the usage of the current
facilities.
I like the current pool location. As well as the other facilities. I feel as though the could all use small improvements.
I like the diversity of areas where recreational facilities are located and do not see a need to group them together.
I like the ice rink, I think the village should be open to filling later in the year. For example, the winter of 2018-2019 the rink was not filled due to early
warm temps, but then the polar vortex happened and it stayed cold for a very long time.
I like the idea for a new pool with more fun elements (slides, etc.) for the kids. My kids always want to go to the Cedarburg pool because there is more
to do.
I like the idea of a new pool... one with more features like the Cedarburg Pool. My kids always want to go there instead of to our own pool. We also
enjoy the ice rink and are sad when it is closed most of (or all of) the winter.

103

I like the idea you suggest of single location for recreational amenities but does not really seem practical to move those current locations. I am on the
'senior' end of the population spectrum in Fox Point so my needs are different than new families. I like having all age groups living in our Village and
serving all age groups, keeping it vibrant....but when single/widow the cost of living is the first priority to be able to stay living here.

104

I see this as an 'as needed' item to those for whom it is deficient. I am not in need of any other improvements. I missed the skating rink last year due
to weather, and was at an event at the warming house last fall which was the perfect venue for the gathering.

105
106
107
108
109

110

111

I strongly believe Fox Ooint pool should be remodeled in existing location or other proposed locations. I feel very strongly that skating rink must be
made usable in the winter for longer than has been the case in past years. I think Bayside & Fox Point villages should be merged to create a more
efficient and robust use of resources.
I think Fox Point needs to base decisions about the pool, rink etc. on information from current young families, NOT those who remember 'How it used
to be'.
I think it is important to retain our green space and not sell the existing pool/park area. Grouping recreational amenities in a single location at
Longacre is off putting to the residents in that area. As long as the Nicolet School District owns the ball field adjacent to Stormonth, no growth should
take place in that area. It is very short sighted to not know exactly how that property will be used in the future. The Village should purchase that ball
field if it is going to group amenitions and create a Community Heart. Parking and future usage could be a problem otherwise.
I think it would be useful to have a few more meeting room for groups...free of charge for non-profit groups?
I think that would be great if it was in once concentrated area, but then I would want them greatly imporoved. Like a pool indoors and outdoors to
allow for year round recreation. Maintained ice rink, but also a maintained warming house even when the weather is too warm or too cold to be on
the ice, it can still be a gathering area.
I think the ice rink and pool are Fox Point treasures and are key aspects of why we purchased our home 11 years ago. It would be great to have a
village center which included the library, pool, ice rink (with climate change modifications need to be made so this can be useable more than a week or
two in winter), tennis courts, etc. It would also be nice to have more paths for walkers, runners & young bikers to access these amenities. It is currently
very unsafe for kids to traverse the village anywhere except the Lake Drive and Greentree path. Drivers go so fast and are very distracted. An additional
concern is the speeds and impatience of drivers (most who do not live here but are commuting through) on Lake Drive. I was rear ended and my car
was totalled while I was south bound on Lake Drive and stopped waiting to turn into our street. I imagine this is quite common. I now pause on Lake
Drive in fear of being smashed into again. Additionally, I think there could be more synergy with the Nicolet Recreation Department programming and
the Village.

113

I think the pool is a real problem. It is past it's life span and it seems like a huge waste of money to commit to keeping it going.
I think the recreational activities the community offers are great. I like that the location can vary and that there is no central 'community heart'. I think
it makes it more engaging for the neighbors to have some events closer to them than others.
I understand the pool needs work. I think it is a good location. How many people use the skating rink. I'm not sure this Neds to be continued for the
effort it takes.

114

I understand there was survey recently regarding the pool. I did not have an opportunity to participate in the survey. I would not want to spend the
money to improve the pool. The pool is used by a small subset of residents and should not be supported by the entire community.

112

115
116
117
118

Fall 2019

i would defer to village staff to determine needs
I would just like to keep it maintained.
I would like to see an improved health care facility that would include an outdoor pool along with an indoor pool and some sort of health spa that
would be similar to the ones that are provided privately. I would like to see a facility like this available to our neighboring communities only in the
North Shore. Those same communities that we share services with
I would like to see improvements with the pool and 'community center'. It would be ideal to have Longacre Park become more of a destination in all
seasons and a place where families / community can come together.
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I would like to see more soccer fields.
I would like to see the village build a state-of-the art pool facility and commit to maintaining the ice skating rink on an annual basis (winter 2019 was
disappointing). Improve structure at the village park on Long Acre.
I would love to see the Fox Point pool stay in Fox Point, but be improved - either at the current site or the new proposed site. I love having this amenity
in our community.
I would love to see the ice rink and the pool maintained/enhanced.
I would love to see the pool moved to the ice rink area and have a community center feel.
I’m all for a bigger and better pool, I love the ice rink but without skate rental we never use it, overall there’s more here than I would expect from such
a small town
Ice RIck is very much appreciated and needed

128

ice rink is nice to see when village decides to flood.
If I recall, the ice rink was not opened last year. We should try to keep this alive as it was something we sued frequently when my kids were little. It is a
very nice part of our local area and unique from other towns.
If we have middle range housing it would attract families with children, then we'd more fully utilize the Pool, and maybe could have a little League
baseball team.

129

If we want to maintain a community in which families aspire to live in, it is to our great advantage to improve the pool, not close it. By offering facilities
like the pool, ice rink, and baseball diamond, we give homeowners a reason to choose Fox Point over Whitefish Bay or Bayside.
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I'll say it again: either keep the pool where it is or discontinue the pool
I'm good
I'm not familiar enough with the recreational facilities to adequately assess.
Improve existing pool at existing site. Add food venue including bar at ice rink
IMPROVE MAINTENANCE OF THE SKATING RINK. IT CAN BE OPENED EARLIER AND KEPT OPEN LONGER. DEVOTE THE RESOURCES TO THIS PRIORITY,
RECOGNIZING THAT SOMETIMES WEATHER WILL NOT COOPERATE.
UPDATE THE SWIMMING POOL BUT KEEP IT WHERE IT IS NOW.
Improve the pool
Improve the pool, suggest giving up a portion of the north side: fenced holding area for compost, debris, etc, for pool and lot expansion.
We lived at the pool when our son was young and it's a major anchor of families there. It is a great way for neighbors to meet and grow the
community conections. I also believe every person gains a wonderful survival skill knowing how to swim. My son saw, during Nicollet HS years, fellow
to many students (not from FP) unable to swim in PE class and scared to death of the water. Life skill.
Improve the pool. Enhance the parks. Create a community heart for concerts and the market and other events....and possibly a little retail like a beer
garden or coffee shop
Improvements to enlarge and update the Fox Point Pool at its current location.
Indoor rec facilities including pool. Strong central positioning to provide focal point for the village.
Is there a way to keep ice rink running all winter?
It would be lovely to have the rink work every winter.
It would be nice to have a community gym for residents next to pool and additional social activities by the pool or at the Stormonth building. We need
a gym and pool memberships for tesidents at a reduced rate. Keep pool warmer and open until after Labor Day. Attach a gym for working out and
volleyball basketball courts and weights indoors with Elliptical’s, yoga, etc. or offer residents passes to use Bayside’s gym after school
It would be nice to have a full recreation center
It would be nice to have a park with a play ground and picnic area.
It would be prudent, perhaps, to combine a year round community room/center with the new pool. This way the facility may be maintained and used
year round.
It’s nice everything isn’t all in one place. It’s more adventurous to look around the entire village. Plus, who wants to live near all the noise all the
time?????
I've provided input on the pool survey to recommend what I feel is best for the Village.
Just maintain what we have and make them inviting.
Just make them better/updated. If you build/improve it they will come.
keep and update the pool
Keep pool and skate rink separate meetings places. Keep there current location. Should be updated to new standards.
Keep pool painted. I thought it looked a little unkept last time.
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Keep the current facilities in good shape

158

Keep the Fox Point pool at its current location!!
Keep the Pool!
. It was 1 reason I moved near it in Fox Point
Keep up the pool. Keep up the rink. The ice rink is a treasure...even in years when I have no one in the house to use these (now), they are valuable
places in our community.
Keep the rink open as often as possible and keep the hockey players at One End. I know this is a small thing but it is a quality thing. The little kids need
good ice.
lawn bowling or bocce would be fun!
Let's keep the pool at the original site and keep the ice rink intact. Would love to see the community center near the ice rink renovated and enhanced
so that villagers could host parties.

159

Like the diversity of amenities - AND - a variety of locations. Lumping in one area could create congestion of people/parking, etc...

160

Longacre pavilion is ancient. For what we pay in property taxes there should be modern and accessible public recreation facilities and amenities.

161
162
163
164
165
166

Love the bike/walking path on Lake Drive, but would love to see more connectivity with it (places nearby to recreate).

155
156
157

167
168
169
170

Love the idea of a community heart.
maintain current facilities
Maintain our parks, pool, and in housed space
Maintain the pool.
Maintain what we have. Open the ice rink this year
Make sure the ones we have are accessible. Adding additional ones sounds good. I'd rather see them spread around than concentrated. The area of
the village is rather small. I'm not so sure we need to do more to make a 'heart.'
maybe consider a dog park?
Mentioned in previous comments. All survey questions above are a great start.
More dedicated biking/walking paths to enhance resident safety.

171

More effort in getting ice rink up & running. Would love to have more accessible park space and wish the Chiswick space could have been park space.

172

More funding for the ice rink so that is open more in the season

173

More information is needed on what is currently available and the current state. Perhaps this type of information could be included in the newsletter.

174
175

Move pool to Longacre and create community center.
Moving modern pool area to Stormonth area would be great!

176

My understanding is that the pool needs to be repaired/replaced. Everything else seems good enough. I don't see how you are going to put the ice
rink, pool, tennis courts, baseball field, and soccer field in one place. Would you close down Indian Creek Park?

177

My understanding is that the pool needs to be replaced. The other facilities seem adequate to me. I don't know how you are going to group the ice
rink, pool, tennis courts, baseball diamond and soccer field in one place. Would you close down Indian Creek Park?

178
179
180
181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
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N/A
n/a.
NA
NA
Need a new pool.
Need to move forward with new pool facility.
New and better pool!
new cultural and recreational amenities in a single location
New nets at the tennis courts for next season.
Due to the ground settling, there needs to be an extension at the bottom of the fence to keep balls from rolling out of the fenced in area.
New pool
New pool would be nice
No knowledge on the subject.
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No more Village Mike
No specific recommendations
No suggestions
none
None
None
None
none
None
None I can think of now
none needed beyond pool changes
None!
None, would just be a waste of taxpayer dollars as usual, just maintain what is existing in current state
None.
None.
None.
Not aware of any
Not familiar enough with water run off to comment on related issues

210

Obviously the pool...
options for parties, receptions, weddings
soccer field
dog park
Other than the pool I feel the tennis courts and the skating pavilion are in fine shape

211

Our ditch is always flooded and difficult to mow. The grassy are near the baseball diamond at Indian Creek Park is often flooded.
The ditches and gutters are also visually unappealing.

209
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Outdoor pavilion for summer concerts and the farmers market
Padway Hall should be better promoted as community space. Consider a bandshell for community concerts with support from the Foundation. The
Library, if/when remodeling moves forward, should have adequate community space.
Perhaps having one grouping/place for recreational amenities is a good idea.
Pickle ball courts and bocce courts in the park.
Please build a new pool that will serve all ages! The Fox Point pool is a valuable resource of our village. I have seen a decline in attendance, but a new
pool, with more amenities, will draw more families from Bayside and Whitefish Bay. My children love the pool and being on swim team. They ride
their bikes to the pool, with the neighborhood kids, every morning in the summer. This teaches them independence and they are having the kind of
childhood that many families can only wish for! This is a huge value to living in Fox Point. I also think the pool needs to serve our 45+ and senior
population that swims every morning.
Please keep the current footprint and location of the pool and ice skating rink.
Please keep the outdoor ice rink, pool and make enhancements to existing green spaces with park benches, little free libraries and plantings (flowers,
trees, etc.).
Please think about the Fox Point Shops. It’s a nice space, centrally located, lots of opportunity for community. I love the park. The pavilion could use
some charm and update. While I love the people
who work in the Village Hall, the building itself is abysmal. I think it’s ugly and depressing. Sorry to be blunt. It feels inaccessible with everything
upstairs. I don’t like a single thing about it.
Pool
Pool
Pool
Pool Facility
Pool facility upgrade, community/voting space upgrade.
Pool needs an update
Pool needs updating
Pool upgrade is necessary. Such a distinctive part of FP cultural fabric. Would help attract young families. Ice skating rink & warming building
maintenance required; contemplate rebuild of warming building to accommodate larger community events and allow for event rental (turn into
revenue source for FP?); suggest more robust programming around ice skating in Winter?
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Recreational facilities add value to the village and increase interest in home sales - assuming of course that schools continue to be a source of strength
in the village. The challenge of course is how to pay for these facilities over time as they require reinvestment and maintenance. An affordable user
fee - or maybe an I-PASS type of yearly use-fee - could provide some of that needed revenue but invariably the village will need a tax base to keep
these facilities functioning and residents need to understand that user fees alone for any of these attractions will not be enough.
Regular flooding of ice rink
Renovation of the pool in its current location is paramount. That includes expansion of pool but also changing the focus to cater to families. Right now
we cater too much to non-kid adults. Pools is effectively closed in the morning for families. Pool also needs to open earlier in season and close later in
season.
Repave the asphalt pedestrian trail between Daphne and School roads, it's in poor condition and the bumps require driving a bicycle onto the
residents' lawns. Change Santa Monica to be 2-way motor traffic on one side and 2-way pedestrian / bike traffic on the other side.
Road repair
Road repair
Safer access to the skating rink at Stormonth. The steep incline from the warming building is not safe. We usually park on the street and walk down
through the snow. The tennis courts could use a little surface work.
See comments regarding the pool above, Village should improve or enhance low maintenance type facilities that are available to all residents for a
wide range of activities. Existing parks and playgrounds are fine examples.
Senior xl club facility space.
Sidewalk on St Monica.
Sidewalks and lighting for walking, biking, etc.
Sidewalks. You won't attract families here with a pool. You will attract families here with safety.
Since you widened etc
Indian Creek get the government to redo the floodplain map. This was promised years ago and nothing has been done about it
Speed bumps on Dean Road east of Lake Drive
Stormouth baseball field needs to be of higher quality.
Stormwater focus seems to be major topic of conversation in last year we have lived here. Manage the monsoon seems to be on everyone's mind
which leads to better mosquito control etc.
Stripe the current tennis courts near the village hall for pickleball
Swimming pool is a great asset, an artificial/seasonal outdoor skating rink would be another asset.
tennis courts
That's not why people live in Fox Point. They like quiet clean streets with nice and friendly police officers. We don't live here because of the community
spaces or activities. If we wanted that we would live in another community. Someone is trying to recreate this village into something it isn't, probably
suggesting we copy some other village's blue print. BIG MISTAKE. That is NOT the charm of our village. We like it quiet and sleepy. Fix the roads,
reduce or eliminate flooding problems, keep the public spaces respectable, ensure the housing stock is up to a standard and make sure the police force
is decent and respectful and you have a winning formula. It's that simple. Don't overthink it and don't add unnessary expense to try to 'attract' new
blood. It will have the reverse affect in the long run as the expense of that planning will dwarf the current budget issues.
The asphalt bike/pedestrian path between Daphne and School rd needs to be repaved badly. I can't even ride a bike normally through there because
the bumps are so high.
The baseball field is an embarrassment for what we pay in taxes.

250

The baseball field/land should be made available to groups in the area for a fee. Leveling and installing turf in the Infield area would allow other groups
to use and pay. The land between the baseball field and pavilion could be made into recreational space as well. Soccer/Lacrosse/flag football could be
hosted there and help replace some of the lost green space from Dunwood

251

The Flooding needs to be addressed. We were told the new Chiswick development would include ditch and drainage work and it has not. We were
promised retaining pools, those are not in place. Lied to again

252

The Fox Point Pool is the only one of those mentioned above that I think is absolutely integral to remaining in our community where it is !!!!! You can
improve it but don’t get rid of the pool. We could use a community square in place of the ice skating rink which barely anyone uses. The baseball field
is cool as long as Nicolet practices there, otherwise long are could be a great place for a community building and indoor recreation getheting gym and
outdoors could be a giant community square where people could congregate especially in nicer weather. Little rolling carts of boiled peanuts and beer
or lemonade could be for sale with a nice fountain Lin the middle with seats or brick stairs for sitting on

Fall 2019
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The Fox Point pool schedule really does not support use by adults as it once did with adults around the supper hour. Adults are the ones who pay the
taxes and though they are not the most numerous users & the pool currently is funded mostly by fees, adult hours would likely increase adult use of
the pool. It WAS a great way to spend 45 minutes after a workday, weather permitting!
Also, remember the pool parking lot is used by DPW to store leaves until the fields where they are spread are sufficiently frozen. That lot also hosts
wood chips for the taking. ANNUAL TAX REVENUES FROM THE SALE AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE POOL PROPERTY ARE UNLIKELY TO OFFSET THE
SAVINGS TO THE VILLAGE FOR STORING LEAVES AND WOODCHIPS ON THE PARKING LOT.
The ice rink should be better maintained throughout the winter (when the weather cooperates). It is pretty dangerous after it gets all cracked and
scuffed up. We are all in favor of a new zero entrance pool! Also, biking or running on sidewalks past driveways can be super dangerous. Not sure if
there is a way to improve safety - mirrors or something?
The ice rink should remain open every year. Last year was a disappointment with it being closed.
The Library needs many improvements and more village support. The new librarian is working very hard to upgrade the library but needs more
resources/support. We need to have a vibrant library which represents our village. That is lacking now.
The library! As one can easily see, the library was not even included in the section above regarding facilities. The library should be a focal point in the
village & yet does not seem to be on the radar. That shows us that it is not considered an integral part of the community. The library should have
community rooms that are very accessible & heavily used.
The new pool
The plans we saw for the pool renovation were very exciting. At this point, we do not have any specific recommendations. We do not have young
children so we don't use some of the recreational facilities as much as we used to.
The playground area near the FP pool is often flooded with large weeds and isn't well-kept. The ice rink hasn't been ideal skating conditions the last
few years and therefore has zero value.
The additional pet-waste stations along Lake Drive are much appreciated!
The pool and maintain the ice skating rink.
The pool and skating area sets us apart from other communities and should be a prime focus to keep and improve.
The pool could be better, considering the price and the local competition.
THE POOL IS GREAT WHERE IT IS AND AT THE CURRENT SIZE.
The pool is still too expensive for the operating hours, even for village residents.
The pool needs a facelift. I wish the village would make greater effort to put the ice rink in place
The pool needs a huge facelift to compete with JCC pool in Mequon...they get our business every summer and I'd love to give it to Village of Fox
Point...also, Bayside residents should get fox point res rates too
The pool needs to be bigger and better. With slides and lazy rivers. Parks need restrooms
The pool needs to be improved to meet competing facilities

270

The pool should be closed. It is a money sucking entity with continual decline in use and membership. It is absolutely LUDICROUS that a new pool is
even being thought of as it will no generate new membership. And of course, it will cause our taxes to go up and up. CLOSE THE EXISTING POOL.

271

The Pool should be redone in place. Bike paths enhanced and added and pedestrian crossing created or improved! Pet waste containers expended
throughout the community. Perhaps a pet waste donation can be set up to pay for maintaining them. As a pet owner I would gladly donate to expand
them. Bike owners may want to donate to improve bike paths. Or a community fundraiser yearly to help pay for these additions. A giant bake sale that
is advertised to nearby community’s do something creative to bring in money to help pay for improving the quality of our community.

272

The pool, ice rink and tennis courts only add value to our properties and attract families to the village. Many middle class families are getting priced
right out of Whitefish Bay, we can have the amenities to bring them to Fox point if we are not penny wise and pound foolish.

273

The pool, obviously, is in need of improvement, but, the ice rink and tennis courts are just fine.

274

The public park bathrooms are really in bad shape. I had to take my children to the bathroom at Doctor's Park and I was horrified!

275

The square footages of the Will Padway room at the Police Stan and the Longacre pavilion would be helpful in assessing the need for space for
community gathering. Neither has kitchen facilities, though the latter has been used in the past for catered or bring a dish events.
Perhaps cooperating with the Fox Pt. Bayside School Dist. on facilities would serve the Village.

276

The updated pool would be great!

277

The Village should put a priority on establishing more walking paths from the top of the bluff to Beach Drive. This question doesn't ask about cultural
amenities but cultural amenities should not be promoted/enhanced if they might disrupt neighborhoods. Cultural amenities would attract people to
come to Fox Point to see them. That might be okay if we had a lot of restaurants that would get their business but otherwise it is just an annoyance to
the people who live here and detracts from the residential character of the Village.

Fall 2019
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Please recommend any improvements you would like to see in Fox Point with respect to
recreational facilities.

279

There are plenty of recreational facilities available in close proximity to the village. We should spend our money on enhancing the residential nature of
the village not the recreational facilities.
There should be venues for seniors. Seems like everything is geared toward young families. The pool is not something most seniors want or use and
yet they are required to pay high taxes to support it.

280

They are fine. The arms race for athletic facilities is a waste of taxpayer money. Particularly in communities that are not particularly good at sports or
play to win.

281

Think we do need to look at enhancing the pavilion to make it larger and easier to hold events there. perhaps even house offices where the old clubs
and senior gathering and other core village activities and classes can take place. Not village hall or police dept.

278

284

Though community recreational facilities are not significant to me or my spouse because we are in our 70's, we feel they are the kind of things that
attract and retain young families and for that reason are to be encouraged.
Totally agree that a community heart area would be ideal for the pool and more. Longacre is the ideal location.
Update and enhance. Love the ice rink but building could use some updating/amenities to be utilized year round. Perhaps patio, beer garden? Place
to hold community events and host gatherings. Could be rented out for events to help support.

285

Upgraded pool with splash pad would be a money maker for sure! The ice skating rink and community room is due for a renovation (but requires a
distinctive and appealing facility, which could be used as an event space (which could be a money maker for the city!)

282
283

286
287
288
289
290
291
292

293

294
295
296
297
298

Fall 2019

Very worried about lake level and protecting Beach Drive thoroughfare and properties!
we are retired and don't use recreational facilities.
We believe that the community is in need of a true community center. We will never have the ability to properly fund and support a bunch of
individual projects but if we build the right facility we can have a great community center. We hope the pool moves to Longacre and the Longacre
center will be expanded to a true multi-use year round facility
We do not use the recreational facilities in Fox Point, so cannot comment on what is needed. However, they are important to have for those
withfunoff children.
We don't really use recreational facilities. We just walk our dogs on the streets.
we dont use the pool so I'm not sure of the condition we would use if we had young children. if there was or is senior get togethers, i may be
interested in that
We have recreational facilities? This should be advertised more in the Fox Point of View. For those residents without children it may be something
good to know.
We have to have a pool and it should remain where it is, but no one barely uses the ice skating rink. It would be nice to have a community gym and
indoor recreational area. It could be attached to the pool in it’s existing location, or there could be an expanded community gym in place of the long
acre building.
It would be great to build a square with a fountain, like a European plaza with outdoor seating for summer with small pop up stand for simple snacks
and wine spritzers, draft beer, and boiled peanuts. Just temporary low key stands as opposed to giant food trucks. Like A plaza European style. If the
community center could be expanded to a community congregation and library etc, with free local activities like yoga and social groups for the
neighborhood like arborists or junior league or local football leagues or other local sport leagues. Build community building and events. Long acre park
is perfect, but the outdoor pool should stay where it is because it would take up too much space in long acre park and is empty and closed for 9
months of the year, so it really would take up space that could be used for a year round community space like indoor Rec area, library and
congregation area for events, and an outdoor square for year round but that has summer carts for food/ drink . I’d love to be involved in the planning.
We love the pool and it’s location. Would love to see improvements/redesign of the facility.
We love the village pool and really hope that moves forward. The size of the current one is great, please don't make it any smaller. We also love the ice
skating rink in the winter. Adds to the charm of our community.
We moved to the small community of Fox Point based on its neighborhood. Surrounding communities offer a variety of activities to participate in, i.e.,
art & theater.
We need a community gym
We need a new, updated pool (separate survey). Update the Indian Creek baseball field - the fence and dirt are in bad shape.
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List any community institutions you think the Village should actively
work with to strengthen their partnerships.
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Comment
Number

List any community institutions you think the Village should actively work with to strengthen
their partnerships.

1

A stronger Farmer's Market with more variety would be appreciated. There's not much to offer and unless it's improved I don't see a ton of value in
even having the Farmer's Market. The Fox Point Foundation provides wonderful Summer events, but activities in the Fall would be appreciated.

2

All the schools, churches, and business that are in the neighborhood. Fox Point should have a business relationship with them, but they should also
have a community relationship with Fox Point. If the community relationship is good, then maybe finding sponsors for fun community events wouldn't
be that hard. Everyone that walks in the Fox Point Community should be treated as if they are a resident. You never know who could move in...

3

Anything that can be done to enhance the perception of the community. Instead of being a sleepy little community that has nothing going on.

4
5
6
7

Ask citizens in Fox Point to add fox point institutins as a charitable receiver of funds from United Way of Milwaukee.

8
9
10
11
12
13
14

15

16
17

Audobon, JCC
Boy Scouts
Boy Scouts... you may get more kids choosing to do their Eagle projects right here in the community that way.
Boy Scouts... you might get a few doing Eagle projects in the community that way. If you take away the Pavilion for a new pool, please keep the Boy
Scouts in mind. They currently use the basement of the Pavilion for equipment storage and events.
Can't think of any.
Churches and synagogues
Churches and Temples. They have the facilities the Village doesn't and may be able to help host more community events. One of the best new
partnerships is the Farmers Market and the Congregational Church.
Churches; NorthShore Grass Roots (political educational group); Center for Peace and Justice (originated at Marquette); Greater Milwaukee
Committee.; ways to build inter-racial bridges between urban/suburban youth.
City of Milwaukee Dump to provide Village residents access as well as the Schlitz Audubon in Bayside
community events such as DPW day, 4th of July, etc. More events to meet neighbors.
Community gym and recreation
Library
Community building commission
Community meetings
Parks and Rec
Community Event planning
Community input
Conservatory of Music
Do not know of any.

18

Doctors Park is in Fox Point, it is wildly popular for the two weeks that it houses the Beer Garden. Work with the County Parks Dept to create a
permanent beer garden. It brings out the community families for positive social interaction and community building.
The Fox Point Pool needs to be rebuilt on its current spot and in the vain of how it currently exists but with modernization. No big huge slides or splash
pads. Bring back young families to our own pool that have left for private clubs to accommodate their summer swimming needs.

19

Enhance the existing community rooms at the skating pavilion and village hall to accommodate more people for hosting events year round..

20

Farmers market

21

Farmers. It would be great to see an increase of local farmers at the farmer's market - including more diversity of what's available (ie, fresh eggs).

22
23
24
25

Foresters...lots of tree issues.

26
27

Fall 2019

Fox Point Farmer's market. Would love to see a winter market!
Fox Point Foundation for recreation. Nicolet Recreation department. MMSD for environmental management concerns.
Fox Point foundation, school district, library
Fox Point pool should be the North Shore pool and cost should be shared equally amongst Fox Point, Bayside, River Hills & Glendale communities.
Membership fees should be uniform across all participating villages.
Fund for lake Michigan
MMSD
Great Lakes Fisheries Trust
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List any community institutions you think the Village should actively work with to strengthen
their partnerships.
28
29
30

garden club. schools
Garden Clubs
Glendale. They are the one neighbor who doesn't seem to care how they expand or what impact it has on Fox Point. Their commercial creep is going
to severely undercut the value of living in Fox Point if they keep it up. What is happening along Port Washington in Glendale is abhorrent. Aldis???
Next to an existing and capable grocery store??? Seriously what are they thinking? More traffic, an abandoned Pick N Save (in two years I would bet),
ugli-fying the landscape, et etc....Partner with Glendale ASAP

32

Greenspace use for neighborhood community events. We moved from WFB and loved the family ice cream socials and concerts across from the library
they offered routinely. I'd like to see that implemented in Fox Point.
Have not been here long enough to answer this question, though I certainly hope that the North Shore Public Library continues to be a valued and
supported resource.

33

How about absentee home owners? Also, why not have the village take action against realty companies which do not keep up the property?

34

How about Rock the Green?
How about the library? Doctors Park in the summer is a blast with the beer garden. A food festival or community 5k could be fun. We could have a
neighborhood bike ride put together by Wheel and Sprocket.
I am not sure

31

35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51

I am not sure. I don't have enough information.
I can't think of any at this time
I do not know.
I don't know.
I don't really know what this question is trying to get at.
I dont understand the question????
i have no idea.
I help manage a literature class that meets 35-40 weeks a year at the WFB Library meeting room. There was no place to put it in Fox Point when
Cardinal Stritch orphaned non-credit courses -- that tiny meeting room at the North Shore Library is not sufficient. We're pretty well set now in WFB,
but there must be other activities that would like to meet locally -- and churches are now getting extremely picky for insurance purposes about letting
outside organizations in, particularly if they are not incorporated as non-profits.
I think the Police force should continue to have diversity training and training in dealing with people with mental health issues.
I would have to study this....
I would love better access to the library
I would love seeing more community classes provided actually in the Village
I would love to see Fox Point work with artists to enhance public art within the village.
Ice skating rink, pavilion improvement
If it's possible to get any sort of state or federal funding for stormwater assistance, this would be helpful. This issue will likely get worse in the years to
come. It's one of the biggest problems our household faces in Fox Point. We would love to see this addressed on a larger scale.

53

If you are looking for a Community room, I think it’s foolish to overlook Stromonth’s basement. It’s a huge, accessible space that belongs to the taxpayers.
I'm good

54

I'm not sure if it would be possible to partner with WFB and/or Bayside to support the development of recreation facilities (e.g., a community pool).

55
56
57

I'm satisfied with this level of involvement

52

58
59
60
61

Fall 2019

It's good
JCC
JCC (even though in WFB)
Schools (including Nicolet)
Library
JCC, Elite, WAC - Focus on health and safety
JCC, Milwaukee Jewish Day School -- in Fox Point, those agencies are very community oriented and the Village and those agencies support each other.
Same for Cardinal Stritch.
Just make sure the police and the schools have all the resources they need. Safe neighborhoods with good schools in close proximity to good jobs will
always be in demand.
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List any community institutions you think the Village should actively work with to strengthen
their partnerships.
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104

Fall 2019

Just wondering if the Friends of the Bridge Land bridge project ever came up with their share of the rebuilding costs. $500,000(?) Don't recall hearing
what the status of that is.
Keep the North Shore Library!
Keep the Northshore library going and being so close as it is now.
Leave the pool where it is and rehab it. I truly wish the cell tower did not exist.
LGBTQ
LIBRARY!
Library, community recreation, community services like with Nicolet for landscaping and repairs. Community recreation available at community gym at
long acre including weight room library etc
Limited public access to the Mary Nohl House should be allowed. It is the village's top cultural asset. Public access to the Chipstone collection should
be better organized and publicized.
local men's/womens club
Local schools and churches/synagogues
Look for ways to partner with the schools in the Village: support the renovation of the North Shore Library.
Milwaukee Count Parks,
Milwaukee County - Dr's. Park. Nicolet recreation.
Milwaukee County Park System. As mentioned previously we have wonderful park and should maximize its space for creating a greater sense of
community.
Milwaukee County Parks to leverage Doctors Park as a Fox Point community asset.
MMSD. It's way past time that the Village undertook more stormwater improvements.
Library. Work with surrounding communities to get our library updated -- and make it more biking/walking accessible.
Sidewalk improvements to the Brown Deer/Port Rd. intersection and down to the Library.
Riverpoint. Lets get some restaurants! And a few attractive shops. Residents shouldn't have to drive across the city for their needs.
More partnership with the park system. Fox Point has a beautiful natural lake at its disposal and very little is done at Doctors Park to promote usage.
Also, allow dogs in certain parts.
N/A
n/a
N/a
n/a.
NA
NA
Na
nature centers
Need a new pool.
No comment.
No idea.
No ideas
no opinion.
No specific suggestions
No suggestion.
No suggestions
No suggestions
none
none
none
None
none
None
None
None
None
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List any community institutions you think the Village should actively work with to strengthen
their partnerships.
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121

none
none
None
none
none come to mind
None come to mind.
None.
None.
None.
None.
North Shore Library - I know this is under some sort of redevelopment, but it doesn't hold up to Shorewood's library in terms of location, amenities,
catalog, building, etc.. Also with its location it doesn't feel a part of our community.
North shore library.
Northshore library has a community room that is accessible. Fox Point residents should continue to utilize this existing resource (and the community
room at City Hall) for community gathering needs
Not sure
Not sure what is meant by this question.
Not sure, but encouraging diversity would be a good idea.

125

NRA, MAGA
Our environment is truly a 'dead zone' from herbicides and pesticides, from DDT and an abusive property owner program that is toxic. We need to
focus on ridding the community of toxins and move forward toward a better one.
Our library is neither convenient nor vibrant. Please compare to Whitefish Bay.
The adult education programs and family programs through schools (?) are a real snooze.
outreach, welcoming, programming, schools, senior living/resources, business owners and homeowners, fire and police lunch and learns or ways to
get to know the residents of Fox Point as partnership.
Owners of the strip malls to create safe places to gather and relax.

126

Potentially the WAC or another fitness center with expertise in both facility operations and programming for the pool, tennis courts, etc. Or the Y or
Milwaukee County Parks (although their financial situation is also not great). I'd also love to see a beer garden in Fox Point.

122
123
124

127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142

Fall 2019

Reduced home upkeep contractors for indoor and outdoor
Have regular community events for singles and families to get together
Offer a friday night family beer and fish fry at the community center
More social events for adults and separate for singles with kids
Restaurants - see Spur 16 in mequon as a best practice.
Revamping the Port Washington strip to bring incentivize more interesting and diverse businesses.
Schlitz Audubon
Schlitz Audubon Nature Center, MMSD, YWCA, and any others that would help improve environmental sustainability, energy conservation, and
community diversity.
School district and Nicolet park and rec. For parents in the summer, we all want a place our kids can go that's like a summer camp. Maple Dale offers
this, why not Stormonth? They have a summer education program, why not use the park, green space, tennis courts to offer a summer camp
experience.
School districts - 3 of them.
Schools - to utilize their community rooms when needed..
Schools and churches
schools, library, senior citizen group
Schultz Audubon, Doctors Park friends
See my previous comments about library/community center. This would be the single most significant improvement to our community character and
cohesiveness. The library of the little community of Largo, Florida was recently highlighted as the best library in the state of Florida, and would be a
model to follow.
Senior centers
senior citizen meeting center.
Senior recreation.
Swimming pool and lessons
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143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151

The farmer market is great. You can add to that.
The farmers market!
The Fox Point-Bayside and Nicolet school districts, the Public Library and the School District and Village Foundations.
The library!
The library, the school
The library. And I'd love to see it moved to a more central, walkable, homey, location. Like Stormonth. Think of Whitefish Bay's library. It's integral to
their village. I'd love to see that for Fox Point.
The N Shore Library and the Fox Pt Bayside School Dist come to mind - as does Nicolet School Dist..
The North Shore Library.
The North Shore Library.

152

The retail shops on Santa Monica are a unique opportunity that could be further explored, as they are in the heart of our neighborhood.

153
154
155

The school

156

The technical term of art for the North Shore Library is 'shitshow.' I wish we had a better library, and I wish it were in a place my kids could get to.

157

The tree people and flower people. The boulevards could have prettier flower beds in spots like Whitefish Bay promotes. First, repair the damaged
concrete around the storm drains so the manhole covers stay put. Once off, basements flood with poop and icky water due to geysers outside.

158
159
160
161
162
163

The school district is the obvious choice
The strip mall by Rosatis... needs fun restaurants/shops/sandwiches/salads/wine bar??

The two public school districts
Unsure
Village of Bayside... as we share a k8 school
We need more information here to answer the question
We should work for more racial diversity

168

Whitefish Bay and Bayside
Whitefish Bay,
Bayshore Mall,
Work closely with We Energies to trim neighbor trees that are in danger of taking down the power lines. Also, a 3rd party approved snow removal
residential company could offer homeowners substantial savings due to a volume discount.
Work more closely with Glendale on Port Washington road zoning and improvements.
Work with the City of Glendale to beautify and redevelop the Port Washington Road corridor. This is a blemish that sits on our doorway. Glendale
doesn't seem to care because it's east of the freeway.
Work with the farmers market by using some village land for an urban farming initiative.

169

Yes, if the pool needs to be repaired to updated, and you open it up to non-residents of fox point in the surrounding communities, then they too
should be taxed to assist with paying for the “community” pool. The residents of Fox Point should not be the ones to bear the entire cost.

170

Youth athletic groups...ie, Glendale little league, Milwaukee kickers, Milwaukee winter club, north shore lacrosse, Nicolet recreation to name a few.

164
165
166
167

Fall 2019
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Comment
Number

Please recommend any improvements you would like to see in Fox Point with respect to
utilities, including stormwater management.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Let the experts decide. Fight the Emerald Ash Borers.
repeating myself but the standing water in my area needs to be 'graded' properly for quick drainage.
Ability to dispose of hazardous waste (paint, etc.)
Active maintenance of storm water ditches / drains.
Add sidewalks and drainage pipes.
Addressing lead pipes throughout the Village. Increase water pressure.
Adequate
Anything to reduce flooding and 'dumping' into Lake Michigan would have my wholehearted support.
Based on the way people drive past pedestrians, we need better speed limit enforcement. We may need more speed limit signs and I’m not opposed
to speed bumps.
Better landscaping of already-existing stormwater management retention/detention ponds and waterways.
Better maintenance of Indian Creek plant growth
Better maintenance, of ditches, storm drains, and water ways, some of which have never been maintained since I moved here in 1975. despite the
nonsense stormwater abatement program. This program is nothing more than a money grab where state laws prevent tax increases.

13
14

better run off with deeper culverts that are wider and can handle the HEAVY rains

15

Better upkeep of drainage ditches such as keeping them cleared of grasses, leaves, and trash so water doesn’t pool and allow mosquitoes to breed.

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35

Fall 2019

Better storm water management would be very helpful.

Better water management and should do more with ditches in front of everyone’s house. That’s for the community so the village should maintain
since it’s technically their land and in the best interests of water management
Bioswales along Santa Monica and in little used park areas which do not need weekly mowing. Look at what communities around us are doing. Fox
Point could be more beautiful--native plantings instead of standing water in ditches.
Bring back the full time stone mason to work on all of the resident end walls. Many years ago this was an available service. Now many end walls are
crumbling and/or look different due to different ways of repairing them. It was unique in the past.
Build Better drainage systems
bury power lines
Clean energy should be a priority for the village. In time its vehicles should be clean energy vehicles same with our community buildings should use
clean energy. Solar energy and wind should be looked at to help power our community. Perhaps a village wide incentive to go solar. One way or
another it is the future lets get on board. Water quality should be a huge priority for the health of all citizens.
Clean out the drains behind properties! They get clogged with leaves, branches, etc, causing flooding.
Clean, lead-free drinking water should be a priority.
Clear the culverts. Dig them out as part of village services.
community broadband
Community source homeowners can utilize for replacing lateral water lines to homes.
Composting pickup
Consider placing electrical underground along Lake Drive - too many outages
Continue efforts to keep the sewers clean of debris so the water can flow down the sewers.
Continue with the stormwater management plan. Grade culverts and grassy ditches so they drain. Incorporate removal of cement beds in some of our
ditches in as streets are repaved so water can move into the ground.
Continued proactive maintenance and replacement of aging infrastructure. If anything can be done to address the stagnant water that is the Indian
Creek area that would be great.
Culvert on N Santa Monica in 7000 block needs improvement ---- widening and overgrowth in the Village's right of way limit the ability to move
standing water from the culvert.
Develop a program to remove concrete liners from ditches.
Ditch repair of concrete that has heaved and where flooding is most prevalent.
do even less maintenance
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Please recommend any improvements you would like to see in Fox Point with respect to
utilities, including stormwater management.

36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48

Does the Indian Creeek water shed area need to be dredged out? It has sure risen from the bubbling stone lined creek in the pictures the MMSDS
(Milw County water people) showed us. It has accumulated so much debris. It does seem to be working though. I think organizing the Clean up for
volunteers should continue . It would be nice to have some garbage recepticals around, like at the bus stop on Lake Dr, by the mailbox around Santa
Monica and Calumet, on Pt. Washington Dr, near the City Hall.
Don't let new large homes drain water towrds the bluff
DRAINAGE ON GREEN TREE AND YATES
Easier ability to bury our sump pump lines and gutter discharges
Enforcing homeowners to properly drain their water to the ditch if a neighbor homeowner is having an issue with their water and the neighbor is not
making efforts on a polite ask - we have this issue
ensure water, sewer, and streets are maintained
Evaluation of stormwater drainage ditches on Fairchild and Santa Monica Blvd. Ditches may need to be widened to accommodate large volumes of
rain stemming for higher areas.
Provide all homes with 2 large garbage and 1 large recycling containers
Everything, the way it is as of right now, is great!
fix the flooding at Calumet and Navajo
fix the flooding on crossway north of Mall road
Fix up and clear the storm water drainage ditches in front of homes. Some people have overgrown grass or dirt and debris causing back ups and
flooding.
Flooding and its’ subsequent damage drives down home values.
get rid of all regs

50

Give Dean Rd retention pond back to MMSD and make them clean it up down to stone base.
Given the age of most of the culverts in front of most homes/driveways, I believe an education on how to maintain and prevent backups would be
helpful to some. And to educate people on who's responsibility it is. Nobody wants to spend there time or money on these projects - but it's
necessary to keep water moving in order to prevent.
Given the price we pay for water and sewer, I really don't think we should have as much flooding as we do.

51

help (education, guidance, assistance, plants) to encourage rain garden type landscaping to reduce stormwater pooling in individual yards

52
53

I do not have expertise in this, but I do know that our ditch occasionally fills with water and goes over the road.

49

54
55
56
57
58

59

60
61
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I don't know enough about this topic to give suggestions.
I don't like the way my front ditch turned out after our road was redone last year on Navajo Rd. I got a hernia and needed surgery after trying to mow
the ditch. I think it is way too steep.
I don't think there is any stormwater problems ta this time
I have no idea.
i have no suggestions.
I have standing water all year unless freezing, and this causes mosquitos and inability to cut grass. By basement is always wet. Underground storm
drains and at least drains for corner properties. I need on at 206 Emall Rd. Because the standing water we don’t use the outside of our house because
of mosquitoes and I desperately need a storm drain like my neighbors directly across the street. Also, it would be nice to offer property maintenance
such as grass cutting and leaf clearing cheaply for those like myself who is handicapped and unemployed because of a broken back. Like Nicolet yard
services.
I have standing water on my property almost every day. I need a storm drain at my corner
Bury electrical lines.
I can’t even cut my grass in the gulley because there is always standing water which means mosquitoes and uncut grass.
Offer I. Home and outside services at an affordable contract rate, cheaper than independent companies.
I struggle as a single parent mom who is unemployed due to broken back, maintaining all my levels. You could hire certain companies to offer the
district cheaper home improvement and landscaping, etc. prices by picking good contractors who would offer lower rates due to city contract.
I have to handle burying my own electrical wires ie pay to upgrade circuit box, coordinate and pay for We Energies, coordinate with Att to bury their
wires, do the required prep work to get property ready etc. I think the village should handle this. Non visible wires are a plus for the village. My
property often times floods. Hopefully new sewer facilities on Calumet will solve this but if not village should handle. Basement flooding is not
acceptable.
I haven't encountered any issues with it.
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62

I live on Point Drive and the stormwater management needs improving. The backyards are not adequately designed to drain to the retention
pond/area at the end of our road, and although I am taking my own steps to mitigate as much water as I can, I do feel the village has responsibility to
look at the design of the drains further down the road (towards Brown Deer/North End), since installing that retention pond/area. The drains don't go
far enough north to prevent severe flooding and erosion. Some of the drains were fixed within the last 2 years, but most of Regent road drains into
the backyards of Point Drive homes leaving 2+ inches of standing water for days or weeks in Spring and Fall.

64

I might make suggestions to stormwater management including for improving drainage in so many homeowner properties in Fox Point, but with the
last utility bill, the storm sewer charge went up 11% from previous bill with no explanation. So I guess I'd prefer not add new charges to the bill. Trash
collection, leaf collection, recycle collection are all very good. Thank you.
I need a storm drain. I have standing water 24/7

65

I think Indian Creek functions well and have been pleased with the other improvements that have been happening at the ravine.

66

I think the village has been torn up enough for stormwater management.

67

I think widening the creek was an excellent idea. The abundance of wildflowers and birds makes it more harmonious with nature.

68

I think you’re doing the best job you can within reason.
I would highly recommend pursuing LEED certification on future buildings and improvements. I think it fits within our village philosophy and would
save operating costs in the long run.
I would like to compliment the village on the Indian Creek waterway. The native plants are attractive and encourage a variety of wildlife (though no
moose yet).
I would like to know what our quarterly tier 1 single family charge on water bill is actually spent on or was it just an end around on our state law to
increase property taxes?
I would like to see an on duty public works person/team available on days where larger rain storm events happen. The Santa Monica corridor and
beach drive drains seem open to overflows with the way storm intensity is these last few years.
I would like to see the electric substation on Port Washington behind Port China relocated so the three properties that are for sale could be used for a
commercial development such as a grocery.
I’m mostly concerned about environmental impact of stormwater runoff, so minimizing those is a priority for me

63

69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83

I’m thrilled with the Calumet Rd improvement. It seems like the Village is addressing storm water management.
I'd like to see power lines buried. The Village makes new construction buildings do a 100 year flood plain analysis and install rain gardens to 'help with
stormwater management'. Yet existing homes are allowed to run underground pipes from their gutters to the culvert. How does that make sense?
I'm good
I'm not a Stormwater expert, but our house has serious issues with water. We would appreciate any help Fox Point could offer to address this at the
larger community level.
Improve drainage existing storm drains are too high need to lose so pitch from yards is greater.
Improve drainage of Indian Creek to reduce floodplain
Improve infrastructure to prevent flooding.
Improve the ditch between Dean and Spooner
Improve the ditches by transforming some of them into bioswales.

84

In not well educated in this area in do not have an opinion but would like to know more as to why the question itself has showed up in this survey

85
86

Indian Creek .... address standing water

87

Is it plausible to divert rain water to living pond at ice rink? Lannonstone culverts in need of major repairs throughout village, crumbling and shabby.

88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96

It seems the stormwater management has been very effective.

Fall 2019

infrasturecture up grade

Its fine
Just fix the persistent water issues.
Just keep the water moving away from houses and into existing drainage systems.
Just make sure stormwater moves away from homes as quickly as possible.
Keep doing what you are doing.
Keep protecting the environment & preventing flooding.
Keep the stormwater management plan moving and grade our ditches and culverts as streets are paved.
Keep water out of basements. Rain events appear to be coming more severe and we need to be able to deal with these.
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97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104

Look for opportunities to install native, sustainable (low-maintenance) plantings that support the native wildlife and environmentally handle
stormwater, and make use of renewable energy (solar, wind, geothermal) - prioritize these changes to Village property and provide support/incentives
for residents to do so on their own properties.
management seems fine now?
Many streets have a lot of standing water after rains or snow melt because of improper grading
More bioswales and water retention areas. Have some kind of enforcement for lack of drainage ditch clearance.
More plantings for water retention including greenways for street calming
More timely road repair.
Most yards in my neighborhood do not drain to the culvert, and never have. The village inspector needs to look around!
my back yard floods in heavy rains. Can that be mitigated?

105

My backyard floods regularly draining from adjacent yards, impacting our garden beds. How might excess water be pumped away?

106
107
108
109
110
111
112

n/a

113

Need to make improvements to the swales (stormwater management) in some parts of the village to avoid flooding during heavy rains.

114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136

No issues in our area for storm water

137
138
139
140

Fall 2019

n/a
N/A
N/A
NA
NA
Naturalized the Santa Monica drainage way

no opinion
No recommendations
No recommendations
No specific recommendations
No suggestion.
No suggestions
Non
none
None
None
None
none
None
None
none
None
None
none
None.
None.
Not aware of the issues.
Not informed enough to respond to this.
Not sure if this is the proper place to address this, but I would like to see the Village offer more support for homeowners facing drainage problems,
which seem to have been exacerbated in several areas with the removal of diseased ash trees.
Not sure of the cost, but perhaps it’s time to bury power lines as above ground lines are somewhat an eye sore and often result in the unsightly
“trimming” of trees.
Nothing specific. Continue proper stormwater management to keep stormwater out of our basements.
On walks in our area, we have noticed improvements made already, using white rock to minimize erosion. The drainage ditches next to the road could
use improvement (e.g. on east Dean Rd) so they are more effective, and so that sinkholes are eliminated.
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141

Our backyard is a lake every spring until it gets really hot in July. I have no idea how we’re going to fix it, we spent thousands of dollars trying.

142

Our culvert does not drain well and never has. This looks awful and breeds mosquitoes.

143

Our flat land is always a concern when it rains hard. My back yard is a swamp that keeps getting closer to my home. I spent eight grand installing
drains and landscaping to negate such problems, but I'm afraid it isn't enough. Future basement flooding seems inevitable (tile field also repaired).
Our lot drainage and the ditches on our street(Bradley Road) drain extremely well. Have noticed standing water after thaw or rains on other streets in
Fox Point though.

144

Wonder about Fox Point still having above ground wires (electric, cable, phone, etc...). With the large number of trees in Fox Point, it seems prone to
wind/storm induced outages.

147

Our only problems are with the ditch no longer flowing properly after construction repairs were made by the village. Unsure how to get this rectified.
In general, it appears that some ditches are more well-kept than others - some have plants growing in them to slow runoff, some don't; some are
concrete or stone at the bottom, some are not. Wondering how all these variables affect the health of the storm sewer system. What is the best
solution for a home-owner to try accommodate?
our yard certainly gets very squishy/wet near the back lot line when there is a lot of water and there is a lot of flooding/water pooling in the court in
front of our house (intersection of Churchill and N Links Way) that I only assume could be improved with better drainage. I assume others are in
similar positions.
Out Santa Monica Dutch below grade and turn the boulevard above into a pedestrian plaza and park area with fewer right/left turns along the length
of the drive to diminish interruptions

148

Overall I think storm water management is good. This is something that always has to be looked at with the current climate, development, etc.

149
150

Plant more prairies so the water is naturally absorbed.

145
146

Please continue to diligently maintain our roads.

151

Please continue to work wtih the Village of Bayside and MMSD to address the Indian Creek water shed. I think we need to hold Bayside responsible
decreasing the amount of permeable surface north of Brown Deer Rd in the wasteland of parking lot west of PW Rd. that is the proposed Bayside
Tower site. This area creates a huge burden for Indian Creek and the water running off those surfaces is full of pollutants. I would like to see Bayside do
something to hold/clean the water before it hits the creek. This will improve the water quality of the Milwaukee River and Lake Michigan.

152

Possibly clear grass out of the base of the drainage ditches for cleaner, faster flow to the sewer?

153

Power lines in fox point - there should be something in place to remove trees or branches from power lines and those power lines we that are near the
railroad tracks. Remove dead or dying trees in the village. Don’t charge residents for extra recycling containers. It would be nice for the village to
consider a recycling bin with a lid. Many times we notice that trash or recycling items are blown out throughout the neighborhood and it’s not picked
up. Letting residents know where their outdoor water light shutoff valve would be located if they have one.

154

Proactive review of current stormwater management plan to anticipate areas of flooding and seek the prevention of property damage. Observation
that services tend to be reactionary once damage or flooding has occurred vs anticipating and fully resolving the problem. I.E. road covering mud
slides/flooding: after each major storm the mud is removed from the road/culvert, only to be repeated with the next storm. Village personnel (utility,
trash, police, etc) ongoing observance of potential village issues in/out of their scope of their village duties: dead tree's overhanging a road with no
village action until tree falls to the ground and blocks traffic. Now it becomes an emergency reaction vs routine, planned maintenance.

155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164

Fall 2019

Probably do not have adequate expertise to offer an informed decision about this.
Protect eroding ravines as necessary.
Public recycling point
quicker removal of debris from stormdrains that get clogged during heavy showers. Maybe have a list of top problem areas and hit those first? I always
clear the drains myself because no one comes and we get heavy flooding near that drain.
Readdress poor decisions in expansive LED lighting use
Roads are in terrible shape
see above
See above. Also, remove older large- and extensive-rooted village trees by resident request to preserve the laterals going from streets to homes. The
onus shouldn’t just be on residents for repair if the village’s trees are in part causing the damage.
Seems OK to me.
Since the village capped off storm sewers several years ago, storm water collects in my backyard several times per year. I have spent over $3000 to
attempt to mitigate/manage water and still deal with this issue. Would like more assistance from the village to eliminate this issue permanently as
capping of the sewers has made this flooding worse, impacting not only my property but all of the properties in my area.
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165

Slower train movement through our village!

166

some homes don't have culverts (along Calumet for example) and their ditch just fills up with standing water. Would like to see that changed.

167

Sone of us abut Glendale and drain their water. Can you work with Glendale so Fox Point residents aren't draining Glendale water??

168

storm water facilities
Storm water management in park/school areas so that they are not mud pits for much of the year. Would love to see Fox Point become more “green”
with utilities and storm water management (MMSD).
Stormwater has been a huge problem, backing up into basements and overflowing culverts an ruining driveways. This should be a priority over
beautification because it hurts home values.
Stormwater management

169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181

stormwater management
Stormwater management (especially in front of residents
Streets have developed many pot holes and are bumpy when driving
Storm-water management continues to be an issue over on Fox Lane. Any improvements would be greatly appreciated.
stormwater management is important, no suggestions, need expert input
Stormwater management is on the very top of my list.
Stormwater management.
Street culverts are certainly aging and could use an upgrade. Lannonstone is in disrepair and crumbly all over the village.
Street light. More shops or small corner markets, food.
Streetlights at major intersections

183

strong infrastructure of every type must be maintained to high standards
The culvert system seems like it needs some work. It is unclear to me what is my responsibility as a property owner when it backs up, if the issue is
further down the road with my neighbor...
The ditches continue to overflow - some planning on this would be appreciated

184

The ditches in front of existing homes are I various states of repair. I think more rain gardens or decorative retention ponds are important and needed.

185

The ditches in front of homes need to be better maintained and regraded

186

The drains on the side of the road on Santa Monica are overgrown so water does not drain well. The drainage area near my house is crumbling.

182

187
188
189
190

The move to create a holding pond area along Indian Creek and to remove the concrete water flow structure along the bottom of the creek make it all
'natural or native plants area' has resulted in an ugly village eyesore. Suggest we plant grass in the holding area and restore the creek bed with grass
and the concrete water flow structure.
The redone creek was only half effective...it was not as promised by the MMSD people at the meetings. More plantings, esp trees and pines, should
have been used. How about re-doing some of the slopes with ground covers (less mowing) or plantings (like they have done with SUNFLOWERS in
some areas. Big arching trees, and not those wispy little things that were planted like the arborvitae or cypress, or whatever those things are that are
dying.
The village has been improving stormwater management near our home, and we are grateful.
The village needs to improve drainage in culverts. I have standing water in my yard after large rain storms.

191

There is a low lying area in our neighborhood that the village should take responsibility for. It is between houses with no natural outlet. It is due to the
configuration of lots and the approved building that took place in Daphne/Lake Drive area. Fox Point created the issue. The village should fix it.

192

think they've done a pretty good job of that over past 6 years?? perhaps clean up more of the trees near the utility poles so not a hazard but otherwise
seem to be much better water/flooding controls since they built the culverts/wetlands areas for water to settle?

193
194
195
196
197
198
199

Fall 2019

this is a must as we have had issues with our street and culverts not being able to handle the H2O
trim branches that threaten power lines
Unsure
Unsure of the issues
Updated playground in a Village center area, that hopefully, includes a new pool!
Use rain gardens and native plants in areas such as the Santa Monica grassy area. It looks unattractive and does not do as good a job as it could in
stormwater management.
Water management at this time is inadequate. The geological formations of Fox Point (rock shelf, streams, and ravines) are not understood by
residents. Water management contractors are notorious for duping prospective customers. Assistance from the village would help in maintaining
housing stock and assuring property values remain solid.
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200

We already have invested good amounts of money in stormwater management, and it seems to have been very effective. I am unaware of additional
needs in that area, but if there are some that have been identified, I would favor addressing those. If, as part of ongoing maintenance, utility poles
could be replaced with buried lines, that would be nice. Hopefully, water and sewer mains are being replaced on an ongoing basis as their age and
condition dictate. It would be nice to consider adding rain gardens to any municipal landscaping and requiring permeable driveways, roadways,
parking lots, etc., in future new construction or surface replacement.

202

We had an issue with a neighbor draining several pipes into our yard and unfortunately the village did ABSOLUTELY nothing about it and after many
calls to come take a look totally ignored us.
We have never had a problem with storm water or flooding, some of the management needs to be a homeowner responsibility. However if the storm
water is affecting a property and the drainage is not correct then that needs to be corrected.

203

We live on Navajo. Even though the storm ditches were redone in 2018 we still get standing water in them. They should be paved like on other roads
in order to facilitate better drainage and eliminate standing water that turn into breeding grounds for insects.

204

We need draining systems with pipes and manholes

205

We need to continue the problem with storm water management. Too many pools of water following major rainfalls or snow melting. Drainage is
simple not adequate. I've often wondered if any thought was given to this when village was laid out and built.

206

We need to purchase a truck from Altec along with Bayside to handle our tree removals far more safely and efficiently instead of relying on outside
vendors. Altec has a remotely operated system that can take down an ash tree in an hour or two with one man at the controls.

201

207
208
209
210
211
212

Fall 2019

We would LOVE to have access to higher quality internet, is there any way to entice fiber optic to be brought here?
When electrical/Cable is updated, it would be nice to bury it under ground rather than the existing above-ground.
Wish the rates for utilities were lower. Do whatever needs to be done to eliminate flooding.
Work to assure rising lake level won't damage Beach Drive.
Would like to see uniform ditch and driveway crossings for excess water flow.
You improved our basement/water issues when you added the retention area along Indian Creek Parkway! I didn’t think that was needed at the time.
Glad the village did that!
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Comment
Number

Please recommend any improvements you would like to see in Fox Point with respect to
transportation.

1
2

Add a bike or walking lane/shoulder to more heavily traveled East-West streets on the North end of the Village (Dean Rd. & Bradley Rd.).

3

Widened areas for walkers and dog walkers.
A defined bike lane would be welcome, particularly on weekends.

4

A few safe places to cross Lake Drive - either traffic lights, overpass, or at minimum crosswalks. More bike lanes/bike&pedestrian lanes.

5
6

A four way stop sign on Calumet at Fairchild. Calumet is already a road people speed down and it will only get worse with the new widened road. The
stop sign would force people to slow down. Part of the character of the village is that’s is a great place to walk and ride bikes but Calumet doesn’t feel
very safe to do those things.
A quick-stop place one could walk to for milk and bread on Bradley and N. Port Washington. (It is too far to walk between Green Tree and Brown Deer for
pick up needs.)
A widened shoulder does nothing to instill confidence in a parent to send a 6 year old riding down the street. A segregated bike/walk path or sidewalk is
the only way to begin to address safety. Like it or not, drivers drive fast down our roads. I'm on Regent and folks whip down this street. That won't stop
with a widened shoulder. If we can remove our children from the threat, that makes the most sense.

7

8
9
10
11

I recently read minutes where the city engineer (or someone like that) had a scorched earth report on the vast nature of a sidewalk project. I felt that
report was disingenuous and was used for shock value. There could be a multi year, reasonable approach to building sidewalks on streets that need it
(Santa Monica, Regent, Bradley, Calumet, other heavily used streets). You'd potentially keep a family like mine here. A pool or door to door garbage pick
up won't keep us here.
Actually I think we are wasting our tax dollars on the Milwaukee County transit system because 95% of the time our busses are showing a lack of
ridership.
Add more speed limit signs, not just at the village boarders. Enforce speed limits. Add speed bumps.
Additional enforcement of speed limit. Narrow the car portions of roads.

12

Additional sidewalks added throughout to improve pedestrian safety. Improve roads.
Additional through roads identified with shoulders added. Identification of uncontrolled and irregular intersections with the aim to add more stops signs.
Identifications of dangerous curves and blind spots with possible shoulders added.

13

Also, people park in front of my house all the time and it scared the crap out of me. I would like more visible signage that there is no parking or stopping
in front of residential homes or cars will be ticketed and towed. People pull up in front of my house all of the time and sit there forever. I never know if
they are coming to my house or not. Or solicitors park in front of my house. I would like there to be no door to door solicitation in Fox Point, but
particularly no stopping standing or parking in front of homes unless there for property maintenance and cones.
Bike and pedestrian shoulders on the part of the property the village owns. It would make our properties shorter but it is much needed for safe
pedestrian and bike shoulders for safety.

14
15
16

17

18
19
20
21

As a parent of two, I find the speeds at which people generally travel around Stornmonth Elementary totally unacceptable and terrifying. Both while
school and during the Summer, I regularly find people traveling up to 40mph around the school. I live only a block away but would never consider
allowing my children walk or bike to school (especially around the Tennis Courts on the blind curve). More effort should be made in the form of multiple
speed bumps, stop signs, speed signs or crosswalks to make this area safer.
as above
as noted, better designation of bike lanes, bike paths and routes to bike trails
As Port Washington Rd becomes busier with arteries of traffic exiting the sprawling apartment complexes that make up that corridor, I believe we need
to evaluate the timing of our stop lights on Bradley Rd. and Dean Rd. Also, please assess whether or not we need to discourage speeding through
neighborhoods to avoid traffic lights with long waiting periods (i.e. Dean Rd). Consider 'dead-ending' certain corridor streets to increase safety in those
neighborhoods. For instance, should Mohawk Rd. dead-end at Calumet? Or should Calumet dead end at Port? An ongoing assesment of traffic flow is
helpful as we seek to maintain the quality of life in Fox Point.
Better paved roads
Better paved roads
better road maintenance, timely completion of road work, and holding vendors to a standard that the work they complete, will last 10-20 yrs. Rome built
ads that service still today
Better speed patrol.

Fall 2019
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22

better street lights during fall / winter months

23

Bicycle lanes are not sufficient -- there are more walkers in Fox Point and either building of sidewalks or increased multiuse paths would be best

24
25
26

Bicycle/pedestrian lanes along Santa Monica Blvd.

27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54

Bike lanes would be nice.
Bike safety line on streets
Bike trails that lead north and south, and sidewalks. It's completely dangerous to try and take my kids on a bike ride or scooter ride down our own street.
It really impedes our quality of life living in Fox Point and has made us reconsider moving back to Whitefish Bay.
Boost public safety awareness efforts - folks out walking at night in dark clothes with no reflective assistance or maybe a weak flashlight, bikers
disregarding road rules altogether, walkers/bikers on wrong sides of road - these are occurring more often
Bradley Rd needs repaving; also, there is a serious depression/pothole at the north end of the cul de sac where it meets the main road in the 8200 block
of Regent Rd.
Bradley Rd. needs repair; also, end of Regent Rd. on north side adjacent to main road has some depressions (almost like potholes) that are bad enough to
steer around to avoid
bring back the bus that went up lake drive!
Bumps in the road to slow down traffic.
Bus routes
bus stop near cardinal stritch
Calumet needs a walking path. Regent also needs a walking path.
Capping the drainage ditches on some streets will permit widening while minimizing impacts to home owners.
Cars should not be allowed to pass on any part of Lake Drive. Bike lanes should be continuous and of proper width for improved safety. Like to see
walking path from Lake Drive to Port Washington at Bradley similar to Calumet to promote a walking community. Partner with Bayside to educate
residents on how to yield to pedestrians where there are cross walks (I have spoken to Bayside Police Chief Larsen multiple times about the number of
people disregarding the crosswalk signs and lights along Brown Deer at school zone.
Change Santa Monica to have 2-way motor traffic on one side and 2-way pedestrian traffic on the other side.
Clear foliage on paths and streets. as a regular walker it can be dangerous as the overgrown trees and foliage reduce visibility and create a danger to
pedestrians and bikers.
Collect donations of plants for the benefit of the village. People beak up plants as they thrive and they need a new home. The village could use them to
improve flowerbeds in selected areas....
Completion of the sidewalks past River Pointe.
Connecting sidewalks on Brown Deer Rd, increased safety measures at school crosswalks
Consider a loop bus that would give access to nearby amenities (health clubs, restaurants, grocery stores, etc.
Consider installing speed bumps. Santa Monica, Regent, Bradley and Calumet could benefit for sure. As a dog walker, I know people drive way too fast
on these roads.
Consistent and appropriate bike path on Lake Drive and repairs of highly trafficked roads like Regent between Dean and Bradley and Santa Monica Blvd
between Yates and the southern Village boarder.
Continue to create pedestrian pathways to better connect our community.
Continued Milwaukee County Transit service is very important. While I only use occasionally it is important to have that access.
Continued/greater police presence and or crossing guard during start and end of school days at Maple Dale School.
Could you finish the construction on Calumet sometime soon?
Create better safety on Santa Monica by the bridge, for pedestrians, (in between the boarder of WFB & the beginning of Yates).
Cross walks at some intersections. We have a lot of walkers and we are 2 of them but when a car is coming we move over some do not people are rude.
Walkers do not own the road it is a road and since we have a walking community maybe adding paths I know there are a couple. Maybe a walk path
around the entire Stormonth school.
Cross walks clearly marked on Lake Drive since crossing Lake Drive can be very dangerous. Signs clearly flashing as you enter or exit Fox Point at main
entry areas that state law requires yielding to pedestrians.
Enhanced bike lanes and pedestrian walk ways on the villages busiest streets. Port Washington road needs sidewalks as does Calumet and Bradley roads.
Crossing lights for pedestrians on Lake Drive by Stormonth and Bayside. If no stop light, build an overpass or underpass. Sidewalks. Fix the traffic flow
around Stormonth -- make the road in front one way, at least during certain hours, and provide a safe place for kids who are walking/biking to cross the
street there.
Currently live on Calumet and love the expanding road due to the pedestrian traffic. I believe this option helps maintain the “feel” of not living in the
village while actually living in the village. Adding sidewalks and extensive paths would change the feel and identify of where we live and as such I do not
support sidewalks throughout the neighborhood.
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55

56

57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74

75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82

Dedicated bike lanes on Lake Drive and Pt Wash are appropriate, but other streets do not require them.
Dedicated bike/pedestrian path that we currently have is really nice. I am against road widening for many reasons: bad drivers use bike lanes to overtake;
drivers occasionally passing through N lake drive take visual cues to gauge their speed ( the wider the road, the faster they go, unfortunately). Instead,
there are best practices out there that the village can adapt, whilst maintaining the atmosphere of a small residential village. For example, we already
have park benches that are nice visual cues to commuters to slow down, and are also a welcoming respite to villagers. Maybe we could add more
benches, or soften the landscape, pay attention to overgrown bush, add more road, school zone and pedestrian signs, or do more traffic enforcements
etc etc
Definitely Not widening streets. Our l9t would be tiny if Santa Monica is widened. And it would become a thorough fare route which as a new home
owner I would hate. Currently there are lots of bikers, dog walkers and moderate traffic. If it became an alternate route to Lake drive for lots of traffic it
would be awful and also impact Santa Monica Blvd going South into Whitefishbay , which would create dangerous conditions on their 15 mile of hour
streets near schools.
Do not put in sidewalks! We moved here because there are no/few sidewalks or streetlights. If people want safer walking and sidewalks they should
move to WFB or Shorewood.
do not want electric scooters in fox point
Drivers will only drive faster in wider roads putting more pedestrians at risk leading to more stop in signs and more disturbing noise for nearby residents.
MANY people east of lake drive and in lake drive travel far too fast down dean/bradley/calumet.
Either sidewalks or street lights are needed. Too many dog walkers at night and they are hard to see in the dark by drivers. Creates a dangerous
situation for all
eliminate the railroad and put in a bike path
Eliminate uncontrolled intersections. At least erect yield signs. No roundabouts.
encourage dog walkers, bikers and pedestrians to wear light colored clothes and definitely use lights at night!
Enforce automobile safety rules.
Advocate for improved bus access on Port Washington Road.
Enforce bicycle rules.
Enforce existing laws regarding walking, running, biking etc. on the correct side of the road.
Enforce 'no parking on city street 'laws.
Enforce rules about crossing in cross walks
Enforce the parking ordinance, which does not seem to be enforced except for Beach Drive.
Enforce the waring of florecent clothing for bikers, walkers, runners
Enhancing bike and pedestrian safety should be a priority. Will leave suggestions to the experts
Ensure bicyclists follow road rules - including enforcing fines for those that do not stop at stop signs. Too many run stop signs and are a hazard.
Especially in the area between Cardinal Stritch and the JCC, it is dangerous to be a walker, and there are many of them out there. It's also a problem for
early morning dog walkers I pass, even on 'side' streets like Navaho. There seem to be more and more dog owners walking on the streets in the dark
mornings in winter. I love the quaint Fox Point street signs, but as my eyes age, I am extremely grateful for those newer white background signs on the
side streets that don't have other markings, like Lake Drive. I think the white background in the Fox holder is an extremely adept way of dealing with
visibility.
Even on our side road, cars tend to go fast.
A bike/pedestrian lane on Calumet would be very helpful.
Everyone in the community has access to a car or UBER. Transportation should not be a responsibility of the Village.
Faster road repair and replacement. Consider bike lanes on major through roads, Lake Drive, Santa Monica, Port Washington, Green Tree, Calumet,
Bradley, Dean.
Fines for walkers who are not wearing reflective gear. Warnings/fines for pedestrians shining their flashlights in the eyes of drivers...this is quite
dangerous AND common.
Fix the roads, mostly in places where pedestrians walk and bikers ride. We have very few busy roads, we do not need to worry about 'expanding' or
'improving.' As I said before, proper maintenance.
For intersections that do not have stop signs or yield signs - if bushes or foliage are causing visual blockage for drivers - the village needs to address those
residents or take initiative to trim to safe levels.
Make a greater effort to encourage all residents use reflective methods or lights when walking in the village at dusk and after dark. Start a campaign to
encourage safe pedestrian habits.
For the most part, I find that bikers/walkers find the quieter roads however Bradley is a connection point many times and a walking shoulder of sorts
would be great.
Forget sidewalks and bike lanes...we want to preserve the semi rural character of the Village/ if you want bike lanes and sidewalks, but a house in
Whitefish Bay
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83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99

100

Fox Point transportation is adequate. It is a safe place to walk and bicycle. At the same time, who is going to say no to increased safety or access? If there
are those who disrespect the residential character of the village, traffic calming methods are fine. One would be to lower the speed limit to 25 miles per
hour on all village streets except Port Washington Road and Lake Drive. Then let the Fox Point Police issue some tickets until people take it seriously.
Fox pont streets are great. Minimum affect to the property yet enhances enhanced safety for pedestrians.
Gates at the train tracks, which would not only improve safety, it would allow for actual quiet zones without train whistles at all hours of the day and
night.
get a better village board
Get rid of county busing... it's costly and underutilized.
Get the word out to let people know which side of the street they should walk and bike on. Articles noting that people should walk on the 'appropriate'
side of the street says nothing. We see many people walking on the wrong side of the street and occasionally biking on the wrong side as well. (Walk
against traffic. Bike with traffic.)
Get yards on corner lots to keep foliage clear so drivers can see on coming traffic so they can safely pull out.
Greater number of multipurpose lanes (walking and bikinh) More Fox Point signs for recreational facilities.
Greater walkability would be nice.
High volume traffic areas should be of higher priority than residential streets that may not warrant any change.
How would sidewalks or widened shoulder affect snow removal and expectations of home owners?
Hwys travesing villiage widened
I agree that there needs to be something done about pedestrian safety, but I do NOT want sidewalks in Fox Point.
I answered 'no' to the last question (may be the only respondent who does) because, unless enforcement efforts are increased, improved roads will only
result in even faster traffic. Delivery trucks should be the first target, but passenger vehicles are just as guilty. Someone is going to get hurt.
I believe bike lanes, pedestrian paths, and more sidewalks are a MUST. We also need street lighting.
I believe we need to find a way to work with the state to add safety measures along lake drive. The speeds traveled are in excess at times of 45 mph and
since there are so many children and adults crossing lake drive at different times I believe we should advocate putting traffic lights in order to slow
traffics and allow pedestrians to cross lake drive safely.
I bike from Fox Point to work in downtown Milwaukee. I never feel unsafe on Fox Point roads on my bike and only rarely when walking my dogs. I think
the streets are fine.
I do not think there is a need to widen roads, necessarily, so much as a need for more paths or crosswalks. It would be great for more kids to have a safe
path to school & the parks once they are close. I don't think we need sidewalks all over the village, but at the very least some crosswalks and signs to get
safely from one side of the street to the other, and walking paths within the Stormonth/Park property would be great. I'm thinking specifically of the
paved path that connects Crossway to Lombardy. It's great. But then my children have to dodge traffic to cross Lombardy to the park, and then wade
through the grass and muck to get to school, the playground, ice skating, etc. If there are other paths like this, it seems like a relatively simple fix to get
people safely to the 'Community Heart', if that's what it will be.
I don't have any suggestions, but Fox Point is a very tricky neighborhood for bicycles and pedestrians and I'm glad to see this is being discussed. It is

101 always very nerve-wrecking sending our kids out on bikes. Just the other day I was walking my dog, and had to move out of the way because an oncoming car didn't move over. This happens often. Once it's dark out, it's very scary being on the road as a pedestrian.

102 I don't see a lot of public transportation options and I don't see them operating at any sort of frequency.

I don't support widening any streets for bike lanes. I don't see why bikers would want to bike on a busy street and not one street over where its safer

103 and more enjoyable.

I feel that a lot has been done already with the bike trails, and the side walks that have been put in on the major streets, ie Port Washington Road and

104 Lake Drive. As far as the streets, I think that there are a few problems, but most of the roads appear better than the stretch of I-43 from Good Hope to
105

downtown Milwaukee
I feel the change of Lake Drive years ago from three lanes to two was a very vital improvement for cyclist safety. I see no need for other improvements at
this time.
I have checked in favor of road widening, presuming it would take the form of one of the above - but I would hate to see property taxes sky-rocket. I

106 have heard many people disdain the thought of sidewalks as an amenity that would ruin the rural character of the Village and I can certainly understand
this point of view. However, as a frequent dog and grand-child walker I would find sidewalks to be a considerable comfort.

107 i have no good ideas.
108 I like the idea of bicycle lane on busier roads.

I like the narrow roads in Fox Point, which create more intimate neighborhoods and encourage drivers to slow down. I understand the need for bike

109 safety on busier streets, in which case wider streets with designated bike lanes may be appropriate.
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I live in an area of Fox Point where persons exit the freeway and are wanting to get to Lake Drive. They is no signage to direct how to get there so they

110 idle in front of my house trying to figure out how to get to LD. Signage directing them will help them and me.

I love love to see Lake Drive repaved as other surrounding communities have done. In addition, Bradley Road needs considerable work - hopefully it will

111 be next after Calumet.

112

I made an earlier recommendation that the village should be more pro-active when new businesses are developed - ala River Point, a missed opportunity
when it converted from its former shopping persona - which could have incorporated more pedestrian elements, more green space and trees and less
pavement. We need to hold businesses more accountable when they are coming in that the village expects fresher thinking than a sea of asphalt.
Drivers move too fast through this parking area which only further discourages bikers and walkers. It just feels as if the village favors cars over almost
every other type of transportation. This needs to change as more people walk, run, push strollers, etc.
I recognize this is a Bayside issue however the cross walk just as Lake/Brown Deer turn north at ~ Pelham is extremely dangerous for pedestrians and foot

113 traffic along Brown Deer in this stretch all the way to Audobon Court is treacherous- and very poorly designed. I worry about the safety of both
pedestrians and children on bicycles.

114 i ride my bike a lot in summer but use the bike trail in milwaukee.

I think the roads are wide enough to add bike lanes if only one lane plus turning lane. Around the schools it might be good to add more bike lanes on the

115 side streets and make sure sidewalks surround school building so accessible if walking to/from.

The intersections at Green Tree/Port and at Port and Brown Deer are not very pedestrian friendly.

116

I think the signs that point out the pedestrians have the right of way have done a great job in crosswalks but the village should add a few more on high
volume routes. The North South expressway known as Yates road near Cardinal Stritch and the East-West Expressway otherwise known as Green Tree
could use a sign that says Pedestrians have the right of way and or something that says drivers should take care, maybe consider taking steps not to kill
people taking a walk by applying a break to let cars pass and giving them room. OK, that was snippy but it makes my point. I know there are some
who hate cyclists and pedestrians because they simply want the road to themselves.
I think there is adequate signage and road width throughout the village. From my perspective, people are concious of the fact that there are no

117 sidewalks, yet a fair amount of people walking/biking on the roads. I would support designated bike lanes on some roads, but I think that would be
suffucient.

118 I think widening the roads works. I like the plan for Calumet. If you put in sidewalks or paths, you cut into people’s yards, and that may not go over well.
119 I wish we had the bus service from Bell and Lake.

120

121
122
123
124
125

I would just note that I do not recommend road widening because bicyclists won't necessarily use bike lanes; many cyclists, both children and adults, are
afraid to ride in the street. When I am walking in the village, I often encounter bicyclists on the paved walkway, even when there is a clearly marked bike
lane. The only way to get the cyclists back on the road is to ban them from the paved walkway and separate the bike lanes from the car lanes so the
cyclists feel safe. If that were being done, I would support road widening on major roadways (e.g., Lake Drive, N Port Wash Rd) running through the
village.
I do not know if there is a ridesharing service for the elderly or some sort of local transit to get people around if they cannot drive, but that would be
something good to have here.
I would like to see more enforcement of the speed zones on streets. I would like police(maybe on bicycles) to stop and encourage people to walk against
traffic. The signs for walking on the right side of street are good, but people still ignore. Signs on streets, Are you walking against traffic for your own
safety?
I would like to see similar permanent speed indicators like WFB has on Lake Drive in between School and Silver Spring on several streets in Fox Point. One
in particular is Dean Road east of Lake Drive where both residents and non-residents speed back/forth to Doctors Park. Such devices would be constant
reminders to drivers.
I would love to see a police effort to target people driving and texting.
I would love to see sidewalks in our neighborhood. Our neighborhood is beautiful and it would be great to be able to walk my kids/dogs without the
concern of how people are driving.
I would only agree with road widening IF theres a demonstrated need - cost is high for those projects, but there could be areas (roads with heavier
traffic) that could benefit from this.

126 I would recommend sidewalks on more highly traveled streets. I live on Regent and would support a special assessment that would provide for sidewalks.
I'd strongly support efforts to widen streets however that may be accomplished. Protected bike lanes are being implemented by the City of Milwaukee,

127 and that may be a great option if the space is available. Streets like Calument, Dean, Bradley, and other thorough fairs would be great options for a
protected lane for walkers/bikers.

128 If plans aren't already in place, Fox Point should follow Whitefish Bay and Shorewood's example of (at the very least) repaving Lake Drive.
129 If you could, change people so they don't drive like manics on streets with small children.
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I'm all for sidewalks especially on many of the side streets where it's difficult to police/regulate speeding cars. Speeding cars is a real issue over on Fox

130 Lane where we live especially during the summer when Doctor's Park is being utilized more. Sidewalks would be great and I would even be open to small
speed bumps.

131 I'm good
132

I'm not sure if its in Glendale or Fox Point, but there should be a full path leading up to the bridge on Yates. The south end is not so much a problem, but
the north side of the bridge is dangerous to. The shoulder is narrow and overgrown. This is a hazard.
I'd love to see a walkway all along Port Road, from at least St. Eugene to River Point. This would really enhance the area, and give it a walkable feel. I
think you might find that shops would come in if they could see they would get foot traffic.
I'm still waiting for Calumet to be finished. I don't know that my street needs anything...

133
134 Improve road surface quality.

135

Improve route 63 stops (better lighting, better crossings for stops not located at stop lights).
Widen Lake Drive shoulder (especially in turns) to keep the many bikers there safe.
Lengthen Port Rd. multi-use path to village border. I've seen people walking on Port Rd on the southern end a lot.
Bump-outs around village schools to protect children walking to them.
Fox Point has lots of potential to be better for biking so doing a bike/ped plan would be helpful.
Advocate for multi-modal transportation in the upcoming I-43 expansion project by WisDOT.
Improved quality of our pavements and drainage.
A multiuse path like that along Green Tree road, Lake Drive and Port WA near the middle school are good, though one could be added on each lane of

136 Santa Monica Blvd., especially if the pool remains on Santa Monica.

Our police dept. could work with the schools on proper walking (pay attention, face traffic, & keep to the right), riding (no listening devices, ride with
traffic and keep to the right) & scooter use - if the Village allows that on streets. These lifelong skills work in most communities in the US.

137 Improved visibility to street signs (hard to see at night). Improved safety for pedestrian traffic.
138 Improvement along Santa Monica.
Improvements on Lake Drive re: pavement; better defined road shoulders and bike paths.

139 Remove tree branches that block street signage.

Repaint/ replace reflective posts on all street corners.

140 In addition to bike/walking lanes or paths, enhanced enforcement of speeding should be.addressed along with failure to yield /stop at corners.
Is there a problem with pedestrian, bike, public safety supported by data? Supportive of increased safety measures particularly regarding walking school

141 children.
142 It appears the stop signs have become a suggestion.....

143

It would be great to have some type of on-call mass transit, such as a small bus or shuttle, that could transport people to the grocery store, doctors, etc.
In many small towns, there is a small wheelchair - accessible bus that you call 24 hours before you need it, let them know when you have to be at your
appointment, and the dispatcher tells you when they can pick you up from your house. If Fox Point really wants to accommodate elderly and
handicapped people, I could see something like this working quite well. The shuttle could even go to Bayshore mall, where passengers could connect
with other buses instead of trying to catch a bus that runs once an hour (Currently, it takes 1.5 hours to ride the bus from Bradley and Port Washington
Rd to Wisconsin Avenue downtown - this is a travesty in a city this size.)
It would be nice if some of the busier streets had areas that would make it safer for walkers and bike riders. Roads such as Calumet and. Regent are very

144 busy and could use side walls or bike lanes.(crossing brown deer is also terrible)

It’d be great (though I know is highly unlikely), but any chance the village can encourage the railroad to use an alternate route so the tracks could be

145 turned into a bike/walking path where the village could have little bike/walking “way stations” offering refreshments (food trucks) so the village could
become a recreational destination somewhat like the villages/towns like New Glarus.

146 It’s fine. You want sidewalks, move to whitefish bay.
It's dangerous to walk on many of the streets as they are narrow and have no pedestrian area. People drive very fast on major side roads and since there

147 is almost no street lighting it is even more dangerous at night time. I'm surprised more people don't get hit by cars.

148 Just as Lake Dr has a path or sidewalk for children, walkers, runners, would make higher volume roadways much safer. Yates Rd, Santa Monica Blvd...
149 Lake Drive traffic volume is too much.
150

LARGE stripes to indicate crossing areas.
Allow signage on businesses on Silver Spring so they can be seen and read from road. The signage at present is so light in color and
difficult to see. Encourage cafes, coffee shop to move into some of the spaces as other businesses vacate this area.
Maybe a 'hub' for kids/teens....old soda parlor hang out place.
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151

152
153

154

Leave the roads as they are. The problem is in educating and then enforcing rules of the road to pedestrians and bikers. Roads are still first and foremost
for cars/trucks/vehicles. Walkers and bikers can easily enjoy those same roads provided they adequately obey the same rules as the vehicle drivers.
That’s only fair. And bikers and walkers do not need to hog extra-busy roads. Plenty of children bike willy-nilly without caring a whit about cars. Yet if
they get hit due to their own negligence, the drivers will be ticketed and sued even if they aren’t at fault. That’s a problem. Enforce the rules. There’s no
need to screw up perfectly decent roads in Fox Point like they are in Shorewood and Whitefish Bay. What a monumental waste of time and money that
is.
Love all the above! Would love sidewalks! A multi use path sounds nice! A way for us to be more of a walking/biking community for our kiddos.
Creating a way for them to get to the heart of the community.
Love the idea of bike paths, widened shoulders!
Maintain better sidewalks on main cross streets. Port Washington, Lake drive, and two or three of the other streets that are crossways (like DEAN ROAD
where school children cross and walk.
And most importantly,stop calling speeding 'traffic calming.' The current Village boards does not seem to want to offend speeders, and keeps issuing
'warnings' instead of tickets. Warnings have not worked in the past 10 years, speeding is up (as are crazy drivers). Stop being nice!
Many intersections (Whitney to Bradley, Whitney and Willow) have overgrown residential trees and shrubs to the point that a car has to get halfway into

155 the intersection to see if a car is coming or pedestrian is there. There should be some kind of watch on that.

Many of our streets have unmarked intersections. It is ridiculous. What harm would it be to put up some yield signs. It s an accident waiting to happen.

156 I m not sure why these intersections are unmarked. It makes zero sense.
157

Many of the road are in TERRIBLE shape and need repaving. I have fallen into potholes when walking/running on my own street, and many others.

158 Many roads need maintenance.
159 Many streets with bicycle lanes are MUCH more hazardous for pedestrians than streets without bicycle lanes.

Marked pedestrian crosswalks with raised pedestrian islands on Lake Drive at major cross streets (Green Tree, Calumet, Bradley and Dean). Solar

160 powered pedestrian signals like the ones in Bayside on Brown Deer should also be considered. Better bike lanes on Lake Drive once it is repaved would
161

also help.
Maybe fine people who don't carry lights while wslking.

162 Mentioned previously but road quality is poor. Bradley road which we use daily is rutted and uneven. Most side roads west of Lake Dr are similar.
Mohawk Rd is regularly used by drivers headed east on Bradley Rd who are seeking to avoid the traffic lights at Bradley and Port. This creates a significant

163 amount of excess traffic on Mohawk Rd, including excessive speeds at times.
164 Monitor speeders on N. Lake Dr...terrible
165 More attention to pedestrian crossways and bike lanes. I feel unsafe really in all aspects of using the street for recreation.
166 more bus routes, sidewalks on main streets
167 more community awareness of the effects of speeding

More crosswalks! More radar enforcement! Our Police Department does a wonderful job and I've seen a recent increase in the number of vehicles

168 pulled over for traffic violations. I hope this continues. Yates & Green Tree Rd are especially bad.
169 more monitoring of speeding traffic on Santa Monica Blvd!
170 More multi use paths would be a welcome addition.

more paving projects, maybe a nice walking path on Green Tree towards shopping and new developments on Port road. Make the village more village-

171 like: easily walkable to shopping, restaurants, etc.

More pedestrian paths and better visibility near intersections of high traffic - specifically tall bushes at Calumet and Lake. Cars often turn fast off Lake

172 Drive when pedestrians on Calumet are approaching Lake Drive. This is true on a number of intersections around town.

More police writing tickets and taking AWAY points. Monetary fine will not hurt as much as points being taken away for years! What’s it gonna take? A

173 child being killed?
174 more public buses throughout fp
175 more sidewalks would be great and a bicycle path too. more city buses and public transportation would also be nice.
176 More signage for right of travel and better pathways for all types of travel.
177 more signage re:traffic and speed and yielding
178 More 'Stop' or 'Yield' signs on cross streets...
179 More street lights to help with night time walking and ability to navigate the village at night
180 More traffic slowing signs/means. Better ways to cross Lake and to turn onto Lake from side streets.
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most all side streets are adequate for traffic, bikes and people.....busier thoroughfares need enhancement for bikes

181 and pedestrians. Some streets have such a low volume of traffic that it would be wasteful to change them, and it
could potentially change the rural character of the village.

182 Multi use lanes, crossing signals along lake drive, and an additional stop sign on calumet.

Multi use paths are a good option to sidewalks. Developing sidewalks will cost $$$s, as will multi-use paths, but the latter more conservative of our

183 relatively unpaved Village.
184 Multipurpose shoulder for pedestrians and bikes for safety especially kids and dog walkers
185 N/a
186 Na
187 Need a more prominent bike lane on lake drive. It's a popular place for riders and it's not always done safely.

Newcomers to the village should receive an educational brochure about how to walk safely in a community without sidewalks and be advised about rules

188 for safe walking at night. Maybe a volunteer committee could be established to leave materials with new families and help new residents learn 'village
basics'.

189 No opinion
190 No road widening. We have enough pavement in the Village - possibly footpaths in select locations.

No sidewalks. Multi-use paths are the way to go as we already have many of them. Add one to start at Longacre park, so kids can safely walk or bike to

191 school.
192 No specific recommendations
193 No suggestion.
194 none
195 none
196 None
197 None
198 none
199 none
200 None
201 None
202 None
203 none
204 none
205 None
206 None

None - would not want a lot of buses coming through the area. Uber/Lyft are available as needed. Plus, there aren't a lot of commercial businesses in

207 the Village as a whole so doesn't seem to be a huge need for it within the Village
208 None needed
209 NONE NEEDED
210 none needed we have adequate now
211 None of the above would work where we live
212 None.
213 None.

Not much. I would love to see the village force bicycles to ride on the bike paths along Lake Drive, rather than on the road. Traffic does not seem like a

214 problem at all otherwise.

215

One of the reasons I chose to move back to Fox Point after having grown up here was no streetlights and no sidewalks. We have the benefit of a rural
feel in a suburban area and I love it. I recognize that drivers are more distracted these days and that has increased the level of fear that people have
about being hit by cars/drivers. HOWEVER.... the number of people that I see walking on the wrong side of the road, people walking at night in all black
or dark colors with no flashlights and/or no reflective gear is absolutely unbelievable to me. Unfortunately I don't know how to solve/fix that as I know
I've seen signs telling people what side of the road to walk on (which tells me I'm not the only one who's noticed this trend), but if we don't fix that,
widening roads, putting in bike lanes, etc. won't solve anything.
Other than what has already been mentioned in survey questions and comments, police enforcement of current speed limits and traffic/parking laws

216 should be enforced more strongly & regularly.
217 Pedestrian and bicycle access is important but so is cost.
218 Pedestrian crossings, signage to discourage bicycles on sidewalks
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Pedestrians and bicyclists can avoid high traffic areas. There are plenty of side streets for leisurely transportation. That is what is great about the

219 residential nature of our community.
220 People drive very fast on Fox Point streets. More speed limit signs? More police watching for speeders?
221 Please don't put in sidewalks. And what are you talking about 'traffic enhancements'? No one knows what you mean!
222
223
224

Please see my previous note under recreation. I have concerns about bike and pedestrian safety for both young and old. I am regularly flipped off and
honked at as I slow my car for pedestrians and bikers on Lake Drive. Also, people regularly try to pull around me to pass on the right when I am stopped
or paused for a biker or walker--who then they come close to hitting. It is extremely unsafe to pause on Lake Drive or to try to cross as a pedestrian or
biker any time of day, but especially in the a.m. and p.m. rushes. I love our community and wish others would understand that it is not a freeway passing
through.
Please, no sidewalks. They would be too expensive and aren't in line with the aesthetic of our village.
Provide every resident with a reflective vest, blinking colored light and enforce pedestrians and bicyclists to wear these to promote better visibility for car
drivers.

225 Put up speed limit signs within the Village. Not just at entries. Enforce traffic laws. Put in sidewalks on east west streets and Santa Monica boulevard
226
227
228
229
230
231
232

Rapid flashing beacons, ladder style crosswalks
repave roads that are in current need
Repave streets ONLY... no other improvements or tax payer spent dollars
Restrictions regarding motorcycles and large trucking vehicles in place.
Re-surfaced roads where necessary.
Road quality is very poor,Regent,Bradley as example.
Road widening is silly. Pedestrians can use the beautiful path. They choose to run on the streets.

233 Safer pedestrian space is a must! Sidewalks especially on Santa Monica the busiest street as well as streets around the school should be a priority
See my previous comments about the Regent Road crossing of Brown Deer Road. In addition, Lake Drive, Brown Deer Road and Dean Road are heavily

234 used by bicyclists and pedestrians. Wider bike and pedestrian lines are needed with separation from vehicle traffice.
235 Seems more than adequate to me at this time. I am not in favor of sidewalks or streetlights.

Several corners without white posts /reflectors...Difficult to see turns at night...ie: Regent and Point Dr.

236 Expedite the new street signage...why the delay?
237 Should be a pedestrian crossing at Greentree and lake drive.
238 side walks to enjoy the village easier.
239 sidewalk
240 Sidewalk around Stormonth
241 Sidewalk from schools - both directions. Sidewalk by maple dale is limited going south on the west side of port Washington road.
242 Sidewalk safer for children to ride
243 Sidewalks
244 Sidewalks
245 Sidewalks on main larger Fox Point streets.
246 Sidewalks on main streets (Calumet for example)

sidewalks on main streets such as bradley rd, calumet, etc.. I am not very comfortable with my children riding their bikes on these roads due to high

247 traffic and narrow roads. This makes it difficult to bike in fox point
248 Sidewalks or charming street lights.
249 Sidewalks would be amazing. More signage alerting vehicle traffic to possibility of pedestrians or cyclists.
250 Sidewalks!!!
251 Solar powered pedestrian flashing yield light at Lake Dr. & Green Tree.
252
253

Some of the above survey questions are too vague and open-ended for the average resident to respond to appropriately - what are traffic calming
measures??? etc...
I am strongly opposed to widening roads to create bike lanes that would benefit only a small number of people for a limited time of the year while
destroying the aesthetics of our community.
Some of the roads have pretty significant potholes that need to be filled. It would be nice to fix the worst of these. I am opposed to adding any further
bicycle lanes - in my opinion, this creates nothing but confusion and frustration.
Some type of local cab service would be very welcome.

254
255 Speed bumps. I’m concerned about speeders now that Calumet Rd is being widened
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SPEED ENFORCEMENT on Santa Monica. Walkers, runners, parents with children are continually subject to car traffic which GREATLY exceeds the speed

256 limit of 25mph. I witness this DAILY.
257 Speed humps near lake drive on main roads
258 Speed reminders on heavily used neighborhood streets like Bradley, Santa Monica, Bell, Lombardy, etc.
259 Speeding- excessive on many roads

Stop painting double yellow lines past cross streets. (Go look at Santa Monica and Cloverrnook) If one were to follow the rules of the road they would

260 not be able to turn west on Clovernook from northbound Santa Monica. I believe there are other places in the village that I have seen similar situations
Stop signs that light up. Pedestrian cross walks that are marked so that drivers know that pedestrians have the right of way. Especially at a 4way stop.

261 Yield or watch for pedestrians signs at intersections that there is no stop sign.
262 STOP WASTING MONEY AND OUR QUALITY OF LIFE ON SUMMER ROAD PROJECTS. STOP.
263 Street lights. It's so dark at night.
264 Street widening is not needed, but sidewalks on more streets would be welcome
265

Street widening projects??? FIX THE STREETS WE HAVE FIRST!! We live in a predominantly winter environment....there is not a prevalence of accidents
related to biking and pedestrians. It's not that kind of community!! It's a low density environment where extra safety measures and precautions aren't
necessary because that sort of activity doesn't rise to the level where it's a problem!! Who is the Portland/Seattle transplant trying to pitch this ?? Focus
on the fundamentals first. Plain common sense. Don't over analyze our village through someone else's prism.

266 Switch back to stop signs from yield signs at cross streets on major east/west roads like Bradley.
That last question is terrible in a survey. It would make no sense to add a multi use path to my street, as it wouldn't get you anywhere, and it's the sort of
high traffic road where some millenial in an Audi or some octogenarian in a Town Car tries to run me over on the regular. I answered the question *as if*
I did live on a such a road. But you've biased the results with the poor question.

267 In general, we need to better support pedestrians and bicycles. Bicycle traffic for the most part belongs in the road with the cars. What we need to think
about is how do people safely get to where they want to go by foot or bike? This doesn't entail changing every road. It entails making good paths. We
need another route east west. Maybe Dean Road, get us all the way to Doctor's park and up to Maple Dale? Maybe Bradley? Lake Drive is great! Could
we see about getting all the way up to maybe Green Tree with a sidewalk on Port Washington? That would be two huge improvements, right there.
The biggest drawback of the village is its unsafe roads for biking and walking. Considering the number of young families in Fox Point, improving biker and

268 pedestrian safety should be a top priority.
269 The bike lane on Lake Drive must be constant and full, not intermittent and of variable width

The previous questions are frustrating in their broad types of ‘streets’. Requiring a blanket statement for or against road improvements or widening

270 without stating their location seems dubious at best.
271 The repayment of the roads is too long between jobs.
272 The roads are so narrow that when hosting an event at your home it is difficult for guests to park
273
274
275

There are a few cross streets near us that could use a Yield or Stop sign (Spooner & Whitney, Willow & Whitney). There has been at least one accident at
Spooner & Whitney, and many near-misses.
The Village also used to close the street and block off Whitney for Trick-or-Treat, which felt slightly safer.
There is nothing I can think of.
There is that on e stretch along Lake Dr that the bike lane is gone, around a curve south of Calumet. That might be nivce to improve since a lot of bikers
go thru Fox Point.

276 There should be a pedestrian crossing (like in Whitefish Bay) on the corner of Green Tree and Lake Dr and on the corner or Dean and Lake Drive.
This is my highest priority. School zone safety is a mess. It is a huge impediment to building community when our children are not allowed to move freely

277 around their own environment. I think crossing Lake Drive should be a big priority, and the way to do that is to install stop lights that only turn red when
someone presses a button, which are much more effective than crosswalks and less intrusive then stop signs

This is regarding picking up children at Stormonth School. Find a better way of picking up children when cars are on the road in line, sometimes wrapping

278 around a block and making it difficult for traffic going the opposite directionto pass through.

To improve safety at least on the busier neighborhood streets I would like to see either some sort of area for pedestrians and bicyclists or street lights.

279 When the days are short, I have had to walk the dog on the street in the dark. I also think this would encourage more children (and others) to walk and
280
281

bike, a healthy behavior that should be encouraged.
Traffic flow on Lake Drive is increasingly dangerous. I sense the volume is increasing, speeding, and use by commercial vehicles (trucks). Pedestrian
crosswalks and signage needs improvement. Look to Whitefish Bay or Bayside for examples.
Traffic is going too fast. I would prefer narrow roads with pedestrian paths and other traffic calming devices
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traffic light at brown deer and regent (that might be bayside)

282 street lights, something to compliment the street signs, at larger intersections
Traffic lights should be installed at the intersection of Regent and Brown Deer Road that would work during rush hour traffic and then be yellow caution

283 going east and west with red light function going north and south during non rush times.
284

Transportation in the village is adequate. It is a safe place for both pedestrians and cyclists. At the same time, who is going to say no to increased safety
and access? If there are drivers who do not respect the residential character of the village, then mitigating methods could be used. One way would be to
lower the speed limit to 25 miles per hour on all village streets except Port Washington and Lake Drive. And then have the Fox Point police issue tickets
for a while until people take it seriously.

285

Two comments:
1) If you want to increase pedestrian safety you should NARROW the roads, not widen them!! The problem is cars, not road width. I am completely
opposed to widening of any kind. One option is to make some streets one-way and paint pedestrian lanes into the existing width.
2) I would like to have a commuter train that stops in Fox Point and goes into downtown Milwaukee.
unmarked intersections such as Willow and Whitney are inexcusable. Simply place a Yield sign to avoid collisions like we had a few months ago.

286 Trimming bushes to ensure adequate visibility is also important. I live at the 8000 block of Regent Road - the condition of the road is terrible, extremely
bumpy. The stop sign on Bradley and Regent is Great!

Very concerned about the speed of traffic on Calumet. With the widening of the road I feel it may turn into a 'highway' unless properly patrolled.

287 People already travel at very unsafe speeds on Calumet (even during construction) and I fear this is only going to get worse when it reopens.
288 Ways to slow traffic down and the use of widening the streets or putting in walking paths on high traffic areas (around Stormonth)
289 We can't think of any.
290 We don’t need wider roads we need SIDEWALKS especially on east side of lake drive and traffic lights to allow crossing lake drive.
291
292
293
294
295
296
297

We live on Bradley Road, and we would love a sidewalk or footpath. We are concerned, however, at how long the process is taking on Calumet Road
presently.
We bicycle and walk a great deal. Currently we do not see the need for a bicycle lane, as it is easy to move by bike in Fox Point. However, walking with
children or with a dog is a bit of a nightmare, so sidewalks are most welcome.
We need more stop signs around the village, especially the intersection by Doctors Park....people dogs and cars, especially when they don't live in the
area, are CLUELESS when it comes to that intersection going into the park!
We need more street lights. It is too dark in Fox Point.
We need to do more to provide pedestrian and bike safety on our roadways. We cannot wait for a disaster to occur before we decide to take action. We
have experience too many close calls in our family already. We currently restrict when and where our kids can ride bikes because the roads are too
narrow and the drivers in our community ignore speed limits, are constantly driving distracted (use cell phones, etc.) and in general drive with an air of
enlightenment.
We need to figure out ways to slow traffic on high volume streets while also working to have cyclists reduce riding abreast during peak times on high
volume roads.
We need to make our community a safe place to walk and bike. It is not presently.
We need to set and enforce speed limits - especially during parent drop-off/pickup around Stormonth School. Cars on Yates and Crossway drive way too
fast. It's a hazard for anyone using the road for walking.
We need to slow traffic patterns to allow for pedestrian and biker safety. All too many times, there are speeders, people texting or both and not paying

298 attention to kids riding their bikes, people walking their dogs. I’ve been nearly hit a dozen times on Calumet over the course of the last 3 years and it’s

from people flying down the road. We have too many streets without measures to show cars down. Let’s add stop and yield signs to slow people down!!
We said 'no' to road widening only because we DO NOT want any sidewalks, and that's how we read the intent of that question. FP Police could enforce

299 stops at stop signs a little more vigorously.
300 We should have bike lanes on Lake dr. I live on lake drive and would strongly support widening the street to fit a bike lane
301 We should have sidewalks!

302

We would love SIDEWALKS, so we could safely walk to neighboring homes, schools, Indian Creek Park and Riverpoint Village Shopping Center. I have
young children and it is DANGEROUS for them to walk in the streets (especially on Regent Rd). The cars drive fast, and I feel very uncomfortable having
my young children walk in the street. A lack of sidewalks is probably the number one reason why we would move out of Fox Point.
Sidewalks would make the community more 'walkable'. They would improve the safety and sense of community in Fox Point.
If sidewalks are not feasible, I guess a multi-use path with be an adequate alternative. It would certainly be better than nothing.

303 We would love to see sidewalks in the village
304 We would not like to see roads widened but maintain the gravel shoulder to provide space for pedestrians.
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well maintained roads are important; if people want sidewalks they should move to WFB or Shorewood; if people follow the rules - walking/biking on the

305 correct side of the road and wearing reflective gear and lights at night I think this works.
widen roads

306 increase 25mph speed limits
Widened/improved bikes lanes, please! There are so many cyclists in the north shore, but cycling along Lake Shore Dr isn't exactly safe as the bike lane is

307 very narrow on non-existent in some sections.
308 Wider walking lanes. Traffic bond is fine for this just wider

With regards to where we live, Lake Drive, it would be difficult to expand the width of the roadway, it’s already on top of us, but in general, offering multi-

309 use paths and consideration for bikes and pedestrians, that is important for the future of the village.
310 Work with Bayside to create controlled intersection at Regent and Brown Deer
311 work with either whitefish bay or Glendale to build an bicycle express way from fox point on the oak lead bike trail
312 Would be nice to have a bud link closer to Lake Dr.

Would eventually like to see dedicated clearly marked bike lanes on Lake Drive. The village did what it could with the existing footprint, but some drivers

313 and homeowners don't even seem to know that it it is a bike lane now. It is very dangerous to have to weave into traffic when someone piles yard backs
314
315

and leaves in the bike lane.
Would like the village to review shrubbery that blocks vision at intersections. For example, Bradley and Santa Monica where Town Club has corner
shrubbery.
Would like to see pedestrian crossing areas on busy intersections that would require cars to stop e.g. on the corner of Lake Drive and Green Tree. It is
very difficult to cross over Lake Drive going east or west given the traffic on Lake Drive does not need to stop. Nor are there any cross walks for residence
to cross over. Very dangerous for children.
Would love to see more bike paths and/or for higher traffic streets to be widened to accommodate more bicycle traffic.

316
317 Yield signs added to certain areas with an uncontrolled intersection.
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Comment
Number

Please recommend any improvements you would like to see in Fox Point with respect to
conservation of natural resources.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

Try to keep the Deer and Coyotes in Audubon.
.
ability to access the beach at Beach Drive
Access should be opened and encouraged to paths that are currently 'closed' throughout the village. These are totally unique to Fox Point and people
love using the few that are opened.
Agree the village should continue to manage existing public green spaces but do not agree that private property should be overseen by the village
All of the Lake Michigan shoreline, bluff or lake level, is private property. Those owners should be responsible to bluff maintenance and, therefore,
determining the best way to maintain the bluff. (WRONG)
Allow luxury apartments along lakeshore
Although I would like to see bluffs and Lake Michigan shoreline protected, I also think the cost and other environmental considerations need to be
considered when making decisions on preservation.
Ban the use of cancer causing chemicals. No more pesticides!!! The use of DDT in the 50's destroyed vast insect populations. Current use of toxic
chemicals has resulted in a dead zone. Bird populations have been decimated too!
Besides Doctors Park....what access to Lake Michigan do residents have? Let the lakefront property owners pay for their own land
preservation....spending $ on that does zero for the rest of us.
Better efforts to replace all of the ash trees that are being removed throughout the Village. More planting along the drainage creek that runs down Santa
Monica and into Indian Creek Pkwy. That could, SHOULD, be a beautiful, traditional, tree-lined parkway rather than a barren cement ditch.
Better maintenance of community trees, replacement of dead diseased trees with disease resistant cultivars of trees that have been selected in
consultation with UW horticulture extension service.
Do more to enhance the landscaping, maintenance etc of the Village buildings to reflect a greater sense of pride, image of Fox Point.
Better maintenance of public passages, like the path at the end of green tree road to the lake.
Better stormwater runoff management to reduce pollution into Lake Michigan. Active participation with landowners to reduce erosion of bluffs / ravines
along with runoff of stormwater.
Birth control for the wild life...especially The coyotes!
Bluff revetment done years ago is not enough. Water is rising. This needs frequent re-evaluation.
Bring back the walking path from greentree road down to beach drive. Fox point let it erode and didn’t maintain it. Please repair and open it up again.
Clear trees along Doctor's Park so you can see the lake from the street level park areas.
Composting! Less emphasis on the community on using pesticides
Continue to educate and encourage people in regard to invasive plants etc. Encourage less use of pesticides as all of this flows into Lake Michigan from
which we get our water.
Continue to make it a nice place to live. That is why people move here.
Could the access to the lake from Fox lane be maintained?
Curious what ash tree replacement program / plan is.
EAB treatment and tree replacement and additions - consider adopt-a-tree program.
Encourage the limitations of pesticides by residents. Take care of the Indian Creek Woods.
Engage in more tree planting initiatives
follow the laws, and enforce any violations. Maintain the great lake bluffs.
Get rid of the grass along the lake and plant native plants as a buffer.
Given all of the empty commercial space that exists throughout the Village, I would like to see the Board take pro-active measures to convert more space
(not necessarily those sites) into green/park/community-gathering spaces. As wonderful as our existing parks are, I think it would greatly enhance the
quality of life for Fox Point's residents if we had more access to publicly owned and accessible green/park/community-gathering spaces.
Green space, parks, forestry, meadows and wetlands are our most valuable assets and they should be protected and enhanced.
have a full time arborist instead of a contract with a vendor who pressure you into using them it is not right to have quid pro quo
Have no recommendations.
Help planting trees that will thrive in place of all the dying ash trees
I am not well enough informed to answer this.
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35

I am so happy with the bridge in Fox Point. It helps us appreciate and value the beauty of our location. The view is marvelous. I would love access to more
views of Lake Michigan and the shoreline, but I don’t know how you’d go about finding it.

36

I believe the area that borders the lake is very important, but once again this is not my area of expertise, so I don't know what needs to be done

37

I don’t know enough to make suggestions, but there seems to be an increase in apparent clear cutting of trees by residents above bluff for views.

38
39

I have no good ideas.
I have no idea what this means: 'It is important to maintain the character of the Village along the Lake Michigan shoreline.' Quite frankly this is the sort of
language that feels like Fox Point code for something else.

40

I hope that the eroding shore is not secured with ugly concrete. Village should look at natural and sustainable methods as land protection

41
42

43

I like Fox Point as is. I am unaware of conservation needs.
I mentioned the stormwater at Indian Creek. I would also encourage the Village to look at ravine restoration models that are used in the eastern US, near
Chicago and most recently underway at Schlitz Audubon. Regenerative stormwater conveyance is a restoration model that works with the natural
function of a ravine vs. concrete retaining walls to mitigate erosion and reduce the solids in stormwater before it flows into Lake Michigan - improving
our watershed.
I never get to see or appreciate the shoreline or bluffs along the ravines and the lake. Eastern access in the 'right of way' at Green Tree Rd. has been
discouraged and basically unknown to many newer community residents. A wall was built to dicourage walkers from accessing the walkway leading to
and from the shoreline to Beach Dr.

44

I somewhat agree with preserving/protecting historic assets and the character of the village - do not wish to become like Whitefish Bay, where old
houses are being bought, knocked down for larger new houses (would like to retain the mid century housing stock).

45

I think a good job is being done.
I think the Village is doing a great job so far. The natural environment needs all the help it can get. I don't know much about the bluff and ravine codes to
comment more.

46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57

I think we should have lakefront access at the end of greentree
I think whatever the village is doing now is adequate.
I thinking protecting our natural environment is important and also enhances property value.
I would like to have the Green Tree foot path again.
I would like to have the Green Tree foot path re-activated down to Beach Drive. The newer trail at the north end up to Fox Lane is really nice. Would be
even better to have a full loop down the south end.
I would like to see an additional walking path at the south end of beach drive, similar to the one at the north end. It enhances the walkability of the
community.
I would like to see Doctor's park have improvements and maintain shoreline. I feel that residences residing on lake Michigan should maintain shoreline.
It's their yard! Anything outside that we should maintain.
I would love to see a public beach. Also tax incentive to install solar panels.
I would not be in favor of overly burdensome regulations on private property. If someone owns land on shorelines, bluffs or ravines they should have the
freedom to generally do what they want. Within reason.
I’m not an expert, but preventing stormwater runoff using rocks or similar, potentially planting plants that can help regulate wet/dry cycles, planting
native trees that aren’t likely to get diseases, maybe installing rain barrels at village buildings?

59

If there are any lakefront preservation efforts, I have concerns about funneling village resources to wealthy lake property owners.
If there's anything we can do with our yards to conserve more, we would love to approach it on a community level. Perhaps some trees are better than
others, or parts of yards can be replaced with wild flowers. We would welcome this at a community level.
If we want to conserve the bluff line and lake Michigan border, why are new construction homes along that area allowed to divert their stormwater into
those areas?

60

I'm all for protecting and increasing areas like wetlands, wooded areas, etc. These are beautiful aspects of any community that should be preserved.

61

I'm good

58

62
63
64
65

I'm not sure what all the historic assets of the village are, but why would we want to destroy them? While it is important to protect the bluffs, ravines
and shoreline, I thought this was largely private property. It is up to the property owners to take appropriate action. I am not familiar with the bluff and
ravine code, so I don't know if the issue is that it is not being enforced or that it needs to be strengthened.
I'm not sure what are considered historic assets. It is important to protect the shoreline and bluffs, but my understanding is that it is largely private
property, so it is up to individual property owners to do it.
Improve Dr Park area.
Improve elimination of invasive plants such as buck thorn
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66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79

Improvement of Indian Creek Park needs to be addressed. The project that was initiated needs to be addressed and public education needs to be given
regarding the efforts in that park.
Increase green space within the Village. Create a program to encourage residents to plant more tree and bush on their property.
Increase natural stormwater reclamation, replace turf on Village property with native, sustainable (low-maintenance) plantings that support the native
wildlife, and make use of renewable energy (solar, wind, geothermal) - prioritize these changes to Village property and provide support/incentives for
residents to do so on their own properties.
Increased access points to lake with dogs. Increased parks/green space for picnics or families.
it is not clear to us what improvements of protections this survey is suggesting
are you talking about using tax dollars to prevent erosion on private property ?
It seems as though the natural beauty in the village is well preserved and managed.
It would be great to have a public access/path to Lake Michigan in our community.
It would be nice to have benches along lower Beach Dr. to allow residents to enjoy the lake when walking down there. It shouldn’t just be for Beach Dr.
residents across the street.
Just keep dealing with EAB on an aggressive basis.
Keep lake shore areas available to all.
Keep planting trees
Keep the green spaces that currently exist and don't make them commercial.
keep the parks, the flower planting, etc.
Lake Michigan shoreline in Fox Point is not public property. The village should not be involved in the maintenance nor offering public opinion regarding
it.

80
81

less of them. sell every public space to developers.

82

Maintain aggressive setbacks to reduce tree cutting. Curious what plan is for Ash tree restoration around village? Plant more trees in Santa Monica
median? Is it plausible to divert village rain water to ice skating rink pond and to maintain actual living pond on that parcel?

83

84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100

Limit lawn treatments to not endanger birds.

Maintain the character along the shoreline - there isn't much of one, except wealthy homeowners. Citizens do not utilize access to the lake. The lakefront
on Beach Drive, that would be great for citizens to access. No one wants to go there now as it appears restricted and privately owned. That's why people
created 'Beach Club' as a co-op home. Citizens (Fox Point) should have better, welcomed access to the lake.
Make the beach area on Beach Drive accessible to all--especially if the Village is going to maintain the Lake Michigan shoreline.
Remove some of the excess grass areas and plant with native shrubs and flowers--they absorb water, support wildlife, and are more attractive to
residents.
More access to the water would be great. I don't feel like there is a huge opportunity there.
More bike paths and stroller friendly lake access.
more eco friendly steps taken. solar panels. less spraying. less salt- maybe an alternative?
more parks
More public access at the shoreline would be great.
More public access places on the lake. Possibly a beach.
More public beaches and waterfront parks should be available
Mostly an issue for private owners. I don't have enough information to know whether more bluff legislation is necessary or desireable. I don't think
there's anything so historical in Fox Point that we should have restrictions on tear downs etc.
n/a
n/a
n/a
N/A
Na
Na
need expert input
Need to actively replace diseased/dead trees in all public spaces with a variety of disease resistant trees ( both evergreen and deciduous) to preserve the
character of the Village and its green environment.

101 No comment.
102 no opinion.
103 No recommendations
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104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121

No specific recommendations
No suggestions
No suggestions
no toxic lawn treatments that get into water run off
none
None
None
None
none
None
none
None
none
None
None I can think of.
None, keep at current levels
None.
None.

122 Not entirely related to this question or that following, but would like to see the stair path on Barnett Lane (leading down to the lake) restored.
Not sure if we are talking about private property within this section. I do not know of lake access, other than Doctor's Park here. I would assume that

123 shoreline upkeep is the responsibility of the multi-millionaires living on the lake.
124 Nothing comes to mind.
125 P L A N T M O R E T R E E S !

126 Parks and wooded areas should be a priority. The village seems to be doing a good job with trees, greenspace, and protecting the environment
127 Pesticides should be restricted (to a point).
128 Plant more trees. Add additional planters for flowers in the medians. Allow homeowners to plant flowers there.
129 Plant native trees and herbs
130 plant trees in as many open spaces as possible
131 Planting more diverse trees and plants
132 Planting new trees when old ones die or need to be removed.

Please take more care of areas like Doctors Park and include running trails or visible hiking trails along Indian Creek. These are two fabulous amenities

133 that the Village can really take advantage of.
134 Please, no more expensive bridges!
135 plow them under and let developers have control
136 Preserve our wonderful green spaces and parks such as Indian creek and Stormonth area as well as Doctors Park
137 Protect and care for our existing green spaces.
138 Protect green spaces but make them usable for public use with bike and walking paths or public use activities

139

140
141
142
143
144
145

Protect green spaces from future development. However, I suppose despite my earlier comments that along the shoreline there could be high end
condominium homes like across from doctor’s park. Some of the large dilapidated properties could bring in more money and property tax along the
shoreline across from Doctors park. Individual areas of development should be considered as alternatives. So it’s not a simple yes or no question. I do not
like huge condominium or housing projects. The village integrity and character needs to be maintained but there are ways to convert historical buildings
into multi dwelling residential offerings while still maintaining the historical or current village character. For example, Condos at Uihlein Estate Town
Homes
3318 N Lake Dr, Milwaukee, WI.
Removing dead trees and planting new trees in there place. This should be the responsibility of the village not the homeowner.
seems good to me today.
Sorry to say Bluff erosion is a continual and unwindable battle. It seems a continuing effort is underway.
Start an open dialogue and meetings about the use of pesticides and herbicides!
Stop all the building!!!!!!!!
stop clear cutting on the bluff
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146 Stop removal of all trees on the bluffs

Strictly enforced protections and institute stronger ones to benefit the earth, plants, people and animals that call this place home. Climate change

147 preparation would be wise. Are the drainage ditches deep enough?
148 Support Doctor's Park

149 The beaches of Fox point are not usable by residents even by foot. The land adjacent to the beaches are filled with weeds and brush and access to the
lake is inaccessible. All beaches of Lake Michigan are public and our village should enhance the beauty of the lake and beaches.

150 The Bluff and ravine code question is difficult knowing exactly what it is. Whatever the case, it’s important to protect our environmental assets.
The bluff and ravine ordinance needs to be revised to encourage responsible stewardship and conservation by land owners, including best practices for

151 constructing sustainable access (paths, stairs, terraces) that allow for maintenance, use, and enjoyment of the land while improving protection against
erosion and damage.

152 The bluff erosion needs to be addressed.

The bluffs are truly a worry. Something must be done. Parks are lovely and must be maintained perhaps adding more fun things in the parks like the beer

153 wagon.
154 The green spaces in Fox Point may not be adequate to address storrmwater...

155

The lake is a great asset and those living along it certainly enjoy the beauty and power of the lake. Understanding how taxes are assessed on the lake
shore properties brings this question up regarding the conservation of natural resources. Lake frontage is assessed in 2 ways; 1 is a per foot assessment
and then there is an adjustment / increase for 'quality of beach'. Those that allow for their properties to be natural and pristine are adjusted upward as
much as 15%. Those who have built their lawns all the way to the lake and then built a retaining wall have no upward adjustment as their 'quality of
beach' is determined to be undesirable. This sends the wrong message. Property owners who work to have a natural and pristine shoreline should not
be penalized.

156 The more the better.
157 The natural green space across from our house was taken away and will never come back
158 The people who live on the bluff should be able to build a path on their bluffs so they can plant appropriate trees and prairie grasses to prevent erosion.
The questions above assume that we all can appreciate the bluffs and ravines when in fact they are largely in private hands. Village resources should go

159 to public uses not to enhance private interests
160 The Village should look for opportunities to establish more park areas/green spaces - even pocket parks.

The village used DDT back in the 1950s and destroyed much of the habitat where insects and other creatures are concerned. We are still using too many

161 pesticides in our community that are toxic to what we now have as a dead zone

There is no “village character' along the lake. It’s all privately owned except for Doctor’s Park. Don’t waste tax dollars on improving privately owned

162 lands.

There is no character here. Stop curbing development to stop something that doesn't exist. If we lived in New England or on the West Coast, THAT would

163 have character worth preserving. Focus on commercial and schools.
164 This needs to be a balanced approach
165 This would circle back to my comments regarding future building (apartments, condos, etc).

Those are costs that should be borne by the homeowners who can afford to pay them because they chose to live there. By all means set standards and

166 make those owners pay for the cost to maintain them.
167 to protect the lake of Michigan shoreline

Treat more ash trees and establish a program to help homeowners treat ash trees at a lower cost than hiring an arborist. This would encourage saving

168 the many many trees in the village that will die if not treated.
169 Tree removal of ash trees on homeowners property
170 Trees in the village right of way are in bad need of trimming, raising the canopy, etc as it would serve to beautify the old trees.
171 Trees. Need to preserve the vast array of heritage trees in the village and encourage new plantings for future generations.
172 Turkey flock controls need to be in pace to reduce the numbers.

Understandably the village has cut down many Ash trees.Very few have been replaced with other trees. This is Tree City. Where are the new trees?

173 When Whitefish Bay cuts down an Ash, they replace it. Would like to see improvement in Fox Point.
174 Unsure of what these issues are or even what could/what needs to be done.
175

Usually, interfering with mother nature only results in disaster for something else that nobody thought of. It is hard, but I think that the lake is a
powerful force and the shoreline will change, no matter what we do. We need to leave all the natural things that protect the shoreline in place and try
restore those things that have been changed or damaged in order to protect the lake. Perhaps homes that are built too close to the lake need to be
moved back and those areas turned into a natural preserve.
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Village plantings should be made to sustain and attract wild birds and insects. Residents should be made aware and encouraged to do same, if so

176 inclined. Creatures like foxes and coyotes should be valued as predators to rabbits. Some residents may find deer and turkeys a nuisance but such
creatures should be accommodated. Co-existence with nature keeps life more interesting than without.

177 way too much $$ could go into restoration of these areas and it only benefits a few who live in those areas - they should bear this cost.
178 We can continue to make doctor park nice
179 We do a good enough job now. no new infrastructure is needed that I am aware of

We have lovely resources, and they are part of why we love Fox Point. We chose a community where we could walk for coffee and groceries, as well as

180 walk our dogs. Keep it all green and beautiful, just like it is.
181 We need to aggressively start replanting a wide variety of trees after the Emerald Ash Borer.

We need to maintain indigenous wildlife species and birds. We should look to make improvement to public areas so that they are more habitable to

182 bees, butterflies and other beneficial insects.

183 We need to plant far more trees. With the loss of so many Ash I do not see an equal number of Trees going back to repopulate the loss both on private or
184

185

public land. We need trees to live. Fox Point should lead in tree planning and planting. Green space should be enhanced and expended where possible.
We would like to drive down Beach Drive to see Lake Michigan at street level. Not all people are able to negotiate the difficult walk down to the beach
level in Doctors Park. The people who live on Beach Drive act as if this is their private domain and we need permission from the Police Dept. to use their
private road even during a brief stop (turn the car engine off).

Wealthy residents of Milwaukee county have provided just four parks with access to the lake in 12 miles from Bradford Beach to the County Line. If
they're going to enjoy the lake they can pay for it. Under no circumstance would I consent to provide a dime to any shoreline resident to help mitigate
shore line erosion as they've kept it to themselves for the past 60 years I've been alive. No access means they can pay for it. Also, I see no reason that the
village should get involved in telling any land owner that they can't demolish a house on their property. If I own it and want to change it, it's no-ones
business but mine. I see what happened in Shorewood with the county Exec's house and what is going on in WFB with a lake side house and am horrified.
Finally, every effort should be made to protect any shared natural resources.

186 What’s happened to Doctors Park’s beaches is terrible though not sure this is a Fox Point issue or County Park issue.
187 Whatever it takes to protect the resources, in general I’m for it.
While I think it is important to maintain the shoreline, I don't want to see taxpayer dollars used to preserve the houses of wealthy residents who have

188 chosen to live along the lakeshore. As the Lake Michigan shoreline continues to erode, I don't want the village to pour collective funding into building

189
190

structures to save homes. We cannot prevent natures ultimate course and need to accept that the choice to live along the lakefront is a privileged choice
and not the responsibility of all the residents to preserve. Individual residents need to be responsible for their own properties.
While it's important to maintain the integrity of our shoreline and lake, in terms of repairs and improvements, the majority of costs should be born by the
immediate property owners, not the general village tax payers.
Who continually lifts the lid on the sewer drain in the ravine below the foot bridge?
If it off, as we noted this last night August 27

191 Would be great to have more public access to the Lake.
192 Would like to see more connections like the bridge on bridge lane
193 Yikes! More trees!!!
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Comment
Number

Please recommend any improvements you would like to see in the Village with respect to
arts and cultural amenities.

1

Movie night in the summer would be good. An actual usable ice rink with a reasonable schedule would
Be good.

2

A biannual tour of the Mary Nohl and Chipstone estates could be offered to Village residents on a first-come, first-served basis.

3

A covered stage for outdoor concerts at the ice rink location would be ideal. Currently they are held in a parking lot a Maple Dale School.

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

A library that has books in it that a child can get to without walking out into traffic on North Port Washington Road.
A public art program would certainly be welcomed!!!!
A visual display that showcases the history of the village. Markers in public places or something at the village hall that represents our past.
Absolutely none, folks can pursue arts on their own dime.... culture needs to be made great again
Again, The Fox Point Shops. Utilize that space for galleries, art classes, dance classes, music, food. It’s right there, already built. Renovate, do some work
on it, make it inviting and people will use it.
All good. None needed.
Allow dogs on the beach or atleast in certain areas. As a former resident of both coasts and different lake systems, I have seen this work well and as a
'happy medium' for everyone. Please look into.
Allow Mary Nohl house to be opened to public once it is completed being restored.
An annual village street party.
Annual graphic arts or music event somewhere in village.
Any arts and cultural amenities should be located near Village Hall where they will not detract from the residential character of the Village. In order to
respect residents' privacy and to enable residents to fully enjoy their properties, Fox Point should not establish or enhance arts or cultural amenities that
would attract tourists. Fox Point residents already have easy access to arts and cultural amenities in other nearby communities.
ANYTHING. PLEASE. We don't have any arts or culture.
Arts and cultural amenities say a lot about what a community values. Fox Point does not have to go out and recreate the wheel on this front. We just
need to better promote the creative activities and recreational beauty that exist here. The Fox Point website could be better designed to promote itself,
its attractions and activities. It is really a very pedestrian website - not exciting or fun to peruse. This does not have to cost much money. Work with a
graphic design student from one of the local universities to help inspire a fresh website.
As an artist, I see no need for improvements.
As mentioned earlier, a public art initiative could be a step forward. I would also appreciate a more user-friendly public library. I understand that the
North Shore Library serves more than one community and has been a bit of a political football, but if it should be moved to anyone of the several sites
that have been mentioned in various press articles my family would be very disappointed.
Ask for volunteers among the citizens in the village.
Besides a restaurant or two, I don't see that the village really has the space for much in this area.
Boulders and break walls to be properly maintained and not to find sharp bricks and debris on our beaches.
Classical concerts as well as popular music concerts.
Community center.
Community music groups
Concerts and art shows would be great! Dr.’s Park Beer Garden is loud and brings in a decent amount of people.
Consider public art installations (sculpture, mosaics, murals, etc.) on Village Property and possible integration with natural spaces.
Continue programming like Summer Serenade. Please move it completely back to Longacre.
cut all of it.
Do more to promote and create public activities around our Bird City destination, in cooperation with Bayside and Schmitz Audubon.
Do we have arts and cultural amenities? If so, generating awareness is needed, since I don't know anything about this. Nor do I know anything about our
'historical assets'.
Don't know if the demand is there, but the idea of a bandshell/outdoor event space in the civic center area would be nice.
Don't think any are needed.
Encourage expansion of farmers market. Include artistic activities at farmers markets.
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34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45

Fox Point has many venues to offer such events to the community. Start small and expand over time..
Government is not in the business of arts / culture. Leave this to the private sector.
Greater access to the Mary Noll house.
Having an art fair along with the weekly outdoor market might help it become even more successful. Perhaps local artists could have priority in getting a
booth and have the art component once a month rather then weekly the last weekend of each month. Mixing art music and food items would be a nice
mix for the community to enjoy.
Having an art fair or musical events at longacre would be nice. something to bring together the community.
How about more public art - like 'beastie' foxes around the village
I am fine.
I do not believe there is any need for any improvements
I don't have any opinion here because I have nothing to base one upon. I don't oppose this but I don't have any clues to what someone who came up
with the question is thinking of.
I don't have any suggestions at this time
I don't know of any art and cultural amenities in the village besides some county historical markers.
I don't see this as a village responsibility unless they receive a donation. A group advocating appropriate art work should be created to make sure what
might be displayed is not religious and aesthetically pleasing to a majority of residents.

46

I don't think it is important to maintain the character of the Village along the Lake Michigan shoreline; I think it is important to improve the amenities for
all fox point residents so we can all enjoy our beautiful shoreline. I disagree in 'maintaining' because that implies the status quo.

47
48

i have no idea.

49
50
51
52

I like that we are having the summer concerts. and the parades etc. I am happy with the amount of things. Thank you.
I love the arts but Fox Point is not exactly a hotbed of cultural amenities. We’re not going to have a museum or a symphony or a ballet. We live like 7
miles from a city that has those things. Just sayin’
I see no needs for improvement.
I think these should be more privately funded or done thru the community foundation
I would like to see a small classical music concert series at the Audubon Center or other suitable venue of 6-8 concerts promoted & sponsored by the
village. As a retired professional musician, this is something I could help organize.

53

I’m actually quite fine with FP being a quiet bedroom community that is fiscally responsible and able to respond to essential and long term commitments.
Rather one of the draws to this community is it’s continued quiet capacity to maintain a high standard of community services without being “trendy”.

54

I’m fine with what exists now.

55

I’m not aware of any arts and cultural amenities in Fox Point, and that’s not meant to sound rude! I would like to be made aware of them if there are any.

56
57

I'd like to see a local artist be featured in some permanent outdoor art/sculptures at public buildings. Those give character and add to history.
If by historic assets you mean the Mary Nohl house, at the very least, let people stop and look; people park on many streets in the Village, but there the
'no parking' is too strongly enforced.

58

I'm good

59

60
61
62
63
64

I'm not sure how to do this without demolishing and rebuilding, but I really wish our Village Hall was more inviting, friendly, and better looking. A new
pool would be great. Artificial ice - if it works or a true ice rink that could be used starting after Thanksgiving would be awesome. We just need a few nice
restaurants and things to do close to home. If we want to attend a cultural event we can run downtown. That's the beauty of living in Fox Point. The one
thing the Village needs to make a committment to do right now is plant more trees. The loss of ash will have an impact not only to the beauty of the
Village, but on the forest canopy and how it functions with respect to wildlife and stormwater - we need trees to help absorb water.
I'm sorry, but what are the arts and cultural amenities now? Besides the library, farmers' market, and an obscure installation in village hall, what are
these amenities?
Is there a space for this? I'd love to see a restaurant or two.
It would be fun to have an arts area, sculpture garden, classroom.... but maybe the county can do it at Doctors Park
It would be great to see a couple community art instalments that residents and visitors alike could enjoy.

65

It would be nice to enhance the village with cultural and arts amenities, including through local artists (e.g., sculptor Rich Edelman).
It would be nice to open up the footpaths that have been closed. These a huge asset to the village.
I am very pleased the bridge at bridge lane is open. These type of village amenities are one of the reasons to live here.

66

It would be nice to see more classes, such as art, at village for children and seniors.
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67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110

It would be nice to see some sort of access, just occasional to the historic sites...chipstone, mary knowles house etc
It's nice that the amenities that exist are smaller in scale. We can go into the city for large-scale types of things.
Limited public access to Mary Nohl and Chipstone. Explore commissioning or encouraging public art.
local beach
Love the farmers market, more events would be nice.
maintain what we have.
Maybe a weekly music night in summer... if the new 'community center' is built, that might be a place to host it.
Maybe cultural sensitive statues?
more encouragement of public art would be cool. love the summer concerts!
More music and food truck events.
More offered? If we have a central gathering place that holds more people outside of the schools that would be great or make one of the schools house
more arts and music and cultural events/educational events all ages.
more public art
More public art and public gathering spaces. As stated above, I'd love to see a 'Community Heart' in the Stormonth Park area, with the pool and
community room, and potentially concert or other spaces, plus public art.
More representation of diversity (ethnic, racial, sexuality, etc.)
More restaurants would be fabulous. I actually have an idea for the old chinese restaurant, but that building owner will not sell for a fair [rice. Need more
somewhere.
Move the music all back to Longacre.....Maple Dale was not as appealing.
Music in the parks. Symphonies or jazz nights in the park. Plays in the parks. Movies in the parks.
n/a
n/a
N/A
NA
Na
Na
Need community arts and cultural events. Included in community area like community Rec area on Longacre park instead of ice rink. Do not put a pool
there which would be closed for 9 months of the year and therefore not encourage community congregation. Use the space for community spaces open
year round.
New here 3 months. Haven't heard of any arts.....art or music in Fox Point. I am a musician. I've played with orchestra in Glendale and at Bayshore Mall.
But what does Fox Point have?. I read the village magazine..saw pool, library, market, garden club. What else is there? Adding rock music would not be
an improvement. But some music like in Cedarburg Cultural Center would be great.
No comment.
no opinion.
No recommendations
No specific recommendations
No suggestions
No suggestions to improve arts or cultural amenities.
none
None
None
none
None
none
none
none
None
None
None
None
None
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111
112
113
114
115

None
None
none
None
None to offer

116 NONE!! Wrong community!! We drive downtown for that!! Because it's close!! That's why we chose to live here! Quiet here, culture there!! SO SIMPLE!!
117 None.
118 none.
119 None.
Not a good use of Village resources. Residents can go downtown if they want arts or culture and the Village can never compete with downtown. No one

120 will move into Fox Point (or stay for that matter) because of 'arts and culture amenities.'

Not everything old is a precious historic asset. The Mary Knoll house is ugly and ridiculous, and Fox Point allows people who do not live anywhere near it

121 to dictate its fate.
122 not sure what you mean
123 Not the responsibility of the Village
124 Not the village role to dabble in the arts and culture.
125 Outdoor music

126 Partnership with business to bring permanent beer garden to Doctor's park as other parks in other communities have done. We are starving for a place to
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138

see our neighbors beyond the seasonal farmer's market and 2 week beer garden. Incorporate arts and culture to make it uniquely Fox Point.
Personally I would love us to have our own library, or maybe a Fox Point/Bayside library. The one in Glendale is in dire need of updating/repairs, and
libraries are a great community amenity that I think fits-in with Fox Point.
Please offer a community gym and gathering place for Shabbat dinner or social gatherings so we can get to know one another
Public art is always welcomed and encouraged. We are sorely lacking in cultural amenities. Give us culture!! Give us recreation!!
See above.
space for live music
Summer concerts in the parks ...
The LIBRARY!
The Library!
The opening of the Mary Nohl home to the public with controlled access.
The village does not really have an adequate venue to host such events.

There is nothing public at the lakefront. Would like to see that, maybe at Doctor's Park. Restaurant? Community Center?
There seems to be a lack of ‘gathering’ opportunities for residents of Fox Point. I think we are known more as a place where people stay to themselves in
their homes often not knowing those in their neighborhood. What brings people together? The Farmers Market could improve. Look at the success of the
South Shore Market. The lakefront and the park could be used more and better to bring people together using music as well as food as a tool. That said,
you’ve got to be smart and market those activities.

139 There’s got to be a better way to take advantage of the Mary Nohl property
140 These require more population than the village itself has. Nicolet provides wonderful amenities. But it would be nice to have a library that one was eager
141

to visit, like Whitefish Bay's. I go into the North Shore Library only when there's a book they have that I can't wait for on interlibrary loan.
These things are fine. You don't keep young families here to pay high taxes long-term with arts/cultural amenities. But I do know it is important to
provide these types of activities for the HIGHER taxpayers that live closer to the lake. The village should do what it needs to do balance the services it
provides.

142 to protect historic assets

Treasure what we have. How is the Mary Nohl house being utilized? What happened to the Stritch Studio San Damiano? Advertise and promote

143 Stritche's drama, art, and cultural offerings. ..... Support the International Muslim Film Festival sponsored by the Milwaukee Muslim Women's Coalition
(add this organization to the earlier question on partnerships.)

144 Upon entering Fox Point there should be a space for artistic sculpturing to show off our community artistic flavor.

Village wide summer block party on Santa Monica for neighbors to meet and build a stronger community. Other ideas are first Friday family friendly

145 summer parties or chilli cook-off, pumpkin carving, or corn roast in the fall
146 walking path on beach drive along the shoreline
147 We don't have many so more would be nice.
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148 We have enough wealth, churches and involved citizens to not put such activity on the back of the village.
149 We live next to a big city....we do not need to tax taxpayers for culture, when you can drive to Milwaukee
150 We need everything! Culture and Arts desperately needed!!!!!
151 We’re fine. You want to see art, go to the museum. Leaving your neighborhood and seeing other parts of the city is culturally enhancing.
152 What are the amenities with respect to art and culture? As members this community we are not aware of any but would like to know.
153 What arts and cultural amenities? Maybe outdoor concerts and movies.
154 What's available?
155 Where are these and what are these amenities. WE moved here last September and I know nothing about this aspect of Fox Point
156 Would be really cool to have some type of stage for performances. Promoting and supporting the Northshore Library.
157 Would love to see a coffee shop or cafe near the Wheel and Sprocket.
158 Would love to see more local restaurants and shops come to Fox Point! Love our Farmer's Market and would love to see a winter market.
159 You know it would be great to have a community theater group, though that is generally a volunteer effort.
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Comment
Number

What types of restaurants would you like to see more of in Fox Point?

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

1. Independent
2. Pub/Tavern
3. Ethnic Food
4. Drive-through or Curbside Pickup options (very helpful for young families)
A Baker and butcher shop. Family owned restaurants with outdoor patio. Greek restaurants
A Chinese restaurant that makes HOMEMADE, DELICIOUS EGG ROLLS .... such as Port China used to make! (NOT prefabricated frozen egg rolls brought in
from a factory.)
A Colectivo.
A good sandwich shop, maybe a coffeehouse (Anodyne or other Milwaukee-based business)
A mix of bars and restaurants like on Oakland in Shorewood.
A new asian restaurant would be welcome.
a public market type of set up. with counter service
A reasonably priced family restaurant ( like Andrea's Restaurant in Cudahy). --- good one with a large general menu. Not another chain restaurant .
A replacement for Pandl's. Enough fast food.
A variety of local restaurants, rather than fast food/chain restaurants
affordable!!! maybe Applebees- Ruby Tuesdays
Afghani and other Middle Eastern, Thai, something like a cleaner version of Silver Spring House. Cafe Hollister would be great.
All types except fast food.
All types from coffee shop, family, to casual or fine dining.
Almost anything EXCEPT FAST FOOD AND NATIONAL CHAINS would be appreciated. Bistro-type dining is a personal preference, but locally-owned ethnic
fare would also be nice. The Calderone Club is a perfect example of a neighborhood restaurant that makes eating out in the area a pleasant experience.
Conversely, it was a real shame to see North Shore Bistro (I think that was the name) close.
American cuisine, Italian, Vietnamese, healthy options.
An increase in all types of restaurants would be beneficial. Fine dining, fast casual, fast food
Any
Any and all would be welcome!

22

ANY kind, just more of them! Would love a Thai restaurant, we have enough Mexican & pizza places.
Any quality restaurants would be great to have in Fox Point. Our lack of restaurants and any other type of eating establishment is a significant issue and is
one of the few detractors of the village.

23

Any restaurant would be welcome as very limited options at this time. I do not consider fast food places restaurants as they are just garbage.

24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

Any restaurant!!!! Would be nice to have more than one option. A nice pub or any type of food except italian
any type of restaurant would be great.
any type of restaurants would be fine with me. There's only a few restaurants here now. The whole north side is lacking in the diversity of restaurants.
any would be an improvement
ANY.
Anything
Anything but another fast-food or chain. The restaurant choices in Fox Point pale in comparison to neighboring villages, especially Shorewood and
Mequon. The restaurants in Fox Point do not reflect the character of the village itself.
Anything but fast food
Anything but fast food
Anything non-chain and non-fast food.

35

anything not a chain
Anything OTHER then fast food. Small chef owned environments rather then chain food. The community suffers from a lack of restaurants and locally
owned coffee shops. Cafes and bakery’s all make for a vibrant community.

36

Anything privately owned with a liquor license....absolutely zero chains!
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37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67

68

Anything that can stay in business.
Anything that will come but with restrictions on drive thrus.
Anything we can attract - sit down dinner options and taverns are absolute required additions.
Anything with a bar in it. There are few establishments in the Fox Point area that have a bar.
Anything would be an improvement.
Anything would be welcomed, but not chain fast food. A place where different ethic restaurants could cluster would be great and unique for our area.
Anything! We currently have the Calderone Club and a take out pizza place.
Anything! PF Changs, Chik fil A, anything decent.
anything!!!
Anything, really! Fast casual, sit down, all family friendly.
Anything, there is such a scarcity at the moment its embarassing
Anything. Ethnic food, coffee shops..
Anything. Literally anything. Worst residential planning I've ever encountered.
Asian and American
Bakery, casual lunch place
Bakery, coffee shops, pizza, BBQ
Bakery, diner, coffee, ice cream
Bar, coffee shop, family dining
Bar, ethnic.
Bars and Cafes in the Fox Point shops on Santa Monica and Green Tree. This would allow biking and walking excursions for families and individuals in an
area that actually feels like the village, not the huge retail area of Brown Deer and Port Washington.
bartolotta style restaurants
BBQ
Options with take out
No more coffee shops or ice cream shops
Bistro style, organic field to fork offerings
Bistro Type restaurants
French Bakery and casual restaurants
Bistros
breakfast and lunch options. NO CHAINS.
breakfast place
plant based foods cafe
breakfast places, coffee shops, diners, high end restaurants, family restaurants
Breakfast, coffee, dessert, bar/pub
Breakfast,lunch,and dinner restaurants
Breakfast/brunch restaurant
Brew Pubs like Shorewood
Not just another coffee shop chain but a unique coffee shop like Anodyne on KK in Bay View
A sit down Pizza Shop like Pizzeria Piccola in Tosa
Interesting that you are asking this question as it does not appear that a lot of thought has been put into this topic in the past based on what is here. Turn
the Fresh Market space into a Co-Op space with 5 or 6 vendors would be interesting like on the East Side. We are missing the boat entirely and even
Mequon has created their own Public Market. Why would someone want to open a restaurant in Fox Point when there are a lot of other communities
that are simply more progressive. Places like Tosa, Shorewood, Delafield, Port Washington (believe it or not), and now even Mequon. Communities that
don't show much for change Bay Side, Fox Point, and White Fish Bay.

69
70

Brewery and/or wine spot!

71

bring back Hienemans! Might have misspelled that, but a nice breakfast spot. None of quality in the area now. Maybe near Wheel & Sprocket? And,
perhaps a more upscale dining restaurant----I don't know if it would be economically feasible, but nice to think of.

72

Café and deli type. No chain restaurants.

Brewery, coffee shop, vegetarian friendly food, Indian, seafood, bar and grill
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73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101

Cafe Rio and Costa Vita type restaurants would be great. No fast food chains.
Cafe type with outside seating. Breakfast or burger bar.
A redevelopment of the corner of Bradly and Port Road could be great asset. Right now it looks like a foreclosed property why don't they have to
maintain the building and the lot. I know there is the Sub station there if that could be moved that could have great potential
Cafe type
café with outdoor seating along the street
fine dining
bars with indoor and outdoor seating
Cafe, bistro, destination restaurant. In the shopping center I'd like to see a comparable replacement to fresh market, a home store, a healthier fast food
option than McDonald's, an upscale restaurant.
cafe, coffee shops, casual dining
Cafe, small artisanal grocery stores. Like in Tosa.
Cafes and bistros with outdoor seating during warmer weather months. We go to Whitefish Bay, Shorewood and Milwaukee for many of our dining out
experiences. We miss North Shore Bistro and wish something else would pop up there.
Cafes and nice dining
cafes and small, local restaurants. We often go to WFB for coffee shops and restaurants. Wish Fox Point had more options for this.
Cafes not chains
Cafes, bistros, bars, gastro-pubs, casual restaurants
Cafe's, farm to table, small plates, Bistros, NO FAST FOOD.
cafes, restaurants, ice cream shop/bakery with vegetarian or vegan friendly items
Casual and maybe even a step-up dining. We often have to go far to get a good meal. WFB has a variety of place and we should too.
Casual bistros and a high-end type fine dining establishment.
Casual dining, but not fast food.
casual dining, fresh-locally sourced restaurant, coffee/bakery shop. It would be amazing if the village could convince Boulangarie Du Monde in Cedarburg
to open a shop in Fox Point.
Casual dining, small businesses. No chains.
casual eating
sandwiches
Casual lunch, sandwich soup
Bagels
Casual much like the development In Mequon
Casual seated dining, not fast food
Casual sit down, restaurants with carry out/deliver options, coffee shops
casual, but classy. good for families and also out with friends
Casual, but not a chain. Heathy food.
Casual, but not chain fast food.....locally owned and operated
Casual, but not fast food. Sit-down, full service.
Casual, pub
Cf. Moxie, the Bay. Not national chains. It would be nice to have some informal locations between Brown Deer and Green Tree, unlike now. Formal

102 dining isn't in the cards anymore. What clientele are you looking for? Are newer, younger residents eager for local restaurants, or would they keep going
103

to the mix in Milwaukee? Who would support local restaurants -- I sense it's older residents who don't want to go far, especially when it's dark.
Chic-fil-A

104 Chick-fa-A, but more non-chain restaurants
105 Chinese
106 chinese, indian

Cloud Red from Shorewood is a great example of a fun, small, well run restaurant that could exist in a community our size. We need quality not quantity,

107 NO FAST FOOD junk.
108 Coffee and family friendly restaurants
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109
110
111
112
113
114

Coffee sgops
coffee shop
Coffee shop with a bakery
Coffee shop with bakery
Coffee shop with drive-thru or walk-up window, family-friendly restaurants. Would love a Colectivo, Bel Air, Pizza Man, etc.
Coffee shop
Soup and sandwich type of restaurant

115 Coffee shop(Collectivo style) and/or casual social gathering type of restaurants(deli, burgers, steaks, etc..)
116 Coffee shop, bakery, any kind of café serving lunch and dinner. Something similar to City Market. Not fast food. Maybe a more upscale dinner place.
117 Coffee shop, brewery/pub
118 Coffee shop, casual cafes that are family friendly, chipotle, stone creek coffee,
Coffee shop, small local retail boutiques. Not big box big business.

119 Small local pub.
120 Coffee shop, up scale dining
121 Coffee shop, wine bar, small cozy micro brew spot.
122 Coffee shop. Sidewalks to get there. Nice restaurants.
123 coffee shop.....lunch
124
125
126
127
128

Coffee shop/Cafe for breakfast/brunch/lunch options, restaurants with indoor and outdoor dining.
Coffee shop; Restaurant with outdoor seating. (Either on Port or in the shops at Green Tree)
Coffee shops
coffee shops and dinner restaurants
Coffee shops and family restaurants
coffee shops outside of the Pick N Save shopping center...Better use of the old Kohls retail space. (Wheel and Sprocket location). There should be a high

129 end coffee shop in there ie collectivo, fiddleheads, stone creek or starbucks. And a small cafe in addition to Rosatis. I grew up in Fox point and that strip
mall was a real hub back in the day..Pharmacy, Kohls, restaurant etc. Great destination to walk or bike to away from busy Port Washington!

130 Coffee shops, bakeries and family friendly restaurants that are unique would add charm. Restaurant chains would feel too commercialized.
131 Coffee shops, bakery, ice cream, cafes, mid-range/high end sit down restaurants, brew pubs, ethnic foo
132 Coffee shops, cafes, family style restaurants
133 coffee shops, casual dining.
134 Coffee shops, independent restaurants
135 Coffee shops, restaurants like 'The Bay' or 'Moxie'. Something that would be unique...not chain restaurants and NOT fast food.
136 coffee shops, salad/sandwich restaurants, wine bar, brewery
137 Coffee shops, unique sit down family restaurants (pizza man, Cafe Hollander. Etc) not just a chili’s.
138 Coffee shops, wine bar, cigar bar, non-chain restaurants (especially with outside dining options)
139 coffee, breakfast, casual and fine dining
140 Coffee, lunch/sandwich, family friendly restaurants like in WFB.
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150

coffee/café at Greentree and Santa Monica or along Santa Monica would be nice for bikers and walkers.
Restaurants with bar.
Could use a good dine in Chinese restaurant that delivers too.
Cozy coffee shops, small restaurants.
Cozy diners. Late night
Cultural mix
Culvers, Bravo, Portillos, More fine dining restaurants.
Definitely no fast food. Boutique restaurants. No chains.
deli, fine dining, vegan dining
delis, family style
Dine in
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151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161

dine in type, ethnic, cozy small restaurants
dine-in restaurants only. Something community friendly that doesn't have massive traffic implications.
Diner, sandwich shop. No fast food.
Dinner oriented - more upscale
Doesn't matter.
Ethnic
Ethnic food restaurants; American nouvelle cuisine restaurants
Ethnic foods
Ethnic, coffee shops
Ethnic, coffee shops, healthy eating restaurants. Wine bar.
Ethnic, family friendly, trendy! 'Think Mequon Public Market'!

162 Ethnic, non-fast food; good local Milwaukee based restaurants that people would enjoy. Outdoor beer/wine areas at the restaurants would be fantastic.
163 Ethnic, non-large chain or franchise, mix of casual/bar, family-friendly and upscale. No more fast food chains. Locally-owned coffee shop.
164 Ethnic, Traditional, Steak house
165 Ethnic. Upscale. Family.
166 Family and Casual.
167 Family dinner restaurants that allow the community to come together.
168 Family friendly
169 Family friendly
170 family friendly - not fast food.
171 Family friendly American style restaurants (better and healthier than Noodles and Qdoba, for example) that are open during dinner hours.
172 family friendly and east asian.
173 Family friendly and nice restaurants
174 Family friendly dining

Family friendly restaurants, healthy optional restaurants, breakfast lunch style restaurants where families and residents can walk and bike to enjoy meals

175 on weekends.
176 Family friendly sit-down restaurants
177 Family friendly, activities for children while adults enjoy dinner. A place to grab a drink with friends.
178 Family friendly, casual.

Family friendly, ethnic, fresh/healthy options....all the restaurants just opened in Mequon at their new marketplace on Mequon Road are exactly what

179 we should have in Fox Point. Think about who lives here and add restaurants they would want to eat at rather then going to Mequon, Whitefish Bay,
Shorewood, Glendale. More local, family owned businesses and restaurants.

180 Family healthy restaurants.
181 Family oriented
182 family oriented, place to socialize (like dunk and donuts)
family owned restaurants, casual dining, fine dining

183 NO fast food,

NO inexpensive national chain restaurants (Don't repeat Bayshore Mall)

184
185
186
187
188
189
190
191
192

Family owned. Bakery
Family restaurant, casual, not fast food or franchise.
Family restaurants
Family restaurants
Family restaurants -- I really miss Heinemann's.
Family restaurants, Italian, culturally-diverse. Not fast food.
Family restaurants, upscale but not too expensive restaurants similar to Moxie or the Bay. Not pizza.
family style
Family style independent no chain restaurants
Maybe restaurants with outdoor community spaces like a square for congregating plaza European style

193 Family style, medium priced, breakfast/lunch/dinner.
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194 Family type, small restaurants like used to be in the Fox Point Shops, coffee shops
195 Family; Supper clubs
196
197
198
199
200
201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210
211
212
213
214
215
216
217
218
219
220
221
222
223
224
225
226
227
228
229
230
231
232
233
234
235
236
237
238
239

family-friendly

or a good pub :-)
Family-friendly, not large chains.
family-type affordable sit down restaurants with parking
Farm-to-table, and anything serving organic and local foods.
Fast casual
Fast Casual and full service be careful about allowing drive thru's as you must have proper stacking lanes
fast casual or sit down restaurtants
Fast casual, cafes, locations offering indoor and outdoor dining, locations that you can work from.
Fast casual, casual dining
Fast casual, farm to table, coffee/donut.
fast food
fast food
Fast food, drive through options
fast foods, low paying jobs
fine dining similar
Fine dining and family owned only. No chains. Like Maniacis- that was wonderful.
Fine dining and family restaurants.
fine dining would be nice.
Fine dining. No more pizza or Mexican restaurants.
Fine dinning, no chain restaurants.
Fine food
Sports cafe
Finer dining
Food Collective
Food hall, Indian, Thai, middle eastern, Naf Naf Grill,
Friday night fish fry
Good fast food chains; Taco Bell, KFC, Cousins, Burger King
good food, sit down, not white table cloth, but waitress service, like north shore bistro was.
Good local restaurants; no chains.
good ones!
Great breakfast places (I.e. Blues Egg in shorewood)
Basically most of the restaurants in Shorewood would be great here
Greater diversity like what Mequon has accomplished.
have the citzen of the village support the restaurants regardless of price
healthy
Healthy and/or vegetarian. Fast casual.
healthy food
Healthy options that reflect the changing times. Organic, vegetarian, etc.
Healthy options, such as organic or vegetarian, like Cafe Manna in Brookfield. Colectivo or Fiddleheads. Focus on local and avoid national chains. We can
go elsewhere for those.
Healthy, family friendly and affordable for most.
Healthy, organic foods. Kid friendly. Beans and Barley type.
high end, fine dining
HIGH END, SIT DOWN PLACES.
High quality
High quality cultural restaurants - chinese, mexican, japanese, etc. No chain restaurants!
Higher level dining options. Less fast food options.
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240 Higher quality, such as Harvey's or Devon. Also, quality ethnic restaurants, such as Asian.
241 Hollander, sports bar, rest with outdoor space, pizzeria, rest and shops like in WFB
242 Homestyle, i.e. similar to Chuck's in Thiensville.

I assume here that mixed use does not preclude senior living residential.... Development along Pt. WA must be thoughtfully planned with strict code

243 enforcement so it does not become a corridor that will look cheap in 30 years.
244 I do not believe we can sustain any good restaurants here. I would love to see a Beans N Barley type restaurant in FP

I do not think that FOX POINT can support any restaurants without redevelopment of RIVERPOINT. It is long past the time to demolish that--and perhaps

245 expand it southward...and improve the parking and traffic flow. IT IS A JOKE.
246 I don't think any more are necessary

247

I feel that if we develop the port Washington road area that it needs to be made to standards that are like a historic downtown like Cedarburg. It can be
developed but it needs to be made in a very beautiful community district type way like a Downtown Hamptons in NY. It needs to be like a lakeside village
town shops and restaurants which could have beautiful townhomes or condos behind it. This would change the speed limit and allow for a quaint
shopping dining and eating destination like Naples, Florida. A high end looking shops and condos for an expensive looking beautiful downtown fox point
destination. I would love to be on the planning commission. Tamara Otto 262-408-8484

248 I have been aching for a decent bubble tea place (Kung Fu Tea) in Milwaukee. As for food, I think anything would be an improvement.
I have thought about this quite a bit over the years. If Fox Point were to allow new restaurants they should held to high standards- no chains (only Mom

249 and Pop or Family maintained businesses) and it would be nice to have a coffee shop and/or ice cream shop in the existing Strip Mall along Santa Monica
(near Wheel and Sprocket).

250 I think we could use a coffee shop on the north end of the village (Shops of Fox Point) and mid-village, near the Chiswick.
251 I think we have enough
252 I would like to see some diversity in new restaurants, perhaps a food hall / public market
253 I would like to see the existing empty restaurant spaces filled. More commercial/retail development is NOT the answer for Fox Point.
254 I would love to see more high end restaurants similar to Bayview. Farm to table, breakfast restaurants.
255 I would not restrict anyone that cares to start a restaurant here.
256 I would prefer local coffee shops. Not a fan of having restaurants, etc. I'd rather drive somewhere for those options.
257 I’m not picky, I enjoy all types of cuisine and would love more of anything
258 Ice cream and coffee
259 Ice cream shop, coffee shop that isn’t Starbucks
260 I'd love to see a family-friendly restaurant in the Santa Monica strip mall, or a coffee shop (by day)/wine bar (by night).
261 I'm good
262 improvement of restaurants at Riverpoint--informal dining
263 Independent
264 Independent - Farm to table.
265 Independent cafes. Ethnic eateries. No big chains.
266 Independent restaurants! Our options are primarily mediocre chains.
Independent, locally (Milwaukee) owned, non-franchise.

267 NO drive-through of any kind.

Something with tables outside.

268 Independent, unique, middle price range, healthy options using local products, indoor-outdoor casual dining, carry-out/deli options (e.g., Beans & Barley,
Honey Pie, Blues Egg). Micro-brewery/pub. Cafe (e.g., Colectivo). No large chains/franchises! No strip malls!

269
270
271
272

Independently owned would be my preference. Or, Wisconsin based companies.
Informal breakfast cafes, excellent dinner places, emphasis on quality of food.
International or independent (not big chains)
Irish,Seafood, Hamburger Joint with bar

273 It would be great to have a casual restaurant with a variety of food options. A place where families and anyone can go for a 'quick' sit down dinner.
274 It would be nice to have an upscale restaurant located in Fox Point.
It would be nice to have more options of places that deliver. We're pretty limited to pizza and Jimmy John's. I think restaurants like Cafe Hollander

275 (Lowlands Brewing in general--breweries) and Bel Air Cantina would go over well.
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It would be nice to have some more upscale restaurants like the former George Pandl's that was in Bayside. Dining in restaurants and not fast food places

276 are my suggestions.
277 It would be wonderful to have a diner in the shops along Santa Monica Boulevard
278 Italian
279 Italian, Mexican and a good steak house.
280 Italian,Asian.

It's tough to answer this question because I don't see anywhere that property is available for such development. What we don't need is more fast food

281 restaurants.
282 Just a larger variety. Farm to table. Restaurants that would attract from neighboring communities.

283 Less national chain, more quality locally owned restaurants........was great 20-30 years ago. Miss Pandal's and North Shore Bistro options.
284 Let the market decide that

let the market place dictate what the constituents will support to many times new operations open only to hear that public doesn't support and then on

285 top of people only speak about the negative ie Fresh Market, North Shore Bistro.
286 Local (NOT chain) restaurants open for lunch/dinner - farm to table, sit down
Local and not chain restaurants.

287 Bars and restaurants with outdoor seating (similar to The Corners of Brookfield)
288 Local establishments, not chains
289 Local family owned restaurants with character. No chain. No fast food.
290 Local healthy eating. Not national chains. Ethnic cuisine. Local coffee shop --Colectivo

Local owned healthy eating choices. Would be great to have restaurant in the strip mall on Santa Monica. Fast casual or sit down restaurant with

291 vegetarian options would be great and attractive to families.

Local places like Fiddleheads/Collectivo. Keep out national chains. It’s be great to get some field to fork style restaurants and restaurants like Moxies in

292 Whitefish Bay. Character, trendy and unique matters.
293 Local purveyors with minimal national chains

Local restaurants- bel aire, café Hollander, blues egg, honeypie, palomino type resturants

294 Can we address the Ugliness of the shops of Fox Point? That is an eyesore that could use much TLC.
295 local restaurants like urban beets, cafe corazon, and collectivo.
296 Local restaurants not chains and local vendors to provide character

Local restaurants or cafe. Wine bar, tasting rooms, etc. Something that would appeal to Cardinal Stritch students, parents and the next generation of fox

297 point.

298 LOCAL restaurants supporting local farmers. No chains. International cuisine (i.e., Vietnamese, Thai, Indian, etc.) -- we welcome DIVERSITY.
299

Local restaurants with locally sourced food, not chains, with healthy options would be so exciting! Local coffee shop. Any of the restaurants in Mequon's
new Public Market. Maybe we need a Public Market!?! Winter Farmer's market, space for holiday pop-up shops like Hovercraft, beer garden. No
residential skyscrapers - leave those downtown - but town homes above the retail would be okay. Please keep it along Port Washington Rd. and don't
impact neighborhoods or residents home values.

300 Local restaurants, healthy options.
301 Local restaurants, wine/beer tasting, anodyne coffee house.

Local, NO FRANCHISES. small bar and grill so we could walk to get a hamburger and a beer. Or good sandwich shop that also served wine. Small, local,

302 community oriented. I repeat, NO FRANCHISE.
303 Local, non-chain restaurants; brew pubs
304 Local, non-chains.

local. ethnic. Vegetarian. Like Cafe Manna in Brookfield. The kind that are popular in the third ward and Bayview. A food Hall similar the that just built in

305 Mequon.
306 Local/mom and pop restaurants.

LOCAL/SMALL restaurants, not chains. Keeps in tune with the character of the village. Farm to table restaurants & also a little more upscale Italian

307 restaurant. Coffee shops like Collectivo (not Starbucks). Also would like to see additions of a beer or wine bar. Think how Shorewood is flipping their
street south on Oakland. Draft and Vessel, Cloud Red. Give residents a reason to walk to their community versus drive downtown. Would love to
renovate the building complex at Santa Monica & Green Tree for these types of things.

308 Locally cafes/ restaurant (ie a Colectivo or City Market) .....but NO national fast food chains.
309 locally owned
310 Locally owned
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311 Locally owned restaurants like a local bakery or deli

Locally owned restaurants like the ones housed in the Mequon Public Market. We need attract similar restaurants that Wauwatosa and Bayview hold like

312 Bel Air Cantina and other ethnic restaurants like Tha-namite.
313 locally owned restaurants over chains, if possible
314 Locally owned, health conscious, fresh food(salads, soups, sandwiches)

315 Locally owned, locally sources cafes or dinner establishments. moderate price points. Local/non-chain locations. Some better/more takeout or delivery
options. Options for cocktails/wine/places for parents to go out at night that aren't far from home.

316 Locally owned, non-chain restaurants. Maybe a farm to table restaurant.
317 locally owned, not franchise or fast food; wine bar, coffee shop. Find a location that allows multiple sites for evening meals/coffee/dessert so they can

help benefit each other. I think Shorewood has a great vibe on Oakland Ave for a neighborly environment. I like that you can walk to a restaurant or bar.

318 Locally owned, small business, locally sourced.
319 Locally owned. Non chain. Something similar to a lowlands group restaurant or Collectivo coffee.
320 Locally owned. Those with outdoor seating and later hours for meeting up with friends.
Look. This is REALLY important. Many people leave Milwaukee to make a choice related to schools, but the magnetic pull of indie restaurants pulls them

321 back to the city because Fox Point is lacking this. ANY city in America needs to adapt to adding a strong core of indie restaurants to satisfy the change in
how we dine and interact in America. Also indie restaurants are how we now choose to come together.

322
323
324
325
326
327
328
329

Lou Malnattis! (glad they are coming) brewery! Stone Creek. Bakery.
lunch type, informal, not fast food,
Maybe something more formal?
Medium priced, family friendly and fine dining.
Mexican, Indian, American, Thai
Mexican, Jamaican, Southern Style
Mid priced
Mid-level restaurants that families could go to: sandwiches, salads, entrees, like the North Shore Bistro used to offer.

330 Mid-level, locally owned (not chains), like the former North Shore Bistro or the Brick in Glendale. But we do seem to have a lot of turnover, so I'm not
sure what it would take to succeed. I wouldn't suggest actually expanding facilities, because existing locations are unfilled.

331 Mid-price restaurants (not fast food and not expensive restaurants)
332
333
334
335
336
337
338
339
340
341
342
343
344
345
346
347

Mid-price/fine dining. Coffee houses.
Casual dining
NO fast food

Moderate restaurants way above fast food. The Bay on Whitefish Bay is a good example
More casual family that is not fast food (like Calderone
More coffee shops.
More ethnic restaurants. Maybe even a bar?
More family restaurants. Some bars and taverns would be nice as well.
More local sit-down type places that offer take out also (ex. Gyro Place or Culver's). Maybe pub-type establishment that serves food also (ex. 3 Lions Pub
- Oak & Shield - Game Pub). Any sit-down type restaurant.
More local/unique/boutique shops.
Something like The Bay or The Silver Spring House at Bradley and Port.
More Mom and Pop shops to add to unique character
More places that deliver. Or on the opposite side of that, classy, fancy places. Less franchise chains.
More pub and up scale restaurants restaurants but less not fast food types
More quick and convenient choices, with a few fine dining options.
More restaurants period. I don’t care what kind but Fox Point is extremely limited in terms of food choices.
More sit down dinner restaurants. There are virtually none in Fox Point.
More sit down family style
More sit down restaurants
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348
349
350
351
352
353
354
355
356
357
358
359
360
361
362
363
364
365
366
367

More sit down restaurants for meals (variety of cuisines)
More SitDown - NOT fast food
More upscale/casual dining options with a community vibe similar to what Moxie and The Bay are to Whitefish Bay.
na
Natural/vegetarian, cross cultural (Mediterranean etc)
neighborhood cafes, casual eating places
New, unique menus that aren’t necessarily available nearby. We don’t need more Noodles and Co or McDonald’s
Nice ones
No chain restaurants
no chain restaurants.
no chains
No chains but more unique and boutique.
NO CHAINS OR FAST FOOD..... there used to be that wonderful sit down Italian restaurant in the shops on Santa Monica.
We could use more such establishments that have a better level of food.
no chains, only family owned
No chains. Good quality with parking.
No chains. Privately owned. Ethnic and farm to table
No chains. Mom and Pop diners/bistros
No Drive Thru's - That leads to issues;
no fast food
No fast food chain restaurants!
Small boutique-like eateries, cafes.

368 No fast food places. No bars.
369

NO fast food! Quality, local, if possible, similar to Heinemanns/North Shore Bistro/Calderone Club/Cafe 1505/Harvey’s (in Mequon)/The Bay (WFB on
Silver Spring). We need decent restaurants for breakfast, lunches and dinners & we think the area can support them. We find ourselves constantly
leaving the village to go to other places for nice meals.
no fast food!!!

370 Owner run restaurants , no chains. I would also suggest to keep the business in home looking settings rather than big buildings
371 No fast food. Cluster fine eating establishment at various price points.
372 NO fast food. NO more mexican or pizza. Trendier dinning. Healthy, locally sourced. Local businesses.
NO FAST FOOD.

373 Small businesses. Outside seating restaurants and bars, coffee, Brewery, Car Wash,
374 no franchises
375 No large scale chain restaurants

No more fast food outlets. High caliber dining establishments, with good food. Examples- Ruth's Chris Steakhouse, DanDan (Asian Cuisine), Blue's Egg,

376 Story Hill BKC, Harbor House.

377 No more hotel, banks, and pizza places. Coffee shops, ethnic restaurants(Thailand indian), not a lot of retail because it increases crime
378 no opinion
379 No strong preferences. Not fast food, though.
380 Non chain
381 non chain restaurants, brewery/beer garden, coffee

Non commercial restaurants, unique restaurants offering international types of cuisine, from cheap to fine dining at reasonable prices like urban

382 outfitters

Great sandwich shops with beer aka college town type restaurants

383
384
385
386
387

Non fast food, sit down restaurants
Non-chain
Non-chain
Non-chain local restaurants
Non-chain restaurants
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388
389
390
391
392
393
394
395
396
397
398
399
400
401
402
403
404
405
406
407
408
409
410
411
412
413
414
415

Non-chain restaurants (or upscale chains only...i.e no Applebee’s, Olive Garden, etc)
Non-chain restaurants preferred. Bakery? Breakfast/lunch cafe?
Non-chain restaurants, healthy, local
none
None
none
none
none
none
none
none
None
None
None
none
None - keep the ones we have
none - we have enough
None in particular.
None needed beyond whats already close
NONE!
NONE!!!
None, no more development of any kind
none. We’re fine. You don’t need everything in your life in your backyard.
None; there are enough to choose from in both Fox Point and the surrounding communities.
Non-fast food (non drive thru type) restaurants. Different price points would be great.
Non-franchise. Local. Fresh. Plenty of seating. Serving alcohol. Perhaps family-friendly.
Not chain restaurants
Not chain restaurants
Independent restaurants
Cafes
Higher end restaurants

416 NOT chains or fast food of any kind. Rather, better dining destination restaurants.

Not chains! Unique and owner-run places. Ethnic like Thai or Mexican. Find some good restaurants that would be a draw for residents outside the area.

417 Good seafood. Breakfast place.
418 not fast food
419 not fast food chains
420 Not fast food or chains. Local sit down for breakfast lunch and dinner
421 Not fast food!
422 Not fast food.
423 Not keen on fast food; other types I would support.

424 Not picky. I think the corner of Bradley Road and Port Washington Road is a spot where available real estate would be very attractive to a developer.
425 not sure
426 Not sure Glendale n bayside have some that failed ,we only have closed China n Italian

Nothing chain store, unless it's a local coffee chain. Something locally owned is preferred. Definitely not fast food, those are already nearby in Mequon

427 and Glendale.

428 Of course, we would all like coffee shops and restaurants and stores where mid age kids can have some independence and walk or bike to. Realistically,
429

these businesses would have a very difficult time existing in our community. Maybe further promote retailers who set up shop at the pool?
One need only looks at Shorewood's Oakland Ave developments and the Spur 16 development in Mequon for a clue. Please note that there are
complaints are both areas regarding lack of parking space.

430 One off, not chain restaurants
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One solid bar with modest pub food options. Call it the fox den, put it at the North Shore bank and call it the fox den. I will watch every packer game

431 there!

One-of-a-kind casual and upscale bar & grill restaurants, like the Baysider we used to have in Bayside. Do not need any more fast-food chains like KFC

432 and pizza and burger bars.
433 Ones that can stay in business.
434

Ones that can stay in business. It is not up to the village to pick and choose restaurants. If a restaurant owner can be profitable here, they will open a
restaurant. If not, then they won't.
On a different note, why wouldn't you make the permit process, or any other process for that matter, more understandable?
Why wouldn't you enforce village code? Isn't that why you have one?

435 Ones that don’t suck
436 outdoor seating areas. family friendly places.
437 Pandas type- classy, sit down

Panera (although there are two others closeby), 'Corner Bakery' chain, independent coffee shops and casual restaurants. a restaurant like the North

438 Shore Bistro used to be - with bar.
439 Panera type restaurant, Dunkin' Donut shop
440 pizza joint,
441 Pizza places, family restaurants, local food.
442 Pizza. Coffee shops.
443 Places for teens. They are the left out segment of the community.
444 Places like Moxie in WFB and high quality Chinese food

Places that will draw the community, such as Cloud Red in Shorewood, and Cafe Hollander and Fiddleheadds in Thiensville. No additional chain

445 restaurants, as in Bayside.
446 Pub / Fast casual
447 Pubs
448 Pubs, wine bar, small plates, camp bar, bakery

Quality nice sit down restaurants like the past gone > North Shore Bistro type, and like Pandle's.

449 NOT drivethru FAST FOOD.
450 reasonable cost and simple sandwiches, soups with liquor license
451 Relatively quick healthy eating options for families.
452 Restaurants like moxie the bay , trouble and sons. Places that are fun and not too expensive.

453 Restaurants like those along Port and Donges Bay Rds in Mequon. No more dumb coffee shops and Maxwell’s. Restaurants with liquor licenses would
454

allow them to stay open longer and be more profitable. Right now, only the former Speakeasy is available. Ridiculous!
Restaurants that are not chains, but family friendly, American for, at a fair value. Like the ones of old, Port rd inn, lindens bayside in , port china, we really
have no choices really miss panels.

455 Restaurants that attract young professionals and are family friendly. We often leave Fox Point to go to restaurants like Cafe Hollander and BelAir Cantina
456 Restaurants that cater to families with outdoor patio areas. Place to go for Friday night fish fry. Coffee shop/sandwich/salad with healthy options.
457 restaurants with liquor licenses
458 Restaurants with outdoor seating in summer.
459 Seafood, Italian anything really

460

See all the bay view options.
We need a grocery store
A real Starbucks with a drive thru
Better take away options
Soup market
Collectivo
Bagel
City market

461 sit down and moderately priced
462 sit down casual restaurants
463 Sit down restaurants (farm to table style) / Limited fast food chains / Ice cream shop / Places which provide outdoor seating in the summer months
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464 Sit down restaurants. Coffee shops
465 Sit-down dining (e.g., Calderone Club) during evening hours

Sit-down dinner. Not just QSR, fast food. As a commercial real estate broker, I know there is a heavy demand for this if the development exists. Bayside

466 has its own issues, but something similar to that of WFB, even on a small scale would make the Village much more attractive. There are not a lot of dining
467

options in the Village.
Sit-down upscale dining similar to Moxie or even nice fast-casual such as The City Market would be a huge asset to the Village. No more fast food or
pizza!

Sit-down, nice atmosphere, open and welcoming front (obvious to traffic that it's a restaurant); casual but works to show up dressed. Maybe something

468 between a Paneras and Harveys - not a cheescake factory or a California pizza kitchen type place, smaller. Perhaps more like the closed north shore
bistro, but more obviously positioned. Across from Calderone Club would be good.

469 slow casual. See spur 16 in mequon. It's a perfect example to copy. Or, a family friendly open air brewery, a collection of restaurants, whatever. Cafe
Centraal in mequon is another great example. We are constantly leaving fox point to actually do anything besides live.

470
471
472
473
474
475
476
477
478
479

Small and quaint, like Fox Point itself - ideally not chain restaurants please.
Small business. Focus on river point. Perhaps as was planned for Bayside “sky scraper” but smaller
Small cafe type with wine and beer. We have enough pizza
Small community restaurants, like the Bay in Whitefish Bay. Something with varied menu options. Not a chain or drive through.
Small cozy boutique bakeries and restaurant. No chains
Small ethnic or vegetarian restaurants, coffee shops, specialty markets
Small ethnic restaurants
Small local restaurants, no chains.
Small locally owned restaurants, both casual and fine dining
Small nice places, not more bars, not chain Fast Foods, moderate prices open in the evening and weekends.Maybe Ice Cream. There really is very little in
or near Fox Point. 1 Pizza place on Santa Monica and , mall and Silver Spring in Whitefishbay and fast food on Port Washington. Room for some nice
restaurants.

480 Small plates, tapas, Italian, steak/seafood
481 Small restaurants with a lot of character, similar to Maxfield’s & La Paisa.
482 Small upscale restaurants

SMALL!!!!! Again....we live here, we dine THERE (i.e. somewhere else). We like that arrangement. Don't screw this up. This is where this is all

483 headed....over development of our village. It will ruin everything people like about living here.
484 Small, local shops like a coffee shop or even a wine bar.
485 Small, non chain coffee food etc.
486 Smaller non fast food restaurants such as cafes, bagel/bakery shops, etc

Some of the expanding Milwaukee area brands would be great to join Calderone Club; places like Bel-Air Cantina, Rocket Baby Bakery, Pointe Burger Bar,

487 Classic Slice or Pizza Man. How about a really good Kosher deli or restaurant? We could use some more family options besides Maxfields, but honestly
some bars with decent food would also be great. Maybe a permanent beer garden or bar & grill with outdoor space?

488 Some place like “The Bay”. Coffee or ice cream or sandwiches in a walkable location. Best case: a Chipotle Or Chick-fil-A!
Something like Story Hill BKC .... something local

489 Please no chain restaurant & get rid of the McDonald’s. A smoothie place would be great!
Something like the Lake Shore Bistro. Or like City Market in Shorewood (not the one in Whitefish Bay) --- cozy, with maybe a few more dinner options,

490 but nothing elaborate. Maybe something like an updated Heinemann's.
491 Sports bar, burger place
492 Sushi, upscale date night dining, not just chain family grab n go type places.

Take out and sit down with liquor license. Independent/local over national chains with consideration for successful brands that already exist in

493 Milwaukee (Pizza Man, etc.). Love the food scene in Bay View and Oakland Ave in Shorewood.
494 Thai
495 Thai or Indian
496 thai, family friendly, non chain, a good thin crust dine in or carry out pizza place,
497

Thai, Indian.

The concept in Mequon is amazing ! Public market with various restaurants within .

498 Please NO BANKS , CVS , or WALGREENS
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499 The village needs more restaurants and entertainment to bring people to the neighborhood. I would like to see craft beer restaurants and casual dining
500

that are fun. This is something that brings people to Shorewood and honestly, Fox Point is very behind.
The wide range they have e.g. in Bay View. No large chain restaurants. Examples would include Benelux/Hollander/Cafe Centrall, Cafe LuLu, Honey Pie,
Bel Aire etc...

501 There are no high end restaurants in Fox Point

Things like Bel Air, where I could go wth my family,’or go with a group of friends. Local coffee shop would be amazing. A place to get a nice glass of wine

502 with my husband.
503 Traditional sit down and less fast food / convenience.
504 Typical American menu.
Unique / higher end.

505 (Not Taco Bell)
506 Unique, local restaurants as well as regional chains such as Portillo's.
507 Unique, non-chain restaurants!
508 Up scale. No more fast food .
509 Upscale
510 Upscale Casual and healthy! Bagels/Salads/Poke bowl
511 Upscale Italian. Privately operated. Not too many national chains.
512 Upscale. No fast food!
513 Valentine Coffee, Small soup/ sandwich shop
514 Various: ethnic/international, American, cafe type, anything
515 Vegetarian
516 Very careful database-informed development along Pt. WA Rd. should predate any future development.
517 We could use more coffee shops for sure and more restaurants with three season outdoor seating. We love the new Public Market in Mequon, which
might be more successful than a bunch of restaurants that require waitstaff. Finding good waitstaff is really difficulty... just look at Bayshore.

518 We have far too many now. If you look in Glendale there are over 18 in just a few miles.

We seem to have a nice variety within a few miles radius of Fox Point. Maybe some additional restaurants would be useful within walking distance of the

519 new hotels going up.

520 We would like to see dinner/date night restaurants as well as coffee shops (with drive-thru). We would also like to see Chick-Fil-A (reach for the stars!).
We would like to see restaurants that reflect the affluence of the community (i.e. not inexpensive fast food) and are of a quality that will attract people

521 from the greater Milwaukee area. Additionally, restaurants with excellent outdoor seating in favorable weather would add a great local meeting place
for the residents of this tight knit community. If I had to offer an example of restaurant type, a really nice brew pub would be good.

522
523
524
525
526
527
528
529
530

Whatever works
Where? No more fast foods
Wholesome food with outdoor dining options
Why have the others left? Rents too high? Why can't we keep anything?
Wine bar or bistro; possibly a breakfast place.
Wine Bar, Farm to Table restaurant
Wine bar, general dining, outdoor seating
Would love a place like Stilt House in Cedarburg or Draft & Vessel in Shorewood.
Zoe's Kitchen https://zoeskitchen.com/
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Comment
Number

What types of local retail options would you like to see more of in the Village?

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

A US Post Office, or services. Whitefish Bay is always too crowded! and the on on Brown Deer is too far away.
A bakery would be a nice addition.
A bakery would be wonderful, as well as a UPS store.
a bakery, a bagel shop, a craft store, organic grocery store (fresh thyme)
A bookstore, but I realize that is not likely.
A cafe or bakery would be nice.
A family owned pharmacy. Organic groceries.
A nicer gas station
A replacement for Fresh Market would be a huge priority for me.
A running store would be great.
A small hardware store -if anything.
A Target store nearby.
a US post office sub station!!!!!!!
Additional boutique and crafts.
Additional restaurants and grocery stores
Again - anything, really! Evaluate Silver Spring in WFB and you will find a whole host of service-based retail options as well as home goods, fashion
stores. All would be a great addition to the very limited retail/ restaurant options that we have now.
And we NEED another grocery store!

17

Again, reinforce Fox Point as having a village character, not a village of strip malls. Boutiques. Sendik’s or Whole Foods or Outpost. Otto’s.

18

Again, this is a great question but it begs the question also what could the options actually be and where would the development take place

19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

Agriculture, coffee bar and electronic
All types
All types of retail should be encouraged from clothing to candy to hardw
Almost any...nothing related to tobacco
Amazon reduces the need for extra local retail shops.
Another grocery store
Another organic/specialty foods store, yoga studio, boutique clothing/shoes, children’s boutique, arts/craft open studio or shop, etc.
Any
Any general services
Any that will agree to locate here!
Any type!
Anything showcasing local artisans and/or Wisconsin-centric wares.
Anything small. NO big box. Keep it local.
We don't need shops that are big draws from other areas.
Our village is small. To keep it feeling like a village, and not like Glendale or River Point (which are fine for themselves), we need to keep shops focused on
serving locals. Think Elm Grove.
Anything that will come but not big box stores with oversized parking lots
Anything to help the tax base...
Anything, we just need more businesses/commerce in Fox point.
Anything.
Anything. See above.
arts and crafts, boutique type

38

Artsy shops would be attractive. A shoe store anywhere in the North Shore would be greatly welcome. A small grocery store or co-op.

39

Bakery, butcher, boutique clothing and art. Destination shops.
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40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85

Bakery, unique gift shops,
Bay Shore is so close, we don't feel there is a great need for extensive retail in Fox Point.
Better options for coffee and groceries.
Bigger coffee shop where you can talk or listen to music or read.
bike shop, Collectivo, Ians, Target, resale / consignment,
Book shop with cafe, small shops, not large retail.
Book store
Bookshops, variety store, clothing boutique
Boutique clothing or jewelry; food purveyors (butcher shop, bakery or other specialty purveyors)
Boutique clothing stores
boutique retail shops and specialty foods
Boutique shops
Boutique stores of a national chain.
Boutique type gift and clothing shops that are moderately priced but unique.
Boutique type stores
Boutique, charming stores
Boutique, small chains.
Boutiques
boutiques
Boutiques
Boutiques, cafes, craft beer
Boutiques, locally owned stores. No big box stores or chains.
Boutiques, upscale retail.
Boutiques. Garden Center. Health Food Store
Businesses that do not attract the wrong element like Best Buy!
Butcher
Car wash
Car wash.
Catherine's
Children's boutique, book store, women's boutique,
Cigar Shop, Bread Smith, art and crafts
clothes
Clothes shops, specialty shops.
Clothing and jewelry high end discount retailers in spaces that match the architecture and charm of the neighborhood, little clothing and jewelry shops,
etc... like a Main Street in small lake town, bookstore, apple store, small wine and beer, liqueurs, althetic store for sneakers or workout equipment,
kebab shop, modern furniture, unique clothing like urban outfitters
clothing boutique
Clothing boutiques, Target
Clothing for the entire family (Not looking for a Walmart) / Kohl's or Target / Bakery / Cafe
Clothing or kid related
clothing shops, book stores, boutique type shops. NO discount stores.
Clothing shops, high end retail.
Clothing stores, gift shops. grocery
Clothing stores/ boutiques; gift stores
Clothing
Art
clothing, children's
Clothing, sporting goods, outdoor gear.
coffe shops
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86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104

Coffee shop
Coffee shops and entertainment
Coffee shops, a Sendicks PDQ, clothing boutiques
Coffee shops, craft/gift/art/cooking shops, kids stores.
coffee shops, restaurants
Coffee shops, TARGET
Coffee, sandwich
Co-op Grocery Store
Cute little shops, inexpensive but with clothes and jewelry and a sub shop, commercial high end Discount retailers like Santa Barbara, Ca or La Jolla no
fast food retailers and maybe like an H&M or Forever 21 or discount designer retailers mixed with some high end shops like a jeweler spa hair salon, a lot
of the things we have but made into more of a destination. It seems like the shops on Santa Monica could move over there and some of the nicer
individual shops in town could all be centrally locates and everything open until 9 pm for stores and 1 am for restaurants
cute retail shops with unique gifts/clothing
cute shops
Department and grocery
Ditto
Doesn't matter.
Dog training
dollar store
dollar stores and gas stations
Drive-thru coffee, fast casual and sit-down restaurants and grocery. We are now in the era of 'convenience' and the Village needs more options at
residents disposal.
Earth to Fox Point. Have you heard of the Internet. Retail is dying. I would love for there to be more retail but realistically, at least right now, I would not
work to hard in this area.

105 Everyone buys everything online these days (amazon, etc), so you don't really need retail (its probably why bayshore and the other malls are failing). So,
think of retail you would only physically go to ... coffee shops, fish markets, permanent farmers markets, etc. No more banks or supermarkets, please!

106
107
108
109

fabric store, Whole Foods, book store
Family friendly retail
Family friendly that offers a variety of food at a reasonable price.
Fine now with Glendale so close off green tree and river point

110 fresh groceries, eye glass stores, health stores/mobility stores to serve that community, business offices like tax, accounting, law, insurance, investment,
higher end clothing/gift/shoe stores, arts and crafts studio offering classes for kids, music studios with instructors or rental space.

111 Fresh market market was a big loss
112 Fresh Thyme.

Generally the same things we already have at Green Tree (Glendale) and River Point but mix them together with housing. Add good sidewalks so that

113 you can walk or bike on either side of Port Washington Road from Bender Road all the way to Fairy Chasm.
114 Gift shop, salad/sandwich shop, clothing
115 gift shops, boutiques
116 Gift shops, clothing shops, specialty shops, boutiques
117 Gift stores, home furnishing stores, mid-price-range clothing stores for men and women.
118 Gift/card shop
119 great question however the residence are not going to support anything
120 Grocery
121 grocery
122 Grocery
123 Grocery
124 Grocery
125 grocery
126 grocery - I miss Fresh Market!
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127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145

Grocery (Fresh Market is missed) and Target
Grocery like a fresh market
grocery market
Grocery stores fresh tyme
Grocery stores...
Grocery, auto repair, gas station, financial services, office park.
grocery, bakery , floral
Grocery, prepared foods, library
grocvery options Fresh Market was fabulous
Hardware store
Hardware Store !!!
Having Glendale do so much commercial development makes for more congestion on Port Washington Road. We can't stop Glendale, so it is difficult to
know how much more is good for that road. It would be nice to have a few nice restaurants along the road but not so many fast food places as has been
developed.
Health and Wellness, Solar powered business owners,
higher end
higher end shops
Home goods products. Home improvement products
Home goods.
Honestly probably wouldn’t do much retail shopping.
I am unsure about 'more commercial' along Port Washington road - i would support more as long as its not the cruddy strip mall type (ie Brown Port etc.
and the awful strip mall on Santa Monica). We need much better commercial design.

146 I can't think of any
147 I can't think of anything that isn't already easy to get to that would make sense to add.. Maybe kids clothes or a gift shop/variety store.
148 I don’t need shops

I don't believe we need to do this. I would hate that we invest a lot of money for retail, and then have another Bayshore. I often wonder what would

149 have happened if they would have kept everything indoors. It was a great area of walking in the winter time. Now the only place that can happen is in a
gym.

150

I don't care about retail options in the village. Anything I can't buy here I can buy online or nearby. Development along Port Washington Road should be
based on the market. Office development should happen where jobs are being created. That would be in Madison/Dane County. When profitable
development can be done on Port Washington, it will be. As long as it complies with existing zoning laws, is not overly dense and maintains reasonable
green space, it should be approved. There should not be waivers to zoning laws. If there is consensus that the village should be more urban, then the
zoning laws themselves should be changed and the change should apply everywhere in the village, not just in parts of it.

151 I don't care about retail options in the village. Anything I can't buy in the village I can order online.
152 I don't necessarily need retail options.
153 I don't think it would be wise to encourage much retail considering the challenge that retail at Bayshore Mall has been going through.
154 I don't think there is the space, but a Target in our area would really draw from surrounding areas.
155 i have no good ideas.
I really don't see a strong future in retail. Most of our exisiting retail space sits empty. That Fox Point Shopping Center - River Point is an eyesore. I was

156 really hoping Lou Malnatti was opening a regular restaurant and when I hear it's just a storefront for take-out I wasn disappointed. I hope it's successful

157

enough that it can take on a large space - like the empty grocery store. I would be very disappointed if the Village built the new pool at :Longacre Pavilion
and sold the exisitng site for retail development - what a waste of greenspace.
I think anything that helps increase the tax base would be great as long as the increased traffic that comes with more development is regulated
appropriately.

158 I think retail is a hard business and would not restrict anyone that tries to start a retail business here
159 I think we have drug stores and grocery stores very close so restaurants are more of interest to me.

I think you know by now I think the Fox Point Shops could use some community space, book store, bagel shop, definitely a cafe, restaurants, places for

160 kids to hang out, like a yogurt or ice cream place.

I wish we could have kept Bentley’s in the area. I would like small shop owner convenience type places so I don’t have to shop at big box stores or order

161 from Amazon. Perhaps some places that focus on wellness/wellbeing.
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162 I would like more boutiques but I realize the retail industry is having a very difficult time due to online shopping.

I would like to see a mini-Outpost go in somewhere for coffee and grab and go. A coffee kiosk with a tiny footprint might work in some places with

163 outdoor seating in nice weather. I think River Point might look at options for a food court, similar to the concept on North & Farwell. A venue for a
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181
182
183
184
185

variety of quality food in a casual, shared seating atmosphere.
I would like to see locally-owned businesses like coffee shops, bookstores, bakeries, Please consider starting a Rivoli style theatre where residents
volunteer to run a community-style movie theatre like they do in Cedarburg. It would give FP residents a chance to get to know each other and make our
village special.
I would think niche places would work best, like Wheel and Sprocket, or other specialty shop - something with few other places but carries something
that a lot of people need. But Audobon Court is always trying that and I am not sure how it is working. It would be a disaster to put a big chain store in
anywhere except Riverpoint.
I’m not sure, I’m just all for local development
I'd like to get back Stefan's Soccer and Fresh Market. Also pet food store.
Ideally - book stores, kitchen/cooking stores, independent grocers, higher end clothing consignment, artisanal gift shops.
Ideally no chain retail
If Bayshore mall can remain successful with new plans, we may not need a lot more retail here.
If only you could bring back KOHL'S food store. That made that area work. But other than that, small retailing will never survive.
I'm good
I'm ok with driving to other communities to access retail options.
I'm satisfied with what is here
Independently owned clothing, outdoor gear stores
It would be great to see a similar development to the mequon public market with independent retailers.
It would be lovely to have some small shops similar to those on Silver Spring or Oakland Ave.
Kwik Trip (or other nice gas stations), natural food store, some kind of kids centered store, something like Little Sprouts Play Cafe (we feel like this type of
business would do very well Given the influx of young families).
Let us support Bay Shore and not pull retail business away from this enterprise.
like whats in the 3rd ward
Limited with the current growth of e-commerce. The stores I still frequent require large foot prints (Target, Home Depot, Dick's).
Local / specialty. National chains are dying.
Local Bakery.
Local businesses. Coffee shop, market, cafes. Someplace to grab a beer would be nice.
Local coffee shop (such as Stone Creek, Anodyne, or Colectivo), a craft beer taproom (similar to Draft & Vessel in Shorewood), a store that sells goods
from local artists (similar to the Waxwing on the east side).

186 Local pharmacy, local food market, specialty gifts/WI gifts, great bakery, coffee shop options.
187 Local restaurants with locally sourced food, cheese shop like Larry's market in Brown Deer, boutique shops, maybe a butcher and a bakery?
188 Local small shops and restaurants. Local owners
189 Local, high end retail. No low end chain.
190 Local, small.
191 Locally owned and operated businesses
192 Locally owned artisan shops, clothing, specialty food/wine.
193 Locally owned bakery
194 Locally owned boutique stores that are unique enough to draw people to the village. No big box retail stores.
195 Locally owned not chain
196 Locally owned specialty shops to keep the village atmosphere
197 locally owned.
198 Locally-made gifts and goods. Specialty grocer.
199 look at shorewood on Oakland Avenue. There is a mix of shops, food, business. Similar to Silver Spring in Whitefish bay.
200 Lululemon, Barre Code, Spin cycling center, etc.
201 Men's clothing
202 Men's clothing, Wine store, lawn and garden centers, restaurants, hardware store,

Mom and pop shops. Or retail like Land’s End. Chains like Best Buy invite crime. Look at what’s happened to Bayshore. DO NOT OVERBUILD just because

203 some greedy developers are wining and dining board members.
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204
205
206
207
208
209
210
211
212
213
214
215
216
217
218

Mom and pop stores, clothing shoes, sundries etc...
Mom and Pop type stores. There are to many big box in the country
More bar restaurants in general not fast food
More grocery stores. We used to have a lot and now we have basically none.
More grocery stores. Gas station Sendik’s does not cut it.
More like Fresh Market. Fresh Thyme for example
More like silver spring in WFB. WE NEED TO CREATE A WALK FRIENDLY AREA
N/A
n/a
na
Natural and sustainable home/personal products/furnishings, fair-trade and artisan crafts/gifts/clothes, books.
Nicer clothing shop for men and women.
No big box, more boutique.
no chains.
No chains. It would be great to think about rezoning residential homes to allow to build small coffee shops, etc. Nashville is a great example of a city who
has done this successful and really strengthen the culture of the community.
Butcher shop. Fresh fish/seafood shop. French pastry shop. Ice cream shop.

219
220
221
222
223
224
225
226
227
228
229
230
231
232
233
234
235
236
237
238
239
240
241
242
243
244
245
246
247
248
249

No comment
No more banks please.
no opinion
Non-chain shops. Boutique type shops.
none
None
None
None
None
None
None
none
none
none
none
none
None
none
None
None
None
none
None
None - dying industry; It will continue to be tough to attract industry here because of high taxes and close location to Ozaukee Cty where taxes are low.
The Bayside idea was tremendous. It's too bad their residents were short sighted on that opportunity.
none - we have enough
None in particular.
NONE!
None!
NONE!!!!
None, dont shop here anyway, too many minority employees at most local locations
None, retail is dead, we have enough grocery stores etc.
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250
251
252
253

None, the more retail the more crime.
None.
None.
none.

254 none. fix the plethora of vacant spaces all along Port Washington Road (i.e. near Bradley). Help the River Village shopping center be more vibrant.
255 None. Let the redone Baytown Center carry the traffic.
256 None. Retail is not a priority.
257 None. Bayshore is way too underused. Plenty of options there.
258 none. Retail is not supported now!
259 Nordstrom, high end mens shop
260 Not a ton
261

not cheap stores or chain stores more small business

262 not discount stores
263 Not large chains. Entrepreneurial.

Not many. Too many stores make too much crime and traffic. A Cole of good restaurants and coffee shops are fine and maybe some activities for the kids

264 is fine.
265 Not much. More restaurants and coffee places
266 Not needed. Bayshore is empty and RiverPoint & Audubon plaza also have vacancies.

Not related- why only senior housing as an option under a? Why need affordable housing so that the individuals who work at the assisted living homes

267 and fast food restaurants can live in this community. They shouldn’t have to bus here every day.
268 Not sure
269 not sure
270 Not sure
271 Not sure

Not sure, but there is no where to shop or eat. Very limited choices here. How about a car wash?? We need that way more than another bank,

272 Walgreens, or pain clinic.
273 Not sure.
274 not too interested in shops...would love to have more in terms of bars/restaurants to go out to
275 Nothing in particular is needed.
276 One good grocery store. Doesn't need to be freakin Sendiks though.
277 Outdoor gear / equipment, organic grocery store
278 Outpost grocery store
279 pawn shops and bars
280 Performance athletic stores, a new fresh market grocery store concept, boutique shopping, childrens toy store.
281 Pet services, specifically a boarding kennel.

282

Please no national chains.
Butcher shop
Bakery
Outpost Natural Foods or equivalent.
Waxwing-like shops. (retail shop on North Ave)
Higher end art supply shop (not scrapbooking or Michael's)

283 Presently well served by nearby grocery, hardware, drug store, convenience, fast food,
284 Pretty open. But NOT big box.
285 quality mens and womens clothes

Replace some of the store types that left Bayshore- Charming Charlie-type store, Painting/art/jewelry making studio where you can have parties/get-

286 togethers.
287 resale shop,
288 restaurants
289 restaurants. hardware store
290 Retail ain't coming back.
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291 Retail is dying, seems counterproductive to build or encourage development of retail space.
292 Retail is dying. Lets not hurt the village character for something that won't succeed.

Retail is dying. Don't need any more boutiques; let the chains go to Bay Shore. Services are more important these days. It's not in Fox Point, but support

293 the Hardware store -- my daughter lives in a community with only the hardware chains, and it's grim to get advice. I am mourning Fitzgerald's, but that
retail model may be gone along with the excellent service it provided.

294 Retail is very tough. Toooo much online shopping.
295 Retail isn't necessary (lessons from Bayshore), more areas for entertainment and socializing would be the key.
296 Retail? That's a joke! Apparently no one uses the mall at Bayshore, so why would they shop here?
297

River Point shopping center.
-Fresh Thyme grocery
-Panera or similar
-Collectivo or similar

298 See #3
299 See above.
300 See above.

See my comment above. We have the existing retail space necessary to make local shopping in Fox Point an enhancement for community residents.

301 Developing more commercial/retail spaces is NOT the answer. As it is, the empty spaces along Port Washington are bad enough to look at. Filling these
spaces is an issue I would like to see the Board take on more aggressively.

302 See note above
See number 3. We live here, we shop THERE (i.e. somewhere else) and we LIKE that!!

303 If you surveyed the village in this vein...in this context...you would get overwhelming support to keep development out. If the survey was predicated on

304
305
306
307
308
309
310

the notion that culture/dining/shopping/commerce is better found outside of the village with the village's resources focused on maintaining the quality
of properties and streets and public spaces, you would find that's what people want.
Service oriented retail operations. Retail is dead. Shopping centers are now centered around restaurants and retail feeds off of the success of restaurants
drawing people to the location.
Shoe repair.
Car wash
Shoe store (not for athletic shoes)
shoes
shopping and boutiques
Small boutiques and shops
Small boutiques, gift shops, flower shops fruit stands

311 Small business owner clothing shops. With mall store pulling out people need a place to buy clothes, etc. Many don't shop for clothes on line.
Small business, rather than big box. A mix of restaurants, ice cream parlors, clothing, arts and crafts, groceries, hardware, etc. I would envision a street

312 with a curb, green space with trees on the easement, a sidewalk, and then the shops. Something quaint, useful, affordable and accessible that would
define where Fox Point begins and Glendale ends without needing a sign.

313
314
315
316
317
318
319
320
321
322
323
324
325
326

Small business. Private owners.
Small businesses
Small grocer, florist, microbrewery, hardware store
Small grocery, Bakery/deli.
Small locally owned shop, small grocery.
Small shops - no big box stores
small shops, food, pharmacy, other misc. necessities in a walkable community
small specialty stores
Small, boutique, local retail
Small, local shops. Not chains.
Smaller shops, not chains.
Some kind of grocery in the old Kohl's space area. There are no grocery stores in Fox Point.
Some small boutiques?
something actually affordable
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327 Something sustainable in the River Point site. It's sad to have lost the book store and Fresh Market.
328 speciallty
Specialty shops could work if there were a whole collection in one area but that would take a big vision and commitment. Cedarburg has that covered.

329 We need something uniquely Fox Point for our kids. Today, my 12 year old rides her bike to Star Bucks or McDonalds which is sad. The only business I
think is worthy of our kids is Baskin and Robins and that is in Bayside in a dangerous parking lot to ride a bike through by Sendiks.

330
331
332
333
334
335
336
337
338
339
340
341

supermaket
Target
Target
Target
Target or Meijer
Target which would save traveling to Grafton or Miller Parkway - we have no close location. Macy's or another large department store to take the place
of Boston Store.
Target!
Tasteful- not big box - but more similar to Woodlake Market in Kohler
There are many options in adjoining communities and Bayshore. Are the Fox Point Shops even fully occupied?
Things for kids and restaurants ( no pizza places_-too many now).
Third Ward Type retail, but will be hard to attract as the nature of retail has become more service oriented.
to keep whatever retail is decided, our village needs to drive people here. A better pool with good options for out of village people is good. Youth sports
events at local fields. The skating rink associated with or sponsored by a family dinner options close by.

342 Toy stores, kids clothing, adult clothing, home furnishings, and anything that people would shop at to prevent the storefronts from being vacant.
343 Trader Joe's, bakery, yoga studio, children's boutique, other boutiques
344 Unique shops
345 Unique shops
346 Unsure

we actual have enough what we need is the village residence to support what we have just like the citzen didn't do when Fresh Market was a tenant at

347 River Point.
348 We have enough development.
349 We need a downtown master plan. Not a bunch of strip malls.

350 We need a grocery to fill the gap left by the closing of Sentry. A bookstore would be nice, but not sure if one could survive. Still miss Audubon Books.
We would like to see businesses that enrich the community and offer a place for gathering. A good example of this is Boswell Books on Downer Street in

351 Milwaukee.
352 Well something similar to Fresh Market or an Outpost or specialty shops as in Audubon Court.

Well, I know we have grocery stores. But one that isn't Pick n Save would be better, that is easier to reach and has a place to park a bike. Why is there a

353 Best Buy? Wheel & Sprocket is good. Andare Sports is good. I'm struggling to come up with other good examples. What would really help would be to

have more places to go -- a theater, a bowling alley. Or more cultural places -- a book shop, a record shop, a comics shop, a music shop. What we want is
more business that makes this feel like a place and less that makes it feel like an exit off the Interstate.

354
355
356
357
358
359
360
361
362

Whatever could survive this retail climate.
Whatever works
Where? Not really... unless we know where and why options are available and how the community benefits.
Whole Foods, total wine,
Whole foods. Healthy grab an go food options. Smoothie bar.
Wine shop, bookstore
wine shop, drug store you can walk to
With the decline of Bayshore, honestly, whatever could actually make a profit... maybe look to see what's still busy there.
Women’s clothing
Any retail

363 World Market would be great!
364 Would be great to bring a Target to the North Shore now that the Brown Deer one closed.
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